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Preface

Composite laminate components are prone to debonding/delamination when subjected to high interlamuniar stress or when
under impact. While delamnation failure in itself is not usually catastrophic, its weakening influence on a component may lead
to subsequent failure modes. Hence debonding or delamination may significantly reduce the strength of an aircraft or its fatigue
life.

The objective of the Specialists: Meeting, organtsed by the Structures and Materials Panel in the Spring of 1992. %as to review
the present state-of-the-art in the analysis, detection and repair of delanunation. Twenty-nine excellent papers were presented to
an audience of over 100 leading speciclists from NATO countnes. Discussion of the papers presented and the final summary
session revealed some common concerns and issues and gave rise to several recommendations.

In bringing together the various experiences of air forces, governments, industry and unimersities, the Specialists' Meeting has
helped in identifying the key issues related to the debonding/delaminatton problem

Preface

Les eldments stratifies composites sont sujets au decollement et au dilaminage lorsqu'ils sont soumis iI des contraintes
interlaminaires dlevees ou iI un choc. Bien que le delammage ne sout giniralement pas catastrophique en lui-mime,
I'affaiblissement de relement qui en decoule peut causer d'autres modes de ddfaillance. Par consequent, le decollement ou le
delammage peut considdrablement reduire la rdsistance d'un aironef, notamment sa durie de vie en fatigue.

Lobjectifde la Reunion des specialistcs, organisde au printemps 1992 par le Groupe de travail sur les structures et les matdriaux,
etait de faire le point sur retat actuel des techniques d'analyse, de detection et de correction du delaminage Vingt-neuf
excellents documents ont ete presentes a un auditoire de pluk de 100 specialistes de pointe representant les pays de lOTAN Les
discussions sur les documents presentes et la sdance de cl6ture ont permis d'identifier certains intdrits communs et d'inonccr
plusicurs recommendations.

En permettant aux armees de Iair, aux gouvemements, a I'mdustne ci aux untversites de mettre en commun leurs experiences, la
Reunion des speciahstes a contnbue A l'idcntification des principaux aspects du problime de decollement ou de ddlamnage.

JJ Kacprzynski
Chairman
Sub-committee on
Debonding/Delamination of Composites
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FREE EDGE DELAMINATION FREVENTION IN COMPOSITE
LAMINATES

N. J. Pagano
WL/MLBM

Wright Patterson Air Force Base
Dayton, Ohio 45433-6533 USA

and

S. R. Soni
AdTech Systems Research, Inc.

1342 North Fairfield Road
Dayton, Ohio 45432.2698 USA

1. SUMMARY stress field in the neighborhood of the free edge of a
composite laminate under axial extension am presented [ 1].

The key to success in the prevention of free edge The first model [2] is a primitive one that can be used to
delamnnation is the understanding of stress components and determine exact results for the interlaminar stress and
contributing factors responsible for the onset of moment resultants This model serves the purpose of
delamination. The ccntributing factors may be fiber/mamx defining the detailed stacking sequence required to either
properties, ply orientations and stacking sequence. In the promote or resist delamination. The method involves the use
past two decades the authors have done extensive theoretical of classical lamination theory in conjunction with force and
and experimental investigatons on this topic. As a result of moment equilibrium on a ply-by-ply basis.
their continuous work in this area a unique software
package, "Automated System for Composite Analysis" has The second -nodel [3, 41 provides a detailed solution for the
been developed. This paper demonstrates the effectiveness stresses in a particular laminate once the stacking sequence
of the Automated System for Composite Analysis (ASCA) has been selected This model is based on the representation
for identifying the contributions of the influencing factors of individual la•cr response by in-plane forces and moments
responsible for the onset of delamination and help select per unit length plus interlaminar tractions. The field
safer configurations. For this purpose two material systems equations are then derived from an extension of Reissner's
(one polymer matrix composite AS413501 and one metal vanational principle for laminated bodies. While this model
matrix composite SCS6/Ti) have been considered. These can be shown to approach exact theory of elasticity in the
two composites represent highly orthotropic and near quasi- limit of vanishing layer thickness, solution of practical
isotropic material properties. The ASCA code has been problems can be limited to 10 to 20 layers because of the
used to obtain the effective ply properties by utilizing complexity of the model.
NDSANDS module. These ply properties are automatically
transmitted into the free edge stress analysis (FESAP) The Global-Local Model 15] removes the restriction on
module. The FESAP module calculates all the six stress number of layers and provides tractable solutions for
components at different locations of the laminate for given laminates of arbitrary thickness. The key to the new
aprlied in-plane strain. These stresses are automatically approach lies in the precise modeli-ig of local geom,.ry in
transferred to the NDSANDS -nodule to predict stresses in predetermined region for which accurate stress predictions
the constituents. This sequence provides the user the are needed (Local) while the remaining region is represented
detailed information to identify the influencing factor for by its overall response in terms of forces and moments over
controllingtheonsetofdelamination The same cycle can be the entire region (Global) Mathematically, different
used for point stress analysis in the lamination theory variational functionals provide the mechanism for such dual
(CLAP) module and the analysis of laminate with transverse representation. Numerous practical solutions have
crack (ALTRAC) module. The investigation of a few demonstrated the efficacy of Global-Local modeling in
important aspects for the above mentioned two material predicting the steep interlaminar stress gradirnts
systems has revealed the following messages: characteristic of laminate free-edge regions. Furthermore.

application of the new model in defining a realistic criterion
The interlaminar normal stress (oz at the mid surface reduces for the onset of delamination has also been demonstrated.
with increased number of (0/90) stacks in the (

0
/
90

)ns The three models were utlized and con'elated with extensive
laminates of polymer matrix material. The free edge region etheenmodels repoting and orrelate onwth exten a

dimiishs wth icresin vaue o n hisalsoredcesthe experimental data reporting onset of delamination to deduce adiminishes with increasing value of n This also reduces the so-called average stress failure criterion 16,7J. The effects of
stress concentration factor. The free edge out-of-plane residual curing stresses ari included in the analysts.

normal stress component Gz at the midsurface for a convenient summary of the above work can be found
delamination prone laminate (.30V90)s is higher for the metal chapters by R. Y. Kim and the present authors in reference
matrix composite than that for the polymer matrix composite. [ll.
The same observation is made for the (0/90/±45)s laminate.
Because of the near quasi-isotropic nature of the metal matrix This paper comprises a number of investigations including
composites it is believed that the free edge delamination is micromechanics, free edge stress analysis and the effect of
not a point of concern. The abovementioned fact shows constituent properties on the response characteristics of
contrary to this belief. These are extremely important different laminates All the computations are done usag the
observations to develop methods for avoiding free edge ASCA computer code. This code is designed for pers.nal
delamination in composite laminates. computers and is a result of a cooperative R&D agreement

between the organizations of the authors of this paper. This
code incorporates various models, including micromechanics

2. INTRODUCTION and lamination theory, failure analysis, free edge stress
analysis [3] and computation of stresses in the vicinity of

Various models to calculate the nature of the interlamnar transverse crack (s) 19], in z convenient package[81
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3. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION which point new decisions regarding constituent material
and/ or interface selection can be made.

Figure 1 shows the laminate geometry, co-ordinate axis, and
the direction of applied strain. The magnitude of the TABLE I
resulting stress components in the laminate is dependent Fiber and matrix material properties for two composite
upon the properties and geometric parameters of the material systems
constituents (i.e. fiber, matrix and/or coating properties,
fiber volume fraction) stacking sequence and applied load. AS4/3501 SCS6Ti
Any one of these stress components or a combination thereof Fiber Matrix Fiber I Matrix
may be responsible for onset of delammation in the
laminate. Because of 'ow interface strength in certain EA (MSI) 34,0 0 62 60 12composites (ceramics or metal matrix) the fiber matrx FT SI 20 06 60 1
interface may develop damage. In this study the following 'T (MSI) 2.0 062 60 12
investigations are conducted by using the ASCA code: 

15
A .20 0.34 .22 .3

3.1. Determination of effective ply properties for two 'o 25 0 34 22 .3
material systems, namely AS4/3501 and SCS6/Ti. The GA (MSI) 4.1 0.23 25 4.7
material properties of the fiber and matrix materials for each -

composite are given in Table I The fiber volume fractioa'
for AS4/3501 is considered to be 67% and that for SCS6/Ti
is considered to be 30%. 5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3 2. Invrstigate the free edge region in (0/90)ns laminates. Effective ply properties for the two material systems
Five values of n (=1,2,3,4 and 5) for AS4!350t material considered here arc gl en y Table 11 These properties are
and one value of n (=1) for SCS6/Ti material are calculated by using the NDSANDS module of the ASCA
considered. Tfis proe des a qualitative and quantfatve code Figures 3-8 show the interlaminar stress component
understanding for reducing stress concentramnat the free acting at the mtdsurface of each laminate with the properties
edge thereby revealing a method to prevent delammaon of table I! transmitted in to the free edge stress analysis
Study the convergence of calculated stress a, based upon module FESAP from NDSANDS. The applied inplanc
different subdivisions of the ply thickness. strain was Ex= 00001. Figures 9-14 give the micro-

3 3 Study two commonly used delarmnon prone quasi- mechanics stress components in the vicinity of the fiber
3sotropuc lammates m30o90)l and (0/90/d45)s to compare under the influence of applied load at two locations (free

isotopi lainte 069090) andy fromI±5) to compare orAS/3
the response between two distinctly different material edge and 069 away from the free edge) for AS4/3501
systems AS4/3501 and SCS6iTi. matenal

3.4. Study the stress distribution, in fiber and matrix
materials, stimulated by the applied inplane strain at the free
edge and away from the free edge. This will provide details Ply Properties for AS4I3501 and SCS6/Ti Composites
of impending fiber/matrix interface failure.

4. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ASCA Property AS4/3501 SCS6ITi

EI (MSI) 229 26.6
Figure 2 shows the steps ASCA undertakes for investigating E22 (MSI) 4 18 3
different strength and stiffness aspects of composite

laminates. After the initial material design screening phase. E33(MSI) 1.4 18.1
optimum materials can then be subjected to experimental
characterization Fiber and matrix properties (and coatings, G12(MSI) 0.9 7.0.)
if present), as well as simulated interface conditions can be GI 3(MSI) 0.9 7.03
used to compute composite layer moduli in a
micromechanics module These moduli are then G23(MSI) 051 6.98
autc.naucally transnitted to either of the following: v12 0.24 0.3

4.1) a laminate module (CLAP) to define effective V3L 024 03
laminate pronerties, point stress analysis and failure
analysis. v23 _035 0_31

4.2) a module (FESAP) to define the stress field in
the presence of free edges, so that one may understand the
behavior of the laminate in a subsequent experiment under Figure 3 contains crz at the midsurface of the (0/90)s laminate
applied tn-plane loading, including the influence of residual with four different mathematical subdivisions of the half
thermal stresses, laminate thickness i e. 1(0/

9 0
)s, (QJa/2Ms, (0/c201.O s

and (.LQLQ/90/L29/9)s). In the laminate notation the
4 3) a module (ALTRAC) to determine the stress underline orientations are subdivisions of a ply with that

field in the neighborlh.ood of a transverse crack in one or angle i e. (.Qff .•))s represents a (0/90)s laminate with two
several layers subdivisions of each ply It has been observed, as expected,

that the stress component oz in the vicinity of the free edge
4.4) a module (NDSANDS) to analyze an N- for different configurations is different where as at location

oblique directions im space), more than a ply thickness away from the free edge the
magnitude is almost the same for each configuration. Figure

Afterwards, the behavior of the laminates (for which the 3 shows that the results for the latter three configurations

precise stacking sequence can be determiiied theoretically) is provide a convergent result at the free edge Similar

recycled to the micromechanics module to compute the stress observations were made for two cases (0/90/0/90)s and

fields in the fiber and the matrix (and the coating if present). (0/90/0/QI9_0Q12 s configurations Based upon the results in
Thus the in-situ response of the constituent materials in the the (0/

9 0
)s case studies, the curve with (0/90/QL.1.Q/.9.•s

laboratory test specimen can be determined theoretically, at configuration (not shown in figures) is the convergent result
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Tabi 111 In the past the authors have demonstrated that the average
stress over a region equal to a ply thickness from the free

E.ftwnv i ptý pmp=. re LAfM.Wi CA--d edge is considered the effective free edge uress. For finding
AS413501 SCS6-T the average (or effective) stress under this criterion the area
(±3o190) (o5O±

4
5)d (0o90), ±3o0AO) (00±45), under the curve is divided by the width. The area can be

M12 2 8,85 9 85 22.5 209 209 approximated as half of the stress at free edge times the plyI I II thickness. The mathematical simplification of area divided
1.x 22 a a S .85 225 209 209 by the ply thickness provides that the crude approximation

V. 03 29 29 024 03 03 of the effective stress 0z acting at the free edge in (0/
90

)ns
G y 09 3 4 3 4 703 803 803 laminates is about a half of the maximum stress at the free

edge.

Figures 6-8 show comparisons of oz between two material

Figure 4 shows the stress component oz at the nudsurface systems for (+30/
9 0)s and (0/90/±45)s laminates. To

of the following configurations of (0/90/0/90/0/90)s compare the response between two distinctly different
laminate: material systems, AS4/3501 and SCS6/Ti were considered.

It has been observed that Oz for SCS6Jri is higher than that
(0/90/0)90/0/90)s for AS4/3501 for both the laminates (_30/

9
0)s and

(0/90/0/902Ms (0/90/_.
4 5

)s. Both these AS4/3501 laminates are
(0/90/0/90M • s delamination prone. The figures 7 and 8 suggest that
(0/90/0/90W • s SCS6/Ti laminates will also be delamination prone.

The results for all the four cases are close beyond the Figures 9-14 shows the micromechanics stress cor'ponents
1away from the free edge. Near the free edge computed for (0/90)s laminate in the vicinity of the interfacedistance .001 "aafrmtefeedeNertereege for one material system. The applied stress components for

the latter two cases give close results and the first two cases the materia l come from the comonegive considerably different results. figure 4b shows results the micromechanics model come from the FESAP module
givear cosefray dg.ithfinern rsults.dfigurebshows otesdts Two locations are used for the computations, one at the free
near the free edge. with finer subdivisions of the width edge and the other at a distance .069" away from the free
region. The computational experiment on the results of oZ at edge Only al and 02 atone radius of the fiber or matrix in
midsurfaces of (0/90i0/90/0/90i0V90),, (0/9010/90,Vj90jQ-Y the representative volume elcment of the material are
290/0)s and (0/90/0/90/0/90/0/2°12Ms laminates again computed. The computations are done for two combinations
show the similar trend in convergence of results in the free of radial and circumferencial directions. Figure 9 shows the
edge region. stress component al in the ply coordinate system using

Figure 5 shows the stress compontnt oz at the midsurface micromechanics module Thus 0l is stress component
of (0/90)s, (0/90/0/90)s, (0/90/0/90/0/90)s, acting in fiber direction in the 90 degree ply. This is based

upon the stress dismbution computed in FESAP module and(0/90/0/90/0/90/0/90)s and (0/90/0/90/0/90/0/90/0/90). used in the micromechanics module. This study provides
laminates. The stress at the free edge for various laminates the required information to understand the mode of failure.
are different than the actual stresses That is because of The key observations :n micromechanics stress results are
inadequate subdivision of the layers. Away from the free the stress discontinuites at the fiber matrix interface. Based
edge, the stresses are within acceptable range of accuracy upon the loading and the material properties these
The key clement of this figure is the vanation of otrend as discontinuities can be responsible for the onset of
we go away from the free edge. Figure 5a shows the stress delamination or transverse crack The code provides a very
distribution for these laminates within th,: vicinity of the free useful tool to design laminates not prone to delamination
edge (for distance 0 to 01" of the Figure 5) with refined
subdivisions. It is seen from figure 5a that the stress
concentration at the free edge is monotonically decreasing 6. FUTURE PLANS
with the increase of repeated (0/90) ply stacks The
application of an average stress failure criterion will give The ASCA conputer code is modified to incorporate
lower effective az for laminates with increasing number of nonlinear matrix properties. The work is in progress to

include the probabilistic aspects of composite materials.
0/90 stacks. New modules are also developed to investigate the joining of

composites. The present capability for joining aspects
Figure 5 also gives as dotted lines the extrapolated results consists of bolted joint and double lap Joints. For that
near the free edge by considering a straght line between the purpose the code is available immediately. New modules
first two points away from the free edge The values of oz will be developed for other joints. With the ever increasing
at the free edge computed by this process are close to the developments in composite material science and technology,
values computed by subdividing the layer thickness as the capabilities of the ASCA computer code is constantly
shown in Figures 3 to 5. These extrapolated and thickness growing.
subdivided computational values are given in Table IV.

Table IV 7. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Comparison of Oz at the free edge between

extrapolated values and refined model values The authors wish to thank Chul H (Peter) Woo for his

Laminate Extrapo- Refined contribution of the preparation of the figures and data in this
reportlated
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Delamination and Fatigue of Composite Materials: A Review
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SUMMARY delamination may arise as a result of a
Research exploring the role of delamination combination of interlaminar normal tensile
on the durability and damage tolerance of stresses and interlaminar shear stresses, the
advanced composite materials is reviewed, delamination may be a mixture of the three
Recent studies on the characterization of classical fracture modes. These include an
composite delamination are summarized, opening mode I. a sliding shear mode I1. and a
Recent analytical solutions for interlaminar scissr ng shear mode Ill.
stresses and strain energy release rates
associated with common sources of The mode I interlaminar fracture toughness is
delamination are also reviewed. The role of typically measured using the Double
delamination in (1) low velocity impact, (2) Cantilever Beam (DCB) test I1] In the DCB
residual compression strength. and (3) test. delaminations start at the insert and
fatigue is highlighted. Delamination is shown grow in a stable manner along the beam.
to be the common damage mode obseived in However, because the beams are
all of these problems. A Damage unidirectional, the fiber nesting that is
Threshold/Fail.safety concept for addressing typically present results in fiber bridging
composite damage tolerance is discussed across the delamination plane between the

two beams as the delamination grows 12,31.
1. INTRODUCTION This fiber bridging causes the apparent
As high strength, fiber reinforced polymer toughness to increase with delamination
matrix composites are considered for highly length (fig 1) (4]. However, because fiber
strained primary aircraft structures, bridging is not present initially, the onset
increased attention is being devoted to the value of GIc measured from the insert may be
understanding and ch.'acterization of representative of a naturally occurring
composite delamination Delam~nalion may delamination, assuming the insert is
result from low velocity impact, from sufficiently thin (fig.2) (4).

eccentricities in structural load paths thai
induce out-of-plane loads, or from The mode II interlaminar fracture toughness
discontinuities in the structure that create is typically measured using the End Notched
local interlaminar stress singularities. The Flexure (ENF) test. The ENF test involves
purpose of this review paper is to highlight loading a unidirectional beam, with a thin
some recent research studies on composite insert at the midplane of one end, in three
delamination. Work by the authors and others point bending Delaminations start at the
are highlighted along with some significant insert and grow in an unstable manner along
results in the literature, the beam (5]. Therefore, only the onset of

mode It delammation is measured. Recently, a
2. DELAMINATION CHARACTERIZATION stabilized version was proposed whereby the

test is controlled to a constant shear
2.1 Monotonic loading Composite displacement at the delamination front [6).
delamination is most commonly characterized However, any value measured after the onset
using fracture mechanics test methods, will have shear damage at the delamination
Critical values of strain energy release rate front that may influence GlIc measurements
are measured to quantify the interlaminar [7,8)
fracture toughness Because composite
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Presently. there are no commonly accepted 3. DELAMINATION ANALYSIS
test methods for measuring mode Il scissoring
delamination A Split Cantilever Beam (SCB) Many solutions have been generated for the
was proposed for this purpose [9), however, it strain energy release rate, G. associated with
was demonstrated to contain a significant delamination qrowth Typically, these G
mode It contribution [(O0 Delaminahions that solutions are generated using a finite element
occur naturally are mixed-mode, resulting analysis and the virtual crack closure
from both interlaminar tension and shear technique (VCCT) [18] This technique yields
stresses To date, all tile mixed-mode tests mode I. inode ft and mode Ill strain energy
that have been prescribed are combinations of release rate components The total G is
mode I and mode It 111-141 Recently. a Mixed- obtained by summing these three modal
Mode Bending (MMB) test was developed that components, and may be verified using a global
utilizes the same unidirectional beam tested :n energy balance analysis
the DCB and ENF tests [13,14). 1he MMB test
provides toughness measurements over a wide 3.1 Edna Delamination Early solutions in the
ratio of mode I and mode It that may be used literature showed that the strain energy
with the OCB and ENF measurements to develop release rate for edge delamination was
mixed mode delamination failure criteria, independent ot delamination size and varied

with the ply thickness and the square of the
22 Cyclic Loadina The same tests that are applied strain 119). Finite element analyses
commonly used to measure interlaminar showed that the individual fracture modes
fracture toughness have been used to were also independent of delamination length
characterize delamination in fatigue. Early 120) These edge delamination solutions have
work attempted to simulate crack growth laws been extended to the case of a laminate with
by correlating the rate of delamnmation growth an open hole using the rotated straight edge
with cycles. da/dN. with the maximum cyclic technique 121) A higher order plate theory
strain energy release rate, Gmax. or the cyclic (HPT) technique for calculating the various
range of G [15.161 However. retardation occurs modal components was later developed and
in the DCB test due to the fiber bridging that tested by comparing to finite element (FEMi
develops once the delamination forms [17) analyses of the numerous edge delammation
Figure 3 shows da/dN data generated on cases that result from the rctated straight
unidirectional DCB AS4/PEEK specimens As edge analogy for the open hole [22) Figure 5
the delamination grows, Glmax decreases and shows the variation in GI and Gill with angular
fiber bridging develops. Hence, the generic position around the hole for a delamination in a
value of the slope ot the log-log plot, and the particular interface Similar plots may be
apparent threshold value, are questionable, generated for each unique interface in the
Furthermore. even with fiber br:dging present laminate. These G calculations may be used to
these power law curves are much steeper, i.e., identify the most tikely location for
they have much larger s;opes on a log-log plot delamination to appear around the hole
of daldN versus G. than similar curves for boundary.
most metals Hence, a very small error in
estimated toad. and hence G, wilt result in a 52 Delaminations from Matrix Ply Cracks
large error in delamination growth rate. Early studies contrasted the difference in edge
Therefore, the classical damage tolerance delaminations with the more localized
approach of tracking crack growth may not be delaminations that form at the intersection of
practical for composite delamination, the matrix crack and the stress free edge [23[

This localized delammation commonly occurs
Another approach to characterize delamination in fatigue, and is the primary reason that
onset under cyclic loads using the DCB and ENF fatigue failures occur in tension 124) Recent
tests by plotting the maximum cyclic G as a 3D finite element models of delamimations
function of cycles to delamination onset has originating at the intersect;on of matrix
been proposed (17) Figure 4 shows a plot of cracks with free edges have demonstrated that
Glmax as a function of the number of cycles to very large tensite mntertlammnar normal
delamination onset. The curve fit to the data stresses may develop at these locations
reaches an asymptote, or threshold G value. 125,26). Also, G components have the greatest
near 106 cycles magnitude near the intersection of the matrix

crack and the free edge (fig 6)
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3.3 Ply Droos in Tapgerd Lamjnat,. In many layers. Recently. several researchers have
structural applications, composite laminates developed a rationale called the 'K" rule for
are tapered to reduce thickness This tapering anticipating the damage pattern based on the
is typically achieved by dropping internal plies laminate layup and stacking .zequence [35-36].
These terminated plies create discontinuities This rule allows the analyst to anticipate the
that result in local stress singularities, kind of "spiral staircase' pattern of matrix
Several investigators have studied the cracks and delaminations that develop during a
interlammar stresses that develop in tapered low velocity impact on a laminate with
laminates [27.28] Recently, a study was arbitrary layup. Figure G shows the pattern
completed where the strain energy release rate that develops through the thickness of a quasi-
associated with delamination growth from a isotropic laminate [36].
discontinuity in a tapered laminate was
developed [291. As shown in fig.7, strain energy Recently, a finite element analysis was
release rate solutions were generated for performed for delamination in laminates
delaminations growing from the juncture initiating from impact induced matrix cracking
between the thin and tapered regions. The [37]. A three point bending load was applied to
analysis was performed using the virtual crack a cross-ply laminate containing matrix cracks
closure technique (VCCT) as well as an energy that were oriented in the 45 degree direction
balance technique that yielded similar results. through the thickness of the central 90 degree

ply to simulate a matrix crack resulting from
3.4 Delamination from buckled sublaminates transverse shear loads (fig.10). The analysis
One source of composite delamination growth indicated that large tensile interlaminar
is the local instability that arises from the normal stresses were -reated at the tip of the
buckling of a delaminated region under matrix crack in the 0/90 interlaces (fig 11),
compression loading. The most commonly and that a mode I component is present with
analyzed problem consists of a laminate with a subsequent delamination growth from the
through-width delamination near one surface matrix cracks (fig.12). Hence, delaminat;ons
Both the load at which the sublaminate will that form due to low velocity impacts do not
buckle and the strain energy release rate, G, result from interlaminar shear stresses alone.
for further delamination growth have been
calculated [30]. Several authors have extended 4.2 Comeression After Imoact A model for
this analysis to an embedded circular or predicting the residual compression strength
elliptical delamination [31,32]. G solutions for quasi-isotropic laminates having Impact
have been generated and used with GIc values damage simulated by the 'K' rule has been
to predict delamination growth. Figure 8 shows developed [38,39]. Impact damage was
that the predicted strain for the onset of simulated by a spiral array of transverse
sublaminate buckling varies with the depth of cracks and delaminations forming 4-ply thick
the initial delamination, which locates the circular sublaminates. The analysis steps to
delaminated interface and determines the predict the effects of this damage included a
sublaminate that will buckle [31] model of sublaminate stability, an equivalent

reduced stillness calculation for the buckled
4. DELAMINATION IN LOW VELOCITY damage zone, and a finite element analysis of
IMPACT stress redistribution that included finite

width effects. Sublaminate properties
Composite laminates subjected to .v velocity affecting damage tolerance were found to be
impacts often experience extreme damage that the reduced bending stiffness, sublaminate
may not be visible on the impacted surface, thickness, and diameter The critical material
This damage may lead to significant reductions properties affecting damage tolerance included
in the ability of the laminate to carry the moduli and undamaged compression strength.
desired compression load

5. DELAMINATION IN FATIGUE
4.1 1matajDawlag.a Several studies have
been coinducted to chardcterize the nature of Delamination is commonly observed in fatigue.
impact damage in composite laminates [33-34]. Composite laminates that do not delaminate
Typically, the high transverse shear stresses before final failure under mcnotonic loads wilt
induced during the impact create a conical often exhibit stable delamination formation
pattern of matrix cracks in each layer that and grov.th in fatigue.
initiate local delarniations between the
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5-1 Unnotchad Laminates Delaniinalons For brittle matrix composites, del.,minations
typically form at straight edges in unnotched form in nearly every interface during the
laminates due to the Poisson mismatch created impact Hence further cyclic loading creates
by the particular layup or stacking sequence little new damage. However. in the toughened
[19.201. Furlthermore. delaminalions also form matrix and stitched composites, only a few
at the straight edge as a result of matrix interfaces are delaminated during the impact
cracking [23.261 Recently, a tension fatigue However, subsequent cyclic loading will cause
life prediction methodology was proposed delaminations t0 form at the matrix cracks
based on predicting the accumulation of created by the impact, at the intersection of
delaminations through the laminate thickness angle plies and fee edges, or at the stitches.
1241 Unnotched laminates sublected to until nearly all the interfaces are delaminated.
compression fatigue also fail in this way [40] When the damage becomes extensive through
For stitched laminates, the rate of the thickness, after 106 cycles or greater, the
delamination growth appears to be retarded compression strengths become similar to those
[411 However, the ultimate compression measured for the brittle matrix composites
failure also results from an accumulation of subjected to impact alone (fig 13b).
delaminations through the laminate thickness.

6. DAMAGE THRESHOLD/ FAIL-SAFETY
52 Tanered Laminates Finite element models CONCEPT
of delamination in tapered laminates showed
that the Initial delamination growing from the A Damage Threshold/Fail Safety philosophy has
juncture between the thin and tapered region been proposed for ensuring that composite
consisted primarily of an opening (mode I) structures are both sufficiently durable for
component [291. Calculated G values have been economy of operation, and adequately damage
compared to cyclic DCB data to predict the tolerant for safety of flight [461. In this
cycles to delamination onset in unidirectional approach, matrix cracks are assumed to exist
and multi-ply tapered laminates [42.43). throughout the off-axis plies. Delamination

onset is predicted using a strain energy
5&3 Notched Laminates Open hole fatigue data release rate analysis Delamination growth is
is often used to compare one damage tolerance accounted for .n one of three ways: either
concept to another. For example, fig 13a shows analytically, using delamination growth laws
the open hole compression tOHC) fatigue S-N in conjunction with strain energy release rate
data for a stitcfed AS41/3501-6 laminate and analyses; experimentally, using measured
an unstitched IM7/8551-7 tape laminate, both stiffness loss; or conservatively, assuming
containing a 114 inch diameter hole [44]. Both catastrophic delamination growth. Fail safety
materials exhibit similar fatigue behavior, is assessed by accounting for the accumulation
with the degradation in compression strength of delaminatrons through the thickness. This
with cycles resulting fr.m the formation, concept was demonstrated for predicting
growth, and accumulation through the tension fatigue life. Furthermore, techniques
thickness of delaminathons that begin either at were also outlined for compression fatigue.
the straight edge, or at the hole boundary. tensron/compression fatigue, and compression

strength following tow velocity impact.
Figure 13b shows fatigue results for the same

two types of laminates that were first 7. SUMMARY
subjected to low velocity impacts Although
the compression failure strain after impact Research on delamination, durability and
(CAI) is 0 6%. or greater, for the toughened damage tolerance of composite materials was
matrix and shtthed compourles. their fatigue reviewed. Delamination characterization
strength continuously decreases, just as was studies were surimarized. Recent analytical
observed for the open hole laminate. However. solutions for interlaminar stresses and strain
brittle matrix composites, like the unstitched energy release rates associated with common
A3413501.6 laminates, tend to have rolatively sources of delamination were also reviewed.
flat S-N curves following low velocity impacts The role of delamination in low velocity
145[ The ditlerence in the shape of the S-N impact, in residual compression strength, and
curves following low velocity impact may be in fatigue were highlighled. Delamination was
attributed to the type and severity of loading shown to be the common damage mode observed
required to create the same accumulation of in all of these problems A Damage
delaminafrons through the laminate thickness
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INITIATION AND PREVENTION OF EDGE DELAMINATION
WITH AND WITHOUT RESIDUAL STRESSES

R. S. Sandhu, G. P. Sendeckyj, G. A. Schoeppner and J. E. Pappas
Structures Division, Flight Dynamics Directorate, Wright Laboratory,

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433, USA

SUMMARY where DM0T' AT, DMC 0 and OYo are the delamination
moment contribution due to one degree change in

The total delamination moment (DM) is shown to be a temperature, the temperature change from the stress-free
quantitative criterion for predicting delamination initiation in temperature to the test temperature, the stress-based
composite laminates near free edges. To determine the delamination moment coefficient, and the axial stress at
initiation of delamination near free edges, DM of the laminate
is compared to the critical delamination nnment obtained delamination onset, respectively. Both DMCT and DM1)0
experimentaly. Specially designed specimens incorporating depend on the stacking sequence in a simple manner. Since
variable radius geometries are used to determine the cntical DM is expected to be constant at delamination onset, the
DM. The analytical technique coupled with the experimental stress for delamination initiation can be easily calculated
data is used to minimize the tendency of the laminates to provided that AT is known.
delaminate without increasing the designed thickness of the
laminates. In addition, residual curing stresses are included The present research was performed to further investigate the
in the analytical technique to determine their effect on the use of the total delamination moment as a delamination
initiation of edge delamination, criterion. The research consisted of analytical and

experimental studies. In the experimental pan of the study
1. INTRODUCTION reported herein, we designed the specimen to have a red ;ced

width in the central region so that delamination occurs in the
Composite lamnnates have a tendency to delaminate near free area of reduced width. This specimen design was used to
edges when subjected to in-plane loads. The tendency to determine experimentally the onset of delamination. In
delaminate and the resulting free edge stresses have been addition, the effect of residual thermal stresses on the
studied extensively using analytical and numerical techniques. initiation of edge delamination in specimens was examnned.
These studies have provided insight into the nature of the
stresses and the influencing factors. However, efforts [Ref. 2. SPECIMEN DESIGN STUDY
I thru 19] to experimentally determine the onset of edge
delamination have met with varying degrees of success. The candidate specimen with bonded fiber glass tabs is
Reference 18 provides an excellent review of various shown in Fig 2. The specimen is 22.86 cm (9.0 inch) long
methods for real time delamination detection. These methods and 3.81 cm (1.5 inch) wide except for a middle straight
fall into five categories, namely, (a) quasi-static loading with segment of 1.02 cm (0.4 inch) where the width is reduced to
inspection, (b) visual observation, (c) acoustic emission 2.54 cm (1.0 inch). The width reduction occurs over 2.54
monitoring, (d) ultrasonic transmission scans, and (e) cm (1.0 inch) fillet segments on both sides of the central
stiffness changes in laminates. Of all the revewed straight segment. The usual method of reducing the width of
techniques, the use of the in-situ ultrasonic transmission scan the specimens is by using circular fillets This method hasa
[Ref. 18,191 provides the most accurate assessment of the serious shortcoming, i e, at points where the straight edges
onset of edge delamnnation. However, the results could be are tangent to the circular arcs, there is a mismatch of the radii
improved ifa shorter specimen were interrogated, of curvature resulting in regions of high stress concentration.

To resolve the problem, we tied the following two simple
The standard approach for predicting the onset of transition curves with variable radii
delamination is to estimate the interlaminar tensile stress, Oz, = KX3 (2)
near the free edge and to assume that delamination occurs Y= KX4 (3)
when this 

t
z reaches a critical value. These computations are subject to the conditions Y=0 for X=0 and Y=0 635 cm (0 25

performed either by the finite element method or by various inch) for X=2.54 cm (1.0 inch). The radii of curvature for
approximate techniques. The approximate techniques both curves are infinite at the points where they intersect the
sometimes lead to erroneous results. For example, a study straight segments. A two-pam feasibility study consisting of
conducted to determine interlaminar normal stresses at analytical and experimental efforts was conducted to finalize
delamination initiation in (±40onW90

0
)s laminates indicated the design of the specimen.

that both the interlaminar normal stresses calculated by the
F.E. method and the delamination tendency quantified by For the analytical investigation, a two-dimensional linear
delamination moment coefficient, DMC0 , of the laminates finite element program developed at the Wright Laboratory

was used. Based on the results of Ref. 13 and 17, the
increased with increasing number of ±400 plies. However, (±402%90)s stacking sequence, which has a very high
the use of an approximate method (Ref. 1, eq. 7) yielded tendency to delaminate, was selected for this study. Since the
interlaminar normal stresses that decreased with increasing tnec odlmnt.wsslce o hssuy ic h

specimens have two axes of symmetry, one quarter of the
numberof'±400 plies (Fig. 1). In addition, these approaches specimen was modclled Finitc element models ABandC
are too tedious for use in a laminate stacking sequence (shown in Fig. 3) corresponding to specimens with (a) a
optimization procedure for selecting laminates with a circular fillet of radius equal to 5.4 cm (2 125 inch). (b) a
minimum tendency to delaminate. In previous work (Ref. 13 variable radius fillet using Eq. 2, and (c) a variable radius
and 17), we suggested a much simpler approach based on the fillet using Eq. 3, respectively, were generated Each model
delamination moment concept for selecting stacking had 918 nodes and 2544 elements with X mnd Y axes being
sequences minimizing the tendency for delamination. The directed along the length and width of the specimens,
total delamination moments can be easily calculated for all respectively. A uniform extensional displacement equal to
possible stacking sequences for a laminate with a given 0.1524 mm (0 006 inches) was applied at the narrow end of
number of plies and used as a delamination initiation the models (Fig 3) To compute stresses and strains in the
criterion. The total delamination moment is given by specimens, the following material elastic constants were

DM = DMCo CFo + DMCT AT (I) assumed.
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ElI = 132.80 GPa (19.26 Msi) observation suggests the possibility ofdctermining the critical
E22 = 9.10 GPa (1.32 Msi) DM by testing (-cx2/90)s specimens. To verify the
G12 = 5.72 GPa (0 83 Msi) observation, the following program was performed.
V12 = 0.35 3.1 Fabrication of Panels

Axial and transverse strains obtained from the finite element Using the manufacturers recommended cure cycle, eleven
analysis were used to plot strain contours for the boxed AS4/3501-6 graphite/epoxy panels were fabricated in the
portions (Fig 3) of the three models. The contour plots Composites Facility of the Wright Laboratory The stacking
shown in Figure 4 and the plot of axial strains in elements sequences and sizes of the panels are given in Table 1. All
near the edges of the specimens (Fig 5) indicate that a panels were c-scanned and found to be free of defects before
considerable improvement in the axial strain distribution in being trimmed and cut into specimens
the test section resulted from the use of fillets with variable
radii. To select the appropriate curve (Eq 2 or Eq. 3), a small 3.2 Basic Mechanical Properties
experimental investigation was conducted
An AS4/3501-6 graphiteepoxy panel with a (±402/90)s To determine 00 and 900 tension and compression response
sakng Asequene graphiteepoxy pa ine under simple loading, the required specimens were cut from
stacking sequence was fabricated Using a programmable
waterjet cutting system, the panel was cut into two sets of panel A. The geometry of the 00 and 900 tension specimens
five specimens each with the two variable radius transition and 00 and 900 Sendeckyj-Rolfes compression specimens
curves. The geometry of these specimens is shown in Figure (Ref. 20 and 2 1) are shown in Figure 9(a) and 9(b),
2. The specimens were strain gaged using eight CEA-03- respectively. For determination of shear properties,
125UW-350 gages as shown in Figure 6(a). The strain specimens with geometry shown in Figure 9(a) were cut from
gages were bonded with their longitudinal axes transverse to panel B Each of the specimens had two CEA-03-062UR-
the specimen axes to record transverse strains The 350 strain gage rosettes bonded, back to back, in their central
specimens were tested at ambient conditions in an Instron midsection. To determine compressive properties, the Rolfes
Test Machine, Floor Model Tr-l 115. They were loaded at a fixture (Ref.20) was used The tensile and compression
crosshead speed of 1.27 mm (0.05 inch) per minute. Data specimens were tested at a crosshead speed of 1.27 mm (0.05
obtained consisted of axial stress and transverse strains fo. all inch) per minute. The data from these tests are summarized
specimens in Table 2.

On the basis of this feasibility study, it was determined that 3.3 Thermal Properties
(a) edge delamination occurred in the reduced cross-sections
of the specimens, (b) delamination initiation was indicated by The influence of stresses in laminates induced by means other
a sudden increase in the transverse strains observed in the than mechanical loading have been extensively investigated
axial stress vs transverse strain plots, and (c) there was no (Ref. 22 thru 54) However, in this study only the effect of
marked difference between the two sets of specimens using curing stresses on initiation of edge delamination is
the two variable radius cross-section transition curves Since considered For this purpose, two thermal properties,
the data was inconclusive, the transition curve corresponding namely, (a) linear coefficients of thermal expansion along the
to Eq.2 was selected for the rest of the studies fiber direction (aj) and the transverse direction (ct90) and (b)

the temperature corresponding to the stress free state areTo determine whether the uniformity of the strain state requred.
observed in (±402/90)s laminates is valid for angles other
than 400, finite element analyses were conducted. In these 3.3.1 Coefficients of Linear Thermal Expansion
analyses model B, with the angles varying between 10 to (tao and ag90)
350, was used. Axial strains in elements near the edges of
the specimens were determined and plotted (Fig.7). The plot To determine coefficients of linear thermal expansion, ten
indicates a decrease in the uniformity of the strain state for specimens (TMI)of sie 6 35mm (025 inch) x 6 35mm
decreasing angle cc, while the location of maximum strain (0 25 inch) and ten specimens (TM2) with the dimensions
tends to move closer to the test section with decreasing angle given in Figure 9(c) were cut from panel A (Table I). Three

techniques were used to obtain the required coefficients.

Specimens TMI were tested at the Materials Directorate of
Wright Laboratory using a TMA 800 operated in accordance

3. DELAMINATION INITIATION STUDY with ASTM Standard D696-79. The specimens were heated
It was shown in Ref 13 and 17 that the dclazmnation moment at a rate of 2.0 °C (3.60F) per minute from room temperature
coefficient (DMC) was a valid 4uantitative measure of the to 100 0C (2120 F) and the coefficients of linear thermal
delamination tendency of I-minates. Within the scope of the expansion were determined The average values of five tests
investigation in the references, only delamination tendencies each for or0 and ao9 are included and designated ASTM in
of different laminates were compared. However, to Table 2.
determine when a particular laminate would delaminate, a
critical value of DM, defined as the DM below which the Five TM2 specimens were tested at the Flight Dynamics
laminate would not delammate, must to be determined This Directorate of Wright Laboratory using the procedures of
critical DM (DMcr) is expected to depend upon properies of References 55 and 56 One strain gage rosette CEA-03-
the material system used in fabricating the laminates, but not 250UR-350 and two thermocouples ETG-50B/W were
on the stacking sequence. bonded to each of the specimens as shown in Figure 9(c).

Each of the five specimens was placed on a rack fabricated at
In the feasibility studies, (±402/90)s laminates were found to the Composites Facility of Wnght Laboratory This rack had
delaminate. Using the assumed elastic properties, the small diameter rods supported at their ends by instrument ball
comCspooding DMC of these laminates is 183 49 x 10-5 cm3  bearings as shown in Figure 10 This arrangement not only

provided nearly frictionless support to the specimen but alsol propertis, D exposed the underside of the specimen for transfer of heat.
for (±ac2190)s laminates were determined for c = 100 to 350 The specimens were placed in a small oven and heated. The
A plot of these DMCs is shown in Figure 8. It can be output data from the strain gage rosettes and the
observed from the plot that DMC decreases to !9.632xl0"5 thermocouples were recorded. When a maximum
cm 3 (1.198xl0"5 inch 3) with decreasing angle cc. This temperature of about 1000C (2120F) was reached, the
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specimens were gradualy cooled and data obtained. A To determne AT experimentally, one 1-type thermocouple

composite plot of strain data, parallel and transverse to the was bonded to each of the specimens of the two sets. Each
fiber direction, versus temperature for the five specximen was placed in a fixtur fabricated at the Composites
shown in Figure 11. The apparent coefficients za0 and eo90 Facility of Wright Laboratory The fixture and specimen
of linearthernal expansion obtained from Figure 11 are - (without a thermocouple) are shown in Figure 12. The
7.3773 Jnm/nV0C (-4.0985 Am/inii OF) and 27.481 ginm/mPC specimen was gripped between the movable and fixed center

pins and supported on two semi-circular rods attached to a(15.267 }.fin/in/0F), respectively. Using the self temperature metal block. The whole assembly was placed in an oven. An
compensation (STC) number of 5.4 pm/m/OC (3.0 additional thermocouple was placed in the oven to measure
pro/inJ0 F) of the strain gage rosettes, the coefficients of linear the temperature of the air surrounding the assembly The
thermal expansion aOC and ego ara given by assembly was heated and temperatures of the air and

specimen were recorded at 15-minute intervals until the two
ao =ea0 +STCNumber (4) outer segments of the specimen came to rest against the outer
ago = ga90 + STC Number (5) fixed pins indicating that the specimet. had completely

The average values of ao and ar90 are included in Table 2 straightened. The measured values of AT relative to the room
and designated as'Tuttle. temperature of 26.70C (800F) were 127.80C (230 0F) and

97.80C (176 0F) for (0/90) and (02/902) specimens,Five TM2 specimens were tested by the North Carolina
Agricultural & Technical State University using the procedure respectively The measured values of AT arc much closer to
described i Reference 57 The values of and ago are expected vAlues. Nevertheless, there still is a largeincluded in Table 2 and designated NCA&TU. discrepancy between the AT values for the two unsymmetric

laminates.

There is good agreement between the values of no and ca90
obtained by NCA&TU and the Flight Dynamics Directorate The discrepancy observed between values of AT for (0/90)
of Wright Laboratory. However, both differ considerably and (02/902) specimens may be due to cross curvature To
from the values of no and ot90 generated by the Materials evaluate the cross curvature effect, (0/90) and (02/902)
Directorate of Wright Laboratory The difference is due to specimens were modeled using QUAD4 finite elements. The
the techniques used to determine ao and argo In tests finite element models were 12.7 cm (5.0 inch) long and 2 54

cm (1.0 inch) wide. They were assume clamped at one of theconducted at the Materials Directorate, the coefficients of shorter sides and free at the other sides. No mechanical load
linear thermal expansion, no and ar90, correspond to the was applied. They were subjected to a temperature change of
initial slope of the strain vs temperature curves whereas in the 127.80C (230

0
F). The clastic constants and coefficients of

other two methods the values of no and ag0 represent the thermal expansion were assumed to be temperature
average over the temperature range used in the tests, independent. Displacements, stresses and strains for the two

specimens were obtained using Cosmic NASTRAN.
3.3.2 Stress Free Temperature Computed out-of-plane displacement contours are shown in

Figure 13. As can be seen from the figure, the cross
To determine the temperature that corresponds to the stress- curvature is more pronounced in the (0/90) specimens than in
free state of the laminates, ea,.h of two unsym'netrc panels the (02/902) specimens This implies that AT for the (0/90)
C2 (0/90) and C4 (

0
2/

90
2) were cut into 2 54 cm (1 0 inch) specimens should be lower than for the (02/902) ones,

wide and 27.94 cm (1I 0 inch) long specimens. Radii of contradicting the experimental data. Thus, the cross
curvature, R. of each of two sets of five specimens were curvature effect does not explain the experimental results.
measured. The average radii values of the (0/90) and The most likely explanation for the observed dependence of
(02/902) curved specimens %%ere 16 335 cm (6 341 inch) and stress-free temperature on ply thickness is subtle differences
43.49 cm (17.122 inch), respectively. Using Timosher..o's in the resin cross-linking rate in the two laminates during
analysis of bimetal thermostats (Ref 58), the temperature curing Other possible explanations are differences in fiber
difference, AT, to produce the measured radius of curvature volume content and temperature dependence of the
is given by thermomechanical propertes of the two unsymmnetriclaminates.

AT = (h/R) (B/A) (6)

where The maximum temperature experienced by (0/90) specimens
h = thickness of the specimen was larger than the temperature used to determine coefficients
R = radius of curvature of linear thermal expansion no and ao90. The specimens,
B = 14 0 + Etl/Et2 + Et2/Etl used previously to determine no and ee9o,werc subjected to aEt = tensile Young's modulus n fiber direction heating and cooling cycle of approximately 26 70 C (800F) to
Et2 = tensile Young's modulus transverse to fiber 160°C (320°F) Dunng the thermal cycle, temperature and

strain values were measured The temperature and strain datadirection are shown in Figure 14. Unlike the data in Figure 11,
Using the elastic constants from Table 2, we get heating and cooling data shown in Figure 14 diverge.

AT = 54.40C (98 OOF) for (0/90) specimen Further investigations into the causes of the discrepancy were
and discontinued for the time being. To determine the effects of

AT = 40.3nC (72 60F) for (02/902) specimen residual stresses caused by temperature change on stress

The two values of AT differ substantially and arc much lower states of delamination specimens, AT was assumed to be
than expected. This discrepancy can be attributed to the 97.8

0
C (176

0
F)

assumptions made in the derivation of Eq 6, namely, small
displacements and temperature independent elastic properties 3.4 Experimental Delamination Initiation Data
As pointed out by Naim and Zoller (Ref. 45), ote must use
temperature dependent moduli to obtain results that are more Ten specimens, with the dimensions shown in Figure 2 and
accurate Since the required data are not available for using the transition curve represented by Eq 2, were cut
AS4/3501-6 graphite.epoxy, *A e measured the stress-free from each of the seven panels DIO thru D40 (Table I) All
temperature experimentally. specimens were instrumented using two SK-03-045PG-350strip gages and one CEA-03-062UR-350 strain gage rosette.

The trip gages were used to detect the onset of delamunation
in the specimens The strain gage rosette was used to
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determine axial and transverse strains at the onset of magnitude of the predicted free edge interlaminar normal
delamination The locations of the gages are shown in Figure stresses in both formulations depends on the refinement of
6(b). Two views of the edge delamitation specimens with the finite element mesh at the free edge. However, the
lead wires cut off are shown in Figure 15. In addition to the average stress over a small Sy (of the order a lamina
strain gages, two cameras were used to simultaneously video thickness) near the free edge should remain constant and
tape the reduced width section edges of the specimens and a independent of mesh refinement. To compare the two
voltmeter. The voltmeter was used to obtain the load level at formulations, the two finite element models for the
which some significant event took place Edges of the axisymmetric and stress based formulations were used to
specimens were coated with white chalk to aid in detection of compare free edge stresses The specimens were 2 54 cm
edge delamination. When a specimen delaminated suddenly, (1 0 inch) wide by 0.13335 cm (0 0525 inch) thick Models
puffs of chalk were observed In some cases, the test was of one half of the specimen width are shown in Figure 18(a)
terminated when this occurred. In othercases, loading was and 18(c). Details of the models'refined meshes near the
continued until the delarnmnaion became clearly visible, free edge are shown in Figures 18(b) and 18kd) with elements

nearest the free edge bceng one half of a ply thick.
The specimens were tested in an Instron Test Machine. Floor
Model Tl- 115 The specimens were loaded at a crosshead Analyses were performed using the matenal properties from
speed of 1.27 cm (005 inch) The data consisted of the axial Table 2, and the results are presented in Table 4. where the
stress and 23 strain channels The strain gage data was average Oz between the 900 plies over 5y near the free edge
analyzed as follows to determne the onset of delamination.
The raw axial stress data were plotted against the raw divided by the average applied axial stress oo at the center of
transverse strain data from the strip gages The resulting the specimen is defined as the free edge stress scale factor
plots were searched for sudden jumps in transverse straiun, sz. The table shows that over a distance equal to one half of
which correspond to delamination initiation The location of a ply thickness from the free edge and over a distance equal to
the delaminaton initiation was determined on the basis of a ply thickness from the free edge the two formulations yield
which transverse gage showed the earliest strain jump. very close free edge stress scale factors Consequently,
Figures 16 and 17 show typical stress-strain plots with Dandan's formulation (Ref 62) was used for subsequent
sudden changes in strain gage readings indicating the onset of F E analyses because it incorporates temperature effects and
delamination. The corresponding axial and transverse strains is computationally less expensive
were corrected to ensure zero strains at zero axial stress. The
corrected transverse strains, axial strains, and axial stresses at To determine the residual free edge stresses, a thermal
delamination initiation are summarized in the columns with analysis using the model shown in Figures 18(a) and 18(b)
headings e90, EO, and OmO in Table 3 The video tapes of and the naienal properties of Table 2 with (to equal to 1.977
the tests were reviewed for the first indications of chalk
puffs, which were known to correspond to delamination lsm/rivmC (- 1 098 gimi/m0F) and ao9o equal to 32 881
The voltmeter readings, corresponding to the first chalk p.m/m/°C (18 267 p(in/fifF) was performed The calculated
puffs, were converted to axial stresses These stresses are average oTdz stress between the 900 plies for 8y equal to half
summarized in the Ovo column in Table 3 As can be seen the ply thickness per degree temperature drop are shown in

from Table 3, the Ovo values are typically higher than the Table 5. Also, the calculated average oTz for AT equal to -

OmO values This discrepancy is due to the fact that it takes 98.7Mc (- 1760F) for the laminates in the experimental
an energetic delammation event to produce a chalk puff. program are presented in the table. It can be seen from the
Moreover, the camera coverage in some of the tests wrs such table that the average residual thermal stress aT5 between the
that chalk puffs from the cross-section transition regions
could be missed It should he noted that in most cases 900 plies near the free edge decreases with increasing igle a
delamination initiation occurred in the width transition region, for (±-t2/90)s laminates
where small stress concentrations were present. As a result,
the true delamination initiation stresses are slightly higher
than those given in Table 3 This was disregarded in the The total interlaminar normal free edge average stress Onz
subsequent analyses. Table 3 does not include the data for due to combined mechanical and residual thermal loading is
the (±l02/90)s specimens because the laminates failed in non- given by
delamination modes The average failure stress for the 

0
nz = oTdz AT + tYsz 0o (7)

(±102/90)s specimens was 84.29 kst
where oTdz is average normal thermal stress per degree

3.5 Analysis of Delamination Data change of temperature, and usz is average normal stress per
unit applied axial stress ((Oo) A measure of the average

To determine free edge stresses in delammation specimens,
initially we considered two approaches both utilizing the finite mechanical stress Oz between the 900 plies near the free edge
element (F.E ) method In the first approach, Pagano's at the onset ofdelamination can be obtained by multiplying
stress based theory (Ref 59) that had been reformulated usz from Table 4 by the experimentally obtained axial stress
(Ref. 60 and 61) was implemented into a finite element
program. This theory provides an accurate measure of the Oo corresponding to the onet of delamination The stress-
three dimensional stress field near the free edges of the based delaminaton moment coefficients DMCo and DMT due
specimen. However, the anatysis is computationally
expensive. In the second approach, the analysis was to temperature change AT of -97 8

0C (- 176°F) were
performed using an axisymmetric F.E. computer program calculated using a Wright Laboratory modified point stress
which allows for both isotropic and anisotropic materials, analysis program The values of osz, oTdz. 0o. DMCo.
Wright Laboratory's version of the program, enhanced by
Dandan (Ref. 62). uses an axisymmetric solid formulation DMT. oTz, DM and Onz are given i Table 6 i can he seen
capable of predicting the three dimensional stress field in from Table 6 that for (±,(2f9O)s laminates DMT decrease
delamination specimens The specimen is modelled ass whereas DMo increases with increasing angle ct
segment of a large radius axisymmeiric ring under low
uniform radial pressure resuling in a uniform circumferential
strain. 3.6 Discussion of Delamination Initiation Results

Both the stress based and axisymmetnc formulations use The results of the delamiation initiation study are presented
linear elastic material behavior, givnig rise to stress in graphical form in Figure 19 In the figure. the
singularities at the free edges of the coupon. Therefore, the delamination moment contribution due to cunng residual

stresses and average axial stresses are shown as solid and
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open squares. The average and individual total delamination of-97.8C(-.1760F) The DMCor and DMT at all of the four
moments are shown as open circles and solid triangles, interfaces between plies for all the stacking sequences ae
respectively. As can be seen from the figure, the average given i Table 7 To determine the delamnauon moments
delamination moment for all specimens that exhibited edge
delamination falls within the range of the individual DMa due to mechanical loads, the failure stress oo was
delamination moments at delamination initiation This implies assumed to be equal to 584.87 MPa (84.825 ksi) and the
that the total delamination moment is a valid criterion for calculatcd DMo and DMT were combined to obtain the
predicting delamination initiation. Nevertheless, the average
and individual delamination moments for each angle show a delamination moment DM The Oz values were taken from
trend that implies a slight dependence of the total Reference 63. It can be observed from the table that the

delamination tendency increases progressively from stackingdelamination moment on stacking sequence angle ct. sequence QI to stacking sequence Q8. Moreover, the
As was pointed out in Section 3.4. delamination initiation ranking of the stacking sequences based on DM differs from
occurred in the cross-section tansition region in most of the that based on c-z. This is due to the fact that the effect of
specimens, especially those with low oL As a result, the cunng residual stresses was neglected in Reference 63.

Stacking sequences QI thru Q4 are not likely to delanminate.
delamination moments of specimens with low ai arc actually The final selection depends upon other design constraints.
higher than shown in Figure 19. If the data were corrected
for the stress concentration effect, the agreement between the Eight ply thick stacking sequences QI thru Q8 were analyzed
expersnental data and total total delamination moment based to determine their relative delaminason tendencies, but for
delamination initiation critenon would have been better these laminates no experimental data were available to verify
Moreover, a AT of -97 8 oC (- 176 OF) was used to estimate the conclusions However. Reference 77 has extensive
the curing residual stress contribution to the total DM Ifa experimental data and includes tests results for sixteen ply

thick quasi-isotropic laminates with two stacking sequenceslarger AT were used, the total DM for the specimens with L I and L2. Both of the laminates were analyzed and data
lower ot would be higher. This would also improve the similar to that of Table 7 were computed. The results of the
agreement between the experimental data and the total analysis are given in Table 8 It can be observed from the
delamination moment based delamination initiation criterion table that stacking sequence LI has far higher tendency to

delaminate than stacking sequence 12. Mhe experimental data
Upon examining the results in Table 6. we see that the scatter indicate that specimens LI and L2 failed at 64 93 ksi
in the c

0 nz data is larger than in die DM data. This implies (447 69MPa) and 86 12 ksi (662 74MPa). recpcctively
that the DM delaminaUton initiation criterion does a betterjob Failed specimens L2 showed no indication of delamination,

whereas in specimens LI delamination was extensive and
of correlating the experimental data than the Onz based was marked by large jumps in transverse strains recorded by
delammanon criterion. Another reason for the superiority of strain gage roseues
the DM criterion over the anz criterion is that DM includes the
effect of shear stresses Moreocr, computation ofDM is S. CONCLUDING REMARKS
much simpler than computation of 

0
nz. The results presented herein show that there exists a cntical

value of total delamination moment, DMcr. below which
4. PREVENTION OF EDGE DELAMINATION delammatuonsdo not nitiate Asa result. DMcrcan be used

Over the years many approaches (Ref 63 thru 76) have been as a criterion for designing composite structures that will not
proposed to prevent edge dlarmination These include, (a) delaminate at the free edges The criterion was verified using
bonding fiberglass cloth at edges, (b) stitching along edges, (±+s2/90)s laminates, with CC varying from 150 to 400. The
(c) use of fibrous mat or cloth or tough adhesive at the crack specimens with ce = 10o exhibited matrix cracking in the 900
plane, (d) use of adhesive layers selectively placed it, s
laminates, (e) use of U-shaped caps, (f) termination of critical p l sire
plies near edges, (g) altering the ply layup near edges, and (h) the analysis.
creation of narrow and shallow notches along edges of To use the DMa initiation criterion, the total delamination
specimens All the above techniques tend to change the Touoo
design characteristics of the laminates. In this study, a new moment DM must be calcula:ed for the laminate DM
method to prevent edge delamination of laminates without consists of two terms, a curng residual stress contribution
modifying materials and manufacturing processes is and a contrbution due to mechanical stresses Calculation ofpresented. DMT requires knowledge of the stress-free temperature. Our

attempts to measure the stress-free temperature gave

Analytical procedures used in designing composite lansunates inconsistent results This is an area requiring additional
yield information relative to total thicknesses of the laminates research Calculations of DMcris straightformard and very
and percentages of various groups of plies ( L % of 0o, M % easy The fact that the effec; of cunng residual stresses was
of 900 and N % of ±450 plies). The plies of these groups neglected in most of the published papers on delamination
can be arranged in a variety of stacking sequences to satisfy initiation helps to explain the inconsistencies in the literature
design constraints. The delamunation moment criterion and delay in formulation of a valid delammation cntenon
provides a valid technique to determine the stacking
sequences that are less likely to delaminalc at the free edge. Finally the total delamination moment criterion for predicting
Laminates having DM > DMcr will de!aminate and those delamination initiation is computationally simple. It can beeasily implemented in a laminate optimization code. Additon
having DM < DMcr will not delaminate. To illustrate the research is required to thoroughly evaluate the new and
application of the criterion, we examined the family of quasi- simple criterion
isotropic (:J:45A1/90) laminates of Reference 63 and 77. The
stacking sequence that yielded compressive maximum Oz 6. REFERENCES
values were excluded from the study.
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program to determine the stress-basod delamination moment
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Table 1. Panels fabricated using graphite/cpoxy (AS4/3501-6) material system

Panel Stacking plies Size Size
seqcuence before trimming after trimming

A (0))15 16 12.0 (30.48) x .00 (76 20) 11.0 (27.94) x 29.0 (73.66)*

B (±
4 50

)2s 8 11.0 (27.94) x 8.0 (20 32) 10.0 (25.40) x 7.0 (17.78)

C2 (0o/900) 2 12.0 (30.48) x 12.0 (30.48) 11.0 (27.94) x 11.0 (27.94)
C4 (0o2/90o2) 4 12.0 (30.48) x 12.0 (30.48) 11.0 (27 94) x 11.0 (27.94)

DIO (±
1
0o2/

9 0
0)s 10 12.0 (30.48) x 21.0 (55.88) 11.0 (27 94) x 21.0 (53.34)

DI5 (±15o9021W) tO 12.0 (30 48) x 21.0 (55 88) 11.0 (27.94) x 21.0 (53.34)
D20 (±

2
002/9 0

0)s 10 12.0 (30.48) x 21.0 (55.88) 11.0 (27.94) x 21.0 (53.34)

D25 (±25o21900o)s 10 12 0 (30.48) x 21.0 (55.88) 11 0 (27.94) x 21.0 (53.34)

D30 (±30o2/90o)s 10 12 0 (30.48) x 21.0 (55.88) 11 0 (27.94) x 21 0 (53.34)
D35 (±

3
5(2/90

0)s 10 12 0 (30.48) x 21.0 (55.88) 11.0 (27.94) x 21.0 (53.34)

D40 (±4002/900)s 10 12 0 (30.48) x 21.0 (55.88) 11.0 (27.94) x 21.0 (53.34)

NOTE: *inch (cm)
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Table 2. Basic Material Properties of AS4/3S01-6 Graphite Epoxy at Room Temperature

Elastic Modulus along the fibers in tension Elt 134.59 GPa (19.52 Msi)

Elastic Modulus along the fibers in compression Elc 135.87 GPa (19.70 MAi)

Elastic Modulus transverse to the fibers us tension E2t 10 02 GPa (1.453 Msi)

Elastic Modulus transverse to the fibers us compression E2 c 10 89 GPa (1.579 Msi)

Major Poissons ratio in tension p 12
t  

0.317

Major Poisson's ratio in compression gl,2 0.276

Elastic Modulus in shear G12 6.38 GPa (0.925 Msi)

Coefficient of linear expansion in fiber direction (Tuntle) ct0 -1.977 mtin/m/ oC (- 1.098 Jain/ OF)

Coefficient of linear expansion in fiber direction (ASTM) CEO -0.508 i.m/m/oC (-0.282 gthMn/i OF)

Coefficient of hnear expansion in fiber direction (NCA&TU) i04 .2.028 gin/n OC (- 1.127 JanJini OF)

Cueffictent of hnear expansion in direction transverse to fibers (Tuttle) ca9o 32.881 pan/ °(OC (18.267 pinin/ OF)

Coefficient of lsear expansion in direcuo-, transverse to fibers (ASTM) ca9o 26.886 p. m/n/ °C (14.937 panlinV OF)

Coefficient of linear expansion in direction transverse to fibers (NCA&TU) a90 34 194 Jim/m/ 0 C (18.997 anir/in/ OF)

Table 4. Comparison of Stress Based and Axisymmetrie Formulations

(Ssz for by = 0 5t from free edge Usz for Sy = I Ot from free edge
S...................................... .....................................

Laminate Stress Based Axisymmnctnc Stress Based Axisymrmctuic
(±102/90)s 0.08615 008713 006780 007345

(±152190)s 0.14152 014293 0.11114 0.12102
(±202190)s 0.21739 021602 0.17098 0.18349
(±252190)s 0.31072 0.29995 0.24464 025530
(±

3
02190)s 0.41669 0 39209 0.32848 033396

(±
3

52m
9O)s 0 53245 051822 041957 0.43799

(±402/90)s 0 64721 0 57005 0 50967 048586

Table 5. Average thermal free edge stress OTz for 8y = 0.51,
AT = -97.80C (0176

0
F)

L.aninate 0Tdz aTz = UTdz *AT

(4102/90)s .04891 (39A.1) 47.8 (6937 3)**
(+152J90)s .0 4529 (36 49) 44.3 (6422 0)
(±202190)s .0A011 (32 32) 39.2 (5683 8)
(±52/90

)s -0,3342 (26 93) 32 7 (4740 8)
(±302/90)s -0 2586 (20 84) 25.3 (3668.0)
(±352j90)s -0.1782 (14.36) 17.4 (2528 0)

(±412J90)s .0 0972 (07.83) 09.5 (1379 2)

* MPa/OC (psi JOF)
MPa (psi)
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Table 3. Experimentally obtained stresses and strains of delaminating specimens

Sp•-rnen D40 Specimen D35
Sp.icunc Straam Gages Axial Stress Strain Gages Axial Stress

No ego A tan Eo P. in/in 
0mo 0. k' Ov ks, ego 9 in/in /0o A iP. n OYn'0. ksi eTO0, Ksi

I -2640 4360 2044 a -2660 3460 2156 27 731b

2 -2150 4120 19 16 a -2470 3450 22 32 41 26b

3 .2830 3810 1805 18 6 5 b .2520 3500 22.86 27.86b

4 .2950 3760 1823 18 88b .2210 3250 2123 24 51b

5 .3570 3850 1823 19 01b -3000 3220 21 49 25 56b

6 -2960 4000 1841 21 30b -2840 3570 22.76 35 77b

7 .2620 4140 2025 24 29b -2890 3330 19.90 27 69b

8 .2870 3790 1825 22 95b -2710 3740 23.45 28 o8b

9 -3250 5380 2477 25.58b -2430 3660 24.10 2731b

10 .3400 4820 22 15 22 12b -2650 3700 2022 23 21b

Average 980 4200 1'"79 -2640 3490 21.99

Specimen D30 Specimen D25

Specimen Strain Gages Axial Stress Strain Gages Axial Strecs

No &g).9.it 0.tinPmin OmOksi Ovo.ksi £90 m.infin C&0llitsrn (Om0.kst (;,,0.ksi

1 .2130 2350 2035 20.33b -1780 2530 26.51 53 581'

2 -2090 2420 21.10 35 62b- -1740 2770 2969 4096b

3 .2140 2590 2259 29 42b -.700 3030 3135 52 671'

4 -2350 3070 2659 37.23b -1760 3000 3254 32 83b

5 -1980 3000 2232 28.71b -1570 2350 2584 30 62b

6 -2060 2690 2277 26 98b -1640 3100 3451 40 58b

7 -2090 2810 24 62 32 78b -1930 2260 24.44 32 3gb

8 -2370 3400 3021 34.23b -1920 3140 32 30 34.95b

9 .2290 2460 2124 24021' -1450 2660 27.84 44 16b

I0 .2300 2510 2309 24.93b -1750 2800 29.77 30 lob

Average .2180 2730 2349 -1720 2760 2948

Specimen D)20 Specmten DI5
Specimen Strain Gages Axial Stress Strain Gages Axial Strevs

No Cg0I.mhnfin CjOltinn OmO, kst VdV, ksi E)Ogni/in &jJ.itiAf Cm0.ksi (7,.0.ksic

I -1300 3140 4095 41 16b -1050 3390 5308 84 641

2 c c c 38 47b -1520 5200 77 22 81 92b

3 -1360 2290 3030 46 18b -1430 4130 6135 9099b

4 -1420 2610 3434 49 04b -1080 3930 6054 66 321

5 .1340 2370 3362 d -1230 3460 53 19 80 26b

6 -1200 2530 2994 d -1400 2040 52 72 79 72b

7 3780 4782 d -1240 4050 5926 85 52b

8 3630 4729 48801' -1610 4180 6061 77 391'

9 .1 3400 4634 69.40b .1250 4350 6342 d

10 .!8o5 3020 41 27 59 09b -2150 4490 7052 d

Average .1510 2970 39 10 -1400 3920 61 19

a Load not recorded on video tape
b CorresnxdAs to damage event and not damage (dlamination) initition
c Data missing, e.chnicianc ¢1or
d Video taping error
c 1.0 kso =6895 MPa
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Table 6. Mechanical, thermal and total normal delamination stresses and moments in laminates

Mechanical Thermal Total
S.......................... .................................. ....................... ........................

Laminate ais, DMCcI0-
5  a0  az DM 0I-

5  
DMTI0-5 aTz DMI0-

5  
Ga.

inch
3  

ksi ksi kip-inch kip-inch ksi kip[-inch kst

(±10290)s* 008713 1.153 84 29 7.34 97.19 88.71 6.94 185.90"* 14.23"*

(:152/90)s 0.14293 1.960 61 19 875 119.93 84.02 642 20395 15 17

(±202/90)s 0 21602 3.108 39.10 8.45 121.52 7622 569 197.74 14.14

(W25219o)s 0.29995 4.601 29.48 8.83 13564 64.67 4.74 200.31 13.57

(±302/90)s 0.39209 6414 23.49 9.21 15067 53.54 367 204.21 1288

(±352190)s 0.51822 8.464 21.99 11.40 18612 37.59 2.53 223.71 13.93

(N-
4

02M0)s 0.57005 10.558 19.79 11.28 20894 19.21 1.387 228 15 12.66

Average 209.68 13 73
This laminate did not delaininatc. a0 correspond to the strcss level when odd behavior of outside gages was observed.
This result not included in the average.

I kip =454 k-. I inch = 2.54 cm: Ilksi = 6 895 MPa

Table 7. Applicatlon of DM to (±45/0/90) family of laminates-I

Larminate Interface DMCGIO-5 DMoal0-
5  

DMT 10-5 DMblO-5 Oac

inch
3  

kip-inch kip-inch kip-inch ksi

(
4
5N

9
/O/-45js 1 04315 36 60 0. 3660 6 6

2 04268 36.20 -4.57 31.63
Q) 3 -04409 -3740 -9.14 .4654

4 -0.8724 -7400 .9.14 -83.14

(45/90/-45/0)s 1 04315 36 60 0. 3660 6 9
2 04268 3620 -4.57 3163

Q2 3 0.0140 -1.19 -13.71 -14.90
4 -00187 -1.59 -18.28 .19.87

(0/-450/45)s 1 0 0047 040 4.57 4 97 6 2
2 0.4455 37.79 1371 51.50

Q3 3 0.4502 38.19 1828 56.47
4 00187 I..,. 18.28 1987

(45/090/-45)s 1 04315 3660 0 .660 7 6
2 1 2992 110.20 4.57 114.77

Q4 3 1.3039 11060 9.14 11974
4 08724 74 0 9.14 83.14

(45/.45/901D)s 1 04315 3660 0 3660 90
2 1.7260 14641 0. 14641

Q5 3 25844 21922 .4.57 21465
4 2.5797 21882 -914 20968

(0/45/45)90)s 0 0047 040 4 57 4.97 100
2 04455 37.79 13.71 5150

Q6 3 1.7494 14839 22.85 171 24
4 26171 22200 2741 24941

(
4
5"/-

4
5190)s 1 04315 36.60 0. 3660 104

2 1.2992 11020 457 11477
Q7 3 26031 22081 1371 23452

4 3.4708 294.41 1828 312.69

(45145/0/90)s 1 04315 3660 0. 3660 109
2 1.7260 14641 0. 146 I1

Q8 3 34567 293.21 457 2Q7 88
4 43244 36682 9.14 37.596

a. DM 0 = 84.825xDMCo b. DM = DMo + DMT c. Refcrence 63 valucs. ntcrfate
I kip = 454 k8. I inch = 2 54 cm. I ksi = 6 895 MPa not indicated in the refcrcncc
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3 Table 8. Application o r DM to (±4 S/0190) fam ily of lam inates-Il

Lamninate Interface DMCOl"5 DSIO-l05 DSMT 10-5 DMbl1"5
inch

3  
kip-inch kip inch kip-inch

(±45,02/±45/902)s I 04315 3660 0 3660
2 1.7260 146 41 0 146.41

LI 3 3.4567 293 21 4 57 297.8
4 5.1968 44082 18.27 45909
5 7.3730 62541 ?6.55 661.96
6 104123 883.22 5483 93805
7 130154 110403 6854 117257
8 138831 117763 73 I 125074

(±
4 5

/
90

2/±
4

5/12)s I 04315 3660 0 3660
2 1.7260 14641 0 14641

1.2 3 25843 21921 .4,57 21464
4 1.7073 14482 -1827 12655
5 0.3941 3343 -36 55 -3.12
6 -00561 -4.76 -5483 -5959
7 -00701 -595 -6854 -7449
8 -00748 -634 -73 II -79.4S

a DMG=84825xDMCo b DM=DM0 +DMT
I kip = 454 kg, I inch = 2 54 cm, I ks =- 6 895 MPa

100

(F-t

7 0 C,

t0

- 0-a (Ref. 1-Eq 7)l

6 10 14 18 "' 26

Number of plies

Figure 1. DMC and intcrlaminar nomal stress vs number of plics

Q(22 6) 1~~..L:.
3 s3s) 2.'2 40 16 1l

All dinmcnsions in inc1lic(c11)

F:iguire 2. c:ttiniination Specnicin
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(a) Model A

(b) Model B

(c) Model C Contours shown for
this part in Fig. 4

Figure 3. Finite element models

Axial strains

Trans.-cr,;e \ 4 a

(a) Model A (hi Model 11 (c) Model C

Figure 4. Contours of strains (muicro rn/rn) for three F.E. models
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4000"

3800" Radius =5.4 cm Y =KX 3

. 3600"

3200

i Start of transition curve
2800"

0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00

Distance (cm) from center

Figure 5. Axial strain near free edge for three F.E. models

Front Side Front Side

4 Gages CEAO3 125 UW 350 Strain Gage SK-03-045PG-350

Specimen

CEA-03-062UR-350 r T "

4 Gages CEA 03 125 UW 350 SrtGaeSK-03-045PG-350

Back Side Back Side

S2.4(6.1) 2 4 2(6 1)

*inches (cm)

(a) Specimens for feasibility studies (b) Specimens DL (DIO to D40)

Figure 6. Location of gages on specimens with reduced section
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4400-

4200- a"= 15

"• 4000,2
a22

S3800

2800-

2W r--Start of transition curve

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00

Distance from center, cm

Figure 7. Axial strain near free edge for (+ ctI/90)s laminates

12 I tI

Based on assumed properties
° 0..

8

6

• \Based on generated properties
2 1

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ , I _ _

10 15 20 25 30 35 40

1.0 inch3 = 16.387 cm3  Angle a

Figure 8. Variation of delamination moment coefficient vs angle
for (± oC2/90) s laminates
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1."-..0 (5.08! i 5.0 (12.7) .0(.0)-

TABS

1.0(2.54)

(a) Tension specimens

2.0 (5.08)--- *
. 0.5 (1.27)

nses12.25.2) - Gage 1.0(254)

Teflon 5.0(12.70) 3.0((7.62)Inserts ] T. - le-- -- -- "

2.25(5.72) Thermo ple 1.0(2.54)

- 1 I 0.5,(1.27)

0.25(0.64. , _.--75i.91) I

(b) Compression specimens (c) Specimens for measunng a

NOTE: All dimensions in inches (cm)

Figure 9. Specimens for basic property data

Figure 10 Support fixture for specimen to determine a
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at Strain =198.24 - 7.37734

-500 -- 1

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Temperature (T), 0C

Figure 11. Plot of strain vs temperature (20 to 100 OC)

Figure 12. Fixture for determining thermal stress-free state

G~ 0G f f L
r r- o ~r- -

1.0(2.3 2.54

5.0 ( *-'.e4 nch(cm)

(a) (0190) Specimen (b) (02 (902t Specimen

Figure 13. Out of plane displacement contours
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4000' -I I

Transverse direction.

3000 - -

Increasing temperature

"i I I

i m Decreasing temperature
, 1000 -

-Dee ber d 'tion-

ncecreasing temperatur
-1000

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180

Temperature (T), 0 C

Figure 14. Plot of strain vs temperature (20 to 160 °C)

Figure 15. Instrumented delamination specimen
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21000 . Gae" m•
2 GGage 1g__4 Gage 9

I•• • ....o,.., -- age V a

, 20200 "
"•'~ ~ ~ Gg 250"i Gg

Un 20000 i o C *-An.-

S198oo

Gag 2 , Gag G _age7

age 10

290000. 1

19600

-2700 -2500 -2300 -2100 -1900 -1700 -1500

Transverse strain, g in/in

Figure 16. Experimental stress-strain plot for specimen D30-1

27600 Gage 3 ;age 1 Gage 2 age 4

740 -Gage 5 -

A
1  |.GageJ. ,

27200 -, . Gage8

IA G;age 7, O A-_ a
200 0

S27000 G-age 1 9- . .
I. A q 1 A

268002H

26000-27 -2600 -250026 - -2300 2200 -2100 -2000 -1900

Transverse strain, 4 in/in

Figure 17. Experimental stress-strain plot for specimen D30-4
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(a) Axisymmetnc model (c) Stress based model

(b) Enlarged view of boxed section (d) Enlarged view of boxed section

Figure 18. F. E. models for axisymmetric and stress based formulation

300"
.g: I D M = D M ,, , D M T L

• IAverage DM/ X

20

100 DM

! Ib-inch = 1.153 kg.cm

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Angle in degrees

Figure 19. Mechanical, thermal and average DM vs angle
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NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF THE THERMOELASTIC EFFECTS IN LAMINATED STRUCTURES AND ITS
USE IN THE IDENTIFICATION OF DEFECTS.

D. Van HemelriJck, L. Schillemans, P. De Wilde, A. Cardon
Composite Systems and Adhesion Research Group of the Free University of Brussels

COSARGUB - VUB -TW - Kb - Plcinlaan 2- 1050 Brussels - Belgium

M. Kyrlakopoulos, G. Roupaklas
University of Pate.- Applied Mecnanics Laboratory

PO Box 1134 Patras 26110-GREECE

where AT is the local cyclic temperature change. To is the

I. SUMMARY local absolute temperature. a is the coefficient of thermal

The thermoelastic effect first analysed by Lord Kelvin is expansion. p is the density. cC it the specific heat at

governed by a simple relation between amplitude of constant strain and Ajii is the sum of the cyclic principal
temperature and amplitude of sum of principle stteas stress amplitudes.
change as lona as adiabatic conditions cre maintained. This expression was validated several tsives by different
Although valid for isotropic materials it is shown that this authors, especially P. Stanley [1.2) used SPATE to study
simple relation leads to very poor results for anisotropic the stress distribution in beams. "Brazilian" discs.
materials. A non-adiabatic the )ry taken into account the rectangular plates and circular rings. The agreement
inter-laminar heat transfer shows a better agreement between the experimental results and the numerical
between theory and experimenL solution was very good. H. W81fel [5] showed an excellent
Experimental data were obtained on a Fibredux 914C-TS- solution w o5wed an e nasreoment between stress results obtained by
5_34% carbon epoxy laminate using single point thermoelastic stress analyst, and Finite Elements. The
measurements, differences found are overall less than 1 N/mm

2 .

2. INTRODUCTION To ensure adiabatic conditions the cyclic load has to be

Althoughs the theoretical treatment of the thermoelasic applied at a frequency high enough so that the stress-
Althwas first publisheo in 1853 by Lord Kelvin. it took induced temperature fluctuation has insufficient time to
effect wdiffuse within the material. It was found that a frequency
over a century before its potential as a device for stress
analysis was realised. This was mainly due to the low greater than approximately 8 Hz is sufficient for most
sensitivityapplications. The thermoelastic effect is further, for
developments in electro-optical and signal processing higher frequencies independent of the frequency.

techniques were necessary before a practical device. Based on the same assumptions the thermoelastic relation
referred to as SPATE (Stress Pattern Analysis by Thermal for a perfectly elastic but anisotropic body under adiabatic
Emission), became available. Though relatively young, conditions is:
the use of SPATE as a remote infrared sening technique to
produce full-field stress maps, became increasingly
widespread, particularly for metallic structures. A selected AT - [ 1  1 +t2 72 (2.)
number of papers [1.2] confirmed the validity of the T 0  Pc 1 + 22221
theoretical basis of the technique and demonstrated its
scope and potential. In the case of fibre reinforced composites the stresses
However, on composite structures the thermoelastic involved can either be the local ply-stresses or the
analysis has thus far been limited primarily to simple integrated stresses over the total thickness of the
studies or to qualitative NDT-type applications ( e.g. [3.4] laminate.
). The reason is due largely to a general lack of a thorough
understanding of the thermoelastic behaviour of As an example we consider an Fibredux 914C-TS carbon
composite materials, epoxy laminate with the following stacking eequence

3. ADIABATIC THEORY [00-90*2.'05]s"
Assuming an applied uniaxial sinusoidal str ;s a = a

Based on the thermodynamics of irreversible processes the sintot in the x-direction where Au is an arbitrary constant
thermoelastic equation, relating deformation and equal to IN/mm

2
. It may be shown from the classical

temperature, for a perfectly elastic isotropic body under lamination theory that the global laminate stresses are
adiabatic conditions may be calculated as: given by:

AT ct cGx=l.O E06 N/im2 
and the linear expansion coefficient in

T0 =-_T a [ACI + A•r22] (1) the x-direction ax= 1.386E-06 /C and in the y-direction
ay=5.85E-06 *C. The values p=1610 kg/m

3 
and cp=9

2
1

3/kg *C were taken from reference [6].
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The corresponding stress-induced relative temperature The corresponding relative temperature change (e.g. eqn.
change e.g. eqn. (2.) is equal for this case to: (2.)) is this time equal to: AT/To = 7E-07.
AT /To = 9E.07. Figure 2. compares theory and experiment and shows

again a very poor agreement.
Figure 1 gives the measured SPATE response for a
frequency of I to 20 Hz. As in Dunn el al. all amplitude 4. NON-ADIABATIC THEORY
data are normalised by the 20 Hz signal.

While analysing the thermoelastic response of fibre
1.9 reinforced composites a rather interesting question raises:

do. as a consequence of cyclic loading, fibre and matrix
1.8- Adiabatic theotry experience the same temperature fluctuation. This que-.don

1.7- Gis even more nider discussion since in the case of
o * Experimental data polymeric matrix reinforced material, systems there exist

S1.6- large stress grdients in the form of stress discontinuities
between the !tiff fibre and the weak matrix."o 1.5- To resolve this question, consider a single fibre which is

- 1.4- subjected to a sudden change in its surface temperature. The
single fibre is idealised as a infinite long circular cylindera.1.3- of radius r=R. Initially the fibre is in thermal equilibrium

E1.2 with the surrounding such that as t < o we have T(r.T)=To.
2 .2 At t=0, the boundary condition TfTa for r=R is imposed.

S1.1- The problem to solve is described by the one-dimensional
"heat diffusion equation in cylindrical co-ordinate!r

0.9- 1 aT a
2
T 1 0 (3.)

0.8. y & & 7-&7
0 cm -1 fX) N00 tl• O C

Frequency (Hz) where y - is the diffusion coefficient, and in which k
Fig. 1 Normalised ampltude data. PC

is the conduction coefficient, p is the density and c is the
Figure 1. shows clearly a very poor agreement between specific heat capacity.
theory and experiment.

The solution of eq. (3.) may be expressed as a series of
Knowing that homogenisation of all the layer data leads to Bessel functions:
bad results and since SPATE is a surface measuring device,
the measured data could only reflect the stresses in the - / C
surface layer (e.g. (7]). 0 = X•a.Jo0, exp(-litFo) (4.)

1.9. Iil

18 Adiabatic theory T-T n
1.7. Surface stresses where 0 = - T. . an a= =-

0 * Experimental datase
1.6- '0 and Jl are respectively the zero-th. and first order

"• 1.5- Bessel functions of the first kind, pti are the roots of 1O and

R 1.4 Fo = 4 is knnwn as the Fourrier n•nber.

& 1.3-
E1.2 Figure 3. shows the temperature profiles across the raed.usof the cylinder. It is seen that the process of heat transfer

1.1- is essentirlly completed for a Fourrier number equal to 0.8
0 -1. - - - This means that for a typical carbon fibre for which y=

1.5 10.3 m2
/s. a uniform temperature is attained after 4.6

0.9J 107 s. As this tune is much smaller that a quarter of a
08 period of a 20Hz loading cycle it is concluded that the ,bre

and his surrounding matrix experience the same
04 temperature fluctuations. In other words, for the

Frequency (Hz) thermoelastic stress analysis of fibre reinforced
Fig. 2 Normahsed amplitude data. composites we don't need to go down to the micro.scale of

analysing fibre and matrix separately. Indeed. a single
For the same lay-up and loading conditions the classical layer of carbon fiber reinforced composite, can be treated
lamination theory gives for the local surface (0°) layer as a homogeneous orthotropic material.

,tresses: ax= 1.30E06 N/m
2 

and oy= 2.,SE04 N/iM2 
and

the linear expansion coefficient in the x-direction
ax=O.29E-06 rc and in the y-direction a y=

29
.0E-06 /C
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1. From Fig. 4. it is seen that the diffusion process is

0.9 F-0.05 finished when Fo=0.5. For a carbon epoxy lamina, with

F-0.1 V=6 10-7 m2Is and .=0.125 mm. this is after 0.013 s. As

0.8 this is of the same order as a quarter period of a 20Hz cycle
it is .oncluded that a complete homogenisation of the

is 0.7 temperature between different layers will not occur. For the
Z thermoelaslic analysis of crrbon fibre reinforced

0.6- composite a single orthotropic lamina will be the basic
S 0.5/ F.0.2 building bloc to consider.

S 0.4 From the previous section we can cc 1 Jude that the simple
relation eqn. (2.) is not valid. For a more accurate

- 0.3- representation of the problem each ply of the laminate
will be considered separately. Since each ply can be treated

0.2- F-0.4 as a homogeneous orthotropic plate, it may be shown
from principles of mechanics and thermodynamics of

0.1 irreversible processes [8] that. for quasi-static conditiors
1 11 Iand small temperature changes:

0 -m W 0 -t In to "t OR ci

(S 6 ; 0 C; 0 0i 0 0 0 a ___ -OCIAI +a2C2) (-
Position (1-r/R) I (6.)

Fig. 3 Temperatures profiles of infinite cylinder. i*I

where Qi is the heat flux passing through the point under

In general, a laminate consists of many plies of different whereti is the b e nsing through thecphent under

orientations. Each ply can experience different stresses consideration, p is the density, CE the specific heat under

which may be computed by use of the classical lamination conrbiant strain. TO is the absolute temperature, 1ll1a22
theory. At the interface between two layers high stress are the coefficient of thermal expansion and 011,022 are
discontinuities may arise. Similar to the prey ous the stress components in the respective inplane
analysis, the process of beat transfer between plies may be orthotropic directions.
assessed by considering an infinite plate initially at a
uniform temperature being subjected to a sudden change in As the in-plane stress gradients are much less than the
temperature at both its surfaces. The solution to this stress gradients between plies, wt can assume that the heat
problem is given in eq.(5.): transfer during thermoelastic cycling is dominated by

diffusion in the through-thickness direction.
0 = .xp''F°sin e a2 (5.) The heat conduction equation of Fourier gives:ex- *sn,.,x 5

with co, =nl and n=1,3.5 ..... ax

The fourrier number in this case is: F 0 = in which L is where Z is the co-ordinate in the through-thickness
the ply thickness. " direction and K is the corresponding heat conduction

coefficient.

1 - Dcfining the non-dimensional temperature 8 = (T-TO)1T 0
FO.0.005 and substituting eqn (7.) into eqn (6.) yields the classical

0.9- FO .05 one-.Iriensional diffusion equation:

0.8- a2 o

w0.7- -- (8.)
a0.6 at

FE 0.6-d FO-0.1
0 where D=K / pCE is the coefficient of thermal diffusivity
5 0.5- and

S0.3- S = + %26221 (9.)

0.2- F0-0.25

. represents an internal heat source.

F .5Due to the omplexity of tis partial differential equation

P 1 I I Ithe solution is best sought by numerical methods. The
o _. N Ci 1. "! OR 0 1 - recommended method for thsitype of problem isaCrank

0 C a 0 o 0 0 0 0o Nicolson finite difference scheme. We discretised each ply
Positior z/L

Fg.4 Temperature profiles of infinite platk. by 30 nodes and a typical time step of 0.02 7t I o seconds
was used for all frequencies studied. Coi.'putation was done
using double precision arithmetic. The full temperature
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field was €olved every time step and the surface domination of the surface temperature by the 90* plies to
temperature was monitored, that of the 0° ply. As the frequency goes higher the heat

conduction process becomes more adiabatic and the
Figure 5 shows both the computed and measured specimen importance of the 0* ply increases. In fact the
surface temperature response when subjected to cyclic homogenisation of all the layers gives for this type of
loading. Maintaining the convention of Dunn et al. all the laminate an upper-bound and conssdenng the surface layer
amplitude data have been normalised by the corresponding alone gives for the thermoelastic effect a lower-bound.
result at 20 Hz.

S. Spate as NDT.devlce.
1,9

To acquire Spate results, it is essential to load dynamically
1.8- # Experimental data the structure and correlate the signal coming from the

. 1.7- infrared sensor with a reference signal. This way, any
c 1.7- Numerical data signal component with a frequency or phase different from
S 1.6- the reference signal will be rejected. This is the main

1reason why Spate is so sensitive for small temperature
" 1.5- changes. The implication of this is that it is impossible to

0 measure any static temperature. During investigation of
- 1.4 the motion problem, it was found to be interesting to be

a13 able to visualize the static temperatu:e distribution on the
1 surface of the specimen under consideration. By hardware

E
- 1.2- modification of the Spate equipment, it is possible to
0 monitor static temperature components. By adding an
- 1.1- optical chopper to the system (see figure 6). the DC

component of the infrared sensor signal is converted to a
cc 1 block function with frequency 2 deetnrnned by the rotation

0.9- speed of the DC motor driving the chopper blade. It is
essential that the chopper blade is made from exactly the

0.8 same material as the specimen and that it has the same
0 I I surface preparation. The chopper blade is on the same

O - -a . .- rt ambient temperature as the specimen is. However, it is not
Frequency (Hz) dynamically loaded. Under these conditions the peak to

Fig. 5 Normalise" aur-nlitude data for [0.90°2.0°5) peak value of the resulting block tunction is proportional

.,minate. to the static change in surface temperature of the specimen
and will be seen by the computer at the output of the

Despite th, fact that , large number of matenal parameters. correlator. By knowing a temperature at one point of the

some taken from literature, were involved in the surface (i e. by thermocouple), it is possible to calibrate
computation the agreement between numerical and Spate equipment for static temperature measurements.

experimental results is relatively good. It may be seen
cleasly from the computed results that there exists a
maximu- which corresponds to the transition from the

Spate
FREQ 2 signal

"- .-.. I SPATE SENSOR CORRELATOR

0 acquisition
S -- " reference

S I-- signal

ýOPTICAL S:ENSOR CMUE

!FREQ I processing

Figure 6. Basic principle of optical chopper
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6. DAMAGE ASSESSMENT internal heat generation is a consequence of viscoelastic
effects and inter-laminar fretting due to damage growth.

Under cyclic loading conditions, fibre reinforced Figure 7 shows the SPATE scans of a specimen loaded in
composite systems show an internal heating which can be fatigue at 0.3 0

failure and a frequency of 10 Hz The
used to monitor the damage inititation and evolution [11] material used was of a 914C-TS type carbon fibre

By modification of the SPATE-system, explained in composite and the lay-up considered was (
90 0 4.

9 0 ).

previous paragraph. it is possible to measure in a very
accurate way, the generated heat within the specimen. This

Figure 7. Static temperature field at 78. 387. 509. 597. and 688 103 cycles.
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PREDICTING FAILURE BY DEBONDING/DELAMINATION

G.A.O. Davies and P. Robinson
Department of Aeronautic%

Imperial College of Science. Technology and Medicine
Ptuince Conmort Road
London SW7 2BY
United Kingdom

SUMMARY thickness stress waves but allows the structure to respond
This paper highlights the need for predicting delamination or dynamically so that the thin plates deform as in classical thin
debonding in carbon fibre composite structures in two plate theory rather than local 3-D stress fields It may be
situations where the effect is crucial. Firstly interior barely shown 121 that this velocity is of order the speed of sound in the
visible damage due to low velocity impact, and secondly the matrix x *he failure strain threshold. This turns out to be about
debonded joint between panel and stiffener in a post-buckled 20mlsec in carbon fibre composites, so we are considering tool
compression panel. It is shown that for impact damage a drop and similar accidents
stress.based failure criteria might work for thin plates less than
2mm thick but as the thickness increases a tracture model The current philosophy is to conduct drop tests and then test for
becomes necessary A strategy for bridging this gar and also residual "compression after impact" strength The coupons
avoiding the need for a hypothetical flaw is advocated An mostly used are 125rnm x 75mm (attributed to Boeing) andimproved method for finding mode Ill fracture toughness is 200mm x 200mm (attributed to MBB) Howccr the low
shown. velocity dynamic response of real structures may be far from the

response of a coupon compared with which it may be stiffer or
more flexible, and in the typically 3 to 6m/sec impact event.

INTRODUCTION much energy can be absorbed elastically by a surrounding
Debonding and deltmimation are still the Achilles heel of high structure To test all likely and different impact sites on an
performance laminated composite materials in structures, and aircraft wing or fuselage is not feasible, so some sort of reliable
much effort has been expended in trying to understand the theoretical/experimental predictor is invaluable
occurrence and preventing it by detailed design The type of
structure most under threat is the compression panel where Even to use two different sets of "standard coupons" with
delamination is much more debilitating than for the tension possibly two boundary conditions (simply supported and
structure. The failure of stiffened compression panels of carbon clamped) is to confuse comparisons between tests It is
fibre reinforced composites. particularly in t1e post-buckling conventional to map damage and residual strength variations
regime, is almost certainly going to involve debonding at a against incident energy since this is how the threat is usually
stiffener/sparlrib support if these joints are co-cured or co- defined yet clealy variations in specimen stiffness Will result
bonded rather than mechanically fastened. The other threat is in different elastic energy absorption This paper therefore
that of internal delhnination due to low velocity impact (BVID) addresses several topics
and the current limitation of allowable strains to 0.3% - 0 4%.
due to the combined threat of BVID in hot/wet environments. How to relate damage to the incident energy and allow
Illustrates dramatically th,. sacrifice of more than 100% in for test specimens of different dynamic responses
strength which should not be tolerated. Both of these forms of
degradation are discussed in this paper. Interim results are How to translate coupon damage to real components and
quoted from two ongoing projects sponsored by the EEC Brite- assess the compression after impact strength
Euram programme These two projects are respectively -Design
methodology for improved damage tolerance in carbon How to predict damage thcrsetically Without conducting
composite structures. BE 3159." and 'The post-buckling coupon tests at all.
behaviour of CFC structures. BE 3160 Both of these projects
involve consortia of industrial and research establishments, in This latter task has been approached in tWo Ways Firstly. by
particular British Aerospace. MBB. Fokker. Dormer, CASA. SAAB using DYNA 3-I). a very detailed finite element model
SAAB. Dassault. NLR, the Katholicke University of Lcusen. reconstructs the impact event The model deploys tiny eight-
and Imperial College. node bricks per lamina and is very computer mtcnsvc, but it

should reveal the limitations on numerical simulation which are
due to incorrect modelling of the physics rather than the strainDELAMINATION BY LOW VELOCITY IMPACT field Recognising that 3 ) simiulation of tealihsic structural

DAMAGE details will involve many supercompuicr hours. a second
Although the theme of this workshop is not impact damage, the approach by Imperial College has used simpler composite plate
main results of low velocity impact can be barely or totally elements and another finite element code FINEL 77 This has
invisible internal delamination A hidden menace. The term been used to test the limits on simulating the failure proicss.
"low velocity" should be defined since high velocity produces but also to use a fall back strateg) if all ele fails This
local ballistic, types of damage, far from invisible, and strategy postulates that the low velocity impact damage
extremely local Simple coupon tests suffice to demonstrate depcnds primarily on the impactor contact force signature for a
the behaviour of a full scale structure. The term low velocity is given plates' local layup This force history can be readily
defined as that lower bound which does not excite through simulated by a crude finite element model and therefore enables
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as to embed a coupon calibration test in any structure and using an explicit mode for integrating the equations of motion.
predict the nature of the damage from the force history. There has deployed only sixteen 9 noried Mindlin plate bending
could also be near surface damage due to bending strains alone elements, which include shear deformation (see Figure 8)
and these are separately modelled and monitored Figure 9 shows the predictions of force and the test results

before and after a modest filter to remove noise. The
All these strategies have been validated by tests on plates made experimental force is measured directly by a load cell at the
from HTA T800 6376 prepreg using a basic quasi-isotropic impactor tip The response is almost smusoidal with no higher
layup L+45, 90. O}ns with n = 1,2 and 4 The 1mm 8-ply plates frequency ringing suggesting that the peak force can be
are thinner than most primary structures but have been chosen predicted by simply equating maximum strain energy to
to contain the DYNA 3-D computing time to one or two hours incident kinetic energy. This turns out to be true in this case.
during this modelling validation stage but not so for siaffer plates Notice that the predicted deflection

of I.5mm is less than the 2mm plate thickness in this example.
Test Results and Conclusions but for larger plates this is not so and it is necessary to allow
The tests have used a drop test rig capable ')f monitoring impact for the non-linear stiffening which can occur even for modest
force, plate strains, and velocity during the event The damage strain levels Figure 10 shows the response for the larger
areas have been diagnosed by C-scan to get the envelope, and 200mm x 200mm x 2mm thick plate where the maximum
by using high frequency scanners and image processing at KUL. deflection predicted by a linear model would exceed 5mm The
Figure I shows the C-scan image with increasing incident non linear deflection shown agrees well with the impactor test
energy. Initially the interior delamination is invisible and right up to bouncing, and with the plate thereafter The higher
almost circular, but this is deceptive Figures 2 and 3 show the force predicted shows the effect of non-linear stiffening, and
several layers of delamiation of a characteristic "peanut" now there is some higher frequency response- The 4% critical
shape extending in the direction of the local fibres. At higher damping used in this model could be tuned to remove the slight
incident energies the plates' response is a bending mode and phase •hange (but hasn t) Figure lOb shows results for another
matrix cracking normal to the surface fibres starts to propagate nonlinear impact on Imm plates with displacements exceeding
for the top one or two laminas The elongation shown in 5mm The agreement with the full 3-D model is excellent. but
Figure 1 (d) depicts this. The results of mapping damage against of course no damage degradation has been incorporated This is
force history are dramatic and confirm that we can indeed allow also reasonable for modest interlainmar delamination but less
for the different dynamic responses Using two sets of plate so for large amounts of near surface failure when the flexural
sizes with both simply supported and clamped boundary response could start to change The finite element predictions
conditions allows four sets of results to be compared Figure for surface stratis turned out also to be reliable. Strain gauges
4(a) shows that the use of force makes the variations between were placed along the surface 45' fibre directions where it was
specimens indistinguishable. Surface fibre splitting started at observed that surface fibre splitting developed. Figure I I
about 800N ard the sudden rise at I IOON coincided with this shows the experimental and thcoretcmal histories for strains at
back face splitting The more conventional use of incident 6mm and 17mm from the impact /one Thi sirface splitting at
energy in Figure 4(b) does separate the stiff and flexible plates. I Imsec destroyed the gauges at a strain normal to the fibres of
and in Figures 5(a) and 5(b) this be' imcs much more acute for about 0 9% which compares ith the KUI. prediction of 1% at
the 2mm plates The changing damage mode is also not these strain rates of 10 per sc.ond Although %e have no direct
obvious in the energy maps The 4mm and 6mm plates are way of measuring the intenrlaiinir sbcar strains we can compare
being evaluated but a previcw from some early Fokker tests is the mean (Mindlin) shear strains it) the value of the shear we
shown in Figure 6 Here only three energy levels hase been would expect in a statically loaded axi-symmetrical plate. i c
selected, but the force map is still more convincing We now load + 2nriG. In fact the shears in this quasi-isotropic layup are
briefly describe the numerical niodels needed to predict force not quite anx-symmetrical but the quasi static approximation is
history as well as give a possible insight into the failure valid (For a maxinum impactor load of 200tN the net inertia
process force in a plate radius of 20ttm was less than IN) Figure 12

shows the finite element and test deduced shear strainsPrediction of dynamic response and damage
The 3-D molel using the DYNA 3 D simulation is sho'p in Having some confidence in the numerical predictions, the next
Figure 7 This is a crude model using three element through the stage is to test the assertion that a coupon test ma) be
thickness with smeared properties, a total of 1500 8-node embedded in a stiffened panel sit finite element predictions of
bricks for a quartcr of the plate The impactor needs to be force history But before this it is tempting to try and predict
modelled geometrically accurate at the contact point to avoid the delammation and surface fracture using the theoretical strain
singular loading which would precipitate hour-glassing After a histories, and thus avoid coupon testing altogether It is the
dynamic simulation is completed to the end of the half period, a intention to use 3-D models to test various strategies for
finer substructure of 225 elements can be extracted using lamina predicting damage thresholds and growth such as
sire bricks, and the interface of this substructure is then excited
by the displacement and velocity histories saved from the first Some permissible cquisalent stress or strain level
analysis This global.local strategy reduces the computing
time enormously which nevertheless still takes up 1 2 hours on Some equivalent fracturc toughness and energy release
a CRAY XMP48 A detailed output of strain history revealed rate
strait, rates up to 85 per second but for less than lOmicrosecs.
they then fall almost immediately to about I0 per second for A damage mechanics model
the rest of the event Tests conducted by KUL show that there is
no strain rate effect on 0' fibre dominated properties and even The finite shell element will not deliser through thiLknes,
for 90' tests the strength enhancement and modulus softening peeling stress so damage mcdhiauics is out. and in any case a
do not come in until rates of 20 or more per second Strain rate special resin-rich layer would he needed its predict
effects therefore seem of no onseqlucncc for the carbon delammation We therefore turn to the first two ctiteria to
composites discussed here assess their success in pfcsliciiig delammation thresholds and

extent. Our analysis models are highly idealsed at this stage
A much less expensive finite element model will suffice if only but serve to illustrate which criteria are likely to be prttltctisc
the force history and bending strains are needed, plus a mean in a full 3-D model with multiple delanmiations. Simplified
estimate of the interlamnar shears Our finite element code. models not only target the plhysics specifically, if only
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moderately successful they can isolate the important pranicters 4nt
2  

It will also cease to be valid when the surface bending
which enable us to produce better designs by changing the strain takes over as the failure mode In our tests the
influential material propertics delamination planes were invariably and obviously between

dissimilar orientations 0/90 and 0/±45 (for which the strengthThe first criteria is tempting. The tvwo most common methods

for defining interlaminar shear strength ate the losipcscu rest is somewhat smaller) The curve (I) for 'I e 5OMPa is

and the short beam in three or four point bending The four superposed on the test results in Figure 4 and the agreement
point bending tests avoid the likelihood of damage at a single appears to be en.ouragmg up to a force 1100N when the failure
central load and agree well with the losipescu tests Moreover mode definitely switches However if we impose equation (1)
similar strengths ar. obtained with specimens either 8 ply or for t = 2mm on Figure 5 we find the agreement is now poor.

16-ply thick so a stress based criteria seems to work There is even as a lower bound, and for Figure 6 it fails completely.
some theoretical basis for this if we examine the energy release Whcnecr a stress-based criterion fails to scale with structure

rate for a central delamination in the three point bend tests volume. %e usually turn to fracture mechanics to explain

Details are given in the annexe where it is shown that the mode
It energy release rate is In the annexe ve show the axi-symmetrical solution for an

internal delamination in the nid-plane. and the consequent

9 P
2
a

2  energy release rate when the circular patch grows This

Gl[ = 64 B
2

Eh
3  solution is a very simplified approximation since the material

so the failure load is assumed isotropic This is only approximately true for quasi.
s oIsotropic layups and only for laminas in excess of 16 ply will

8 B 2 the effective moduli in tension and in flexure be nearly the
P a " Eh

3
Gncl

2  
same The presence of multiple delamination is also ignored
here, which will tend to diminish slightly the ratio of energy

If a stress-based criterion is used, release rate per unit area However the analysis does show
rather surprisingly that for this case. the mode I1 energy release
is constant and does not depend on delamination radius or plate

P 21 B2h dimension This at least relieves us of the need to invent a

2 hypothetical initial flaw The critical value (equation it) is
where e is the mean shear, or 3 x the iterlammar strength it for given by

a parabolic variation in a unt-directional specimen Thus 9 p2(I-V2)
expect fracture to take over from stress based criterion wher G =-
two arc equal, I e. 64 n2 Eh

3

a = EhGIIGlC.d1 or the critical applied load by

For urs-dtectonal CFC we use E = 140GPa. G isO 8N/sMn. r 2 8n2 E(2h)
3 
G(

90MPa. and we take a beam depth of 2mm to agree with the c 9(i.v2)
depth of 1

6
-ply recommended by CRAG (2) We therefore fred a

half crack length a = 3 7mm This is far in excess of both (This closed form solution is a very convenient benchmark for
observed flaws and assumed "effective" crack lengths of order testing the degree of refinement needed in a numerical finite
2mm [41. so we expect a stress based criteria to predict element model for energy release.)
initiation of the delamination and thereafter the crack to be
unstable when it exceed 3 or 4mm For the quasi isotropic layup and using ENF tests for

propagation (not initiation) we use E = 60GPa. G, =
We now look at a simplified axt-symmetrical interlaminar shear 0 8N/mm, v = 0 3 Then
strength modcl for our quasi isotropic plate We could actually
dispense with the axt-symmetric model and use our 2-D finite
element m,'del to extract the interlaminar shear stresses by Pc = 680t

3
/
2  

(3)

integrating lhe equations of equilibrium through the thickness
This has b, en done [15 and does indeed reveal the peanut We thus expect no internal delamination at values below
profiles ment'ined earlier Our simplified model for the quasi equation (3) and then a growth without further load increase
isotropic axt-symmetric plate simply uses the maximum shear until another (surface) failure mode takes over Figure 13 shows
stress the three critical loads given by equation (3) for I = 1.2. and

4.3mm compared with test values for rapid increase in area
Considering the crudity of the model the trend certainly seems

I P/2nrt. to be captured, and much more successfully than the

interlaminar sear strength-based criteria It explains why
.here t = 2h, and putting - 2 there is a ui,.shold for delamination rather than using the

.i 1, and the area inside the arbitrary lower band r = 21 in equation (I) If anything the trend
delamination front A = sr

2
. we find to a fracture model increases with plate thickness as shown in

the annexe It remained now to simulate the energy release in a
99. (E)2 finite element model. relaxing the axi symmetric assumptions.

A ' t (It and attempt to predict the ch-nbe in fracture mode from internal
delamination to surface fra' ,ure.

This criterion has the advantage that it should not be roto Without turning Imme ,lately to the general finite element
sensitive to the number of delamination layers sitce the %hear Siolution, the trend can again be captured by the axi s)ntinietric
stress distribution does not change much in the middle two analytical solution We concentrate on the delamination front
thirds of the plate depth It should cease to be valid close to radii corresponding so ihe three critical loads given by (3) ans
the impact point where the Stress field Is no longCr 2 I). 5i in F-igure 13 The Critical loads increase as 11/2 whereas the
equatlion (I) should be curtailed at r = t or 2t say. or A 7t2 O2 bending strains depend on Pit

2
and the position which
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decreases like In (aiR) If we use these with the .iitical loads of failurelnitial buckling loads from I to 3 A series of stacking
680. 1923. and 6060. we find the bending strains actually sequences were also chosen
decrease. The crucial strains at right angles to the t45 fibres
turn out to be 1.9%. 07% and 04% Only the middle values get (0/90/145)2s. (0/145/90)2s. (45/0/-45/90)s3
close to the expected failure threshold, but more importantly
they decrease with position and cannot be used as an A small hyperstiff displacement-controlled panel buckling
independent criteria It looks therefore that a fracture criteria machine was available and the onset of delammnation was
needs to be used for surface in interfibre splitting and this is captured using acoustic emission sensors as early warning
going to be difficult to model It is not through thickness devices, followed by C-scanning We found that edge
fracture, although a fairly definite radial splitting between delamination started as late as 95% of the failure load and the
fibres is accompanied by a circumferential delamination below delamninaton spread rapidly across the panel The sources were
the split lamina surfaces all at the node lines of the buckled mode and occurred in all

layups at ±.45 interfaces in a regular patten along the panel
These results are at variance with earlier work at NASA Langley alternating above and below the panel centre surface and on
[21) where a transition from initiation to propagation was opposite edges. (C-scans are shown in Figure 14) It had been
detected and modelled, and as the plate thicknesses were anticipated that edge delamination was likely but might have
increased the failure was governed by the shear strength and not been expected at the buckled crests where the longitudinal
in a fracture mode stress resultants Nxu were a maximum (see Figure 15). In

common with Starnes and Rouse [8) we found that failure
Numerical evaluation of energy release rate G occurred at the node lines It transpired that the through-
The above suiplified treatnent was only to illustrate the trend thickness stresses responsible Aere partly due to the usual edge
and to try to identify the delamination driver To predict even effect associated wlth N,, but also - and in equal measure - due
statically the delamination front and its growth in complex the twisting moment oay whose shear stresses oxy have to
geometric situations, we need to use a suitable finite element th
model. 2-D plate elements are preferable if they mimic the real decay to zero at the simply supported edge A detailed finite

life problem, but 3 D bricks may be needed. However it looks eleme,*t model was constructed using three brick elements per

as if quite crude algorithms for G are adequate This is a little lamina in a zone 8mm (41) from the edge In order to contain

surprising when one considers the effort devoted to modelling the size of the model it was argued that stress variations along

fracture in the clasto-plastic metal comtmunity There are a the panel direction (x) vatted v.ith a half wave length of order of

wealth of virtual crack tension methods. J integrals. and hybrid panel width b. which was large compared with the boundary

mixtures usually justifying a crack tip singular element to layer edge effect Thus a 2-D analysis is reasonable The

capture the r,-
1

2 strain field near the crack front It looks now results are shown in Figure 16 and indicate just how complex

as if this is not necessary for dclamination fracture A modified edge effects can be towever we were able to locate precisely
crack closure method [61 has been shown to work using nodal the stress component (t, ) and the level at which delannnatton

forces ahead of the crack x the corresponding nodal crack- was occurring in the alternating pattern observed and due to
opening displacements just behind the crack front [71. By M, A fractograph post mortem of the failure surface
selemting all three nodal components it is possible to extract confirmed the direction of %heating The theoretical magnitude
all three modes I. II and Ill values of G. That this works equall) of 80MPa was not too dissimilar for the current interlaminar
well for 3 D bricks and 2 D plate elements indicates that it is shear strength for XAS/91 I The prediction of failure for a
not necessary to simulate the singular field at all Providing whole series of b/i ratios and stacking sequences was on
that the crack tip strain fields are self-similar, then the energy average exact, to within a standard deviation of 1217 csompared
release rate effecuvely determines the release due to the basic with predictions based on maximuns fibre strains uhich were
non-singular strains and stresses The crack tip field is not more than 40% to conservative
simulated precisely and if the composite material is ductile
enough to flow, or if there is significant fibre breaking or However the agreement was to a certain extent fortuitous, since
bridging, we assume these effects arc encapsulated into the if we refine the finite clement mesh then the peeling stresses
experimenta', values for G. These issues turn out to be would undoubtedl) appear singular at the free edge. and a case
important again in the compression panel stiffener dcbonding for fracture by delamination was clear Unfortunately the
problem. significance of the twist induced longitudinal stress Oa, meant

we needed to know the mode Ill toughness. which highlighted
the need to design a pure mode Ill test and described later.

THE POST-BUCKLED COMPRESSION PANEL Another feature of this stud& was that an analytical boundary
There is no shortage of evidence from industrial sources that the layer solution was possible for both N., and M.I, (Reference
ultimate strength of stiffened carbon composite compression 19] and Figure 17) where it was shown that the edge effect would
panels is determined by the strength of the bond between panel
and stiffener [71, particularly if the ultimate design load is close extend to a distance of order . This is important in
to or in excess of the initial buckling load The nature of the o te GX Ti
stress field between stiffener and panel can be complex, and constructing finite clement mlodels In isotropic materials the
what to do with the solved stresses is still not clear, but to build boundary layer is of order t whereas for a typical composite
confidence in our predictive capab,!ity we should not just rely ratio Gsy/GsZ= 10. and a boundlary layer of order 4t or more As
on the experimental failure load -id a post mortem on the part of the current Bltue Euram ptolevit mentioned we wilt use a
observed failure mode. One can al%ays tune failure criteria to new hyperstiff 250 itonic tsintg ni•.hine •wlh platten%. ii x
match a given test and then discover that a diffctrnt I Sm and panel length up to I 5in We thus expect to be able its
configuration requires different curvc fitting. If the problem is monitor panel and stiffener dcbonding failure as soon as it
internal fracture by delamination, one needs to ltcatc the stource initiates, so it is worth u.ummarir.ing the analytical predici.it
of failure with %ome certainty techniques we expect to be able to vaihdate

Some years back 191 we decided to investigatc the onset of post Prediction of stiffener dethonding in post-buckled
buckling failure in a series of 

t
ong stimply supported panels compression panels

w ,ihosc width/thickne'.ss (b/i) raitto gave a range of The prediction of intrmi.ti stits,, ticsulrtn, and their wchastour
well into the Plst utIkling regine doCs riot appeir.It 1 e .i
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problem. For a propos-d ]-stiffened compression panel. debondiig occurred quite closely to the preditted strain level.
having post-buckling strength in excess of twice the initial but other loading cases needed to be verified
buckling load. identical behaviour has been predicted by
several finite element codes NASTRAN, ELFINI. ABAQUS. In the present BE 3160 programme i• is ntended to compare
PANDA. and FINEL 77. The big question is what to do with the stiffener debonding predictions awith test as mentioned earlier.
answers, and can we use stress-based critcria, fracture but a fracture delamination model should be fully assessed since
mechanics, or is something else needed" no siress-based criteria can , 100% reliable when the

magnitude of the interface stresses *'zends on the degree of
We might expect the debonding stresses to depend on whether refinement of the finite element model - a. uming no material
the stiffener is carrying a net resultant or whether it is simply or non linear softening of course Currently wc only have one
accumulating stress by diffusion. The stiffener may resist panel first-hand evaluation to date. in a series of tests conducted by
normal loading (due to fuel pressure for example) or experience partner Dassault in 1988 112] A .ines of fundamental tests
"lift-off" forces due to post-buckling curvature. or it may was carried out whereby a blade stiffener was subjected to a
provide a torsional resistance at points along its length Such resultant pull , - load. as shoan in Figure 19(a) and 19(b). and
loading (Figure 18(a)) involves a net resultant force between an indire-, .alusion loading Figure 19kc) In case b the degree
panel and stiffener. On the other hand (Figure 18(b)) the of flex-_ ..& the skin panel was controlled by varying the span
internal stress resultants NY. M'. Mxy etc will equilibriate beta en the supports. This type of loading causes unrealistic
across the stiffener but still allow stress to diffuse into the stress concentrations but the objectives were to test the
stiffener flange and hence cause debonding shears and peeling validity of stress based or fracture-based criteria Two resin-
stresses. As a matter of fact the stress concentrations at the fibre systems aere tested The finite element model was a 2 D
stiffener edges depend on a local boundary layer in both types assembly of bricics with the linear bending and twtsting strains
of loading, although the consequent propagation of as background and the generalised warping field u(y.7) to be
delamination might be different for type (a) and (b). The length solved The number of elements exceeded 7.000. and Figures
of the boundary layer in the vicinity of the stiffener edge is now 20 and 21 illustrate the extremely fine assembly used to obtain
roughly of order accurate energy release rates for central delamnation (19(b))

and for edge delauntmattmn (case 19(c))

Ith Eyy/Gyz]
2  The stress-based criterion used was the familiar quadratic

where t is the stiffener flange thickness and Fy the equivalent NOIN (!L'2
modulus in the y directinn h is the equivalent thickness of the GOr) +
resin-rich bond layer and Gy, the bond shear modulus The
modult ratao can be in excess of thirty but this is counteracted where the rupture stresses were oa = I6MPa and ", = 5OMPa In
by the usually small thickness h. hence the boundary layer can
be only of order r In fact there is a secondary layer due to the all cases when the failure load W&% applied numerically the
bond transverse modulus E,, and this ca.- be very small leading criterion aas exc-eded handsomely (particularly since az was
to high gradients and peel stresses near the stiffener edge Once greater than 16NIPa alone in most cases) and the singular nature
again a linear elastic solution is likely to lead to a near singular of the field at the flange tip clearly cast doubts on the stress-
stress field. and suggests a fracture approach would be more based criterion for case 1

9
c - see Figure 22 The energy release

realistic. However stress-based criteria have been quoted as rates for cases 19a and 19h aere dominated by nsode I and were
leading to reasonable predictions One method uses a structural unstable, so hase the problem of choosing the initial flaw
mechanics approach replacing the bond by an elastic (The size of the Bermuda Triangle') Disbonds of 3mm w.ere
foundation having shear and tensional s':ffness (the interfacial incorporated in the specimen and %alues of Glc were then
stress field model) and uses the Hill-Tsaa criteria to couple the deduced to be 330 and 200J/'n

2 
for the two materials Case 19c

consequent ,hear and peel stresses In Reference [7] the was then simulated for flaws at the edge and found to result in an
prediction of stiffener debonding for a buckled panel under almost constant energy release rate after a fla7a length of Imm
shear and compression is .ompared with test and the agreement Mode II dominated Tao intetactis e criterion relating GiIGIC
is impressive although no attempt is made to simulate and GiI/G

0
IC were then tested (linear and quadratic) to see if a

delammation by fracture constant value of GlIC emerged For one material T300/914 the

values were quite inconsistent but for G8031914 the values wereAnother stress-based simulation in Reference 110] tackles the in the range 300 tn 325jim
2 

for the quanratic criteria These
normal pressure (0 05MPa) case with direct stiffener loading seem a little low. and clearly more basic tests are needed
After global post-buckling analysis the skin-sttffener stresses
were solved using a very refined 8-noded brick model in a The picture so far seems uncertain, but the daunting problem of
substructure having a length of 6 elements in the x direction (a modelling in 2-D's the detail skin-stiffener junction now seems
2-D slice is possible providing the bricks have warping no longer to be daunting The use of energy release therefore
freedoms) Stresses were evaluated for a realistic case but no does seem to offer the best scope for realistic criteria, even
experimental confirmation of failure was available, though the problem of initial flaw size remains to be chosen for

those cases where •G/•a is positive However there are
A recent repert uses a more economical model deploying high encouraging signs that an alternative approach may be cheaper
order (56 degrees of freedom) plate elements for skin and and more convenient in use The idea is dcvcloped m Reference
stiffener with an interface element to return the bond strains 13 to use an interface element for the finite stiffness up to a
all three strain comtponents are combined in a quadratic stress level limit and then a nmn linear softening such that the
interactive failure criterion As an alternative it was assumed total energy ti failure corresponds to the knoan value of GIC.
also that peeling would initiate at a threshold bending strain GICc. or GCIIC Ihitial tests seem pronutsing and no more
due to M. at the stiffener edge This threshiold was round artificial than danage iechanics
experimentally using a 4-point bending test No attempt- was

made to evaluate the effects oif Ny or Mvy (as in Figure 18)
Post buckling tests in a shear rig showed that stiffener
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MODE III FRACTURE TOLGIlNESS problem of identifying the source - possibly multiple sources -
The difficulties of validating a fracture approach to of delammation in the first instance A strong bond is no
delammation and debonding have been highlighted and a consolation if the failure starts in the adjacent adherent due to
suitable interaction formula forms part of that validation the through thickness stress field cau~ed by the loading and by
process As mentioned when discussing the need to include discontinuous geometry
warping elements in 2-D models, and the possibility of energy
release due to twisting moments, there is considerable
uncertainty in knowing what value to use for mode Ill ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
toughness The measurement of mode Ill delamiation The authors would like to ackinowledge the support o, the EEC
toughness has received relatively little attention, in Brite-Euram Directive as well as their colleagues rato.pating
comparison with modes I and I1 because it has proved difficult in these joint ventures, and also the U K Defer.ce Res.'arch
to devise a satisfactory test for this mode of fracture Indeed a Agency (Aerospace) for supporting the fractu.e project .nd
recent review 114] concluded that no satisfactory test exists for initiating the impact and postbucklmg resear',i
mode Ill. A number of mode Ill test techniques have been
proposed in the literature These include the Crack Rail Shear
test (CRS) [15. 161 and the Split Cantilever Beam (SCB)
(17.18.19.201 and these are shown diagramatically in Figure
23 Unfortunately neither of these test methods has proved
satisfactory

In the CRS test the crack growth was reported to be non-
uniform as indicated in Figure 24 and often crack jumping was
observed Also because of the high loads required it) cause
delamination, slippage between rails and the specimen occurred
in some cases. The SCB specimen suffers from the considerable
disadvantage that the delamination growth is not pure mode Ill
but is in fact mixed mode If and Ill Flits is due to the existence
of a bending moment in the crack front in addition to the shear
force which is required to drise the crack in mode Ill The
bending moment in one arm causes, say. tensile stresses at the
upper face while in the adjacent arm the flexural stresses are
compressive at the upper surface Thus at the two surfaces the
predominant modes arc mode 11 lea'img only the centre of the
crack front in the desired mode Ill Figure 25 shows a finite
element prediction of the distribution of both energy release
rates at the crack front from the centre to a surface.

Supported by the UK Defence Rezsarch Agency (Aerospace) we
have overcome this problem by redesigning d modified SCB
test rig so that the applied forces align themselves with the
current position of the crack front The U-shaped rig is shown
in Figure 26 together with the finite element model used to
predict the success of this arrangement The mode I1 opening is
virtually zero and the mode Ill release rate almost constant The
success of this test method can be judged by the scanning
electron microscope photographs of the fracture surfaces shown
in Figure 27 for carbon epoxy XAS-913C unt-directional
laminates The pure mode II specimen (which is easier to
achieve) shows characteristic hackles as the crack front shears
across the fibres These are present again in a standard SCB
specimen (b) except on the centre line hut in the new rig (c) are
virtually absent We are now finding pure mode Ill toughness
values for this composite to be approximately 1.0001/m

2

compared to half this value for mode II These values arc not
yet as repeatable as we would like and the rig is now being
modified so that the loads in Figure 26 are nmore precisely in
line with the crack front rather than offset by half a bar
thickness.

CONCLUSIONS
The work reported upon in this paper forms part of three
separate research projects, bitt they all have one thing in
common Is the onset of debonding and delamination a brittle
fracture process and can it be predicted using current or future
analysis method;? The ability to prehict energy release rates
numerically is here with us n,ý and the use oif friendly and rapid
finite element pre-proce-siorsr to create model , in a
ghibah/local strategy, plus the dlramatic decrease in c,•st of
powerfii wotrkstations. put, us in a strong pousition tO %,11111la3C
delanination energy releases IHowever there remain, the
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ANNEXE by delamination fracture. This phenomenon is known, and
Energy-Release Rates for internal delamination reappears again in different form for the plate problem.
The energy release rates for edge delaminations are well
known indeed the Edge Notched Flexure test for beams is The general composite plate problem is formidable, so we
the most common method for determining mode II critical use a simplified model, to try to capture the trend, by
rate Gltc. For a beam of width B and depth 2h, with a crack assuming axial symmetry. It is possible to use quasi-
length a, it is known that a tip load P produces a rate isotropic layups like 10, 90, -45]sn having 'n' layers, and if

n is sufficiently large the effective moduli in extension and
9 p2a2  

flexure will be the same, and the following analysis a good
C 4 B2 Eh 2  (i) approximation.

The corresponding rate for the centre notch in Figure Al The corresponding central deflections for a clamped plate of
needs a little explanation radius 'a', and for the notched plate with a central

delamination, can be found to be

A B C B 8u = 3Pa2(I-v2)/4n(2h)3 and~n = 3ya2(I-v2)/4nh3

I 2a I h Thus net energy gain U = rP(Sn-Su) = 64,tEh3

A' 
B'

and equating G 2,ta.6a. = .a,Figure Al

The outer portion of the beam BC is statically determinate we find G = 9 P2(l'v- (lit)
and the rotation of BB' imparted to the central portion AB is 64n2Eh3

exactly the same for the unotched or notched beam. This
rotation produces bending moments in each split half, and
equal and opposite forces These latter will be constant Note once more that this is independent of the plate size or
from A to B assurning no friction between the halves, so boundary conditions
the applied load P is resisted by the gradients of moment in
AB and A'B' and shared equally since the two halves move
together. The difference in the internal strain energy U in
the centre portion A-B can therefore be found in terms of the
additional deflection of a centrally loaded beam clamped with
respect to the two faces AA' and BB'.

For the undelaminated beam we have

6u = Pa3m2EB(2h)3,

and for the notched version where the load is shared,

8, = Pa3P2EBh3

so the net gain in strain energy

1 = I 3 P
2

a32 2 - 32.EBh3

In an incremental dclammation therefore we have

all
G.B 28a = oa . Sa,

9 p2

or G - 64EB2h3  
(ii)

Notice that the cr'tical load, for a given crack length, varies
as h3/2 For a , yen beam length, if flexural compressive
or tensile stress were the failure criterion, the load would
vary as h2, so as the beam depth is increased any tendency
to failure in conventional flexure mode could be overtaken
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Figure I Progressive delamination with force.
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Figure 4 Damage mapped against force and incident energy for lmm plates.
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Figure 8 Coarse finite element model.
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Figure 21 F.E. model for Figure 19(c) loading.
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Figure 25 Mixed m. d,! energy release rate across the SCB crack front.
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GARTEUR Damage Mechanics for Composite Materials

Analytical / Experimental Research on Delaminations

M. Gi'ke,DLR (pres.); D.J. Allman,RAE; C. Czokajski,Ao&rospatiale;
H. Eggers,DLR: D. Giletta, R. Girard,ONERA; R. Hillgert,MBB;

J. Lamiris,NLR; R.F. Mosley, R.T. Potter,RAE
DLR - Institute for Structural Mechanics

D - 3300 Braunschweig / Flughafen
Germany

I. Summary 2. Introduction

Currently used carbonfiber-reinforced plastics (CFRP) - The work done at 0. ' L R.A. concerning the mcthanical
mainly with epoxy matrices - showy a sensitive reaction to behaviour of locally delamritated composite plates, sub-
impact damage which stimulated the establishment of a jected to compressive loading was led with particulir
cooperation programme within GARTEUR i) Group of attention for two featutes
Responsables for Structures and Materials Studies in this
field had shown that DELAMINATION is a critical Determiattn of thc damage state inside phes at the
damage in this area for airframe structures with principal vicinity of delamninati:n front Damage state means
points of concern tendency of buckling of delaminated are- the transmerse miLrocracks development in the
as and potential growth of delaminationt. matrix. A damage model is introduced in the consti-

tutive law of each layer Inteinal damage %ariables
It should be stated that damage in composite materials are defined by the relatiie stiffness teduction of the
and the criticality of damaged areas to the materials material.
response are much more complicated than with metallic * On the other hand, computation of energy release
materials, due to the presence of local defects which can- rate along the crack front This quantity is deter-
not be avoided in practice and to damages originating mined by the exphicit calculation. at the front, of total
tinder service conditions Nevertheless, based on the potental dcrj~ati~e " th respect to nodal kooinate,
knowledge from previous studies, it appears that delami-
nation - arising from whatever kind of origin - is the go%- With the theoretical tooils tmplemented in the finite el.-
erning failure mode in airframe or aerospace structure%. ment DAMS rRAr programme, a numerical simulation
This research therefore was mainly foct,ssed on the buck- of a DLR (Braunschweig) test was detailed The main
ling and growth .f artificially dclaminatcd areas of differ- characteristics of the specimen behaviour were predicted,
ent geometrical sizes in narrow and wide CFRE - coupon especially the influence of local buckling on damage
specimens while one expe mental contribution dealt with de 'elopment and crack appearance
impacted stringer-stiffened panels 1 he main experimental From AEROSPA-IALE (loulouw) a conttihulion %%a%
result-, were achieved b•. quas-static loading, but in add- made for an analytical calculation of the critical bucklingtion there was onec L tribution on the delamination load for the local buckling around a defect in a lminaied
behaviour of multidirectmnal C-RE specimens with arti- plate made of multidirectional lar..nac Baed on the
ficially introduced delaminations under compression-com- pr.nciple of equilibrium the problem wka,, narromed it.h
pressior and tension-compression fatigue loading an energy method by the expression of total potential

energy With a parametric study as a function of external
By concentrating on the compiessiion anit on the com- Ioads and the mechani, al charactetistc material %alucs
biied cimpresson-shcar load regime - f)r the coupon the influence of the plate on the delaminatiin-7one wa`s
and the panel tcstitg respecti,cly - the invcstigations dur- determined. i. e. the apparent Poisson s moduh The com-
ing the cooperation have fully cosered tile buckling ant putational work whas vcrified on experimental statie car-
growth of delamiratcd areas to gain a substantial degree tied out by AEROSPATIALL Sure'snes (l~aboratoirc
of insight anti understanding of delamination growth Central dcs Suresne,) (in artificialla dcl.iiinatcd liamimate
mecanisms. The experiment work was performed with plates under compressive loading
advanced compisites, ie high strain carbon fibers in
toughened epoxy (nigh temperature curing). and it was The computational work done at NI It dealt with the
attempted to correlate the results of the experimental part prcdictiin of tue local buckling and the subscquentls
of the in.cstg-itton with corresponding analytical stjdzes o lamination growth of an altificially dieliminated com-
The results of the investigations on delamination growth posite specimen under compressive loading Use %%as made
under quasi-static loading shotw the influence of the of the nin-l.near finite element proglatrme SIAGS
dclammatiin size. the stack-ng sequence. the thickness Modelling and calculations followed closel) the exper-
and the stiffness of tie separated subliminate,. in all imcnts conducted in parallel
cases buckling of the delammated area- occured prior to T
failure depending on the level of compreýsst,.n loading and Tie 11K contribution to damage mechanics (i coniptc%
has been the major contributor to strength of the tcest con•.isted of -in experimental programme carricld ont at
coupons As far as fatigue loading is concernedI a ncw test RAE and analytical stutihes catried itt by Cambridge
procedure enables the obcrvatroii of 1! e ilesvan' damage Consultants I itd ((CI ) tinder RAI fitnding I he esper-
mechanisms (luring the last cycles prior to fa'luic ( %ihout imental programme was to ealhiate the effects of iletami-
destroying the test specimens I he influence of the depth nation size anti location oin gios th undel qutiasi-.t,miti
as well as of the diameter of dclaminatioins could be made loading The analytical situdiet hatie been reponntet in
evident wilh special reference to faiture critical dani-uge. [1 1]

1) Group fIn Arrnaxriuet Rteseartih nIhn I etiniiy itn Irirop I ie P I'RG contribtit ul tonsmscld of an experimental
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research by MBB on impacted stringer-stiffened panels,
which was designed to show how the combined effects; of Partner Material Test Component
environment and barely visible impacts do reduce the AS 914C/T300 100/300 mm'
failure strain achieved with unimpacted panels, and a NLR 6376/T400H 100/250 mm'
threefold contribution by DLR's; Institute of Structural RAE 914C/XAS 701230 mm'
Mechanics IfSM (Braunsch%&eig): b00/230 mm'
"0 a first experimental one was designed for the elastic 6376/T800H 75/2-C

and strength properties determination under different 6376/T800H 300/430 mm' stiffened
environmental conditions for reason of the sensitivity MBB 913C - 35 790/2254 mm' atiffened
of matrix system, to temperature andl motisture which 913C - 40
can reduce the compressive stiffness and strength of OLR 914C/T300 12/135 mm' properties
undamaged laminates, in addition the thermal and 40/380 mm' delamination
moisture expansion coefficients were determined for
that CFRE material, which was used in the delami- a 1.TtMteai
nation test programme under static compress;ion Tal1.esMtris
loading to examine the parameters goserning the
delamination growth and failure. A major aim in this The used different stacking sequences can be depicted
context was to set up a basis for the development of from Table 2.
analytical models, which are descriptive of the frac--
ture processes and can serve as predictive tools [4] . Partner Laminate type 11111 Laminate type 11

"* the secornd experimental one was carried out for the AS [(0'/ - 45*J/00/45'),,Js ace fn
investigation and understanding of (lelamination NLR [o'190*145*1 -

45*13S [90*0*01 - 450J450]3S
behaviour under cyclic loading because these arc
essential for the application of composite materials to RAE [I(+ 450/O10O1, I( + 45*/90 /010)3]S
high performance structures. In particular under -5cr- Panela [(W5/0'/90'h]s
vice loading spectra containing compress;ive loads the
buckling of delaminated sublaminates can lead to MOB Stringers
catastrophic failure by unstable delamination growth [ ± 45'F/O*,/ ± 45' 4F] [±457/0O'51 ± 4516F)
[5] . Skins

"* the third was an analytical one which was dlesignedt [0141 45'3F] [01,/ ± 45'3F/0%p]
for reason that the evaluation of the post-buckling-_ ___

behaviour of a compressed specimen by finite volume DLR 1007,45;0/00,/ 450/O0I900]
element,; is quite expensise and difficult to conduct. [3 2-/45-/ i 2-/ - 4ýO/0)
Therefore an approximation method named Beam- l0,9rO-/51- 4510]
Lattice-Model (OLM) was generated. guided by the _____________

measuredl forms; of the delaminations [6] . The model
consist,; of tsko layers of beamn lattices, coupled Table 2 Laminate Stacking Sequences
ariiund the rlelaoiinatiiin. see Figure 1. Accoriding to
the dclaminatiort giowth, the coupling points at the In the Laboratire Central de Surnci of AFROSPA-
crack tip %%ill be shifted to the actual delamination TIALE (AS) the experimental insestigjtiiins %cre carried
front The lesel of stressing at this friint is. determined out ksith laminated panels The test pie~ces aecr ouilt-up
by E;RRs; The delamination giro%%ths %%hcn the a% 32-ply symmetric laminates Four different types of
ERRs, induced by tile heckling (if the blister. .%cr- deliberated delaminations were used
step critical valuses for the material retnuaaeao25b2 m

U =a1 U U Li circular area (if 25 mm in diameter
LILLI~....i0 ] c eliptical area of a =30 mm (oriented in 0'),

TTF~flb = 15mm
-Btdy * elliptical area of a = 30 mm (oriented in 90^),

L,2~~LJII Btser 15 mm
Onaelatnon-L4t!- These artificial dclnminations were located at two post-

-Referenre tions in the panels;, betacn the 41 and 5' ply and
I axes between the Xt` and 9", ply, respectively.

V - I jThe panels were tested under compression loading and
I T1 displacements. were nmeasured by INDI)T% (Linear Variable

r):splacemenil Transducers) at the panel center on both
~ ;~-7-" -sides for delamiunations at position I anid with strain gages

- (in both sides of the panels fur delamimations at position
Figure 1. Beam I alike Nuidel (RI1M) 2.

3. Experimental Research At NLR experimental insestigations %%cre carried out with
wide test specimens;. %khich %%cre built up as a 24-ply
symmetric laminate The resulting area uif the cro.sscction

The entire esprt mnental prtigtamme: a is (an cit mit using is3011 mini Artificial dclamiunatiiin% acre introduced b%
the carhonfiher-reinfilced cptixv iaiciiAit incrnivioal in ii lcally prcciirting the 'illamtinating plies at 177 -C for '
table I nilnutes in ai rectangular area (if 210 ti 25 mm. liocated in

te 100/450/00/ -45I0-101/4*5-901I 4'iO-1045'190'/ 45^0/00 45'i90'J45^1,
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the center of the test piece, followed by a brush apphca- location in two different ply lay-ups A second phase at

tion of two layers of a rclease agent, ROCOL. This tech- RAE, using the advanced Toray T"80011 fibres in Ciba-

nique came out as the most optimal one in a prehminar., Geigy 6376 resin, was designed primarily to examine the

comparatise study using specimens with NARMCO andi effect of initial size of the dclamination on growth and

Ilexel F-593 fibres. failure.

-ihe experimental programme %%as done in two phases. In In the stringer-stiffencd-panel tests, strain was measured

phase I a laminate with the stacking sequence Laminate I using foil strain gauges to ensure reasonable uniformityomicI (f loading across the panel width and to allow delarm-
(Table 2) was used The purpose of this phase was to stu- f

dy the best way to determine local buckling and delami- nation growth data to be plotted against end straim One

nation growth t~inder comprevive loading In combination of the coupon specimens was strain gauged to allow data

with the use of C-scans, several methods were used in this from these specimens to be presented in simlar manner

phase. These methods consisted of the use of SPA rE- Out-of-plane mo`ement of the delaminated material was
8000, a method based upon thermo-elasti: measurements monitored using a shadow moiie technique. Each moire
during cyclic loads, of a grid projection method andi of fringe is effectively a contour of constant displacement

out-of-plane measurement with a LVDT, mounted on a normal to the plane of the fringe plate (which is arranged
moveable frame. Based upon thesc results and the calcu- to he parallel to the laminate) Changes in the fringe pat-

lations the laminate used for the phase-Il programme was tern with increasing load were recorded on %ideo tape. For
changed into the Laminate If in Table 2 Ten specimens the stringer panels, stil photographs were also taken at
were manufactured, fise •with an artificial delamination frequent inters als during the loading Comparison of the
between the 4"t and S" ply, and fie with an artificial final moire fringe pattern with ultrasonic measurements

delamination between the 2' and 3 " la.er. Back-to-back of delamination size in unfaited panels confirmed that this

strain gauges were applied to determine the overall strain, technique gas e an accurate measurement of delamination

which was also determined by measuring the end-short- wvidth
cning. In addition, the grMi projection method was used to
determine the out-of-plane deformation of the delami- The tests on stringer panels with implanted delaminations

nated area,;. w.ere stopped %%hen the delaminations started It grow
rapidly with only minor increass in enil %train. rhe ces-

Basic material tests wvere conducted to determine the ulti- sation of the test at this point ensured that the fracto-

mate compressmon strength and Young s modulus of the graphic exidence related to stable delamination growth

new laminate. Using a standard test Lonfiguration. the sas not destroyed or masked by the final fracture process

longitudinal and transverse modtih were determined at
0 4 1% strain. Stringer-stiffened panels were manufactured from Mate-

rial 913C-35 and 913C-40 and tested under compression
Initial calculations indicated that the laminate! stacking and combined compressionshear loading by MBB For
sequence no. I. used in the Phase I experimental pro- reason to show that the combined effects of entironment
gramme led to local buckling ( = blister) of the delami- and barely ,imsble impacts do not reduce the failure strain
nated plies inward%, e g. in the direction (if the sublami- achiesed with unimpacted panels at RT by more than
nate 20 %, four impacted panels were tested under sers6ice

In a first phase at RAE, Courtaulds XAS fibres in Ciba- conditions (70 ^C wet structure).

Geigy 914 resin were used to "alidate the specimen con- At DLR s Institute of Structural Mechanics (IfSM) um-
figuration and to esaluatc the effect of delamination directional laminates out of 914CT300 %ere tested to

establish four elastic constants and six ,,trength compo-
all Anents in dependence on temperature ard moisture con-

1.23! 10 ttents; in addition the thermal and moistuie expansion
coefficients %kere determined for that CFRE material.
swhich was used in the delamination test programme in

1234 order to take into account the prestress state in multidi-
rectional laminates With these characteristic values pre-

"10841 . diction, of first-ply failures, ultimate strength and stiffness

T2 0 properties were execute(] and were checked against test

+1G7 •9results from lamnates wi th six different stacking orders
16 1 1960 (not mentioned in Table 2). A short presentation of these

results are gisen here in form of general diagrams (carpet
q j979 plots) as a generaheatiin for balanced and s;mmetrical

779 29 lami-ates built-tip of 0' . ± 45' and 9)•' plies for discrete
,.alues of test temperature and and saturation moisture

9! 62 0 0 718 confents, (Figure, 2. 3 anti 4) More detailed infornmitions
, are contained in [71

In a comprehensise tet programme at )l.R's ISM -
1. ,,upported by an ESA/ESTE('-contracts [8,9] - the

behasiour of artificially introduced delaminations with
four different configurations of size, fise depth of location

•¶xckisg w•ueace' [0•x 2, runder quasi-static coipressron and under compression-

Nutircit vaiLtS L.nerie Of 5sýecvref.s compressioin as well as under tcnsimn-Lompression fatigue
WItN $tcnqcrd C01001 loading was studied. From former mInesligations with

olled PIlx.t 5-jitoce Of fCeess . undamaged CFRP-lammates. 110, II. 12] it is well known

Figure 2 Longitudinal Compressive Strength of UD CFRE Laminates that tensuin-compressiu loading represents tile worot Cose

as Function of Temperature and Moisture Content of liading conditions because of the influence (if tension
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*.S,0tSt*~~ ~ .,, . .o , t w .I......

Figure 3. Failure Limits of [Ol ± 4S*.j9wj., - CFRE Laminate 'S

Family In Oepend of Ply Fraction and Temperature
Constant Saturation Moisture Content at 93 % R H
Compressive Loading

load induced damage onto the other damage mechanisms. Figure 5 Average Transverse Shear

Thus, the damage development like matrix crack forma- ONERA

tion in off-axis plies under tension-compression loading
was of special interest The meaning of damage is the stiffness reduction of

material due to the dseelopment of microcracks. For
.. ' composite materials. the damage growth is anisotropic,

I AMIbecus iisgded by reinforcement directions. Identifi-
cation of the model parameters is achieved by mechanical
test, in which the loading phase is interrupted b.N a load
Sdecreae t cp to free stress state, in order to measure the
specimen stiffness reduction.

_7 Bcaus of he %ry different kind of iaycr failure occuring
in fiber direction and other ones, a multi-failure criterion

wsd ~lped Fatlure in Fiber direction is brittle andl a
maximum strain criterion is quite accurate For the layer

""" " " matrix mode of failure, a criterion is derised from an
inslabihlt condition. lhe derisate of strain energ. is

FIgure 4. Failure Limitsiot [Od 1±45*.j90j, -CFRELamlnate computed for nodes belonging to the delamination front
Family In Dep of Ply Fraction and Moisture Content
Test Temperature 23 OC Perturbation is made only iii the normal direction to the
Compressive Loading front line

4. Analytical Research The energy release rate computational method used,
requires the crack tip finite element icpresentation, shown

The entire analytical programme was carried out using Fr the two layers of elements are connected grsth a
different computer programmes, deseloped by ou existing figur e 6wo layhes tfo aclienadto amp o nntatedegreeso

at the different partners. More details (if these -igl layer, by the mean of a penalty uethod Thi% con-

programmes can be taken from the literature at the end nection has to be applied at some distanrc from the ciatk
front, because of the resulting perturbation in kminmatii

hpaper. field

At ONERA main tools were developed in the DAM- Noud p.I-u,-b*

STRAT programme. This program is essentially devotedi
to the non-linear computation of composite structures.
The principal functions are-

e Non-linear constitutive law: Damage model; P

e Energy release rate computation in linear and non-

linear cases.

e Composite structures computation with large dis- -_ _____

placements. • zone ' --co'sd,t,On de ov d~tom~neel

A total Lagrangian formulation is used in this context. In CVoer,-
the isoparametric finite clement coordinates and( displace-
ments for any poimt of an element are written in terms of Figure 6. Crack Tip Representation

the nodal coordinates and displacements with linear shape ONERA

function, in the thickness and in plane shape functions. AFROSPATIALE used the total potential energy "h11,h

The ise of such a kinematic enables to take into account I% the difference beteen the distortional encrg) and the

average transverse shear strains, see Figure 5. potential energy of the external lioads The configuration
of stable equilibrium corresponds lo a minimum of energy

The solution is reached owing to an iteralise process To determine the critical buckling load the total potential
(Newton-Raphson method) In the problem bifurcation energy was deseloped in a 1 aylor serie around the equi-
point and buckling mode (secondary path) of the spc(- librium position before buckling 1 he .ariationil meihod
men delaminated area have to he determnine( I his is of Rayleigh-Rit7 was used to4 ole the equatto, In Figure
realised by the use of an imperfection (ery little force). 7 the principle and details of the model are shossn
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ETUDE DUN CAS due the fixing of the referen.c axes to the upper ot lower
., beam surface In the ,,olutinn routine the principle of ii-

I tual displacement i% used to equilibiate the nodal forces in
.2...ii~. a beam lattice

I~ • (115) I Initially the specimen is plarar Only the tangcntial dl-
l. .i,. placements exist. Esen though the loading of the specioen

osersteps the buckling load Fl, (of the blister, only the
quasi-linear solution ZO. Figure l, can be deriied by the

,, equatior. for the linearized system using the global s.tiff-
ness matrix and the nonlinear solution- and load-vectors

SCiHEMiATISATION F

Ftgure 7. AnalyticalT Model for Calculation FS
AEROSPATIALEU

In the second part of the study at NLR, computational
work was conducted with the Phase II laminate stacking
sequence no. 11 (in Table 2) by adaption of special pur- F 1
pose software for the calculation of energy release rate
distributions along the boundary of embedded cracks (by
the virtual crack extension method) to the MARC general
purpose programme package and the modelling of layered
plates for linear buckling analysis and for non-linear pre-
and postbuckling analysts using the STAGS-code Figure 8 Buekling of a Detamrnal• Specimen

Delamination growth is controlled, presumably by the OLR - ttSM

magnitude of stresses, and s"trains around the delamination In order to introduce the local buckling mode, the solutiin
boundary. These, theorctically singular, field quantities 4 is augmented by the first cigenmode Z, magnified b%
arc related, however, to a finite total potential energy % al- a scale factor ). In the algebraiL ,,stem the eigenmode
ue. This energy .alue and its gradient associated with correlates to a certain Pivot-element., Ahich changes its
delamination growth can be computed by numerical sign during loading, Figure 9.
methods.

Two separate non-linear runs basec to be executed %% ith the
same loading and boundary conditions but with different
delamination extension sizes ( one node realeawed at each K Z P
time ) At a certain load level the runs are stopped and the
s,,lutions of the last step of the two runs are usetd to

determine the energy release rate In order to obtain n1
accurate results, different values of the end tolerance used Pivot < (I
in the iteration procedure must be evaluate(:.

For symmetry reasons only a quarter model of the speci- Figure 9 Solution Scheme for BLM
men was used. Several models were investigated to study OLR -IfSM
the effect of element size and constraint conditions

The Energy Release Rates (ERRs) %%ere defined by crack
Use is made of transition elements and of additional ele- closure method Generally, the crack front intersects the
ments to be used for delamination extension All models cross section of the beam by an angle Therefore the
were discretised with '410 STAGS elements ERRs were transformed to crack tip coordinates, where

The analytical resca i work from RAE, carried out by axes are normal and tangential to the crack front, respec-
Cambridge Consult .Ltd (CCL) under RAE funding l ively, and where the third axe, distinguished by the nor-

demonstrated conclusa\ely that linear models were not mality to the crack surface, remains unchanged By the
adequate and that a non-linear large diplacent sol- transformation of beam- to crack-tip coordinates the G

ution incorporating local buckling effects was essential values related to stresses arc ivariant.
New finite element models were deelopcd to include the For isotropic materials the stresses close to the crack tip
phenomenon. The early models used 3-D solid elements, can be approximated by a plane strain state Similarly, a
but the use of such elements in a non-linear analysis is modified plane strimn state was chosen for a multilayered
prohibitively expensive and CCL concentrated on using laminate, Figure IW.
2-D plate bending elements. PACEF includes such an
element with the capability to model multiple plies and
large dispiacements. The results have been checked for S. Performance
some items by a parallel set of analyses on the ANSYS
finite element system, which gave very similar results. Experiments

Additional extensions to the PACEF programme were Due to the huge amount of test results worked out (luring
implemented to all,.p -lirect calculations of stress intensity the existence of this GARTEUR Action Group. only a
factors and strai, energy release rate for orthotropic few results can be shown here.
materials.

The test results of AEROSPATIALE arc laid down in the
The beam lattice model (BLM) developed by DLR [6] Technical Report no. 504401F of AEROSPATIALE
allows a direct coupling of different lattices to each other LCdS
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The priniary objective of the Phase II programme was toV- i,.- make detailed meaisurcments of delamination growth, to

"study the effect of initial size of the delamization and to
-- ' acquire information on the growth mcchanirm by fracto-

graphic examination of the tested specimens. In oider to
Spt(,""e I evaluate larger delammations, 300 mm wide panels ýfahi-

lhsed t,y foam-filied stringers were pioduced, see F:guic
12, which is not typical of aircraft structure, due to a

>F [ design for stability of tl - face sheet to high strain lceei%
"- - - -.--s Ž The artificial delammations in these panel' wcre 25 mm,

"x,. 50 mm or 100 mm square. In order to compare the effects
of single, artificial delammations witit multiple, impact-
induced delamnations, one further stringer panel wasW••tf.-- manufactured. An im!pact on the front face prodicing

damage of a conical form through the panel thickness
would be most representative of service conditions. The

LJ panel was subjected to an 8 Joule impact on the rear face
,01Wr, e ettce$ whilst supported on ring support of 44 mm diameter. This

impact caused multiple delammations asý ,hown in Figure
Figure 10. Evaluation of ERRs In LayerMe Structures 13.

DLR - ISIh Sass
At NLR the specimens were quasi-statically loaded under _0
uni-axial compression in a step by step fashion, in which ' I-- -"•. - - ,--"-

the load was controlled. At least onec each test was tem-

porarily stopped in order to take the specimen out the
machine for C-scanning.

Three specimens of type I were tested under compression
and only one specimen exhibited local buckling (if the end block

delaminated area and, subsequently, delamination
growth. The two other specimens failed without experi-
encing local buckling This type of laminate has the prop-
erty that the 4-ply blister will move inwards against the
20-ply sublaminate. Laminate type II showed that an ini-
tially outward deformation of ,he blister would occur.

One results of the phase I programme was, that local
buckling for specimens with the deeper located delami-
nations did not occur in a consistent way.

Figure I I shows the C-scan of a specimen's superimposed

contour lines of the delamination at the highest load
achieved - 75 kN. At high loads the global dcformation
of the specimen interfered with the local buckling mode -

of the delamination. The out-of-plane deformation of the -

center of the blister in relation to the backplane of the Figure 12. Foam-filled Stringer Panel
sublammate was measured by two LVDTs normal to the RAE
specimen for the different specimens. P

Plies 2;-2f.

E Piles 10-21

.0c1~Pie mr5swt1is

Plies 0-2,

CWIAU O GM PESJECIION PICTUE 175 ___ Ply 24

Figure 11. Comparison of DelamInstlaon Sitze
C-Scans vs Grid PtoctlkM MettodP
N LR P3y9

At RAE laminate type I and II (Table 2'1, which are gen- - loni ace

erically representative of military aircraft wing skins were Figure 13 Impact Damage In Stringer Panel
used. Artificial delaminations were made from folded RAE
patches of teflon and were placed either between the 2" For all but the largeýst delaminaliin in coupon testing a
and 3rd plies or between the 41A and 51 plies Fsigle buckle formed h delaminatied ie resting isingle buckle fo~rmed in the delaminated plies resulting in
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lateral growth with increasing end strain For the largest 6"~ and 7" and 7" and 8"A plies An anti-huckling guide
delaminatioin (100 mm square), a single buc~kle formed at was located at the coupon to remove gross out-of-planke
low load but this changed to a double buckle at an end deformation. Two central windows of 26 by 35 mm at
strain of about 0 15 %. Each of the buckles then gase urse both sides of the guide allowed local out-of-plane
to laterial growvth as indicated in Figure 14. deflection near the (lelamination The delarninations near

r ---------------- the surface first poppCed out into a bhlser. then theN grow
______as a whole and finally cracks appear disconnecting the

blister from the specimen at both %ides (if the delai-ti
nation. which change the buckling mode from a two-di-
menisional form ito a more one-dimensional form. [lie
change in the buckling mode is combined by an unstable

.0:growth of the delarmiation. Miore (letails aic presented in

U Results depicted fioin Figure 16 showks the comparison of
I*..ttcl gratings at the same load levels for the lanmiate

types I and 11 (Table 2 for MLR) for a -nore tolerant
delanitation growlh behaviour with well (definied ntisa-

Figure 14. 100 mm Oeiamination, Growth vs End Stratn (x 10'l lignment" of surface layers A detailed anal~sis for l)LR
RAE IfSM's L~aminate type 11 with an I I mm delminkation

MBB used for the research on stringer-stiffened panels bewe le n ssoni 9

large scale structural elements, the dimension oif %%])ieli SIC6 ss.c (O.%CV 'SiC [0,1410-45/0/903, [±2j45S,±2/ -0101I901S
can be taken from Figure 15 The four impacted ones ntricidc34 / /
were the following: !342/34

2MB

FigTespae 1 9.0 wasca impactPae(Srned-atsiffnd pIsitions (5

T est panel 19.06 was impacted at nine po'iiions (4x 2
stringer 3x midbaiy) wvithi a utelaminttaion range oif -- i

495 - 105 m' Material. 91 IC-3i

"* Test panel 19.04 was impacted at sieve positions (4x
stringer 5x midbay) with a delamination range iif
470 - 14104 mm-. Mauterial. 91 AC-35

"* rest panel 19.16 swas impacted at one Zone seserral
limes up to a delamination area of 65001 mm' Figure 16 Photographs of Reflected Gialings Under Different
Material: 913C-40 Compressive Stress States (Spec% under Load)

DLR - ItMM
Only test panel 19.16 showed a delamination growth etssudrfaiu odn eeoreti oad h
unuder loading antI rupture ulue to the impacts stati tests [lier tfattiietigu odnag 16r pieste thiard ltni.

For the investigation at DLR s IfISM of the material nate types; I andt Ill (table 2 for M,)LR %%ere WILeledt
response of undamaged laminates under qWaSI-stULti %shi~i were siulfiuientl) studiid in fti tier imiestigations
,onipreston loading, and in the presence of 6lifferenm 113] A third niultidireccional laniunate usas nsoiufieu! in
tetijz~raturcs and 1,aluration--lsukitiie contenrts. niiie ilif- 1 2' plies in order to confirm the more tolermnt crack
ferent lamind6o. ý,-.Jiguiraumons Wert. testd 141 and delamination gro%%th (if such a Liminate noticed (Ilr-

iuf he lelainaiii hehstor a ing the static tests iiaier fitigue loailing. see Liminate type
For the understanding oftedIIrmlo eh~ora 1 in Table 2.
doubled A 4000 stretch release foil was. usecd from a halo-
gen release, film for high temperature and high piessuire From foimer fatigue tests on specimens wkithout artifikiail

appicaion wih athiknes o 40jimI he delamiiialiiuns delaminations it is %well known that the S-N-curse. unider
of 5.7 to 21 mm in diameter were placed mainl3, betiscent (ompression-Lontpressuon and tens ion-comipression exhibit
thc second and third and the third andi fourth plies In characteristi differen~cs in the slope as depicted Inl FIgaiile
some tests they were placedl hetween toe 5" anti (6 17.
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600 -. Ce C- 0' 1 Ce/,e"¢I-"--

R,0 410 t/ Ii
300 ''R 7 1

6. , .:R ...-
10C900C.40-5j,!C.R..

too

Figure 17. S-N-Curveswlth R = 10andR .1 .
DLR*- ISM

In the case of Laminate type I the onset of delamination
growth was characterized by the clearly audible tearing ;
of the two 0 '-plies on the left and right border of the
delamination. The optical grating reflection method [14]
enabled the determination of time of onset as well as the I
observation of growth rate with sufficient accuracy. In allJL'I .. I
investigations the beginning of growth in specimens under . , 0, . ,C.C
R I was found to depend on the intensity of the stress ,.-:-, C, ,C .o ,C.I '. -
amplitude and takes place, therefore, at very diffferent Figure 19. Comparison of Different eamlnatlon Sim
numbers of load cycles. Figure 18 shows this dependency DLR - IfSM
for delaminations of I I mm diameter in the 2/3 laminate
type L ('. C 'C' . , C

O Csei 0i dtiof~iflOlJOC gIC~P, C" 
1 

0' CI.' Ce:m¢ C' Sz/ 40,.(C )'1•6

It I

10, 1 &S .. .... .. .......
0 I 00Zl_

The inesiato of he-nflenc o lag d'mn5t

plt f h We6buol distrbtonsfot r copai no IIan

'0

u1 8 Om loamination Grow, h t / e eLaminate Type I'IIne aiu teso 5Nmz 8i'

CL - IIS

Theminatestgio of tyhe I otinflunce of larg delaminahIon a"" . "' , "'
diae 67itersnfatige failure grwas of spe atfcial nerestwit

nplot., oth ibut l distribuegot f"atrl eations form copa0 Cof~so If I ~~m~ Poiio.ndlt Y~
15 thm 2c6 interface- (it n ino ate type

Laiaesoiyp I continin 15m eaintsa I -' ~
naions, bu. uns~tttable rothlof 'naturl eaiain igr 0Cmaio.fDea~sinPsto.Laminateyp~ Typ III

a IR th /3itefcs.M ihtp, n n erdto L

of the fatigue live, by at 6/7/interface introduced 15 mm one side on the crack front. On this side linear shape
delaminations wao found, but similar to type I laminates functin were used. Special imit conditions are imposed

the 516 interfaces art much more cwa cal as can be sen i inside the ant-buckhng guide regior,. By the use of a i ettle
Figure 20. imperfection, the post-bucklina behaviour of the blister

was got. The result was not far from experimental obscr-
Compueation vation, even so finito alement specimen idealization had

At ONERA the O'Brin specimen 35^/0'190'], was been quite simplified

used as an example to calculate the influence of damage Bifurcation and non-linear analysis runs were conducted

development iaulde phgr on the energy release rate nalue, at NLR to determine onset (,f local bucking of delamil.

see Figure 21. nated plies and to analyse the defdrrmatin of the different
components in the specimens in the longitudinal andpe

The acond computatao, was done by modellng the lami- the transverse directions. Figure 22 shows one of the dis-

nate type in from Tabrm 2 for DLR'i specimen. The intial placement curves.

dclamination, penny-sh20.d in real teit, wat modelped as

Soquare shape area in the FEM analysis. Quadratic hhe computational work done by CCL for RAE and by
shape functions were chosen. except for elements ha v ing AEROSPATIALE wdl be shown i Chapter 6 Corre-
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lation. b*-a~laaa .i-

0.@03 e.a.,... ..
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6. Correlation of Analytical and Experimental (if the s.pecimens the in.tial buckle did not extend the full)
Research width iif the (lelamination (the final points do not reple-

sent complete failure) The stringer panel test, wsere

I he computational simulatlion (lone by ONER'\ for the stopped prior to failure to prevent post failure damage
DLR specimen with Laminate type 11 configuiratiion take Figure 27 shows the buckle amplitude sersus end %train
into account that the niain mode for delamiunation grouth for cad', of the specimens Thv perturbation in the cursc
is rotation mode. D~ue to the fact that the critical energy for the 100 mm (lelamislaliuil , ;responds; to the change
release rate Gir is a function of the angle 0 between the from a single to a dliiubl lu- tie,
two layers; fiber djrectiiun. the interface ouf which is (lelari-
mnated, gasv insight that a variation of the critical G,~ alue E~gure 28 shows the ex:~'r'mental results obtained by
versus 0/2 hail to be established. In Figure 23 the satic MR13 on stringer-sifndpnl oehrwt h alr
of f If - criterion) is plotted for different reduction fae- criteria which can be used1 It can be concluded by this this
mors, at a load level of a -4130N/moi' research - including impact tests -thai the combined

effect% of environment and barely visible impacts do not
The experimcnial and analytical resubst for AEROSPA- reduce the failure strain achuesed with unimpacied panels
TIALE s research is shown in Figure 24 for laminate type at RT more than 20 % (70 ^C wet structure)
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"quent growth of derects and damages in detail it is now

U possible to predict thc buckling and growth of single-plane
"delammations with reasonable accuracy. Very large
amounts of computer time were required by such detailed
analysis if it was extended to include multiple delami-
nations and other damage forms in order to model impact
damage. In addition the coupon tesli showed that single-
plane delamination growth wa, accelerated by the damage
"mechanism matrix cracking in the adjacent plies under
quasi-static and fatigue loading This is particular true
with lenlion-compression fatigue where in some cases the!))..l~l _[] [] [ []matrix crack formation in off-axis plies, rather than the

artificial delamination, seems to induce the compressive
failure. With respect to damage tolerance considerations
some configurations of delamnination states proved to be
non-critical. Experimental results on large integrally stiff-
ened panels seemed to show that delamination growth
might not be the primary cause of failure in impact dam-

IL I aged full-scale structures Single-plane delaminations close
AEROSPATIALE . to the surface grow and may cause early failure in mate-

rial coupons but in large panels they will precipitate fail-
Figure 25. Experimental and Computational Results for CFRE-Panels ure only, if at all, at very high strain levels It appears that

Laminate Type i other damages in the sublaminate can precipitate the fail-
"ure of wide panels whereby the buckling of surface plies

only causes some load redistribution

Only small insight in and therefore lack of complete
understanding and modelling of the interaction of the
damage mechanisms single and multiple delanainann with
matrix cracking and unpact damage exists.

8. Outlook

Since DAMAGE TOLERANCE BEIIHAVIOUR of
CFRP is important for Composite Designs the gomerning

RAE * failure mechanisms should be determined in relation to
F 25. structural elements or structures and from the first objcc-

Figure ine Pattern Width Vs End Sirin lives (including fracture analysis by SEM 2) methods as

- -existing, see for example Figure 29)"- as listed below - sig-

, mc.(.4 IItieIIAI|
AA.

A ipfl6.*.r..cIil

R A E --------- . . •

Figure 27. Buckle Amplltud* vs End Strain

+4fl -, 01 CA 30

Nl F Figure 29. FracdographIc Results for Delamination Growth
In CFRE Test Coupon
upper part Top View
lower part Cross Section AA
RAE

MBB ............. . nificant effort can be put into the development of analyt-
ical models for a research on the damage propagation inFigure 28 Test Results of impacted Strfnger-Stiiinned Panels composite structural elements and real structures, may be

and Derived Failure Criterion in a follower GARTEUR activity:

7. Conclusions I. lests on structural panels (typical aircraft stuctural

panels) with experimental modelling of defects to
Having studied the compressive bucklhng and the subsc- investigate the damage mechanisms vingle and mutt-

3) SFM = scanni•g Electron Mtcrn•cop.DlFM = loundeiv Flement Method I EiM I ilneitecmciit
Method
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BUCKLING AND POST-BUCKLING BEHAVIOR OF A DELAMINATION IN A CARBON-
EPOXY LAMINATED STRUCTURE: EXPERIMENTS AND MODELLING

D.GUEDRA-DEGEORGES, S.MAISON, D.TRALLERO
Adrospatiale. Louis Bldriot Joint Research Center

92152 Suresnes Cddex, France

J.L.PETITNIOT
Institut de M6canique des Fluides de Lille (ONERA)

59045 Lille C~dex, France

1. SUMMARY

This paper presents results of a study aiming the the aircraft division of A~rospatiale.
following objectives : Delaminations can occur during the material
- experimental identification of sensitivity to local processiug or under external loading of the struc-
buckling and characterization of post buckling ture during service : impact of foreign bodies or
behavior of a delamination in a plate under corn- mechanical loading of the structure.
pression. Many works dealing with local buckling have been
- to perform non linear three dimensionnal finite achievedbutatthemomentthereisonlyafewwork
element computations in order to establish local describing the behavior after buckling of such
buckling loads, shape of the blister, load levels and delaminations.
direction related to the propagation of the The aim of this study is to set up a numerical
delamination, methodology based on finite element analysis and
Two shapes of defect (circle and elliptic) and one fracture mechanics able topredictloadlevel related
stacking sequence of a 24 plies quasi-isotropic topropagationofadelaminationusingapropagation
laminate in T300/914 material have been criterion established in Adrospatiale.
investigated. Special test apparatus has been developped in order
Artificial delaminations have been located in the to follow up the propagation of the delamination
thickness of sample between 3rd and 41h ply. and geometry of the blister (without contact laser
Anexperimentaldevicetoassessaccuratelybuckling diode transducer, acoustic emission) during com-
loads and shape of the blister during propagation pression loading.
has been developped. Comparisons between tests and computationshave
Fracture mechanics was used for computing by beenachievedandshowthatthenumericalstrategy
finite element method the strain energy release proposed is able to predict accurately load level
rate G and partition G1, Ga, Gm all around the related to propagation of delamination and also its
delamination during post-buckling, direction.
A propagation criterion based on GIC, Gn, of the
material set up in Adrospatiale has been used for 3. EXPERIMENTAL
the assessment of load levels and direction related
to the propagation of the delamination. 3.1 Materials
Compar.sons between tests and computations are
also performed and it is shown that computations The laminate of this study is made of the following
are able to predict accurately load levels and direc- pre-preg:
tion related to the propagation ofthe delamination. -Fibre TORAYT300B 6k / Resin CIBA-GEIGY 914

2. INTRODUCTION 3.2 Stacking sequence

Many researches into buckling-compression One stacking sequence of a quasi-isotropic 24 plies
behavior of composite with a delamination are is studied: [(45/135/0190)3]n
running at the moment because of the compression
design of aeronautical structural parts. This work
has therefore been achieved in relationship with
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so 100 so One withoutcontactlaser diode transducer is located
4 mo W on each face of the sample. Displacement of these

A transducers are controlled by computur allowing
the measurement of out of plane deflection of the
whole plate (see figure 3). Data acquisition is stored

eel 8 at some chosen load levels.
- This instrumentation allows an accurate

. determination of the blister geometry and also of
the propagation load.
A camera is also used to follow the test and acoustic

Fig 1. Sample dimensions emission is used for selected samples.

Nota: the heels are made of 3 (±450) glass plies

3.3 Defect simulation

We consider 2 defect shapes:
"* circle (0 30 mm)
"* elliptic (main axis 45 mm, minus axis 20 mm)

- elliptic main axis oriented 0* (axis effort)
- elliptic main axis oriented 900( 1 effort)

The area of all defects is 707 mm.

Defects are located between 3N and4t* ply (interface

0O/90°) at the middle plane of the sample and were
created with two superposed thin polyethylen films
(25 gim thick each).

3.4 Test equipment and description

Tests were performed at I.M.F.L. at room
temperature with a 100 kN INSTRON machine.
Loading speed was 0.1 or 0.2 mm per minute.
A special anti-buckling device was developped
reducing dimension of window from 100 mm x 100
mm to 92 mm x 74 mm (see figure 2).

Fig 3 : View of test fixture and laser diode
ra •- r ,Ira~•, ýtransducer

- Remarks concerninilocal buckliny ofartificial defect
I I

Y •Preliminary tests showed that local buckling (with
instantaneous propagation) occured at the same

-... time than global buckling for a load level greater
than expected by computations as if the defect was
bonded.
The assumption made is that vacuum performed

ant backlihg device during material processinginduces vacuum between
both films ofpolyethylen result being an additional
effort needed when loading the sample to balance
the difference of pressure.
It is the reason why a small hole was drilled in the
without defect side ofthe sample which allowed for
all following tests expected behavior.Fig 2 : Anti-buckling device and axis
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Nota : This method is acceptable because in a real 3.5.2 Mapping of out ofplane displacements of both

structure even if vacuum is performed a 3ides of the whole sample
delamination is never made oftwo superposed films.
In our case contact polyethylen-polyethylen is In thispart the testis stopped at some load levels in
obviously very dependantofthepressuredifference. order to measure by displacement of both

transducers (step is 0.1 mm on X andY axis) the out
3.5 'est results of plane deflections of the sample.

The interest of these mappings is to give an estima-
In order to be as clear as possible the only circular tion of the propagation load of the defect, to follow
defects will be described in this part. Behavior of up direction of propagation and to provide data

other defects (elliptic) is almost identical and main directly comparable to the computations.
results are given in table 1.

As an example mappings (figure 5 and 6) are given
3.5.1 Deflection versus load at load 4500 daN and 6000 daN for the circular

delamination.
Transducers are in this part located at point P on
each side of the sample (see figure 2). Out of plane
deflection are measured on each side ofthe specimen.
Difference between both measures gives the height < *
of the blister (figure 4).

S- ." 4

pc

Fig 5: Mapping at 4500 daN (no propagation)

z
O<D 0. 0

*0 0

..... ..

propagation about 5468 daN. Rupture load is 8685

dan (determination of the loads is made by using
the change of curve slopes). Fig 64: Mapping at 6000 daN (propagation)
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These mappings confirm thatpropagation isbetween One can remark scatteringconcerninglocalbuckling
4500 daN and 6000 daN (good agreement with loads.
results given by figure 4).
3.5.3 Acoustic emission Some cross sections of the geometry of the blister

(Ox and Oy cross sections) always show the same

Acoustic emission has also been perfomed on some geometries and a dissymetry between Ox and Oy

samples usingtwo transducers located on both side cross sections.

of the specimen.
It has been found that acoustic emission was very Concerning the propagation load it is not easy toimportant at propagation ofthe delamination, determine it accurately. However curves load - out

This technique seems to be a good indicator to of plane displacement added to acoustic emission

determine load related to local buckling and also and camera follow up allow determination of good

load of first delamination propagation. assessment.

An example ofacoustic activity ofthe sample relatedto the propagation of an elliptic delamination is Tere is a good coherence between all results and
given figure 7. there is no sigonificative sensibility to the defectshape when looking at its propagation : all defects

have quite the same propagation load and related
direction isalways near perpendicular to the loading

l .... . . . . . . . . . .. direction.

4720 Hits It also must be noted that propagation of the defect

o0460o is always associated to an increase of the bending of
73640rr the plies located under the defect.

F1 4. COMPUTATIONS
•bB0 j' F(2 o4 N)

"The only circular configuration ofdefectis described

in this part.

Propagation 4.1 Fracture mechanics

Fig 7 Acoustic activity related to propagation of Fracture mechanics deals with behavior of struc-

an elliptic delamination ture containing cracks. Its main objective is to
predict condition of propagation of a defect (load

3.5.4 Synthesis of test results - discussion related to propagation, stability orinstability ofthe
propagation).

In table 1 loads related to local buckling and to The elastic linear behavior of the material studied

propagation for all defect shapes are reported. (carbon fibres+ epoxyresin) and smalldisplacements
assumption when computing strain energy release
rate allo,'s the use of Linear Elastic Fracture

Identification Local Propagation Mechanics.
of sample buckling load 1 load

65 EC 3 2000 daN 5772 daN The stress fields can be separated in three simple
65 EC 4 1000 daN 5316 daN modes near the delamination edge: in plane stresses
66 EG 2 835 daN 5468 daN gives opening mode called mode I (fig 8), in plane
66 EG 3 - 4500 daN< <6000 dal p
66 EG 4 1220 daN 4500 daN< <6000 dal
67EP2 1215 daN 5316 daN
67 EP 3 - 4500daN< <6000daN
67 EP 4 2582 daN 4500daN< <6000daN

Table 1 : Main quantitative experimental data

Nota :EC means circular defect
EG means elliptical defect, main axis 0°
EP means elliptical defect, main axis 100 sheargives shearmode called mode II (fig9)and out

of plane shear gives mode III (fig 10).
Fig 8: Mode I (opening mode)
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P 4.1.2 Propagation criteri,'n

1a G,, G, and Gnbeing considered as intrinsic values
of the material, the aim of this part is to establish a
relationship as:

kl,.- 9 : Mode II (in plane shear) G4=frpartition, G., Gn., G md (3)
*t 9 Partition is the amount per cent of mode 1,
mode 2 and mode 3.
* Experience (ref 1) showed that for carbon-
epoxy materials Gmu is much higher than
G,• and G,,. This fracture mode will be
therefore neglected in the following parts

A complete set of tests has been achieved with
Fig 10 : MoG. IUI (out of plane shear) varyingvalues of partition in order to establish the

prior relationship. Tests performed were Double
4.1.1 Strain energy release rate Cantilever Beam for mode 1, End Notched Flexure

for mode 2, Mixed Mode Flexure ani Crack Lap
A parameter which can characterize crack Shear for mixed mode.
propagation is the strain energy release rate G.

Different partitions are obtained for the two last
G is defined as follows: samplesbychangingthelocation ofthedelamination

in the thickness of the sample. The partition is
G=-6Ep/SS (1) determined by Finite Element Computations.

where SEp is the variation of the potentiai energy of

the structure and 8S is the variation of the crack As an example different rates studied and respec-
area for an infinitesimal propagation. tive configurations are showed in figure 11.
It can be showed that G can be written mp configuration Mde I Mode

Ch-8U/8S (2) 9 _i_ _
where 8U is the variation of elastic energy of the
structure. i, . i 4 98
G is a computed value related to a virtual crack W 8 pis CLS 8
propagation. The quantity that characterizes the
propagation is the critical strain energy release rate 21 78

calledGcwhichhastobedeterminedexperimentally. V, 16 plis CLS 16

Comparison of G and G, can allow the prediction of 42r-58

the crack propagation: 42 58
" if G>G. there is propagation l, 24 plis CLS 24

* if W8S<0, propagation is stable

* if S8GiS>o, propagation is unstable 8 p8Pli"

" if G<G, there is no propagation 51,5 48,5

The use of this simple concept is not so easy for 16 Ple MMF 16t
laminated composite structures. Indeed Gr depends 58 42
on material, loads, defect geometry and can also
change along the delamination edge. Itis therefore
necessary to express G, as a function of intrinsic
values of the material to avoid characterization of / I 61 39
each defect configuration.

The solution to this problem is to separate G in its Fig 11 : Computed partitions for tested configura-

three basic modes: G=-GI+GU+Gm tions

and to apply a material criterion based on intrinsic When we plot GIG,+G,/GII as a function ofmode 1
G, Gk and G.- percentage we obtain as a first approach:
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G/Gk+G,/G&=1 (4)
One can express differently this propagation 11 :fibre direction
criterion: 22: transverse direction
Let tga--G/Ga and G=G 1+Ga 33 : thickness direction
It comes:

Gc=(l+tgCE)GGnI(G,+tgCEG,) (fig 12) Ply thickness: 125 jim

S tb 4.2.3 Defect modelling

Two three-dimensionnal multi-layers elements (8
m nodes) are disposed in the thickness of the sample :
Sone for the unnr skin (3 plies) and the other for the

/CLS outer skin tzl plies). Lower nodes ofupper element
are the same as upper nodes oflower element in the
"no defect" region.
Lower nodes are different from upper nodes in the
defect region. They have the same co-ordinates but

cXM there is no link between the respective degrees of
freedom which allow the defect to buckle:

I upper skin

Fig 12: G. as a function ofa (related to mode 4
partition) /" ° !

This expression ofthe criterion shows that the only 14,
knowledge of G, and G,, allows the determination x outer skin
of G, related to the propagation of a delamination 13
once mode partition is determined. plies element 21 plies element
Prior study has shown that the criterion proposed 1 p

gave good results (ref 2). Fig 13 : Mesh strategy for modelling the defect

4.2 Finite element computations 4.2.4 Mesh and boundary cond-5tions

In case ofcomplex structures (geometry, loads, non-
linear behavior) itis necessary to use finite element Mesh is made of348 elements with refinementnear
method to determine G and its partition. This is the delamination edge.
aim of this part. Delamination edge

4.2.1 Description of the problem

The part of the specimen modelized is limited to
100mm x 100mm (tabs not modelized). A circular
delamination (0 30 mm) is located under 3 plies. ' •

The three-dimensionnal multi-layers elements of
SAMCEF code are used. Problem is considered
geometrically non linear (Riks algorithm is used for
resolution). Computer is a VAX 6510. - imposed displacement

4.2.2 Mechanical properties of the unidirectionnal fixing of freedom degree

tape Fig 14 : Mesh and boundary conditions
E3i1=140000 MPa v•i=0,31Gi=5700 MPa 4.2.5 Non linear computation on global structure
E.=10000 MPa v,=0,48
GE3=5700 MPa Non linear computation is perfomed on the whole

EU=10000 MPa v,=0,31 structure (16 increments ofload - abouthalfan hour

G,=3600 MPa CPU time, VAX 6510). Out of plane displacement of
point P on each side of the sample versus load is
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presented in figure 15. computation, simplification can be made by
considering that only stiffness of elements in the

Load (daN) vicinity of the delamination edge is affected by the

8000 crack propagation. This hypothesisverified in prior
studies (ref 2 ) allows very important reduction of

7000 t the sizeoftheproblem when computingGbyworking
S ithut defect sidi i only for this step on a reduced structure delimited

6000 by the delamination edge.

5000 - L Taking account ofthis hypothesis G can be written:

4000 1 4ith deectsice _ G=--L/2(Ep,,.d(a+Ma)-Ep,~,,,ka)) (6)

(buc ling) In our case theproblem isgeometrically non linear.
3000 \ This means that extraction of reduced structure

2000 must be achieved with special care. The cut struc-
2000 - -- - ture mustbe as far as possible ofnon linearbehavior

Out of plane - imposing a mesh refinment near the edge
1000 - - - displ ceme ) delamination (fig 17).

0- 0L__ fLocation of cut
-0,3 -0,1 0,1 0,3 0,5 0,7 0,9

Fig 15 : Out of plane displacement versus load

Computed local buckling load is about 950 daN.
As an example it is shown at figure 16 shape of
structure at 5761 daN (fifteenth increment).

Fig 16 : Deformed mesh at 5761 daN (xlO)
A: high non lin.!ar part

Fig17: Location ofcutimposed by non linearbehavior

Implementation of the previous method with finite
element code SAMCEF

* Step 1
Non linear computation of the whole structure

Y 1including initial delamination as described
previously.
* Step 2

4.2.6 Computation of strain energy release rate G For each load level computed in stepi.:
- extraction of reduced structure (fig 18)

It has been shown that G could be written: linear computations on reduced structure
G=-SU/8s Displacements extracted from non linear

In the frame of finite clement analysis and for a computations are applied on the r -duced structure
"small" crack propagation G can also be external skin.
approximated :

G=Ep(a+Aa)-Ep(e))/Aa (5)
where: a is the crack length

Aa is the propagation leingth
Ep is the potential energy of the
structure

This method needs two computations:
"* one for a crack which length is a
"* a another for a crack which length is a + La Fig 18 : Reduced mesh used for G computation

In order to decrease CPU amount of such a This step provides Epý.w(a)
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e Step 3 250
Pertubation of each delamination edge node loca.
tion ý.one by one) of Aa. (Virtual Crack Extension
method)438N
e Step 4
Linear computation of the perturbed reduced struc-
ture.
This step provides Epdd(a+Aa) 27802 N!
*Step 5280

Computation of G for each node (equation 6). 254

Nota : a special program has been developped in 'X 57610 N
Adrospatiale in w:der to automatize step 2,3,4 and
5. This program only requires as input nodes of
delamination edge, perturbation Aa and its direc-
tion. ___

Rem'rrks on Aa choice 250 J/m2

*previous studies showed that direction ofpertur- Fig20: Local Gvaluesaround the edgedelamination
bation has a very slight effect or, G ealculation (ref
3). We now need partition ofmode to get more accurate
e A convergence study has beer performed on Aa information on direction of propagation and to be
length and its influence on G (fig 19). able to apply the propagation criterion proposed.

Fig 19: Local G as a function of Aa
4.2.7 Computation of mode partition

G (Jim2)
Let see the differences with computing G.

5001 9 step 1
Non linear computation of the whole structure is of

400 course always the same start point.
400' * step 2

For each load level computed in step 1:
300 - extraction ofreduced structure

- linear computation on reduced structure.
Displacements extracted from non linear

200 computations are still applied on reduced struc-
ture.
The difference in this step is the reduced structure

100 .................... for the following reason : for G calculation the
,000001,00001,0001 ,001 ,01 ,j 1 Virtual Crack Extension method was used. This

Delta a (mam) method doesn't allow the partition determination.
At this time the delamination propagation is

obtained by detaching superposed nodes located
Aa equals 10- mm for all G calculations. aheadthedelaminationedge(thepropagationlength

is therefore imposed by first element ahead
G computation results delamination edge length).

This meansthatwe need one more finite elementin
Local G values around the edge delamination are the reduced structure. The reduced mesh used for
presented at figure 20 for 3 load levels. These partition computation is presented at figure 21.
results conduct to assume that propagation dieec-
tion will be near the perpendicular to the loading
one.
G can also give some information on propagation or
no propagation of delamination by comparing its
value to the smallestofG, G,,,, G,, (here GIc equals
180 J/m2). This conservative prediction is
nevertheless riot able to provide accurate estima-
tion of load related to propagation of the
delamination. Fig21: Reducedmesh used for partition computation
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At this step superposed nodes ahead delamination remark § 3.5.4).
are detached.
This step provides displacements u, v and w 100
(respectively u', V and me for superposed nodes) of
each node near ahead delamination edge.
9 step 3 0
Superposed nodes are attached. A linear
computation is performed.
This step provides reaction R , R1, R1 of each node
near ahead delamination edge. Aw-
e step 4
Calculation of mode partition:
where atthistime 1,2 and3 arelocalaxis depending
of the node (see figure 22).

GI(a) = 2bA a F1 (u, -u ) % mode I % mode 2
GII(a) = 1/2bA a F2 (V2 -v2 ) 100

GIII(a) = 1/2bA a F3 (w3 -w; ) Fig 23: Mode partition around delamination
(F=2780 daN)

614 613 612
615 611 100

6.16 610

617 609 lt O.

684-ý

619 607

620 6046
601 605 10

2 602 6 604%moe1% od2

3 100
Fig 24 : Mode partition around delamination

(F= 4388 daN)

100

z x
Fig 22 : Local coordinates around delamination

edge

Partition results

Computed partition is g~ven for three load levels at
figures 23, 24 and 25.
Gm value is not reported but its contribution is
always below 10%. This confirms thatthe contribu-
tion of this term can be neglected in the criterion
(considering furthermore that G,,, value is very
high). 100
We can notice an evolution of the repartition G,, G1,
when increasing the load level. Fig 25 : Mode partition around delamination
Nota: G increases especially when global bending (F=5761 daN)
of the sample appears in the computation. This
tends to prove that bendingbrings propagation (see
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43 Prediction of propagation *Propagation of the delamination

Let'snowapplythepropagation criterionprevioulsy Predicted propagation load is 5800 daN.
described at the different load levels. Criterion Whenlookingatexperimentalcurvesdisplacements
equals 1 at 5761 daN (figure 26). This means that as function of loads, propagation loads are 5316
propagation of the delamination should occur at daN or 5772 daN depending of the sample. Out of
about 5800 daN. plane displacements mappings confirm that

propagation load is between 4500 daN and 6000
Location of the daN and acoustic emission reveals propagation for

first propagation loads about 6000 daN.

We can therefore consider that numeric strategy
used and propagation criterion proposed are able to
provide a good prediction of the propagation of the
delamination.
Let's now compare criterion values around
delamination edge (fig 26) and exp.rimental out of
plane mappings at 6000 daN and 7450 daN (fig 27):

zt-X
1 ~600 daN

Fig 26 : Criteiion around delamination
(F=5761daN) 9 0 9

When looking at the shape of the criterion one can
also predict that propagation will occur at a direc- .<
tion near the perpendicular (about 700) to the
loading direction. "

5. COMPARISONS BETWEEN TESTS AND
COMPUTATIONS 1A

Because computation doesn't take into account the 9- .,V
propagation ofthe delamination the only part of the
cur/es to be compared is below propagation load.

9 Curves out ofplane displacements- loads (figures
4 and 15)

There is a good agreement between experiments 7450 dan
and computations especially when comparing the
buckling skin of the sample.
Nota :More global bending of the specimen is
observed duriungtests than predicted by computation CIO
(probably due to boundary conditions). 7
o Blister shape

Acomparison between Ox and Oy cuts oftheblister
has been achieved both for tests and computations.
These investigations showed that there is a good
agreementbetween tests and experiments forloads
below propagation ofihe delamination (same shapes,
same displacements and same dissymetry). Fig 27 : Mappings after propagation
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This comparison reveals that computation is also [4] S.MAISON, D.GUEDRA-DEGEORGES
able to predict direction of the propagation "Behaviorofalocal delaminationundercompressive

load"
CONCLUSION ICCAS 17, Suede, 1990

The objective of the study was to set up a numerical [5] J.D.WHITCOMB
methodology based on finite element analysis and "Mechanics of instability-related delamination
firacture mechanics able to predict load level related growth"
topropagationofadelaminationundercompression Composite Materials, Testing and Design, Vol 9,
using a mat rial criterion established in Adrospa- 1988
tiale.
One quasi-isotropic stacking sequence (24 plies) of [6] B.COCHELIN, M.PYOTIER-FERRY
a carbon-epoxy material was studied. Two shapes "Un module de flambage pour les plaques stratifides
of defect (circle and elliptic) located under 3 plies ddlamindes"
were considered. JNC 7, Lyon, France, 1990
Tests were performed with special instrumentation
(I.M.F.L.) allowing to follow up the propagation of
the delamination and the geometry of the blister
(without contact laser diode transducers).
Geometrically non linear fully three-dimensionnal
composite finite element analysis has been achieved
and special programs developped in Adrospatiale
used in order to establish the strain energy release
rate G and its partition (GI,GO,Gm) all around the
delamination edge. Criterion developped in Adros-
patiale was also applied.
Comparisons between experiments and
computations show a good agreement. In particular
it shows that numerical methodology used is able to
establish a good prediction of the propagation load
and also its direction.
Such a methodology should be very useful in case of
delamination in a real aeronautical structure when
quantitative and also qualitative information are
needed to analyse detected delamination defects.

* This study was supported bySTPAIEG depending

on french defense ministery.

[1] D.LANG, D.TRALLERO, J.E.BRUNEL
"Acriterion ofmixed mode delamination propagation
in composite materials"
EUROMECH 269, S' -Etienne, France, 1990

[2] D.TRALLERO
"Experimental study and numerical modelling of
damage fracture of holed composite laminates"
ECCM 5,Bordeaux, France, 1992

f3] J.E.BRUNEL
"Mdthodologie de calcul du taux de restitution
d'dnergie - application au mat rotor X380"
Adrospatiale, PV n* 60069/F, 1991
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PROGRESSIVE DELAMINATION IN POLYMER MATRIX COMPOSITE LAMINATES
A NEW APPROACH

by

C.C. Chamis and P.L.N. Murthy L. Minnetyan
NASA Lewis Research Center Department of Civil Engineering

21000 Brookpark Road Clarkson University
Cleveland OH 44135 Potsdam. New York

United States Umt.d States

ABSTRACT

A new approach independent of stress intensity factors objective of this report is to describe the fuindamental
and fracture toughness parameters has been developed aspects of this new approach and to illustrate its
and is described for the computational simulation of application to a variety of generic composite laminate
progressive delamination in Polymer Matrix composite and structures.
laminates. The damage stages are quantified based on
physics via composite mechanics while the degradation of The generic types of composite laminate delaminations
the laminate behavior is quantified via the finite element illustrated in this report are those that would occur in:
method. The approach accounts for all types of (1) single and combined mode fratture in beams, (2)
composite behavior, laminate configuration, load laminate free-edge delamination fracture, (3) laminate
conditions, and delamination processes starting from center flaw progressive fracture and (4) plate and shell
damage initiation, to unstable propagation and to structural fractures. Structural fracture is assessed by one
laminate fracture. Results of laminate fracture in or all of the following indicators: (1) the displacements
composite beams, panels, plates, and shells are presented increase very rapidly, (2) the frequencies decrease very
to demonstrate the effectiveness and versatility of this rapidly, (3) the buckling loads decrease very rapidly, or
new approach. (4) the strain energy release rates increases very rapidly.

These rapid changes are herein assumed to denote
1. INTRODUCTION sufficient delaminations for imminent global structural

fracture.
It is generally accepted that composite structures wita
delaminations fail when local delaminations grow or In the present approach computational simulation is
coalesce to a critical dimension such that (1) the laminate defined in a specific way. Also general remarks are
cannot safely perform as designed and qualified, or (2) included with respect to (1) application of this new
catastrophic laminate fracture is imminent. Any approach to large structures and/or structural systems,
predictive approach for simulating delamination fracture and 2) lessons learned about conducting such a long
in fiber composite laminates needs to formally quantify:. duration research activity, with regard to increasing
(1) types of local delaminations, (2) the types of stresses computational efficiency, gaining confidence, and
which initiates them, and (3) the coalescing and expediting its application.
propagation of local delaminations to critical dimensions
for imminent laminate fracture. 2. FUNDAMENTALS

One of the ongoing research activities at NASA Lewis This new approach to structural fracture is based on the
Research Center is directed toward the development of following concepts.
a methodology for the "Computational Simulation of
Delamination Fracture in Fiber Composites Laminates". 1. Any laminate or structural component made
A part of this methodology consists of step-by-step from this laminate can sustain a certain
procedures to simulate individual and mixed mode amount of delamination prior to structural
delamination fracture in a variety of generic composite fracture (collapse).
components (Refs. 1, 2, and 3). Another part has been
to incorporate these methodologies into an integrated
computer code identified as CODSTRAN for composite
durability structural analysis (Refs. 4 and 5). The
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2. During delamination propagation, the part of the procedure is most conveniently
laminate exhibits progressive degradation of handled by using computational simulation in
laminate integrity as measured by &lQIW conjunctionwithincremental/iterativemethods
structural behavior variables such as loss in as will be described laten.
frequency, loss in buckling resistance or
excessive displacements. 3. ,-minft Structural Behavior Detradation:

This part of the procedure is quantified by
3. The critical delamination can be characterized using composite mechanics in conjunction with

as the ?~nount of damage beyond which the the finite element analysis. The delamination
laminate integrity degradation is very rapid, stages are quantified by the use of composite
induced by either (1) small additional damage mechanics while degradation of the structural
or (2) small loading increase, behavior is quantified by the finite element

method where the delaminated part of the
4. Laminate delamination damage is structure does not contribute to the resistance

characterized by the following sequential but is carried along as a parasitic material. It
stages: (1) initiation (2) growth, (3) is very important to note that nowhere in this
accumulation, (4) stable or -!'ow propagation approach was there any mention of either
(up to critical amount), and (5) unstable or stress intensity factors or fracture toughness
very rapid propagation (beyond the critical parameters This new approach by-passes
amount) to collapse. both of them. However, use is made of the

structural fracture toughness in terms of
These concepts are fundamental to developing formal global Strain Energy Release Rate (SERR)
procedures to (1) identify the five different stages of because it is a convenient parameter to
delamination (2) quantify the amount of damage at each identify the "critical delamination amount".
stage and (3) relate the degradation of gIQU laminate The critical global SERR in the context of
behavior to the amount of damage at each stage. The present approach is described subsequently.
formal procedures included in this new approach are as
follows: The fundamental concepts described previously are

concisely summarized in Figure 1. The steps are few and
Delamination States Identification: (1) simple and the parameters for "critical delammation" are
Delamination initiates when the local stress readily identifiable.
state exceeds the corresponding material
resistance (2) Delamination grows when the The combination of composite mechanics with the finite
stress exceeds the corresponding material element method to permit formal description of local
resistance on the delammation periphery for conditions to global structural behavior is normally
every possible failure mode. (3) Delamination handled through an integrated computer code as shown
accumulates when multiple cites of schematically in Figure 2. The bottom of this figure
delamination coalesce. (4) Delamination describes the conditions of the material (microstress
propagation is stable or slow when small versus resistance) and where the criteria for delamination
increases, in either the delamination initiation, growth, accumulation and propagation are
propagation or loading condition, produce examined. The left part integrates (synthesizes) local
insignificant or relatively small degradation in delamination conditions to global structural behavior
the structural behavior (frequencies, buckling (response). The right part of the figure tracks
resistance, and displacements). (5) (decomposes) the effects of global changes (loading
Delamination propagation is unstable or very conditions for example) on the local (micro) material
rapid when small increases in the stress/resistance. Increases in delamination are induced
delamination propagation or in loading at the micro level while increases in the load conditions
conditions produce significant or very large are applied at the global structural model. Overall
changes in the global structural behavior structural equilibrium is maintained by iterations around
variables (frequencies, buckling resistance, and the "cart-wheel" until a specified convergence is reached.
displacements). Implementation of the new approach to track the various

stages of delamination is illustrated schematically in
2 Delamination Ouantification: The amount of Figure 3. The final result in terms of load versus global

delammation is formally quantified by suitable displacement is shown in Figure 4. The schematics in
modeling of the physics in the periphery of Figures 1 to 4, collectively summarize the fundamentals
the delaminated region in order to keep the and implementation of this new approach to composite
laminate/structure in equilibrium for the delamination fracture and also to composite structural
specified loading conditions, structural fracture in general. Applications to specific
configuration and boundary conditions. This structures/components are described in subsequent

sections.
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3. BEAMS drives the delamination to beam splitting while the
shear mode reaches a stable propagation state.

The new approach has been applied to three different Referring to Figure 1, the critical stiuctural fracture
types of beams: (1) Double cantilever for opening mode parameters are about 1.15 inch for "a" and about 3.3
delamination, (2) end-notch-shear for shear mode psi-in fcr "G". These are about five and eight
delammation and (3) mixed mode delammation. Typical percent srmaller, respectively, compared to shear
results obtained are summarized below. The details are Mode (Mode 11) delamination.
described in the references cited for each specific
application. A typical result for the second type of mixed mode

delan'ination is shown in Figure 8 (Ref. 2). The
. Double Cantiler - A typical result from applying curves plotted in this figure are for critical values

this new approach to a double cantilever for opening obtained from Figure 1, that is, when the damage
mode delamination is shown in Figure 5 (Ref. 1). propagation state betomes unstable. The individual
For this simulation, a pre-existing delamiation (one mode contributions were obtained by the local "crack
inch long) was assumed across the beam width. A closure" technique. A few interesting observations
small amount of delamination growth/accumulation are: (1) The tearing mode (1ll) is insignificant
(about 0.05 inch) had severe effect on the strain compared to the other two; (2) Mode I contributes
energy release rate (SERR-G). Rapid delamination the most and; (3) superposition of the three modes
occurred to about 1.12 inch beyond which the SERR does not equal that of the total. This again indicates
increased very rapidly indicating unstable that the global fracture parameters appear to be
delamination propagation to complete delamination, more representative indicators of laminate/structural
Referring to Figure 1, the critical delamination for fracture. The other important observation is that the
this beam is less than 1.0 inch length (a) and less unsymmetric laminate configuration can be used in
than 1.0 psi-in structural fracture toughness (G) the end-notch mixed mode beam to measure the
These values are in the range of those experimentally tearing mode. This is a simple test method indeed.
measured by using the double cantilever test method The authors are not aware of any measured results
(about 0.8 psi-in at 1-inch crack length). obtained by using this test method. Collectively, the

results from the different beams demcI;.:. ate that the
2. End-Notch-Shea - Typical results for shear-mode new approach is readily applicable to these types of

delamination in a beam, as can be measured by end- composite structures.
notch-flexure, are shown in Figure 6 (Ref. 1). A pre-
existing delamination of one inch across the width 4. PANELS
was assumed for the simulation. A rapid
delamination growth/accumulation took place to The new approach has been applied to computationally
about 1.1 inches followed by a stable delamination simulate structural delamination of composite panels
propagation to about 1.18 inches. Beyond this point, subjected to in-plane loads. Typical results for three
the delamination propagation became unstable. Note types of delamination are described to demonstrate
that the range of measured data is indicated by the application of the procedure
horizontal dashed lines. Note also that the local (Ref. 3).
crack closure techn'que, which is commonly used in
fracture mechanics studies, is also shown with the 1. EdztlPelamination - The physics and stress state of
dashed curve. Applying the criteria in Figure 1, the edge delamination in composite laminates are
critical fracture toughness parameters are from the schematically illustrated in Figure 9. The
global curve about 1.18 inches for "a" and about 3.5 delamination processes and their quantification using
psi-in for "G". Those from the local curve are about global parameters is shown in the schematic in Figure
1.2 inches and for "a" and 2.5 psi-in for "G". This 10. Typical results obtained for laminates from three
example illustrates the difference between local and different compos;te systems are shown in Figure 11.
global quantities. It is worth noting that the local This type of delammation grows/accumulates rapidly
method requires about three times the computer to about six percent of the area and then reaches a
time compared to the global, stable state. This stable state implies: (1) That a

specific composite laminate will have a unique critical
3. Mixed Mode Delamination - Two types can be delammation parameter and (2) edge delammation,

simulated: Shear (Mode Ii) combined with opening induced by predominately tensile tn-plane stress, will
(Mode I) and opening (Mode I combined with shear not lead to panel collapse or disintegration.
(Mode 11) and with tearing (Mode Ill). A typical
result for the first type is shown in Figure 7 (Ref. 1).
This figure illustrates that the global method does not
distinguish how much each mode contributes. It is
necessary to use the local closure technique to
quantify the simultaneous contribution of each mode.
An interesting observation is that the opening mode
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Referring to Figure 1, the parameters for stable The results from the panel clearly demonstrate that
damage state are about seven percent area the new approach for structural fracture is readily
delamination for all composite systems and about 35, adaptable to these types of delamination fractures
50 and 70 psi-in for S-G/IMHS, AS/HMHS, and including those initiated at internal hidden sites.
AS/IMHS composites, respectively. Additional
observations from Figure 11 are that the structure 5. EFFECTS OF DELAMINATION ON LAMINATE
fracture toughness depends on fiber type (difference STRUCIIRAL INTEGRITY
in S-G and AS for the same matrix IMHS) and
matrix (HMHS and IMHS for the same fiber AS). The effects of delamination on laminate structural
An important conclusion is that this new approach integrity (structural integrity degradation) are evaluated
provides a relatively simple formal procedure to by plotting changes in the structural integrit) variables
evaluateand/or identify fiber/matrix combinations for such as: (1) increases in displacement, (2) loss in
specified structural fracture toughness, stiffness, (3) loss in vibration frequency, and (4) loss in

buckling load versus percent of delaminated area. Plots
2. Edte-Pocket.Delamination - Edge delamination is for all of these are available in Reference 3 for different

usually preceded by transply cracks which can occur laminates, for each of the dclamination types (center and
in several locations simultaneously thus forming off-set), and for each of the three composite systems
pocket-type delaminations along the edge. These (AS/IMHS, AS/HMHS and S-G/IMHS). One typical plot
types of delaminations can be simulated the same is shown in Figure 14 tor buckling load. This plot is
way as described previously except that they similar to those for axial stiffness and vibration frequency
represent a form of multisite delamination initiation, and complementary to that for end displacement.
growth, accumulation and propagation. Typical Collectively, the results indicate the following general
results for structural fracture toughness are shown in trends: (1) practically linear decrease in the structural
Figure 12 for three different composite systems. integrity variables with increasing percent in delaminated
Several interesting aspects of fracture progression can area, (2) the rate of structural integrity degradation (dx)
be observed in this figure. (1) Pocket delaminations with respect to delaminated area (dA), (dx/dA) is less
grow rapidly inward to about five percent in that 20 percent, (3) the higher the fiber modulus in the
delammated area. (2) Stable delamination occurs composite the lower the degradation rate, and (5) the
inward to about twenty percent in delaminated area. vibration frequency exhibits the lowest degradation rate
(3) The pocket delaminations coalesce as indicated while the axial stiffness is the greatest. One important
by the jump in "G". (4) The accumulated conclusion from the above discussion is that the
delammation grows with a decreasing rate to a stable computational simulation procedure described herein is
level of about forty-five percent in delaminated area, effective in evaluating the structural integrity degradation
and (5) the propagation exhibits stable behavior of laminates with various types of delaminations.
beyond this delaminated area. The structural Furthermore, since the method is nMt restricted to the
fracture toughness value after stabilization is the cases studied it should also be equally as effective for
same as that for stable edge delamination. The composite structures in general.
important conclusions are: (1) this new approach
provides sufficient information to identify/quantify the 6. PlATES
delammation fracture process from initiation to
structure/component collapse and (2) it is readd) This case is selected to 'llustrate the effects of damage
adaptable to multiple site delamination initiation, propagation on vibration frequencies and buckling

resistance as well as the effects of hygrothermal
3. Internal or Embedded Delaminatilon - This type of environments. T: .:cal results obtained by using

delammation is a result of the fabrication process or CODSTRAN (Fig. 2) are shown in Figures 15 (Refs. 6,
damage sustained by inadvertent normal impact. In 7, and 8) where the schematics of the plate and the
either case the delamination growth, accumulation, various hygrothermal environments are also shown. The
and propagation can be simulated by using this new important observations are: (1) The reference case, at
approach. Typical results are shown in Figure 13 for room tempe,'ature and without moisture, exhibits the
the three different composite systems. An important least amount of damage accumulation compared to the
observation is that substantial internal damage (up to other cases; (2) moisture alone has a negligible effect on
fifty-five percent in delaminated area) occurs with fracture load but increases the damage extent to fracture;
negligible increase in the global SERR. Keep in (3) combined temperature and moisture (hygrothermal)
mind that this panel and delammation results are for decrease the load to fracture but permit substantial
tensile in-plane load which does not cause local buckling. damage accumulation to fracture; (4) both the vibration
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frequency and the buckling resistance decrease vety support nodes were not restrained in the z direction, the
rapidly as the fracture load (structural collapse) is comers of the plate would lift up and fold along the
approached; (5) the hygrothermal environments degrade diagonals to allow for a truly unrestrained deflection of
the structural behavior of the plate; and (6) the buckling the plate without membrane forces. The load
resistance is the most discriminating structural behavior corresponding to 0.3 in. center deflection is 60 lb. This
for hygrothermal degradation. loading level also causes initial local damage in the

composite laminate (ply I - tne first ply on the tension
The important conclusion is that this new approach side of the plate). The .rutal damage is caused by the
provides the formalim to simulate complex ply transverse tensile stresses reaching their limits.
environmental effects from the micromechanics to
structural behavior. That is, the temperature and Next, the same loading at the same rates is applied to
moisture affect the matrix locally while the composite the composite plate with the second type support where
mechanics and the finite element method integrate these all boundary nodes are restrained from translation in all
local effects to structural behaviot (buckling resistance in directions. Figure 16(c) shows the load-deflection
this case). relations for the three loading rates applied to the plate

with the restrained support. For the 0.1 lb/usec loading
7. PLATES UNDER NORMAL IMPACT rate, membrane action becomes much more important

compared to the case of released supports and the
A composite square plate k3- by 3-in.j, supported along displacements are significantly reduced as the restrained
its four edges is loaded by a concentrated normal boundaries do not allow the majority of the plate to
dynamic load at the center (Fig. 16(a)). Large participate in transverse motion. Soon after the initial
deformations are included in the computational setting of the plate in motion, inertial forces become
simulation. The laminate configuration is +45/45/- negligible because the loading rate is relatively slow.
45+45/, with a total composite plate thickness of 0.02 in. CODSTRAN analysis shows at 0.07 in. center deflection
All edges have been restrained against displacement in at the end of the first load increment, under 30 lb load.
the z direction in all cases. Within this constraint, two During the next load increment, damage is initiated at
types of support conditions are considered. In the first the center node in ply 1 by reaching the stress limit in
type, support nodes are allowed to move in the x-y plane the transverse tensile stress. The 60 lb load that initiates
(the plane of the undeformed composite plate). In the damage is the same as what was required to initiate
second type of support, boundary nodes are restrained damage under the released type support condition.
against displacement in all directions. The first and However, the displacement under the load is only two-
second types of support conditions will be referenced to thirds of the displacement under -he released support
as released and restrained supports, respectively (Ref.8). case. A summary of the failure modes caused by the

loads in the two different plates is in the table on the
The concentrated transient load is assumed to increase lower part of Figure 16. The important obse.vation is
linearly with time until global fracture of the composite that the damage is primar-ily by transverse ply cracking.
plate occurs. Three loading rates are considered. These
loading rates are 0.1, 2.0 and 3.5 lb -c. Figure 16(b) 8. SHELLS
shows the dynamic load-deflection histories at these three
rates for the first type (released) boundary support CODSTRAN is used to simulate the damage initiation,
conditions. The displacements are very small for the first growth accumulation, and propagation to fracture in a
load increment because of the large inertial load composite shell with through-the.thickness as well as
imparted when the structure is initially set in motion, partial initial defects and subjected to internal pressure
Also, the higher the loading rate, the smaller the with hygrothermal environment.
displacem-.nt because of the higher inertial force. After
the first load increment, there is a dramatic increase in Throu,h.the.Thlckness Defect - Typical results for a
displacement, especially for the 0.1 lb/psec loading rate. through-the-thickness initial defect are shown in Figure
In this case, the time is sufficiently long for the entire 17 (Ref. 9). The results in this figure show that: (1)
plate to be set in motion. After a center deflection of Shells subjected to internal pressure sustain relatively low
approximately 0.3 in. membrane forces become damage accumulation to fracture compared to other
significant and the incremental deflections are reduced, structural components; (2) shells are less tolerant to
It may be noted that even though the support nodes are hygrothermal effects compared to other structural
free to move in the x-y plane, membrane effects are components; (3) the vibration frequencies of the shell do
developed due to the restraint of boundary nodes in the not degrade rapidly as the fracture pressure is
z direction and the square geometry of the plate. If the approached and (4) hygrothermal environments have a
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significant effect on the vibration frequencies of the shell. REFERENCES
An important observation is that composite shells with

through-the-thickness defects subjected to internal 1 P. L N. Murthy and C.C. Chamis: "Interlaminar

pressure, exhibit a brittle type behavior to fracture with Fracture Toughness: Three-Dimensional Finite-

relatively negligible delamination. ThI explains, in part, Element Modeling for End-Notch and Mixed-Mode

the successful application of Linear Elastic Fracture Flexure". NASA TM 87138, 1985.

Mechanics to internal pressure type structures.
2. P. L N. Murthy and C.C. Chamis: "Composite

9. CONCLUDING REMARKS Interlaminar Fracture Toughness: 3-D Finite Element
Modeling for Mixed Mode 1, II, and III Fracture".

The salient results of an investigation of the fracture NASA TM 88872, 1986.

toughness of general delaminations in fiber composites

are as follows: 3. T. A. Wilt, P. L N. Murthy, and C. C. Chamis:
"Fracture Toughness, Computational Simulation of

1. A new approach has been developed to General Delamination in Fiber Composites". NASA
computationally simulate the fracture TM 10115, 1988.
toughness (strain energy release rate (SERR))
in fiber composites with various 4. C. C. Chamis and G. T. Smith: "Composite
delanunations. Durability Structural Analysis". NASA TM 'i9070,

1978.

2. Free-edge delaminations do not lead to
laminate catastrophic fracture under tensile 5. C. C. Chamis: "Computational Simulation of

loadings. Progressive Fracture in Fiber Composites. NASA
TM 87341, 1986.

3. Multiple free-edge delaminations are possible
in thick laminates. The SERR for single and 6. L Minnetyan, C. C. Chamis and P. L N. Murthy:
multiple delammations is about the same. "Structural Behavior of Composites with Progressive

Fracture". NASA TM 102370, January 1990, 18 pp.

4. Pocket free-edge delaminations are unstable.
They rapidly coalesce into continuous 7. L Minnetyan, P. L N. Murthy and C. C. Chamis:

delaminations along the free-edge. "Composite Structure Global Fracture Toughness via
Computational Simulation". Computers - Structures,

5. Interior delaminations have no effect on Vol. 37, No. 2, pp. 175-180, 1990.

laminate fracture toughress in tensile stress
fields until they extend to the free edges. 8. L Minnetyan, P. L N. Murshy and C. C. Chamis:

Then, their effects are the same as those of "Progressive Damage and Fracture in Composites

free-edge delaminations. Under Dynamic Loading". NASA TM 103118, 1990.

6. Laminate structural integrity in terms of: 9. L Minnetyan, P. L N. Murthy and C. C. Chamis:

axial stiffness, buckling load and vibration "Progressive Fracture in Composites Subjected to

frequency, degrades linearly with increasing Hygrothermal Environment". Proceedings of the

delamination area. The rate of degradation is 32nd SDM Conference (Part 1), Baltimore,

less than 20 percent. It is the highest for axial Maryland, Apnl 8-10, 1991, pp. 867.877.
stiffness and the lowest for vibration
frequency.

7. Increasing the fiber modulus increase the
degradation rate of the laminates structural

integrity while increasing the matrix modulus
has the opposite effect.

& Hygrothermal environment affects the
delamination initiation in plates with through

cracks. However, these delaminations have
negligible effect on the plate's structural
integrity up to about 70 percent of the
fracture load.

9. Hygrothermal environments severely affects
the delamination propagation in shells with
through cracks.
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Delamination Damage and Its Effect on Buckling of
Laminated Cylindrical Shells

R. C. Tennyson and S. Krishna Kumar
University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies

4925 Dufferin Street

Downsview. Ontario, Canada
M3H 5T6

SUMMARY delamination growth was reported [10). An analytical
The development of delamination damage in thin GFRP investigation on delamination buckling in axially loaded
circular cylindrical shells subjected to lateral impact was cylindrical shells [8] has yielded results similar to those
investigated experimentally. Two distinct modes of obtained for plane laminates, predicting the onset of
delamination response were observed. The threshold instability at loads as low as 25% of that of the undamaged
energy for transition from one mode to another was specimen. However, the occurrence of local buckling in
identified and its relation to shell geome~ry and ply cylinders with delaminations has yet to be observed
orientation studied. Axial compressioi. tests were experimentally.
conducted on impacted cylinders to determine the
degradation in their buckling strength. Comparisons were This paper presents a study on the effect of delamination
made between the effects of real and simulated damage damage, in particular that arising from low velocity
(using embedded Teflon* inserts). Image Enhanced impact, on the load carrying capacity of thin composite
Backlighting and Structurally Embedded Fiber Optic cylindrical shells under axial compression
Sensors were employed to detect and map out the internal Experimentally the work involved four phases: (i) creation
delamination damage zones, and assessment of delamination due to lateral impact on

circular cylinders; (ii) manufacture of cylinders with
1. INTRODUCTION implanted Teflon( inserts simulating various delamination
Du-ing recent years it has been recognized that a major sizes and shapes; (iii) evaluation of cylinder buckling
weakness of light-weight fiber-reinforced laminate strength as a function of damage state (real and simulated);
construction is its susceptibility to impact damage. and (iv) evaluating the influence of delamination size on

buckling strength and correlating real/simulated damage
Delamination, or inter-laminar fracture, is one of the major effects.
modes of failure characterizing fiber reinforced laminate
composites. Inter-laminar debonding primarily reduces the 2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND TEST
stiffness of the laminate, which significantly reduces the SPECIMENS
performance of the structure under bending and compressive
loading. In addition, the presence of delamination in 2.1 Test Specimens
laminates loaded in compresston also makes them The test specimens were manufactured with glass fiber
susceptible to delamination buckling, i e. the separation reinforced epoxy (3M SP-1003) unidirectional prepreg.
and local buckling of the delaminated layer [1-4] This using a belt wrapping machine to facilitate rolling of the
phenomenon can precipitate catastrophic failure, since the material onto an aluminum cylindrical mandrel Each she,
buckling induces delamination growth, which in turn was then bagged and cured at 175'C with a vacuum and
promotes further buckling and global weakening of the external pressure of 500 kPa for two hours. The cylindrical
laminate. specimens had a mean radius (R) of 100 mm. average

thickness of 0.19 mm per ply with an average length (L) of
A major source of delamination in composites is low 150 mm (see Table 1). Each cylinder consisted of 8 plies.
velocity impact damage, especially that caused by blunt- in a symmetric, balanced layup (+452, -

4 5
2)s. To provide

headed projectiles. The damage induced may be barely a clamped end constraint, each shell was mounted into 25
visible, but can produce as much as a 40% reduction in the mm thick aluminum end-rings, using a Hysol
static and fatigue strength of laminates [5. 6]. The TE6175-HD3561 epoxy system
majority of investigations in this area have been conducted
on plane laminates and the effect of impact damage and 2.2 Impact Test Facility
delaminations in curved panels and shells, particularly on A pendulum impactor. designed for low velocity impacts
their buckling performance, has only received scant (less than 5 m/s) and capable of delivering impact energies
attention. Recent analyses have indicated that of up to 150 Joules. was used for the impact tests. The
delamination buckling can occur in cylindrical shells impactor was designed to accommodate different
subjected to axial compression [7, 8] or e.ternal pressure hemispherical heads with radii of curvature ranging from
(9] at loads far below their pristine strengths, depending 12.7 to 102 mm (V/2 to 4 inches). The input and rebound
upon the transverse location and size of the initial velocities of the impactor were measured using a reflective-
delamination. Experimental studies using Teflon( and type Object Sensor (TRW OPB 125A) mounted at the
Mylar® inserts in curved cylindrical panels showed 20 to location of maximum velocity of the pendulum and
35% reduction in axial buckling loads, although no connected to sr Apple Computer whose internal clock
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Table I
Specitications and Impact Data for Buckling Test Specimens

Shell Impact Delaminaticn
Thickness Length Energy Area Buckling

Shell No. (mm) (mm) (Joules) (sq.mm) Load (KN) Remarks
S102 1.600 265 103.6 Control specimen
S103 1.600 127 104.7 Control specimen
S108 1.575 149 39.5 4203 90.3 Impact test
S109 1.575 149 100.1 Control spec.aten

Silo 1.575 149 39.7 3964 90.1 Impact test
Sill 1.575 152 4925 94.3 Diamond-shaped

implant

S112 1.575 138 100.1 Control specimen
S113 1.575 140 22080 79.7 Full-length implant
S114 1.575 140 3087 91.7 Diamond-shaped

implant

S115 1.600 140 88316 78.1 Axisymmetric
implant

S116 1.600 145 45735 77.9 Full-length implant
S117 1.600 145 104.6 Control specimen

S118 1.549 140 40.3 3618 82.3 Impact test
S120 1.549 147 69480 72.3 Full-length implant
S121 1.549 145 34270 74.1 Full-length implant
S122 1.549 65 96.9 Control specimen
S124 1.549 143 39.9 3157 88.1 Impact test
S125 1.549 144 68060 72.3 Axisymmetric

implant
S126 1.549 146 11500 82.8 Full-length implant
S127 1.524 145 13710 76.5 Axisymmetric

implant

S128 1.524 145 27420 70.7 Axisymmetric
implant

S129 1.524 145 45690 71.6 Axisymmetric
implant

S131 1.524 120 93.7 Control specimen

S139 1.524 155 93.9 Control specimen

S140 1.524 160 41.3 7069 81.4 Impact test
S141 1.524 156 41.0 7555 77.4 Impact test

Radius 100 mm. Lamination sequence: 8 ply (45.45,-45,-45)s for all shells.

(with a frequency 1.0 MHz) was u Ad for the time In all the remaining specimens the inserts covered either
measurement. Calibration tests showed that the measured the full length or the entire circumference of the shell
input velocity and the estimated impact energy were within Table 1 provides a summary of the implanted
1% of the theoretical values computed from energy delaminations used in this investigation.
conriderations of the compound pendulum. Table I
presents a summary of the tests conducted, including the 2.4 DelaminatIon Mapping Techniques
measured delaminauon areas for various impact energies. Two optical damage assessment techniques were

employed to map the delaminations generated in the shells.
2.3 Cylinder Models with Implanted both prior and subsequent to compression buckling tests.

Delaminatlons
Internal delamination damage was simulated by embedding 2.4.1 Damage Detection with Image Enhanced
thin sheets of Teflon( (thickness less than 0.025 mm) Backlighting
between the second and third innermost plies of the Delaminations were mapped using a simple but highly
cylinders. This interface was chosen to conform with the effective optical damage assessment system, known as the
location of the delaminations created in the impact tests. Image Enhanced Backlighting Technique [11] The
In two of the shells, diamond-shaped implants were placed technique is specifically suited to mapping of
at the mid-section. These were approximately the same delaminations, but is applicable only to translucent
size in area as the real delaminations prodiced by impact, materials. It basically involves illuminating the specimen
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from behind (prior to impact), and capturing the image energy. At energy levels below a threshold value, the
created by the transmitted light with a CCD camera. The induced delamination had the classical "peanut" shape
information pertaining to the delamination is extracted usually observed in impact tests on flat plates (13],
from changes caused by its presence in the transmitted whereas at energies above the threshold level, it had an
intensity. Briefly, the process consists of recording the extended "Zee" shape, as seen in Figs. la and lb,
images of the specimen taken before and after the impact, respectively. The latter shape, not mentioned hitherto in
subtracting them digitally and then selectively enhancing the literature, was generated repeatedly and consistently in
the grey scale values to provide the desired definition and a number of cylinders, and hence identified as a
sharpness in the image of the delamination. Although the characteristic response specific to cylindrical laminates
backlighting method does not provide data regarding the subjected to impact energies above the threshold level.
depth at which delaminations occur, its sensitivity makes The straight edges of this delamination, which are typical
it possible to distinguish between delaminaticns at of this mode, are caused by the presence of transverse
different interfaces. The use of this technique permitted cracks in the two innermost plies of the shell wall, which
multiple impact tests to be performed on a cylinder, by restrain the inter-laminar crack from propagating sideways.
ensuring that each delamination zone was confined to a !t may be noted that the limbs of the '"ee" shape as well as
local area in the shell wall. the major axis of the "peanut" delamination, are oriented at

45" to the shell axis, i.e.. parallel to the fibers in the
2.4.2 Damage Assessment Using Fiber Optic lamina immediately below the interface, as predicted by the

Sensors Bending Stiffness Mismatch 1131 and Peel Separation (14]
In many of the shells, the Structurally Embedded Fiber models for delamination. The extended shape in Fig. lb is
Optic Damage Assessment System [12] wvas employed to clearly due to the action of peel forces described in the
map the delammations. The cylinders were bonded into latter model, its peculiar asymmetry appears to be caused
specially designed mounting rings, which facilitated the by the difference in stiffnesses in the axial and
optical fibers emerging from the cylinder ends to be circumferential directions of the shell.
connected to a coherent light source, while permitting
axial loading of the cylinder without stressing the fibers. Apart from geometry, the major difference between the two
The optical fibers were embedded between the first and the modes of damage is in the size of the delammiation area.
second innermost plies, perpendicular to the fiber The peanut-shaped ones are much smaller by comparison.
orientation in these plies They were subjected to an In Fig. 2 impact energy is plotted against delamination
ecwhing treatment developed at UTIAS [12] to tailor their area for a number of 8-ply shells having a length of about
strengths to match the damage threshold level of the 150 nun. It can be seen that the two modes are separated by
composite. The fracture locations of the optical fibers were a large gap The .x.inut-shaped delaminations are all below
pin-pointed by the profuse bleeding of light upon 1000 sq mm in size while the Zee shaped ones exceed 2600
interrogation of the fibers using a laser sourm.e after the sq nmn The threshold energy is seen to be just under 40
impact event and were marl ed to obtain a discrete mapping Joules. The direct relauonship between impact energy and
of the delaminated area, damage size established earlier for peanut-shaped

delaminations [13] appears to hold good. even in the
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS present. case.until the threshold level is reached. At this

point there is a drastic increase in the delamination
3.1 Impact Test Damage growth.indicating a sudden instability in crack
Preliminary tests performed on shells with different propagation. This instability is associated wih the
thicknesses and ply orientations, employing impactor change in delamination mode Above the threshold level
heads with different radii of curvature, established that the the delamimation size once again appears to be
curvature of the projectile head played a critical role in proportional to the magnitude of energy as indicated by the
determining the extent of delamination It was found that rising curve in Fig 2 However, in this region, the shells
there is a limiting value for the radius of curvature of the suffered a considerable amount of extraneous damage in the
hemispherical head, when this was exceeded, no form of intra-laminar cracks, which also increased in
delamination was produced, even when energies were high proportion to the energy. This limited the possibility of
enough to cause severe transverse cracking and finer failure creating 'clean' delaminations of larger size by increasing
in the cylinder. The limiting radius was determined to be the impact energy.
25 mm and 51 mm for 6 and 8 ply shells, respectively.
Although all impactors with smaller radii induced
delaminations, the least amount of transverse cracking on (a) (b)
the front and rear surfaces of the shell occurred when the
curvature was the least, hence the impactor with the
limiting radius of curvature was employed in the majority
of the tests.

The particular lay-up employed for the 8 ply shells had
only two distinct interfaces between plies of dissimilar
orientations, where delaminations could occur: one
between the second and the third plies, and the other
between the sixth and the seventh plies The response of - mm-'
the shells being predominantly in the flexural mode, the
damage was primarily induced at the innermost interface.
while the delamination at the outer interface, when present. 1 - 109 mr- ,
was restricted to a very small area. The geometry of the
delaminations generated belonged to two distinct
categories depending upon the magnitude of the impact Fig. 1. (a) "Peanut and (b) elended delaminations.
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The results plotted in Fig. 2 were obtained from tests extended delaminations in these two cases were not Zee-
performed on different shells. Subsequently, results were shaped, but merely elongated in the axial direction of the
also obtained by conducting a series of impacts at different shell.
locations on the same shell, which are plotted in Fig. 3.
This shell had a length of 145 mm. Again, the sharp The results obtained with fiber optic sensors in one of the
transition from one mode to another can be observed at a shells (S30) are shown along with the image of the
threshold level of about 38 Joules. The similarity between delammnatton mapped by the backlighting technique in
the lower and upper portions of the curve suggests that the Fig. 6. The two results appear to agree quite well although
rates of growth of the Peanut and Zee delaminations are some of the optical fibers have been fractured outside the
about the same, although at higher energies there is delamination area, perhaps due to their over-sensitivity
additional intra.lamiar damage. The test was conducted with a 51 mum dia. impactor using 41

Joules of energy.
The threshold level for transition between the modes was
observed to be related to the shell geometry as well as ply 3.2 Compression Buckling Tests
configuration. In Fig. 4, the delamination area is plotted The buckling tests were undertaken in a four-screw Tiiuus
against impact energy for shells of three different length- Olsen loading machine with a load capacity of 250 KN. A
to-radius ratios. At LUR = 0.6. the shell was too short to summiary of the buckling results is given in Table I for
develop the extended delammations. The threshold level is cylinders after they had been subjected to lateral impact as
seen to have risen from about 38 to 48 Joules, between well as for those containing implanted delaminations. The
L/R = 1.5 and L/R = 2.7. The relationship between experimental results are presented in graph form in terms of
delamination area and impact energy for shells of the a "knockdown" factor which is the ratio of the buckling
(+452. -452). lay-up used in the buckling tests are load for cylinders with delammations to those of control
compared with those of shells with (0,0,90,90)s and shells of the same geometry without any delamination
(90.90.0.0)s lay-ups in Fig. 5. The zero-ninety shells are
seen to require impacts of much higher energies to develop It was observed that in shells with the peanut-shaped
extended delaminations, while the ninety-zero lay-up delaminations. no appreciable reduction in buckling

requires lower energies Also the transition from one mode strength occurred However. the shells with the Zee-shaped

to another is not well defined un these cases. Moreover, the delaminations showed 10 to 15% degradation in strength,
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as can be seen in the plot of knockdown factor versus In every test with implanted delaminations, the two
"percentage delamination ara" in Fig. 7. debonded layers invariably buckled together, developing.

in all but one case. the classic asymmetric diamond
Buckling tests were also conducted on several shells with buckling pattern normally observed in thin cylinders under
simulated delaminations, created by embedding thin sheets axial compression. Only the shell with the narrowest
of Teflon( (thickness !ess than 0.025 mm) between the axisymmetric Teflon® insert (22 mm wide), buckled into
second and the third inner plies during the manufacturing an axtsymmetric mode. (The half-wavelength predicted by
stage. Two groups of specimens were tested: one having theory for axisymmetric buckling in this shell is 24 mm.)
delaminations along the full length of the cylinder, and the Even in this case, the layers on either side of the implant
other witll inserts going around the entire circumference of appeared to deform together, bulging outward forming an
the shell. The benchmark was established by testing axisymmetric ripple with the same half-wavelength as the
control specimens without any delaminations. The width of the delamination. Thus no evidence of
specifications, delamination size, impact as well as delamination buckling was observed in any of these tests,
buckling data for all the specimens are listed in Table 1. nor was there any indication of propagation of the
The knockdown factors recorded for all shells with delamination before the onset of buckling. It appears that
implanted Teflon® sheets are plotted in Fig. 8. The the occurrence of delamination buckling in cylindrical
abscissa is the ratio of the delamination area to the surface shells is restricted by geometry, at least where the thinner
area of the shell. The buckling load drops steeply in the layer is on the inside of the shell, as in the present case.
initial stage, but soon levels off and asymptotes to a value The curvature of the cylinder prevents inward axisymmetric
of about 75% of the pristine load. Data belonging to both deformation of the inner layer, while its buckling into an
groups of shells follow the same iei-d. indicating that the asymmetric pattern would require radially outward
reduction in load is independent of the orientation of the movement which is restricted by the outer layer. In either
delamination. Also plotted in the figure are the values case, the thinner layer is constrained, and its buckling
obtained for two shells which had diamond.shaped Teflon® delayed to match that of the thicker segment The
inserts, providing a closer approximation of the actual suppression of delamination buckling in this manner is
delamination created by impact. These had approximately significant, for it allows the cylinder to carry a much
sensors.the same area as the Zee-shaped delaminations higher load.
observed in the impact tests.

These buckling results are also plotted in Fig. 7 over the
range of delamination area observed in the impact tests.
The shells having impact-induced delammations are seen to
have consistently lower buckling values than those
predicted by the curve for the same delamination area This
is probably due to the presence of additional damage caused
by the impact, such as the minor delaminations at the upper
interface, and the inter-laminar matrix cracks in the two
innermost plies. Since the occurrence of such additional
damage accompanies any inter.laminar fracture caused by
impact damage. it is recommended that the buckling data of
shells with simulated delaminations be used with a
reduction factor to yield realistic estimates of buckling
strength for shells with impact.induced delaminations.

Shell: S
30

(45.45.-45,45)s Impacteniergy=41j 4. CONCLUSIONS
, fiwnme point of optcal fibers e partial bleeding The development of delaminations due to low velocity
- unage frao bdklighltmig lateral impact on thin laminated cylindrical shells has been

investigated as a function of impact energy, ply
Fig. 6. Delamination mapping with fiber optic orientation and cylinder L/R ratio. The shape of the

delamination produced was mapped accurately using two
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Fig. 7. Buckling strength reduction due to impact Fig. 8. Reduction in buckling strength due to implanted
damage. delaminations.
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different optical techniques. Two distinct modes of 7. Vizzini. A. J., and Lagace, P. A.. "The Role of Pt;
delamination have been identified, and a threshold energy Buckling in the Compression Failure of Graphite
level for changing from one mode to another was Epoxy Tubes". 25th Structures. Structural Dynamics
determined experimentally for a specific shell geometry, and Materials Conference. Proc. AIAA. 1984. pp
In addition, the effect of inter-ply debonding on the 342-350.
buckling strength of axially loaded cylindrical shells was
determined by a series of tests on shells with implanted 8. Sallam. S.. and Simitses. G. J.. "Delamination
Teflon® inserts and an empirical load reduction curve Buckling of Cylindrical Shells Under Axial
obtained. The tests reveal that as the area of delamiation Compression". Comp. Struct. 7, 1987. pp. 83-101.
approaches the total shell area the buckling strength
asymptotes to about 75% of that of the undamaged shell.
No delamination buckling was observed in these tests. The 9. Chen. Z. and Simitses. G. J.. "Delamination
r-sults of buckling tests conducted on shells with actual Buckling of Pressure-Loaded Cross-Ply Laminated
,mpact damage were also compared with those obtained Cylindrical Shells". Z. Angew. Math. Mech, 68, 10,
with simulated delaminations. It was found that the 1988. pp. 491-501.

,pecimens damaged by impact have lower buckling loads
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ABSTRACT take during lay-up phase or during the time between
Working with today's composite materials not pre- cure and post cure cycle. The effect wds still present
dicted phenomena mainly related to the matrix in small sandwich panels using HRH core whereas
chemical behaviour can occurr. Delaminations on it was not occurred using metallic H/C so that an-
solid laminate and honeycomb structure using a BMI other moisture source has been located in the HRH
resin have been detected. Analysis of the delami- core. The degradation due to the moisture that oc-
nated parts have been carried out to understand the currs on chemical bond of polymeric .jatrix may be
nature of the defect. Correlation of the chemical be- investigated performing not only t0 Tg test, as sug-
haviour affecting the mechanical properties and the gested by Patherick and al. [1], but also by physical-
solution to overcame the delamination problems are chemical tests like FTIR, SEM, NMR, DSC, TGA
described in this paper. and so on. In particular, the purpose of this work is

to establish some correlations between thermogravi-
metric analysis, mechanical and microscopic test re-

Bismaleimide Resin System BMI suits obtained on delaminated graphite BMI parts,
Carbon Fibre Composite CFC with the aim to establish the quality of the CFC nhort

Delaminations DEL. by means of the TGA test only. This could be t,.e

Differential Scanning Calorimetry DSC only possible test to be performed on the suspected

Fiberglass Honeycomb core HRP parts (some defects cannot be detected by traditional

Flatwise Test FTW N.D.I.) without destroy them.

Fourier Tranformate Infrared FTIR 2. DEFECTS SURVEY
Glass Transition Temperature Tg The aspect of the defect looks different for the two
Honeycomb core H/C configurations of panels.
Identification ID
Intermediate Modulus I M. 2.1 Solid Laminate Parts

Nor. Destructive Inspections N.D I. The delamninations were found through visual and

Nomex honeycomb core HRH N.D.I. inspection on the tool face after the post-cure

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance NMR cycle. The defects had the appearance of blisters as

Scanning Electron Microscopy SEM described in figure 1.

Short Beam Flexure SBF 2.2 Sandwich Parts
Solid Laminate SL Delaminations were in some cases observed as com-
Thermogravimetric Analysis TGA plete disbonding between the plies. In other cases the

1. INTRODUCTION delaminations have been observed between the Ist

During the manufacturing process definition for and 2nd plies of CFC against the honeycomb core

monolithic and sandwich structures manufactured in (see figure 2). This second location of defect was

Alenia using Intermediate Modulus (I.M.) graphite discovered after sectioning sampled panels declared

fibers with BMI matrix, some delaminations have acceptable by visual and N.D.I. inspections.

been observed after the post-cure cycle. The delami- 3. SAMPLE DESCRIPTION
nations in the solid laminate parts looked like surface Panels have been produced using different H/C and
blisters w:ile the sandwich parts showed disbonding different manufacturing procedure. In particular
between the plies. To explain the defects several con- only six of them ( A, B, C, D, E, F) have been se-
siderations have been done (eg. presence of moisture, lected and fully characterized for this work. The only
stacking sequence, prepreg resin content etc.). In the difference among these panels was the moisture con-
mean time all small solid laminates manufactured to tent.
reproduce the phenomenon were completely free of
defects. The only difference between these and the 4. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

defected ones was the shorter out time of the prepreg To produce test evidence in understanding the na-

in the shop and shorter time between cure and post- ture of the defect a Test Plan to correlate Physio-

cure cycle. This led to the hypothesis that one of the Chemical and mechanical analysis has been pursued

major cause could be attributed to the moisture up as described below:
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4.1 Physio-Chemical Inspections Table I. Solid Laminate Flatwise test results

DEFECTED DEFECT FREE4.1.1 Thermognvimetrw Analysis PANEL PANELS PANELS
TGA tests were carried out using a ther- ID. Average Results Average Results
mogravimetric analyzer mod. TGA-7 (Perkin [MPa] [MPa]
Elmer) in the following experimental conditions: A 4 9 /

temperature range: 50' C / 450' C ±2' C B 5.2 /
heating rate: 10' C / min C 7.4 /
sample weigth: 12.00 / 15.00 mg - 0.01 mg D 9.5 /
atmosphere (air) 50 ml / in E / 16.2
temperature calibration. Curie-point method F / 15.2

The samples were obtained from mechanically tested G 18.0
specimens or by peeling the defected plies. H / 19 2

4.1.2 Micrographic Inspections I I 14.5
Defected surfaces were observed at higher magnifi-
cations using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) 5.2 Honeycomb Flatwise FTW
JEOL 840A. Specimens to be analyzed were previ- In table II the FTW test results, using different kinds
ously metalized with JEE-43/4C metalizer, of H/C core and the relevant failure modes, are re-

4.2 Mechanical Tests ported.

4.2.1 Solid Laminate Flatwise (FTW)
This test was carried out by bonding each specimen, Table II lloneycomb Flatwise Results
coming from solid laminate or skin of sandwich to
aluminum alloy end blocks, with room temperature KIND OF PANEL R FAILURE

curing adhesive. Load was then applied at a displace- H/C CORE ID. [MPa] MODE
ment rate of 1.27 mm/min. HRH I/8" UNABLE

GRADE 3 A TO TEST
4.2.2 Honeycomb Flatwise (FTW) B 1.40 DEL 1st.
The test was performed in according to ASTM C297 2nd PLIES
by bonding each specimen to aluminum alloy end C 1.85 2nd PLIES
blocks with room temperature '-uring adhesive Load 50% II/C
was then applied at a displacement rate of 1.27 D 1 95 FAILURE,
mm/min 50% LEL.

4.2.3 Short Beam Flexure (SBF) E 2 10 FAILURE
The tests were performed on specimens obtained F 2.17 II/C

_________FAILUREfrom the skin of the same panels used for FTW tests. FHARH 1/8U" E/C
The test was carried out at two loading points on GRADE 4 FAILURE
a 13 mm distance support bars on 38 mm centers. It 3.0 _ I
Properly designed specimens were choosen due to the H__.00_FAILUREDEL• 1st.
thickness of the skirnb '70mm x 20mm x 1.25mm). 1 2 60 2nd PLIES
4.4 N.D.I. JIRP 3/16" L 606 ADHESIVE

4.4 ND.I.L 60 FAILURE
Each panel was submitted to Ultra Sonic (US) in- GRADE 8 AFAIURE
spection, using the Alenia designed F2 system (V M 580 FAILURE
= 5 MHz), in order to detect possible defects and N 4 G4 DEL. Ist
to stlect the location for micrographic inspections. 2nd PLIES
For these panels the delamination phenomena were 0 FAILURE

found through visual and N D.I. inspections on the ALUMINUM
tool fa-e, after the post curing procedure. CORE 1/8" P 630 FAILURE

5056-32
5. MECHANICAL TEST RESULTS Q 608 File

5.1 Solid Laminate FTW Q 6

In table I are reported the flatwise trit results for
defected and defect free panels. The average values
were calculted from five specimens. 5.3 SL. rt Beam Flexure SBID

In table III are reported the Short Beam Flexure
results on specimens obtained from the same panels
us.. for FTW tests (see table 1I). The specimeis
were prnduc,'d using IIRII 1/8" Grade 3 core.
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Table III. Short Beam Flexure Results Table IV. Comparison between H/C FTW, Solid
Laminate FTW, SBF and TGA for six panels

PANEL AVERAGE
P H/C FTW SL FTW SBF TGAID. RESULTS FAILURE MODE PANEL AVERAGE AVERAGE AVERAGE AVERAGE(N) UNABLE RESULTS RESULTS RESULTS RESULTS

A / TO TEST [mp MPa[ NMP] IN] * Cl
MULTPLEA 4.9

B 550 MULTIPLE y .40 5.2 550 1h/29o
PLIES DEL. C 1.85 7.4 Soo 1870295
MULTIPLE D 195 9.5 1163 188/310C 800 PLIES DEL. E 2.10 16.2 1903 214/345

1st, 2nd PLIES ON THE F 2.17 15.2 1758 215 335
D 1163 COMPRESSION SIDE

E 1903 1st, 2nd PLIES ON THE The values have been also plotted in three -.,i axial di-E__903 COMPRESSION SIDE
1st, 2nd PLIES ON THE agran (see fig. 7) representing the three mechanical

F 1758 COMPRESSION SIDE properties as a function of the TGA. Each triangle
COPRSSO S ______- is relevant to a single panel with its own TGA val-

ues. The mechanical behaviour improves proportion-
6. PHYSIO/CHEMICAL RESULTS ally to the triangle zurfaces with the associated TGA

6.1 Thermogravimetrical Analysis values. The dashed triangle shows the boundary

Samples for analysis have been obtained from flat- between accep- ble and not acceptable panel quali-

wise specimens after testing or from some areas of ties.The morphology of the fracture surface has been

the panels picking up the interested CFC plies. Two aiso correlated to the TGA and was observed that

values have been selected: the first one is the de- when the morphology aspect of the surface changes

composition temperature onset (Tstart), graphically from globular to flake aspect the TGA value is in

determined (see figure 3); the second one is the ten- the region of 2080 C / 320* C and the mechanical

perature associated to the 2.5 % of weight loss (T2.5 properties increase drastically. This behaviour was

%' (see figure 3). Results for all the panels are re- confirmed by these six panels.

ported in figure 4 and figure 4a. 8. CONCLUSIONS

6.2 Microscopic Analysis (SEM) The modifications occurred in the matrix system, as

Surface matrix morphology was checked by Scanning shown by TGA and miciographic analysis, seems to

Electron Microscope on defected and defect free pan- be related to the moisture absorption. The presence

els. Typical pictures at two different magnifications of this ano naly affects significantly the mechanical

of defected parts are reported in figure S and showing properties. This lead tc the conclusion that, with

granular fracture. On the contrary, figure 6 reports some BMI system special care has to be taken to

the state of not defected surfaces at two magnifica- strictly concrol the moisture absorption during the

tions. In this second case a typical flake fracture is manufacturing steps. The TGA test only looks a

showed, profitable approach to estaoilish the good quality of
the parts On the bases of our experience, the most

7. DISCUSSION reliable temperature value to be taken into account
In order to have a general overview of the results, al- is the temperature recorded at 2.5 % of the weight
lowing the comparison among different kindb of prop- loss. Tests are still running in Alenia to better de-
erties, six panels of the same configuration, repre- fine the TGA acceptable value on a statistical basis
senting the real structure has been selected. Three and to investigate the defect behaviour under fatigue
of them were manufactured in the normal shon c3ndi- loading.
tions and two have been strictly controlled to avoid
as far as possible, the moisture up take (e g. Il/C ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
drying, short out time, quick lay-up operations after The authors would like to thank Dr. S. PERFUMO,

H/C drying etc ). Comparison of the test results is Dr. S. TAMIRO and A. SUPPO, Defence Aircraft

reported in Table IV Division-Laboratory Department- Alenia and Dr. M.
PIOLATTO Defence Aircraft Division - Materials
Technology - Alenia for their coopetation.
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Figure 1. Section or defects on solid laminate

Figure 2. Delamination between 1st, 2nd plies on H/C parts
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Figue 3. Týpcal TGA Ther'mogam
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Figure 4. Histogram of Tstart and T25.% for B, C, D, E, F panels
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Figure S. Typlcal scanning electron mcrograph of defected surface parts.
(A) magnification x 500, (B) magnification x 1000

(A)

(B)
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Figure 6. Tpical scanning electron micrograph ofno defected surface parts. (C) mago' cationx
500, (D) magnlfication x 3000

(C)

(D

(D)
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Figure 7. Three axial diagram
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MODELISATION AND COMPUTATION OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS

by Georges DUVAUT
Office National d'Etudes etde Recherches Adrospatiales - BP 72- F 92322 ChAtillon CEDEX,

and Universith Pierre et Marie Curie - Paris

1. INTRODUCTION coefficients are given by
Composite materials are more and more widely used in
aeronautical and spacial engineering and industry. a- M W = a,
Their main advantage is the gain in weight but it is not V /

the only one: non corrosion and their ability to assume An elastic boundary value problem of equilibrium in f0
complex functions without bearings are also very will be the following:
valuable in some cases.

Problem 1. Find the displacement field -- (ut, u2, u3)
The drawback is the difficulty to predict their and the stress field a = (6,j] such that
behaviour and write valuable constitutive relations to
perform structure computations. This is due to the - f0
microscopic heterogeneities and the various phases and (2.1) ax + , = 0 in

interfaces whose behaviour is not well-known.
(2.2) ov =a We (U)€ )

In this paper, we propose an homogenization method
which allows, when the microscopic structure can be := u rn c
assumed periodic at some intermediate scale, to build a (2.3) on

constitutive relation from the assumed knowledge of (2.4) 0 l= • on Ca
the behaviour of the various phases and interfaces. (

The method can also be used as an inverse method to where fnf), b' U = , aregwen

identify some parameters involved in these and r.n '. = 0. ru uF, an
constitutive relations.

In the cases where the structure is stratifed, the Under classical hypothesis on the elastic coefficients
method leads to explicit calculations as we shall see in aijkh (y),
the second part of the paper. hA 0A =kA0

2. THE GENERAL HOMOGENIZATION RESULT 3a•>O, aM(y)eVeUZaoeVe for any ev = V

[1], [3), [51,[6])
Let us take an elastic composite material, which we know that the problem (1) - (4) possesses a unique
occupies an open region Q C R3, whose microscopic solution
structure is periodic and let c be the diameter ofthe = =
period with respect to the diameter ofthe whole U

structure. Now, we enlarge one period to the scale 1/c which depends on e.
and get what we will call the reference (or basic period)
(Y) that we assume here to be a rectangular The basic problem of homogenization is then the
parallelepiped. following.

Problem 2. What is th e limit of uc (x) and de W') when c
Y3 ~tends to zero?

The answer to a similar thermic problem has been
given by L. Tartar ((5,1,6]). Several authors have
extended the result to elastic problem ([11, 13]), and the

0 Y result is:

Theorem 1.
y|/ When e tends to zero

The actual composite material is made of a great where uo and E are solution of the following elastic
number of cY periods, problem

a,
Let us call a8kh (y) the elastic coefficients in the Y- (2.5) 9v +f,= o il
period and extend it by Y-periodicity to the whole R3
space. In the actual composite material, the elastic
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An important fact is that the result can be interpreted(2.6) qE = 9,1 C(u() by the following: the homogenized constitutive
(2.7) * = U on ro relation is the relation between the mean value ofthe

f strain field and the mean value of the stress field where

(2.8) ( = on r, the displacement field and the stress field are linked in
problem 3. This result has been proved for linear
elastic material (see references before) and for several

The elastic coefficients qijkh are constant and can be casesofnon linear material (G. Duvautand M. Artola...,
computed from the knowledge of the basic period ( P. Suquet....). As it has a strong physical meaning, it
only. It means that, at the limit e -. 0, the composite seems that it is true for any type of constitutive
material behaves as an homogeneous elastic medium : relation in problem 3.
we call it the homogenized material and the relat;on
(2.6) is called the homogenized constitutive relation. Asymptotic expansion

Computation of the homogenized coefficients Itia~hl It results also, from the homogenization theory, that

We shall introduce the mean value of a function on Y we have an asymptotic expansion of the displacement
field and stress field in problem I ,

< ') f~)d I 1 + O (t)
< f(y ) > - - f((ldy (2.19) U' (Z) = u*(x) + cu

t (x'y)

Let us now consider the following problem on the basic
period(Y): (2.20) a' =B,Ju Y) OCM(u*)+ 0k)

Problem 3. Find u (y) and a (y) such that "

(. where uo (x) is the displacement field solution of
(2.9) - = 0 on Y problem 2 and ul (x, y) a vector field depending on

*Yj x ( Q and Y-periodic with respect toy. The relation
(2.20) shows that the first term of the asymptotic expan-

(2.10) oa=,%(y)e,(u). )= -\ + - I sion of o.. is the stress field solution of problem3 when
we choose Ekh = Ckh (u.). The mean value on (Y) of

(2.11) < eCa (u) > = E, this first term is the macroscopic stress field E (x) since

(2.12) u, - wEy, i Y-penodr• = 6 . 2,3) < Bum (y) > em (u'" = gum Cm (U') = Ev (Z)

(2.13) ou n takesopposue values OA oppostiefaces ofY This shows that, at a point x in the homogenized
structure, the macroscopic stress E (x) is the mean

whereE =(9m) value of a microscopic stress field on an cY period
located at point x E f(. It means that, ifwe know the

is a given symmetric matrix, macroscopic stress E (x) at a point x E Q, we are able to
calculate the field ofmicrostresses on an cY period at
that point: we calculate the macroscopic strain field

We can show that this problem has a solution which is c (uo) at that point by inverting the relation,
unique up to an additive constant. This involves that
the strain field e (u) and the stress field a are unique. EoW = qvmm (u.)
From the fact that the problem is linear, the solution u, and then, solving problera 3 with
6 depends linearly on the given symmetric matrix E.
We have in particular, Em = m (U.)

(2.14) ov {) = B, (y)KE,, we get the stress field solution ofproblem 3

which implies ou = Bm em (u)

(2.15) < o (y) > = < Bu,(y) > E, which is the microstress field that we were looking for.

The homogenized coefficients (qijkh) are given by Remark 2.

(2.16) 9u = < B (Y)In all the previous developments, we have assumed
that we have a perfect junction (without slip or

Practically we compute qiolkho by solving the elastic deboundage) between the various components of the
problem (2.9)-(2.13) for composite material. If this is not the case, we must

specify the interphase relations, but the general results(2.17) Em = 2( kh. A k.+ A• .•o given remain valid provided that we compute correctly
the strain field taking into account the possible slip

1hAo between the various phases. This will occur and will beand, oV o.(,)l being the solution, we have illustrated in the rest of this paper.

khA
(2.18) 0o > 3. PERIODIC STRATIFIED MATERIAL WITH

.Y0 INTERFACE-SLIP

Remark 1. 3.1 Description and notations
(2.17) implies that Ekh = 0 except for Ekoho Ehoko The composite material considered here is stratified
= 0.5 ifko * h. and Ek0h. = 1 ifko = ho. and periodic which means that the same sequence of
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layers reproduces periodically. Suppose that the period This allows to take the mean value of both members of
is made of N layers parallel to the plane Y3 = 0 with relations 3.4.
interfaces at y3 =0, [I,....,N, Ž+ !.... Before we must compute <el (u)>, taking into

We choose the basic period (Y) account the discontinuities of u, In order to express the
Y3 defined by conditions

----- NF 3.5) < e a> =EV

M) -k2  Y="l I <Y3 < of problem 3. As a consequence of (3.1) we have
---- k u d8u N

ay, (3.6) --.- + [,

where 6 ( ) is the Dirac function and Sj3 the Kronecker
The spreading of the period in directions Yl and Y2 is symbol. It comes from (3.6) that
not determined since the constitutive relations do not
depend on yi and Y2. This implies that a periodic Ell = < el (u) > = < ev (U) >

function in y will be a function which is periodic with (3.7) N

respect to y3 and does not depend on yI and y2. +- &I ([1,] ) 5 + [uj]F,3)

The displacement field u = (u1, U2, u3) may be which, if we assume[u3]. = 0, gives
discontinuous at the interfaces Fi, i = 0.1,..., and we
shall write[U], for thejump according to the relation c,(u)> = <C,,O(u)>. (a 1,2,3= 1,2)

[U ý = -. (ý -( N
(3.8) < C 3(U) > =E ~< C3(Z)> + ( .2

We shall assume that {
[-31 = o < C33(U) > = E33• = <•,•>

which means that the layers may slip but do not where e stands for the thickness of the periodic layer Y
separate, but this assumption is not necessary for the in direction Y3 = z.
mathematical treatment.

We can now take the mean values in (3,4); writing ZEj
Ifwe introduce for < oj >, it leads to

N < a.V=< >2;3~ + <a > E6
(3.1) U= - 1 { 0

]where H( )isthe Heaviside function(equal tozero (3.9) Eta " " S+ <b>
if k < 0 andequal toone ifk > 0) the vector Ti is
continuou at the interfaces L, i = 1....N. RX = < b• > E3 + < bj > 9,

3.2 Homogenization When the various layers are perfectly linked, there is

The homogenized constitutive relation comes from the no jump of displacement at the interphases and writing
solution of problem 3. Here we can see that we have [iui = 0 in (3.9) we get explicitly the homogenized
major simplifications. First of all, the stress field which constitutive relation for the composite.
has to be periodic will only depend on the variable Y3
(or z = Y3) which implies, from the equilibrium When this is not the case, we must specify the
relations, that constitutive laws of the junction between the various

(3.2) 0,3 toenstant anyfori = 1, 2,3 layers. Assuming [u3]= 0, these will take the form of a
relation between the shear vectorT

We can also prove, from compatibility equations that rli = t r v o

(3.3) c'(u)sconslanimyforol = 1,2

since 033 and 023 are constant according to (3.2), and

We can always write the elastic onstitutive relation of the displacementjump (tangential) W,

each layer in the form w= U,

(3.4) ° 0='+ ) Assuming that all interfaces behave in the same way,

e .3(Z) = buOJ3 + b ,, •5 (), W will be independent ofn since T is.

where the greek indices take value 1 and 2, and latin We are now able to get the desired homogenized

ones take values 1, 2 and 3. We notice that in relations constitutive relation of the stratified composite.

(3.4) the components offo{) and (eCa} which are in the
right members are constant, according to (3.2) and
(3.3), while the coefficients may depend on the layers. Extracting W = ([ul], [u12") from the second relation
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(3.9), we get two scalar relations between E and E, E•. = <a . > 2; + <a 0 > E,,
which joined to the first and third relation (3.9) provide -

the desired result. _ = 4 ( )1, +E<Pb, > .(3.14bis) at p 2e &"- ••

4. EXAMPLES + < b•a >- E,
1P) Perfect interlaver bond [2]:

In this case [u) = 0 and the homogenized constitutive E33 = < ba > LJ3 + < b, > EY
relation (HCR) is obtained from (3.9) where the
displacementjump is put equal to zero. which gives a viscoelastic behaviour.

If each layer is isotropic, with "LamE" coefficients A, p, In the case where the layers are isotropic, we get

the HCR is given by 1-

21p E 0= >E ,+<2Ap >E ")6.
A+1i 33 X+ 211 V + 2 <p> E4,

+ 2<i> E.0, (3.15) a N -, 1
(3.10) 1 t 1 <P 4, (T)• E 3+<I 3

E33-= <--- > E33- <--+- > Boo

E33 A + 2 33- ' A + 2 p g whch gives a non isotropic viscoelastic behaviour.

The homogenized material is elastic non isotropic. 40) Slp with Couiomb friction law

20) Elastic r:tp Coulomb friction law can be written by

The displacement jump is proportional to the shear T tC A 2:33
force T/)~

o=hW (3.16) T < /1 E33 1 i'3=

which allows us to replace[u]in (3.9) to get the HCR L a - .

< > < a >where f is a friction coefficient and{
(3.12) E03= F- E03 + < bPJ> E+ < bM > E,&*_.(•S

<b > E + <b >F Relations (3.9) have to bejoined to (3.16),[uj]remaining
in the relations as an internal variable. The consti-

In the case of isotropic layers, these relations become tutive relation obtained is of elasto-plastic type.

2Ap If the layers arc isotropic, relations (3.9) have to be

I3.1) = ( +< __ > )+ <3 +>E) repl EMy

.04 A+2<p>2 r/ ( A .A

(3.3 +2 <p> <0 (3.17) < E = < + > E

vss ity.33- I the lia c > [A+2p a t 2e 2p

which correspond to an anisetropic elastic behaviour. Em = < A 2 > £E 3- < A 2 > E 0

3*) Linear or non-linear viscous slip Q 41 ) Remark 3
The displacement jump is governed by Very often E-33 is assumed to be known. If we introduce

(3.14) L W = - 9• , = M[331 the frictaon law (3.1b) simply becomes

where 4 (T) is a scalar function of T inverse of the I

viscosity.In the linear case 4)(T) is aconstant. (31) • T <g "--- ["0

The resulting HCR is the following, L - 0 -ITl~g : > 3A2:0.& IAJAT
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SUMMARY
I. INTRODUCTION

A review of the literature and the research performed at the
Institute forAerospace Research on the subject of delamination An increased application of fitre reinforced polymer
in composite laminates are presented. Delamination is known composites in a wide range of high performance aircraft and
to initiate at free edges where the influence of interlaminar spacecraft has been observed in recent years. These advanced
stresses is significant. These interlaminar stresses are three composites are replacing metals in the fabrication of pnmary
dimensional and cannot be calculated by the laminated plate structures. This situation has rejuvenated exten'sive interest in
theory. State-of-the-art stress analysis methods for interlammar the fracture analysis of laminated composites Engineers
stresses are reviewed with emphasis on the reliability of finite working in this area are often challenged by the complexity of
element methods. The strength of materials and fracture the failure modes which must be modelled in the fracture
mechanics approaches for the prediction of delamination onset analysis.
and growth are discussed. Results of edge delamination, double
cantilever beam and end notch flexure tests for toughened resin The laminated construction of composite structures is
composites are presented. The effects of delamination on Tesponate fonsthe com falrmodestwhchureresponsible for the complex failure modes which arc
structural integrity are investigated by conducting cyclic tests fundamentally different from those found in metallic matenals
on bread board specimens representing the bolted joint The faslure of metallic structures is usually precipit..ed by a
interface between the ply build-up ends of the composite arm dommant crack which propagates in a self-simiar manner until
booms and the metallic flanges of a sophisticated robotic a critical size is reached. However, the failure of laminated
system for space application The onset of delammation at the composites is dominated by three major modes, which are
curved edge of an open hole under compressive loading is intralaminar matrix cracking, imerlammar matrix cr?cking or
detected using acoustic emission techniques and penetrant- delamination, and fibre fracture. The propagation of matrix
enhanced X-radiography. The effects of impact-induced cracks, in general, is not self-similar and is strongly influenced
delaminations on the residual compressive strength of by the orientation of the fibre reinforcement with respect to the
composite laminates are predicted using a model based on loading direction and the siacking sequence. The fibre
sublaminate buckling. Preliminary verification of the model reinforcement influences the pattern of crack propagation by
shows good agreement between experimental and predicted acting as crack stoppers. This crack-arresting capability of the
results. 'ibre reinforcement not only prohibits the dominance of a
LIST OF SYMBOLS single crack but also encourages similar matrx cracks to form

throughout the laminate at increased load levels The
a crack length intralaminar and snterlaminar matrix cracks often interact to
C compliance form a complex network of matrix damage which affects
E axial modulus structural performance. Its effect on structural integrity is
E. slope of load-deflection curve manifested in stiffness loss and in the development of local
El, E2  moduli of sublaminates stress concentration in the load-carrying plies which leads to
E. reduced modulus a redistribution of loads within the laminated structure. The
F•, F,0 strength tensors load redistribution is often responsible for the failure of fibres
G strain energy release rate in the major load-carrying plies which, in turn, precipitates
G, total critical s" "rgy release rate premature structural failure.
Gi, Gn, Gu, strain energy ri. tes for modes I, II and III
Gk, G, critical energ -. rates for modes I and If A review of the literature and the research performed at the
h ply thickness Institute for Aerospace Research (IAR) on the interlaminar
L half length of loading span in ENF test response of laminated composites will be presented in this
m, n curve-fitting constants paper with emphasis on the physical characteristics of
P load delamination and its effect on structural performance The
t thickness expenmental and analytical techniques utilized for the
w width modelling of delamination behaviour and some of the measures
8 displacement adopted for improving the resistance against delammation will
Scritical strain for delamnation onset be discussed
F, failure strain for undamaged laminate
"17,7 • coefficient of mutual influence
v, Poisson's ratio 2. CHARACTERiSTICS OF DEI.AMINATION
0i, 0o inplane stresses in the material axes
;,a3, o0

s, interlaminar stresses in the material axes The problem of delamnmation has becn researched extensively
an sublvminate buckling stress 11-41 and a broad knowledge base 151 on the behaviour of
G,.0, inplane stresses in the global axes delamination has been developed. It is well kno%, s that
G,, 're, T, interlaminar stresses in the global axes delamination is caused by interlaminar stresses that exist at
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structural locations where .here is a free edge A free edge ,:an "rrength of the graphite/epoxy [±45°/0°190*1, coupon was much
be external such as at the edge of a fastener hole or at the ply lower than that of the 10°/90/+±45°1, coupon. Their results
drop-off region where a taperng in thickness occurs. A free showed that the forner coupon developed free-edge
edge can also be internal such as at the boundarO of a delammanon, while the latter d-1 not A stress a.alysis based
sublammate caused by impact or at discostinuities within an on ply elasticity reveded that large interlaminar tensile stresses
adhesively-bonded region or a cocured region act along the free edges of the former coupon, while

compressive ii:te:laminar stresses of comparable magnitude
The presence o imterlaminar stresses near the free edge is exist at the free edges of the latter coupon Rodin ct al I'lI
atmbuted to a mismatch in engineering properties between showed thst interlammar respon,, slso depends on ply
adjacent plies within the laminate. Herakovich's analysis 161 thickness. They performed tensile tesis on a special family of
has shown that a mismatch in Poisson's ratio. v., gives rise to graphite/epoxy laminates with layups of [±45°A/tO

0
90*.l,,

the interlammar normal stress, oY, and the mierlaminar shear where n = 1. 2 and 3. and found that the critical tensile strain
stress, t,. A mismatch in the coefficient of mutual influence, for the onse. of delamination decreases when n is increased
nl,,,, induces the interlaminar shear stmss, _. The coordinate This finding is consistent with the fact that grouping plies with
system of the stress components is shown in Fig. I the same fibre orientation increases the magnitude of

interlaminar stresses at the free edge

-3. DELAMINATION MODELLING APPROACHES
(t

The understanding of the characteristics of delamination
- .- discussed in the previous section has provided a s ind

foundation for the analytical modelling of interlaminar
/ ". response which is an essential prerequisite for performing a

y fracture analysis of structural laminates. Based on extensive
CF. research efforts, two main approaches have emerged for the

. predictive modelling of delammation behaviour

3.1 Strength of Materials Approach

, 'This approach involves the calculation of nterlaminar stresses

and the application of appropriate failure criteria based on
strength allowables for predicting delaminanon failure

Figure 1: Coortdinate system for the stress components in a The classical laminated plate theory is not adequate for the

laminated plate. calculation of interlaminar stresses In Fig. 2, a [0°/90*),
laminate subjected to an uniaxtal tensile load parallel to the 0'

It is known that the interlaminar stresses occur at a boundary direction is considered as an example Due to the difference in
layer close to the free edge. However, the exact definition of Poisson's ratios, the 00 and 90' plies would deform differently
the boundary layer size is arbitrary. The boundaty layer is in the y-direcoon However. the plate is bonded and the
generally regarded as the region where the interlaminar stresses continuity of traction and displacement between adjacent plies
are appreciable. Based on equilibrium considerations which
require r, to change sign as the distance from the free edge
increases, Lagace et al. 171 define the boundary layer size as
the distance from the free edge at which 99% of a, o0 r=00
counterbalanced. However. this definition does not work ft.
certain laminates where o, is practically zero throughout the CF.
laminate. An alternative definition based on the point defined
by 99% of the area under the wn:erlammar shear stress it o,
distrmbunon was proposed [81 These two definitions do not. in
general, yield the same boundary layer size for a laminate
Wang and Choi [91 proposed that the boundary layer be
defined as the region where strain energy density as greater
than or equal to I 03 times the far-field value This definition
has the dis,.,vantage that the boundary layer size is a function
of the through-the-thickness location since it is well established
that the magnitude of the interlamnar stress components vary 0 = 900

through the thickness of the laminate It is apparent that a 0 90'

more universal definition should be developed It is generally
agreed that the boundary layer sire is of the order of one or
more ply thicknesses, depending on the laminate layup and y
stacking sequence.

The magnitude and distribution of micrlammar stresses are ..---- w -

known to be dependent upon laminate layup, ply stacking
sequence and ply thickness. Therefore, these factors greatly
influence the onset and growth oftdelamination Bjeleuch et al
110] demonstrated experimentally that the umaxial tensile Figure 2 Development of a, at the 00/90o interface
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must be satisfied. In order to satisfy this condition o, must this approach, the stresses used in the prediction model were
form in the plate according to laminated plate theory Also, oy averaged by integrating the interlaminsir stress distributions
must vanish at the free edge because of the boundary over a charactenstic distance of one ply thickness from the
condition. As shown in Fig 2. o, is balanced by ",, and these free edge The onset of delaminatton is predicted when the
two stresses form a couple. Tie moment formed by this couple average interlaminar normal stress exceeds the transverse
is equilibrated by a a, distribution in a boundary layer region tensile strength of the composite material Predictions were

near the free edge. The laminated plate theory cannot also made using the in-plane shear strength as the failure
determine these three dimensional stresses in the boundary parameter for comparing against the average intcrlaminar shear
layer. strength Kim 1301 used a modified Tsat.Wu criterion to

achieve accurate prediction of delammation onset under the

Pipes and Pagano [ I ] determined the interlaminar stresses near combined influence of interlaminar normal and shear stresses.
the free edge of a four ply, symmetric laminate under umaxial It is important to mention that the characteristic distance is a
extension by using the theory of anisotropic elasticity without function of material, layup, stacking sequence, geometry,
any simplifying assumptions. They derived a set of three loading, etc. and must be determined based on experimental
elliptic, coupled partial diffcren:al equations for the free edge data
problem whieh were solved by the finite difference method.
Subsequent to this classic work, Pagano 1 121 developed a self- 3.2 Fracture Mechanics Approach
consistent model based on Rcissner's variational theorem 1131
which became the foundation of a local model for laminate Since the interlamisnar stresses at the free edge are singular, it
stress analysis. Pagano and Soni 1141 incorporated this local appears appropriate to adopt a fracture mechanics approach to
model into a new concept called "global-local variational characterize delammation fracture A popular methodology
model" which was further enhanced by Soni an". Chu 115!.
The enhanced model can be used to determine the stress fields
in practical laminates containing as many as 50 distinct local STRAIN-ENERGY
or global regions. RELEASE RATE PROFILES

Besides the finite difference method and Reissncr's variational MODE I

theorem used by Pagano et al , the interlaminar stress problem
has been solved by using the finite element method (16-191,

the boundary layer theory 1201, the Galerkin method [211, and

the force balance method [22! It is worth mentioning that an TO PLANE OF PROPAGATION

efficient computer code based on the force balance method and TOPLANEOFPROPAGATION

the principle of minimum complementary energy has been MODE II
developed by Kassapoglou and Lagace [231 for the calculation
of interlaminar stresses of straight-edged laminates with a
thickness of one hundred or more plies. Comprehensive
reviews of tl,- literature on the determination of interlaminar • SHEAR FORCES IN DIRECTION

stresses can be found in References 24 and 25 OF PROPAGATION

Since the interlaminar stresses occur in a boundary layer near MODE IIl

the free edge. the stress gradients are very steep and the
stresses may be singular at the ply interface edge where

delamination initiates. Iniced. Raju and Crews [26! showed
that stress singularities exist for j0°/(0e-90*)1, laminates, where
OSOM9o. It is well known that the stresses at a singular point
cannot be determined exactly by numerical methods, including
the displacement-formulated finite element method based on • SHEAR FORCES PARALLEL TO

the total potent:al energy theorem and the finite difference PROPAGATING DEBOND FRONT

method Whitcomb et al. [27! investigated the reliability of the
finite element method for calculating free edge stresses in
composite laminates Accurate interlammar stress distributions Figure 3: Interlaminar fracture modes.
were obtained within the region (w/2 - y)/h 2:.08, where w =

specimen width, h = ply thickness, and y = distance along the
y-axis. At the singular point where y = w/2, the isterlamiiar employs the concept of strain energy release rate 131-331 This

stress values are strongly dependent on the mesh size. with the methodology generally involves a calculation of the strain

finest mesh producing the largest value, energy release rate, G. for a dclammation crack of assumed
size which corresponds roughly to the size of the boundary

In light of the fact that the proximity of the free edge is layer at the free edge 1311. A crack-closure integral technique

characterized by very high interlaminar strescs which often has been incorporated into the finite element method for the

exceed the tensile or shear strength of the matrix material, the determination of G 132! This techn,que is very powerful

maximum stress may not be suitable for the prediction of because it can be used to determtr,: the strain 'energy release

delamination failure In order to circumvent this difficulty, a rates, Gj. Gn and G,,,, for all three Lasic modes of interlaminar

similar approach based on the point stres or average stress fractures As indicated in Fig 3. modes I. II and Ill represent

criterion developed by Whitney and Nuismer 1281 for the the peel, sliding shear and twisting shear mode respectively

prediction of notched strength of composite laminates is The characterizatton of delammation has been focused on
required. Kim and Son [29e sres mode I and mode II and combinations of these two muides For

relre.Km n S 1 291 adopted an average -ore

approach for the prediction of the onset of delammation In the prediction of dclamination growth under mixed mode
condition, the following criterion is often used
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(GI / G0) + (G, / GXj = 1 (1) The .-DT specimen was loaded in tension using a MTS
machine under stroke control at a rate of 0.15 ram/min. An

where G, and G. are the critical energy release rates for extensometer with a gauge length of 102 mm was mounted in
modes I and II respectively, m and n are constants determined the centre of the specimen. An X-Y recorder was used to
by curve-fitting of the experimental data. provide a real-time analog display of deflection and load. The

specimen was extended until edge delamination was detected.
Test methods for the determination of Gk and Gl, using the At this moment, a deviation in the load-deflection curve was
double cantilever beam (DCB) specimen [34] and the end observed, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The extensometer deflection
notch flexure (ENF) specimen 1351, respectively, have been at this point was divided by the gauge length to yield the
developed. It is worth mentioning that O'Brien 1361 developed critical strain for delamination onset. r. An equation derived
the edge delamination test (EDT) which can be used to by O'Brien (36] is used for calculating G,:
determine the total critical strain energy release rate, G, under
mixed-mode fracture. A detailed description of the test G,= t (Eo - E) / 2 (2)
procedures and data reduction techniques of the above three
methods and other experimental methods for the where E. = slope of the load-deflection curve, t = specimen
characterization of delamination fracture can be found in thickness, and E' is the stiffness after the 00/900 interfaces are
Reference 37. completely delaminated and is derived based on the rule of

mixtures:

4.0 ASSESSMENT OF DELAMINATION E* = (6E, + 
2 E,) / 8 (3)

The problem ofdelaminaton in laminated composites has been where E, and E. = stiffness of sublaminate with a layup of
investigated at IAR Using the analytical and experimental 1±350/00] and [900], respectively.
methods discussed in the previous section, delamination of
straight edge specimens subjected to umaxial tensile extension DELAMINATION ONSET
was assessed Most of the tests were performed with constant p

thickness specimens and two tests were performed with
specimens having tapered thickness caused by ply drop-off. In I

addition, rectangular laminates with an open hole or internal
delaminations caused by dropweight impact were tested under
compressive loading In this section, the effect (if delamination
on structural integrity is assessed with the aid of mechanical
tests and nondestructive inspection results

4.1 Experimental Determination of Strain Energy
Release Rates

The resistance of delamination in composite materials is often
characterized by the strain energy release rates. In this work,
:ht. strain energy release rate!, for mixed-mode, mode I and
mode I1 interlaminar fracture are determined using EDT, DCBI
and ENF test, respectively.

The edge delamination test was used to determine the G, of
three toughened resin t.omposiite 13V3I These composites are Figure 4 Detection of delamination onset from the stress-
reinforced with the Hercues IM6 carbon fibre which hais a strain curve
tensile modulus of 280 GPa and a failure %traii of I 3% The
resin materials are Narmce 5245C. 1-lexcei F584 and C)anamid The results of the calhulations for G, are sunin anzed it Table

1806 The first resin is a modified hi,malmildc and the I. The G, of the toughened resin composites. ae higher thin

remaining two resins are toughened epoxies. Rectangular that of the T3IX0/52018 It was ohsercd during the experiment

specimens, 38 I mm by 254 ram. were made from the three that the dclaminion miated at the edge' el the ,pecttens

composite materials by an autoclave cunag process 1391 In made with toughened resin composite,, and then rrogresed in

addition, control specimens were made fritn Narmco a stable manner until it reached the entire length of the

T300/5208. a conventional graphite/epoxy material specimen. For the control specimtiiens. the onset of delatnination
was immediately followed by a sudden extension to the entire

The EDT specimens hav- a layup of I±35/10•/9l, The length. For all specimcns tested, the delaminanon onsct and

selection of this layup is basd on the optimiraaton study 1361 growth can only be considerd as sbcrbtiencal because the

of the 1±00/0°/90I1 family of layups which itdicates ih the ultimate failure of the sjc,,nii'en is t~iaised by the frat;ure of

lowest total critical strain. c, occurs when 0-' 3- ' According the fibre% in the 1:t31'"/ I s.ublasinmatc

to O'Bnen's finite element analysis 1361. the contribution of
G, and Ga to G, for the selected layup is 901% and 10% The DCB and ENIE tests %ere also performed to detennine the

respectively. His results also indicate ,hit changing 0 from straii energy release rates under mode I atid mode II fracture.

45*. a commonly tsed fibre orientaltion, to 35 wll result in respectively. of an advaniced toughened resin ,omlnposite.

higher total G at the suame miltoe train iThe itclisin of €)90' lM71)77-2 This thcrnioset material and a thermoplatlic

plies at the centre is intended to create higl, iiterlaiitnar material. IM%7ACI'-2. hasc been considered by FRh

tensile stresses at the 0 PX) interatics I lie inclusion "l () Composites Inc as candidate nlateriaNis for the construction of

plihe is ir anded to suppres iiaterill nonlinearity by tahis ,l the arnt boxoss for a sophisliLaied roholt.i •stemn for sap.ic

fibre doninated layup applicati.I "[¢,ts on iherniioplisiiL SkCiCi.iis ,ir e Iting
planned
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Table 1:, Determination of G. based
on EDT results. L ____

Material 1Specimen 1 F 1 G
ID (pno/m) (kJim) T

IM6/5245C 147-1 4656 .159

147-2 5016 .192

147-3 5313 .211

147-4 4750 .190 t 2P

147-5 4938 .229

Average 4935 .196 p -
= -__ _ IPp

IM6/F584 82-2 5344 .207 -"----- L L

82-4 5297 215

82-5 4641 .178 Figure 5. Double cantilever beam test and end notch flexure

82-6 4391 .174 test for G.l and Go, respectively.

82-7 4578 .192 approximately. The machine was stopped and the crack tip on

Average 4850 both edges of the specimen was located using a magnifying
glass and marked to allow accurate length measurement using

IM6/1806 141-1 .209 a travelling microscope after the test The load versus
displacement curve was also marked so that this point in the

141-2 .l .133 test could be identified The machine was then restarted and

141-3 4141 .156 the procedure was repeated for crack lengths of approximately
76 mm, 102 mm. 127 mm, and 152 mm

141-4 3781 110
141-6 3969 125 The Gk was calculated by the compliance calibration method

1401 The compliance C is defined as
Average 41_ _ J4188 .147

T C=8/P (4)
T300/5208 16-1 5156 180

16-2 4406 135 where 8 = displacement of crosshead. and P = applied load
Using a least squares technique, a straight line was fitted to the

16-3 5194 .150 log-log plot of C versus the crack length, a The slope of the
fitted line, n, is used in the following equation to calculate G,.1_____ 6.4 4833 129

16-5 5188 135 G = (n P 8)/(2 W a) (5)

4951 146J where W is the width of the specimen The result of the
calculation ofGk is presented in Table 2 During the DCB test,
fibre bridging which was associated with fibres being pulled

The DCB and ENF specimens were machined from a out from one side of the delamnation plane to the other plane
laminated plate with 26 unidirectional plies. The plate was was observed. It is well known that fibre bridging can
consolidated using an autoclave curing procedure significantly elevate the fracture energy Therefore the values
recommended by FRE Cormpowites Inc The plate was presented in Table 2 may be higher than the true Gk of the
subjected to an ultrasonic C-scan inspection after cunng to matenal.
ensure that no significant flaws were present. The dimensions
for the DCB and ENF specimens are 38 mm by 280 mm and The ENF specimen was loaded in a three-point loading fixture
13 mm by 330 mm, respectively The fibre direction is parallel (see Fig. 5) at a crosshead displacement rate of 2.54 mm/min
to the length of the specimen. A Teflon film with a thickness until the delamination crack propagated A chart recorder was
of 13 pm was inserted at the midplane of the laminate during used to continuously monitor load versus displacement. After
layup to form an initiation site for delamination onset The the crack was arrested, the loading was stopped and the
DCB and ENF tests are iliustrated ii Fig 5 location of the crack tip was marked on both edges of the

specimen. After precracking, the load was remosed and the
The DCB specimens were loaded in an Instron ma.hine specimen was repositioned such that the new crank tip was
operated in a displacement control mode with a constant rote 25 4 mm from the centre of the reaction point of the fixture.
of 2 54 ram/min The tensile load was applc.d perpendicular to The specimen was reloaded until crack propagation took place
the plane of delamination growth via a pair of piano hinges This procedure was repeated three times for each specimen
adhesively bonded to one end of the specimen The load- The critical load and compliance vere determined front the
displacement relationship was continuously monitored during load-displacement curve The load-displicentest curse obtained
each test on a chart recorder The specimen was loaded uniil from precracking was not used The Glk value for edch craclk
the delamination crack reached a length of 51 mm propagation was calculated by.
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,= (9 a
2 

P
2 

C) 1 {2 W (2LV + 3ai)) (6) kN and 119.0 kN. At this moment, a transverse crack of the
900 plies and a delamination, which had initiated at the tip of

where a 25.4 mm and L = half length of the loading span, the transverse crack and had extended along the 900/30*
50.8 mm. The Gl values are presented in Table 2. It is noted interface, were observed in the vicinity of the tapered end of
that the Gs is about 2 times higher than the G, for this the ply drop-off region As shown in Fig 7, this delammation
material, had extended across the entire width and into the bolted

interface area. After the first cycle, the cyclic test was

Table 2: Strain Energy Release Rates conducted and the specimen failed after 5001 cycles were

for IM7/997-2 Material elapsed.

Specimen Strain Energy The second test was conducted with a maximum load
ID Release Rate amplitude of 113.4 kN which is about 85% of the average

static failure load. During the first cycle, the loading was
G, (in/m

2
) halted when a major audible acoustic emission was noticed at

632-I-1 .351 94.1 kN. At this moment, the 900 crack was observed. The
delamination of the 900/30* interface was found at one edge of

632-I-2 ,412 the specimen The size of the delamination was determined by

632-1-3 .325 an ultrasonic time-of-flight C-scan method, see Fig 8 Using
the C-scan method, the delamination was found to grow in a

632-1-4 .430 stable manner and after 10.000 cycles, it had propagated across

Average .381 the entire width and into the bolted interface area The
specimen failed with a life of 18,459 cycles

Ga (kJ/m
2)

632-11-1 .692 The failed specimens were disassembled to examine the failure

mode. The disassembled parts are shown in Fig. 9. It is
632-11-2 762 noticed that the delamination causes the tapered laminate to

632-11-3 I 041 separate into two sublaminates 'The load is redistributed to the
flat sublamimate and as a result the tapered sublaminate carries

632-11-4 .757 no load. This phenomenon is supported by the shear-out failure

Average 813 at the fastener holes of the fiat sublaminate and the absence of
damage at the fastener holes of the tapered sublaminate This
load redismbution accelerates the failure of the bolted

4.2 Delamination in Ply Drop.Off V gion interface. It is concluded that the delaminatton failure is
subcritical which nullifies the structural benefit of the ply

The arm booms of the robotic system are tubular structures build-up and reduces the fangue life of the bolted intertace.

made of an advanced composite material The end% of the ami
boom are connected to metallic flanges by titanium fasteners 4.3 Prediction of Delamination in Tapered Laminate

In order to satisfy the high load transfer requirement at the
bolted composite/metal interface. a ply build-up proxes is A two dimensional finite element model of the tapered

used to thicken the ends of the composite arm boom At the laminate was generated using a commercial code called NISA

early stage of produit development, bread board specimens The purpose of the analysis is to predict the uranserse

designed to represent the detail features of the bolted interface cracking and the interlaminar respmnse of the 90730' interface

were subjected to vigorous mechinical testing at the tapered end of the ply drop off region Orthotropic shell
elements were concentrated at the transition from the tapered

The configuration of a typical specimen made of a thermoset section to the fiat section and also along the critical interface

composite. IM7/977-2, is shown in Fig 6. The result, of the The finite clement model is shown in Fig 10a It is important

tensile tests on the thermoset specimens conducted by the to mention that the fastener holes, fasteners and the metallic

techntcal staff of FRE Composites Inc. using the testing flange are not modelled As a result, the model is not capable

factlities at IAR indicates that the average failure load its 134.7 of predicting the ultimate failure at the fastener holes

kN and the ultimate failure mode is shear-out failure of the However, it is important to simulate the boundary conditions

fastener holes in the butld-up sectton of the composite created by the metallic flange which was used in the test. To

laminate. Another prominent failure mode observed dunng the ,accomplish this, nodes along the flat portion of the built-up

test is the growth of delamination tn the 90'/300 interface in area were constrained in the z-directzos while nodes along the

the vicinity of the tapered end tn the ply drop-off region. see line x=O were fixed ii all directions A .onttant axial strain

Fig. 7. The delaminatton initiates at a free edge formed by a of 0001 mm/mm was applied at the end of the flat se•tion

transverse crack of the 900 plies The material properties (if IM7/977-2 used in the analysis are
shown in Table 3

In collaboration with FRE Composites Inc, the IAR conducted
two constant amplitude cyclic tests on thermoset specimens The stresses for each ply were used in conjtncinon with the

with the objective of investigating the effect of delamination maximum stress criterion to predict failure on a ply-by-ply

on the structural integrity of the bolted interface. The first test basis The strength allowable, given i" Table I were compared

was conducted using a sinusoidal waveform with a frequency with the calculated stresses to deterinte the critcal location at

of 0.5 Hz and a R ratio of zero The maximum load amplitude which the failure of the first ply wiould occur It was

was 120.1 kN which is about 90% of the average static failure determined that the axial stress in the W(i' ply at the 30'/90'

load. The first cycle consisted of a manual load increase to the interface (see Fig 1I0b) xcxeeded the transerse tensile strength

maximum and then a manual return to zero Major audible of the material when the applied axial strain was 0(X)293

acoutic emissions were noticed when the load levels wer. 99.9 mm/mm Thus a matrix failure of the 90' ply in the foms of
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Figun;6. Configuration of the bread board spectimne used to Sca are
simulate the bolted comtsosite/netal interface

100

75

.Transverse Crack

Figure 7: Transverse cracking and delamnination at the .......

tapered end of the ply drop-off region Dlmnto

All dintensions in into

Figure 8- Delarnstatton at the tapered end of the ply drop-off
region dcteztcdi by ultrasonic tittic-ot-Ilight C-scan
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a transverse crack is predicted. This was in good agreement Furthermore, grouping of 900 plies introduces high
with the experimentally determined strain level of 0.003 interlaminar stresses at the ply interface which makes it
mm/mm which corresponded to the detection of the transverse susceptible to delamination A new layup for the tapered
cracking in the specimen It is also noted that the predicted laminate with a less severe grouping of 900 and a replacement
location of transverse cracking was in good agreement with the of the thermoset material with a thermoplastic material,
actual failure location. IM7/APC-2, are being investigated at IAR.

Table 3: Properties of 1M7/977-2" 4.4 Delamination at the Edge of an Open Hole

Elastic Properties The interlaminar response at the edge of an open hole in a
laminated plate subjected to compressive loading was

E,=159.3 GPa E2=E3=8 67 GPa investigated at IAR [42.43] Using acoustic emission
techniques and penetrant-enhanced X.radhography. the

G12=-GB-G23=3.80 GPa v, 2=v 5=v3-=0.30 localized damage development at the curved edge of an open
hole was studied. It was observed that the initial damage

Strength Properties consisted of a delamination which formed at a cnitical ply
interface. A penetrant-enhanced X-ray image of this initial

XT=2482 MPa Y1=Zr-72 9 MPa delamination is shown in Fig 11. Acoustic signals emitted
from the plate under compressive loading were collected by

S1,=S,3=S23=109 MPa Xc=1613 MPa three piezoelectric sensors attached on the plate These
acoustic emission signals were processed dunng the test and

Yc=Zc=154 MPa were used as a guide to halt the test in order to perform a
nondestructive inspection of the hole edge using the X-ray

"Properties supplied by FRE Composites Inc procedure Detailed descriptions of the acoustic emission
technique and the method of acoustic signal processing are
described in Reference 44

The finite element mesh was then modified to include a

transverse crack in the 900 ply which extended from the Under increasing compressive load, localized buckling of the
tapered edge to the 900/300 interface. sce Figure 10c The load-carrying 00 plies was observed almost immediately after
initial failure strain of 0 00293 mm/mm was applied to the the onset of delamination This buckling produced a localized
modified model and the analysis was re-run The maximum bulging of the surfac: at the hole edge as shown in Fig 12.
stress failure criterion was applied to the 300 ply at the crack The X-ray image shown in Fig 13 indicates that the initial
tip to determine if the crack would extend into that ply The delamination was extended further after the buckling of the 00
analysts showed that although the stress was high enough to plies increased the strain at the edge of the delannnatton to a
cause cracking in the matrix, the fibres in the 30' ply would level which exceeded the critical strain energy release rate of
not fail and thus the 900 transverse crack would not grow into the material This series of X-ray images confirms the
the 30' ply. proposed mechanisms for damage initiation and growth at a

In order to predict the delamination failure at the tip of the curved free edge under compressive loading [431

transverse crack which was arrested at the 90'/3(10 interface.
a quadratic failure criterion based on the interlammiar stresses IM6/5245C

was used. 145J0.J45J90J,
e = -2852 lim/m

13F3 + oCF3+F _ + + O:••
1  

I (7)

where F 3, F13 _ F,3 are identical to the terms used in the Delansinationt .
tensor polynomial failure criterion 1411

Fibre
When the tuterlaminar stresses,, a, and o13, obtained from the / ' Microbuckling
finite element analysis were substituted into Equation 7, failure
of the ply interface was predicted The ot3 was ignored "
because this stress was not calculated in the two dimensional /

analysis and was considered not important in the present case / / 0

The prediction suggests that once the tranisverse crack initiates , /

in the 90f ply, a delamination formns instantaneously at the / ,/// -

9(0/3(10 interface Ihits condlusion was verified by the /"
experimental observation that a delamination was present at the / - .

tip of the transverse crack when the test was halted at the
detection of the first audible acoustic emission.

Figure 13: Pcnetrant.enhanced X-ray image of delamination
To prevent transverse cracking and delimination failure from growth promoted by localized fibre buckling
occuring in the tapered laminate of the bolted
composite/metallic flange interface, either the composite The onset of delamination at the curved edge was predicted by
material which the lamii. is fabricated from iiust be using the quadratic failure criterion given in FEluation 7 1421
changed or the layup has to be modified or both The results The interlaminar stresses were calculated using a 3-D finite
of the finite element analysis indicate that the tapered laminate element method. A good correlatimn between experimental and
is weakened by grouping fourteen 90' plies at the end of the predicted results 1431 indicates that the strength of materials
ply drop-off region where a high stress concentration exists appriach is satisfactory in the prtdictiin of delanination onset
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4.S Effect of Impact Damage In the third stage, the damaged region is simulated as a soft
inclusion. The procedure to determine the reduced axial

It is well known that dynamic impact loading applied modulus of the soft inclusion is illustrated in Fig. 15 The
perpendicular to a laminated plate (see Fig 14) will produce reduction in the axial modulus. E. depends on the stability of
internal delaminations which have been demonstrated to the largest delammation In the current analysis, the impact-
degrade the compressive strength of the plate by as much as damaged laminate is assumed to follow a linear-deflection path
70% [45] This strength reduction is believed to be Laused by until the outermost sublaminate bu,.kles The thickness of the
a buckling of the sublam,nates formed by the internal outermost sublaminate, which is defined by the distance of the
delamiations under mplane compressive loads This buckling largest delamination to the back surface, and the shape of
of the sublaminates will trigger unstable delamination growth sublammate are used in calculating the buckling stress, ca.
which in mm will lead to the premature failure ot the After buckling, the load earned by the sublaminate becomes
laminated plate, constant, as in Euler buckling. It is noted that the post-buckled

modulus of the damaged region is decreased when the
compressive strain is increased. As shown in Fig. 15, the most

IMPACTOR critical reduced axial modulus, E', is the one which coincides
with the strain at failure, e,, of the undamaged laminate. The

STEEL E' is defined as:

FRAM/ COMPOSITE E, = G" / C. (8)
LAMINATE

_/ The modulus retention ratio. MRR, is equal to the ratio of E
E- to E" It is assumed that the transverse and shear moduli for

the soft inclusion are reduced by the same ratio, while the

BACK Poissoni* ratio remains unchanged

SURFACE :

IMPACT
LOAD

Figure 14: Impact loading of composite laminate.

OB
A dropweight impact method was used to investigate the ' OS
extent of the damage as a function of impact energy [461 The OUTERMOST
ultrasonic time-of-flight C-scan method was used to determine SUBLAMINAI E
the extent of impact damage 1471. It was found that tht. SUBLAMINATE BUCKLING
damage area increases with impact energy up to a critical level
and then remains constant Using a destructive sectioning
method, the damage state was determined to be internal • _ _ _ _ _ _ _

delammations when the impact energy was below the critical PS RS

level. When the impact energy was equal to or above the
critical level, a punch-out region with extensive fibre breakage SOFT INCLUSION SIMULATION
began to develop within the delammated area

Based on the experimental characterization of the impact ao
damage state, two approaches for the prediction of the

degrading effect of impact damage on the compressive strength
of composite materials have been proposed For the impact UNDAMAGED
damage with a punch-out region, the predictive model can be MODULUS
based on a macroscopic, semi-empircal failure criterion such VO

as the point stress or averag' stress criterion because of the E . RFDUCCD
resemblance of the impact damage state to an open hole. For m - MODULUS
the impact damage characterized by internal delaminattons, the
predictive model is based on a delammation buckling criterion ,a a .E13 LAMINATE
The development of the latter model will be presented. C aB AT SUBtAMIATH

BUCKLING

There are five major stages in the development of the • I .£o UNDAMAOED
predictive model for the residual compresstve strength of U / _ TAIN'ATE EiDtiSS &

composite laminates containing impact-induced delaminations S

The first stage involves the determination of the planar ares. i(IRiS = AMINATT
thickness and shape of the largest delamiation which is STRLtNtGTII
usually located close to the back surface. The back surface is
used here to denote the planar surface of a laminate which is
not subjected to the impact loading. The second stage involves C B E0

the determination of the critical stress for the largest COMPRESSIVE STR, IN

delamination to buckle. A procedure based on the Rayleigh-
Ritz method is developed for the calculation of the Figure 15. Calculation of reduced modulus using sublammate
delamiation buckling stress 1481 buckling approach
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In the fourth stage, the stress redistribution in an infinite width 5. CONCLUSIONS
laminate containing an anisotropic inclusion with moduli
defined earlier is determined using Lckhnitskii's complex Based on the research conducted at IAR, the following
variable approach [491 The stress distribution in a finite width conclusions are reached
laminate is obtained by using a finite width correction factor
(501. I Using the edge delamination test. the G, for three

toughened resin composites were found to be higher

In the fifth stage, the strength retention ratio, which is defined than that of the control matenal. T300/520g This
as the ratio of the residual compressive strength to the means that the toughened resin composites can resist
compressive strength of the undamaged laminate. is determined delaminauoon better than T300/5208.
by using appropriate failure criteria based on strength
allowables in conjunction with the stress distribution in the 2. Under tensile static or cyclic loading, the effects of
vicinity of the soft inclusion, delamination on structural integrity were manifested in

stiffness reduction and load redistribution which could
The point stress criterion [281 was used in Reference 49 to lead to premature failure. In the case of the bread
predict the strength retention ratios of quasi-isotropic laminates bcard specimens representing the bolted interface of the
fabricated from Hercules AS4/3501-6. The layup of these ;o0otic arm boom, the growth of the delammation
laminates was (4 5u/0 °/- 45 u/9 0uj6 and the sublaminate was initiated at the lip of the transverse crack redistributed
assumed to be 4 ply thick and circular in shape. The the cyclic load to a sublammate which failed in a
assumptions for sublaminate thickness and shape are in close shearout mode at the .,istener holes The delamination
agreement with the results of damage characterization reported nullified the structural benefit of the ply build-up and
in Reference 47. The prediction was carried out for a range of shortened the fatigue life of the tapered lamnate',
damage diameters As shown in Fig. 16, the predicted strength
retention ratios are in good agreement with the experimental 3. Using acoustic emission techniques and penetrant-
results 1461 when a characteristic distance of 0 147 mm was enhanced X-radiography, experimental evidence was
used in the point stress criterion found which confirmed that the onset of delammation

at the curved edge of an open hole under compressive
loading led to the localized ouckling of the load-

AS4/3501-6 carrying plies This finding has validated the use of the
145u/0o/.-45s90oJ% quadratic failure criterion based on the interlaminar
4 PLY SUBLAMINATE stresses in predicting delammation onset.
D D= 0.147 mm

4. Under compressive loading. delansinatton was found to

* EXPERIMENTAL play a major role in affecting the stability of the Icad-

08 RESULTS carrying plies Based on this finding, a model based on
a: the buckling of Inpact-induced sublartinates was
"" .... PREDICTION developed to predict the residual compressive strength
O WITHOUT FWC of composite laminates Preliminary verification of
-06 model showed good agreement betwecen experimental

-- PREDICTION and predicted results
WITH FWC
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Synergism between Layer Cracking and
Delaminations in MD-laminates of CFRE

H. Eggers, H.C. Goetting, H. Bluml

DLR-Institut fur Strukturmechanik
D-3300 Braunschweig / Flughafen

Germany

1. Summary 2. Introduction

The synergism between successive layer cracking and Since several decade, fiber reinforced composites are used
delamination growth was studied for laminates fabricated

out of T300/914C solely. Unidirectio.-,al (UD) and fiber in aerospace structures. Nevertheless, a consistent design

dominated multidirectional (MD) laminates were tested philosophy for damage tolerant composites does not exist.
For the design of structures the industry chooses conserv-after static or fatigue loading Typical examples for dam- ative strain imits (f-r -,e 0 5%) and qualifies critical parts

age mechanisms were analysed numerically and used to bteie s tra in g A r lit ed number orather large

develop damage conditions An increase of the damag,, by extensis testing. A prmvied number of rather large
resitane ws obervd fr MDlamnats stcke by structures is tested for proving accomplishment of the

resistance was observed for MD-laminates stacked by qualification requirements Unfortunately, these iests

quasi-unidirectional t ± 2)-double layers (QD-laycrs) often do not allow more general testimonies to the dam-

In crossply laminates of various stacking sequences the age behavior of siuctures.

crack distances were measured on the inner 90'-lavers in rcsearch institutes, numerous but small substructures

after T-fatigue loading. Expressions for the mean crackdistances and the residualtlayer stiffnesscs were developed or even specimens were tested in general for studying

distndesnde the residual layer stiffnessesmean wayere de d damage modes, their synergism and the damage progrcs-

in dependence of layer thicknesrses, mean layer strains F sion . Detailed analyses of damaged zones give insights

perpendicular to the fibers and number of load cycles For into the behavior of composites and ,ield clues to the

the Characteristic Damage State (CDS) an energy condi- (design of more damage tolerant stroctures In order to

tion was established to evaluate the crack distanees A,s achieve a definite damage, unicalistic stacking sequences

for brittle matrices, and/or loading conditions were useil occasionally.

In order to describe more properly the delamination
growth interferred by layci cracking, a second order ten- Both concepts yield a maximum of information only, if the

sor was established for the released energy I he mc:.n tested structures are also analyled numerically But the

values of this tensor are the common energy release rates pi inciples of continuum and fracture mechanics are rather

(ERR) for the different crack modes and the first invari- inadequate tool- to calculate extreme hetcrogeneous. mul-

ant is the total ERR. But the ERR-tensor has three t,!c cracked composites For a definite damage to be

invarianus. which can be used to establish more complex investigated, only specific model, are avaidable. which

damage condtions. homogenizes most of the structule

In this woik for a delaminated lascred structure the sub-
Keyssords: Material 1"30/914C, dlalage ntclianism. layers aie modelled separately in general, whelcas the

crossply laminate, CharateIristic Damage Stale, iesidual fiber-matrix system as well is tie lacz cracks were lon-

layer stiffness, energy release rate, matrix crack londiton ogeized For this model, residual sliffncsses wcre genh -

S.•zV'-;
,-t., t ,,--, , - ,

SIi 1-!~*~' -'
'IsWJ t,.A

Figure 1 Crack initiation at the notch Figure 2 Misahigned tuber bundels bridging a crack

tip of a f51,-;aminate in a UD-laminate before and after breakage

Tests L Kursetihke Tests I i5,rschte
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I Iaterial T300 I914CE2" amt*.jE~a]'~ zC',ck 'Ode I
r(V3)

I Ir
200 ~ -- rm

cmz mc' 1, 10

0 3~em4ii

-L5 L 40 5 321

Notch0 m 0

0 510 15 2025 iLU 0 10 2030 4000

Mean crack length 1, frmml CrPCK length 1, [Mmm
Figure 3Fiue4 ERsinoce[1,ad 2,-ants
Crack pattern in aide-notched Fgr Rsi oce 0. n ]-aiae

I ± 215 0-laminates Tests L. Kirschke

Tests L Kirschke advantage will vanish tior a damage caused by ntoil

ated in dependenCe or gcmtmetr-y and s~raini-rg of the lay- I-strcsscs solely
ers Additionally. a gencralised ERR concept is intro-
duccd for more sophisticated analyscs of delaminattoit rhe cracklike damage in notched QD-laminatcs was
growth muddlled numnerically by a singlc opening crack (mode I

only) After a short cr~ick initiation the critical ERR,

3. Damage behasiour of NID-lamninates where the crack just starts to propagate. , ismtuch higher
for QD-laminates than for UD-larninates. Fig. 4h. After

In order to gait' in- -',I into the damage behavitor of lav.- Some distance from the track tip the sequence of opening
eredl composiles. ty,, . ~damrage mod~es will be depicted, cracks must be followed byv a total crack. wkhere also the

s'.h~h nflenc th anlytcal odcs Oly attx rck- fibers are brioken Unfortunately, the length of the totatl
ing will be considered "Acll beclow the itiptu'c strength of cr ack canniit be measured because of the brushike mect-
the r3tltl914C-material lapping of fibers. in reality, after a certain crack length

ItI UI1-laMInateCS ciacks propagate easily along the fibeis. both curses must beconme parallel to each other
rig 1 Occasionally misaligned fiber bundels bridge a In MD-larmiates; %arious type's of cracks appear, which
crack antI rcstr~in the crack propagation significantlly.

rig Inordr tounlse hisefftL.t for more damage tot. - interfere in each other. In general, layer cracks in parallel

cran lainae, onwulielystacked LID-layers ssere to the fibers of the 1ID-layers; wsill be generateit First at

imialigired alternately by ±2' In quast-tinidirectronal rte o odlcadrnme fla ,cc i

r± 2],ý-airgleply lamiti nates, (QD-lanriates.) the residwil layer cracks. firemed side b% side at narrow sequences
stiffnesses and strengths remain unchanged except (if the idam age the interfLce anid steer the subsequent (telani-
sýhear resistance. which increases signifitantly Instead of nation progress

a sip'zle crack a itarrovt extended damage zone appears. Matrix tracks %%cre never iibserved In' microgaphs extend-
where sequences of staggered opening, crack~s are seperated ingover a fraction of a UJI-layer only Once, a mitrocrack
by fibet hbundels bsridging the danmage, rig I In botth starts to propagate. miore and niore energy is releasedt at
types ( lamniates the damage initiate at about the sitne the crack tip, see Chapter I I in [2] 1 he crack speed
stress level In UlI-laminates, tire crack piopagation increases until the crack tip hits, upon the next irff-axis
aL(clcleated ratite, soon. %ilicicas in QD-laminites an layer 'rhe undamaged UDf-cell between tvio layer cricks
unstable Liack growth was not tibsersed in the tests even is strained at the inierfatc by shear and peeling stresses
for significantly h,,,her load lesels. rig. 4a Probably. this% The str~s'es with their maxima close to the layer cras~k

F,ber craKSs

f- A5  D) -4

Source H J Seifert Source K Schulte

Figure 5 Microdelaminalions induced by layer cracks



cause an extreme contraction of the layer at !he crack ment fields, are rarely found in micrographs, Fig sa
s urface. A short micirrdelamination release,; peeling Nevertheless, there is a local damage at the interface
strcsses significantly, whereas the magnitude of shear ccluisalent to a microdelamination. [31 rig 5b shim~s a
stiesses remains unchanged. photograph of the interface of the dcplied upper layer
Layer crocking seems to be a dynamic process. The sudt- Tepartly broken and dcbonded fiber, aie ordered along
den contraction of the layer at the crack causes not only lines; whtch relate exactly' to the laser ciacks
microdelaminations but also fiber cracking and -debond.-
ing at the surface of adjacent layers. Nitcrodelammnations. The local damage at the interfalLe blunts the crack lip of
expected on account of the discussed stress- anti displac2. a delamination 1heiefore. the delaminatiiin mill grow

preferably in thie directiiin of the layer ciacksq rather than
a) Ultrasonic C-scan b) X-ray radiograph perpendicular to it. Fig 6a Fairly long parts of the

1411 delaminated front form rather straight line-; in parallel ito
th l . ayer cracks Under compression loading the delano-

13/14nation may jump to an interface %chich is located niiie
5162/3closely to the surface of the structure, so that local buck-

51 ling is enforced, Fig 6b
hejump of a delaminatioti to adjacent interfaices is

111i3/4 An estiemec example dlepicts Fig 7. wshich is ai draft iif the
edge surface of a NI D-specinien. delam-nated by T-fatiguc

51611/1loading The draft kmas generated from a grating reflection
*~ /~ t~ 23~ . photograph. sshich not only shosss the curs ature of thez 1 upper sublaminate but also .the delamination front at the

2/351 I edge because of the inclined stess 'it the specimen. [4]

At the First glance it is surprising, that the delamination
S~.,.~...4 front jumps to the adjacent interfaicc at each layer crack

But the anss'.r is rather simple The (iuther
Hote 0 5 mm Del 0 1t m.M [0./45 / 0~,t45 / O-sublimates; arc nearly balaneed
N7 3600 L N/mm

2  
4LC Under tension loading they contract sind benid slightly to

N ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " 960 -N2000c h nie Tesif[0Jlayer,. connected alternately at
Measredby Fllige t~easredby Hc Ge/ii'g both sublamiriates. act like web-stiffeners. such that both

Figure 6 Delaminations after T-tatigue loading sublaminates bend atrongly to the outside

fliis mechlanisms can ',)e asoidril, %then the [90J].layet is
. replaced] by a [ ±98]-anglc pl% 190^-Qt-laser) 1 hec

ro,i -451 0,t -451 OILI, D-layer itill not be scp-iraicd completely iy a laiser
r rack, such that jumps (if the delarnuinationl t; 'IdjicetuttIll~l~llilllI ( interfaces arc asoided The tiblaiminate connected wsiih

lhJ~IJI111111 l ) the 90' QD-laxcr %ill bend strong~ly to the outside as
'111111 jbefore But the-other ubhlmin-ate will bend slgt~htl to the

in instile, andl the crack oprning. displacements; ciusild by
II itfere nces of'curvature %% ill tie cut to hulfes roughly Just

by replacing UD-layers in aiMl N -iunn'ite by QD Its ers
the damage tolerance may incre-ase sugnificuutuly. In order

a) b

%ltaer at T300 /914C

Mirrored ccs L. - 4
specimen Fiue7C0,1 445 0,/ -45 101 90], (2/ 115 112 1 -45/0 90),

1 Grating reflection photograp"* gume 8 X-ray radiographs after T-C-faligue loading
and a compiled view at Eatrempe rsiuiýe +100N/mm'

Grating specimen edge



to proof this assumption tension tests at laminates with
the following stacking scqltenices are in preparation:

[021/ 145 /0 2 /-45/00/90],

[:L2"/+451 E21-45/0/ ±88/0/..] SP107

of a MD-laminate. i% accompanied by laycr cracks at bouthS
sides of the delamination. Fig 8a. Ithese cratcks coincide
with the delamination length Linder conipressise loadingthe 1.1D-sublaminate buckles like a beam and this causes
a mode I-crack at the delamination front

Fhe size of the dclaninatwon 7one will be reduced bw
:300-6 when the UD-layers are replaced by QD-layers.
Fig. gh The cracks. resti.,ined by layer misalignments. are Material T3oW I 14C
shorter than the lenglh of the d, lamination. Therefote. a '6 Nminn2

glidling-crack (mode UI. Ill) in combhination %%ith comprces- 50Nmn
sive peeling stresses is generated at delamination front,
Fig. 9 Stackting sequence !o, go., f o.:

n 1. 2 4
n' I , 4

Load r-1F,, 05. 09FLoad trequi-scy 5 IlZ
Stress ratio 01

!oa (N) 3.. 66

Figir,r 10 T fatigue tests at crosspty laminates

In the %.icinilv if thle oiilniinattion fi iift a t rdimnsitninal
%ties' stat mlust bie :iali7hii for a crdcl, groiwing :tlot~g an
interfice ttamiged by ta~ei cra~king For stress calcu-

kiŽan' Stress -550 N.n-r
2  lations often stiffness comiponents peipieniliciilar to itic

Mate~al T300 I 914C fiber,; dre neglected, which change i1-c icsults unpredict-
E Stack 2 45 ±2! -- 50/ 50, bt;liioec'eti'yitcir.frui o eu

E - lrt~cr qlifflesses "etc geneitted foir thle maiterrial
Z I iffP01~4C PtIOt'atV. tie;ý 'Irc sUfMtt entl atcurate fir
-- ~~~ I a'nN' bii~lte resi;sytem if souie ii~rt~ittParlmetlci

06 -12 lill be ,tsodifieii ti; giiiiing ;os!s

04[8 I I Ciossply laminates; %%etc testedl under I-fatigue loadting
G 04i t ambient temicpraluic I tie %pet mnen configurations, the

-10 03 stIatIiiAS Of SlAILLin1 setlUence. 1iiad I.ctels anid nuinbtic
; G2. of lotil tyties ate itepided in rig Ill Fich specimen stis11 L\-VC!Cd %%cith isL onI rolled toadil c\ etsin a ser\,itt; raulic le~t-

S0 it itg mat titti A. aer the pi tpmieit it mbet iif load cycles t hc
-8 -4 0 8 speciniens were (tisnolinlei. coitiniisld %tith dijotmcthan

Deantaicn -aien t.gth S r-m atid X rayed

In the X-ray ptiiitogiaphs tile ci.icks scenen ici lie n con-
Figure 9. ERR s at the delamination front (cniatled at biiith cilg-e I tieracfii. tine spetiiien %%.as titi

Calcuilaion E au into lialfs and ciintrasied aiitd X-iayeii again. 'I he nest%
X-rav lflotorliiti %hiumcd Itic salie (,ack concenlivitim
at the specimien axinrs as h:ite edge Ihe ctheck veriflird,

Nil)- Laminatcs fabrit ated if QD1) insleiil o(f UDIi-a; ci% s Ihat tilie s isitie tiat] L.onkntra ion at Ithe toiinda i% is
aire ioic damage tlcierat. betaise crwrg~rzch idamage repiesentitise fur (lie sstiolc spicirren Ifherefoici~ie tile
modes were suppressed I itis ailvaniage is ricconnipani-d X-t a; pttuiigraptis tih touiuittinates iif the cracks. tkre
by minor increase of fibricai'iin Lmsts In oirder to suippoit inesnc.1;tle only alotig bintt edge, For tile measmitements a1
this statement, mitre tests are itcessary On NII)-taminates lh 1i1 1tt ncrostope was% tiseil tiiiiimiaeCC -it1i a stepper moiltil

,,Ii~cdofQDIair. onitolled inanipulltoit. a titch genci aed andl mtiici tie
siai~kedof (31)layers.coordinate% airtiaivatilts [-0[ f ile chiiset test cittifigita-

4. Cracking of Embedded I.ayerS uiost1ab ienle~e en :ilso ril

I iols for the analysis iif %arous t. tcked M Nl)-~mjin'les
aIre not avaitabic. I twrcfrore. diffeicat Models were ilesel- I. Tnfimtianatel%, itie tri k, diii not appeiar in V-ia% photo.
oped to dlescribe certain phieniintcoa sul fiLuCstly' a1ccutale gi aphs ofspc itiensc %tifIi one SIF lit t ioat; I to ie i

Generally, the material is homogeinized and i e embedded gel t le Iast a1 fistl etiiliation iif tile em3ak dIsiniTcs
cracks are mlodelled dIirecil, by- finie elenments. Serondai; niicrigigag.l-ts ser taken afier 000 l ollll ail cCtrs Ol
effect% oif lotser or higher Olider ate taketn into accoutit (us 10, / i9l1 / (In ]-tamtinate% I )le to, trillted Itimle ainid minte;
%tiffness meduitimns aiii,iii biutittiit and loading coniit. rite sitigle ti'ei i(ould nt libe stititret atime tiiiroliglils l'\
tins ai higher nunthei iif 'liti'ioi aptix



Table 1 Measured mean crack distances in crossply The measurcd mean crack distances, plotted for one co~i-
laminates figuration in Fig 11. decrease with tbc number of load

cycles until a saturated -;tate, the Characteristic Damage
No 0;LCcoIL.20 51 ' 50 10 200 $00 100 20oo0 State (CDS). is achies~ed. L5) The CDS depends only on

s,4,6 Lo0measyod mean crc distances A thle thickness of the cracked lavcr but not on the load 1ev-
FJ, cmie This phenomenon is in contradiction to the elasticity

iol10, 10,3 090 073 058 047 049 theory and cannot be explained by material dlegradatio~ns
d90,100,i, 073 0 74 364 05t solely. There arc some indications, that the change of the

0,090.10 007 087 0D .7 slope might be accompanied by a change of the damage
(0 107, 060 022 mode from successise laoer cracking to mnicrodelamm ination

10.j10,11;1 08 (29)(16 063 oso 05, grwh N6 The transition point to toe LD S is detined
MOD70./%, 72'5 ,707 093 060 076 by a damage condition described in Chapter 5.
loaijo~l 070 1481) (172) 0711 Ot6 040 047 039

(,0,5l (260) 124 104 000 062 056 054 06 rhe relation of crack distances; A7 and A, betoseen three
(0.I00.10,11 1 737 110 0920 005 072 0 72 06906 success.ise cracks woas studied lEach couple of adjacent

0. !%)0. 084 06 00 04 94 crack distances marks a point in a A,-A 2 .p~anc. rhe plan-,
(01190i/0, 076 007 003 007 is subdit~idcil into squares oift) thi nn side length. Woithin
L0,190.10.1 036 07' 0690 063 each square tlie cluster of dtits %%as couiited arid the cbs%-
I 10,I30,,] 075 S ý 05 047 043 ter stim. pilotted as a square colum'n normal to the

(075,7] 0 0 , 04 002 672
[0,19.0,M) 104 082 0 790 072 A,-A 2-platte. forms 2' frequency surface the suirace is

101190.10'! 006 000 007 070 smotothied and line-, of equal freqoicole-is were- genecrated.
[%;900,70, 752 101i 0731 0 7 0$0 0$7 Fig 12b W'itho respeCt to the CDS. the frequency surface
(0%,780w.70 ,]) 143 1003 009 000 as 70 0-1 VI10 yteos oe renmarkable resulis. Fig 12a.
(0.700070.) 07008 063 067 060 000 046
1o.190,1Q.) 0501 163 127 090 071 061 053 1 The mean crack distance marks the peak oif the frc-

(0.790.10.) 070,097 005 003 070 078 077 076 J (uency surface.
[0.190.7013 050 143 120 160 092 081 073 '73 071

001An,,,a mA( maxt I
Material T300 I 914C Ouio7ers 0n brackoets

0 Tho! extreme crack distances are limited by

-~~ [~ Successive I.. 0 0 , •5 A~ 1  2
E lyer cracking 0 05 i, * A Gaul3.distribtition can he usedl to describe the frc-

< [ * 07-r,,0 qucen oif the crack distances at the CI)S

F ~In r'ab 2 an approximation is gisen for the mean crack
-61pt7F distances in crossply laminates. Except of some outiters,

I ' enclosed in brackets in Tab 1, the approximation is rather

74 Mcrodelap,:iatiofl- accurate (standard des iation I I%) For the CDS the for-
growt mula yieldls the folliowing mean crack distances fitr differ-

crwtoet stacking sequences (n •_4)-

70' .2 S 70' I 1 25 72 32 10,21 Stack Ac. [mrnj
No of7l0ad cycies 05iN) [0D, / 

9 0
1 /o 1, 0 24

Figure 11 Crack distances in dependence oh [0, 90 1, /0 038
load cycles [0n190310O] 053
Materoia 1300 / 914C
Stack 1O0.190.! [.0On90410On 067
Stress ratio 0 I

a)~. ~ b) Material- T300 I 94

04 7 7

* I A. -- A2 -

ro ±..~L-..~*-- * mean A0'

05 . ---- rntn A A(max f)-
A(maxi

Pic -i11n .1 icl
Imin A,---

z ~'~ -7 - - ---- - --

0 A, mrn,

Figure 12 Characteristic crack lengths for the saturated state
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Table 2 Approximation for mean crack distances in dcsign strain for static loading increases If the strain limit
crassply laminates is elevated to c = 0.5% the frsrt crack will be expected

______________________________________ after 101 load cycles and after 109 load cycles a mean
crack distane of ::l.6 mm is achieved in a single

An,= ~o + Ce,,, - m - 4) for 0 :9 D I 90*.Iayer approximately.

5. Residual stiffnesses of cracked UID-layers
D0 B. 4- B, -log (t, I c10) + B2 . log(N) In [8) a theory is developed for the analysis of residual

stiffoesses of crossply laminate,;. Since the common lami-
nate theory is; not accurate enough to analyse local dam-

Standard deviation of the approximation error 11 % age. the formulas, given in [8) must he simplifiedl in ordct
= 064 mmto generatc the constitutivc equations for the tridimen-

C_. 0 146 mm B, -1637 sional stress state of a multiple cracked (iD-layer, see
&j, 12% 8, 0 225 Appendix 11.8 in [21

A. Mean crack distance Displacement fields
m No of 900-layers (layer thicknress 0 125 mm)
N No of load cycles u = U (X. Z)

C1 Mean strain in the W0-iayers V = x -ýI ., 1,
(Design strain t : ~03%) W =x-../,+ Y-yr+ ZI1

Material T300 / 914C, Boundary conditions at the interfaces

Fi.13 depicts the mean crack distances in 90'-Iavcrs; in U (z= h) x t.
Fi.v (z =h) = 5 5,j Y-t

dependence on the number iof the load cycles and the ~ =h .y~+h
mean strain ti normal to) the fibers 1 he crack distances
are plotted for four 90'.layer-s with a total thickness of 0 5
mm For each layer less, the crack distances must be Approximation of shear strains
reduced by 0. 146 mm. ~~al) ~x.

-a2(x) 4 b2(x) -z
A,-A.+ 0146 (m-4) for [90,j-layers

tis CDS -- . UD-tayer

SID

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
No0 oi 044 cycies logjN The LID-layer is, constrained at the inierfaces. sshich

causes constant s;trains in the un~rackcd layer Fig 14
Figure 13 Mean crack distances in erossply illuitrats the presumption, oif tire analysms where the

laminates after T-latigue loading prescribed constant strains at the interfaces, are marked
by overbars 1 he final formulas for the constitutise

Stress 051 01 equations, of multiple cracked U1)-layers are given hby

rhe range of the un-damaged state (LIDS) is rather large .
I-or an aircraft component, designed for safe life, the 0.-
design strain for static loading is oiften limited to r _ 01 T
0.3%. The actual service load is lower and is a function 0, C. . C.1 -T

- ICi h1 3of the number of load cycles Relevant values for load , I -

sequences are plott~ed in Fig. 13. taken froin the Iransport .
Wing Standard ('IWIST), 17] Both curics indicate, that
for a design limit of about r -, 0.3 %/ the structure
remains undlamagedilduring its service life, justifying the
coimmon practice in aircraft design ito coser the strength with the parameter fur s;tiffness, reduict ion
decgradatiin caused by dynamic service loadines by the
choice rof a conservative static design ,traint of r 0 3%

F~ig, 13 allowks also an a~ssessment of the effect,. if the
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- tanh(yk) k- ' nk-(7

Yk- A k " (7)

03 D C-5 (4) A tilde denotes the uncracked material ind it, ate theDcomponents of the unit vectoi normal to the ciack surface
A 13 "• 4 4  This definition is well known for the shear-lag model
D C66  In Fig. 16 the specific ERR is plotteO versus the normal-

and xhere the iidi, es 1Ted crack spacing A / A, ) For the saturated ca'k
apacmg at the CDS max:mum valucs %%eie achieved Cot

k = I and iji = 1.2.3.5 the specific cni'rgy release rate independently of layer
k = 6 and i.j = 4.6 thickness and loading If this holds for different materials

antI mixed loading Londitions max g(A) can bc used] to
mark the inplane strcss states for tension and shear load- define the crack pacing A, independently of tests.
ing, respectively rogether with the foimulas for the mean
crack distances in Tab 2 the esidual stiffnesse, can be
evaluated in dependence on the number of load cycles and
the mean strain j oif the layer 0 234 - lo10./ 021o

At the CDS the relative crack distance does not vary and Acos 0674

the influence on the rcsilual stiffnessce- is even smaller m 02 .

The following values give an idea of the lowest possible S 0

residual -tiffnesses normaliet with the corresponding
stilfnesses of the undamaged material

0 33 0.31 0.33 1
COIS /0.33 0.990 78

37 0.3 0.79 0.93 I0.1
10 10

1.0 ' 102190/iz]
059 

Acos = 
0 23

6

Even at the CDS the residual tensile stiffness perpe., hc-
ular to the fibers is not closc to zero as often assumed in I
numerical analyee 05 10 15 30

6. Generalized Crack Conditions Normalized crack distance A I Acos

In MD-laminates layer cracking and delammation riter-
feres and intensify each other. Despite of the synergism Figure 16 Spectic ERR tr embedded cracked
only dclaminations were modelled accurately. whereas UD-layers
layer cracking is either neglected or ctnsidered by reduced
stiffnesscs only This pioess homogenize the material In the next step the energy released at the delamination
with the effect that layer cracking becomes insignificant front will be observed mtort closely According to the
for the delamination growth This is not true in reality fracture theory the ERR is defined by
and, therefor,, some ideas will be discucsed here to over-
come this shortcoming G = him I J a". n, Aiu, -da (8)

In order to describe the layer cracking P specific energy M-. 2- Aa L
release rate is defined by %here Aa anti Au, arc the fictitious crack cxtension and

I G(A) the corresponding crack opening displacements, rcspec-
g(A) "J I • (IF (6) tively, and a'". n, are the tractions vanishing at the new

2 .7.. f1 ill crack surface. Numerically, the integration is difficult to

conduct, because the stresses are singular at the crack tip
where G is the ERR at the tip of a growing layer crack Therefore. the crack closure method is used for finite ele-
and A. F( a;e the crack spacing and the cross-section of ment solution.. %there the integral in Eq (9) is replaced
the layer, respectively, Fig I l The denominator of the by
integrand describes the specific energy referred to the 3
no'mal (if the crack saurface G = S, -A, = G, 4 G2  G1 (O)

S, and U. ire the comp, nents; for the forces antI crack
opening displacements it the element nodes, referred to

T the axes tif the moving tnihedral anti AF, is the area of the
D n 1 new crack surface generated by an elcmentwise crack

extension In Eq. (9) each term of the sum desribes the
sphled ERR'- G, for the different crack modes These

iA %" \alties are not invauiant like G btii depend tin the chosen
_-- _--• // coordinate ystemni therefore. only mean \alues, are used

in damage conditionis
Figure 15 Notation for the s c ERR



the mean dirctions I hc vector i, must coincide with the
chosen direction of the crack extension For a delami-

/ )-7nation in a layered composite the crack extcnds self'similar
- - -- - - /at the interface. 1Therefore, tile axis e, = c, remain,;

,, , ----- - - - - unchanged and the components G,, (ota 1.2) must he set

Nodal Flhc ERR-tcnsor (12) is an extension to the common the-
piAF, ory The mean %alucs ), coincide with thc splitied ERRs,

G), and thc first invariant is identical to the total ERR 0).
e2 However, Eq (12) has the ad' antage, that two more

/ invariants ire available for genricating more complex
crack conditions

- - Crack front D2 (.. A, *- t. - QC) -, R(Il

with the crack resistance

Figure 17 Moving tirihedral at the crack front R = 1 (19)

for homogeneous material In Fig 18l an example is given
1), (G) extr G. , c . G,(,) 00 (() for a d amaIge cond iti'on. which depends on the invariants

1, and VJ 2 - l1( Is the minimum value for the critical ERR
where the characteristic values G, Q,~ depeiid oil thie measured at notcheid UD-laminales stressed perpendic-
material only For homogeneous material the mean axcs ular to) the fibecrs The opein hioles rcfci to layer iracks in
are spanned by the moving ttiihedral at the crack friini. notched tiff-axes UI)-liminales. Il I. arid the dirts mark
Fig. 17. andl the evaluation of Eq. (9) is sinple. Pirihlems
arise foi composites,; where the crack front is directed by
the damage in adjacent layers;, so that the moving trihe-.
(Iral declines from mean dlirectiion%.

In order to generate the mean axes, nodal fiirces and 1 5
-displacement, are transformed to a rotated cooridinate
system. The basic sectors i, (ok) idepenid on the rotatlional
angles p,. and the extrema iof the ERR's D

define the mean directions. This scheme follows exactl%
the procedure fur generating thre meanf sireqsse oif a stress
rensiir. when the generaliced ER R-tensor GD

S, -r SAUk +SkAU Laye) crc

is introduced with the invariantsEdecpa-iton

12 =(- G~k-Gk. 4 G., -Gkk) /2 (13) 0_05 __ .0_1_

13 G 1,, u i-

Simailar to the sitress, tensor a deviator may he defined by Figure 18 Interaction diagraminiO for matrix cracks

C, 1) =" - (14) Maierial 7I31914C
Rieference ERR 1,~ 0 185 N/mm'

with the invariants
the values at the froint (if thre embeddled (lelaminatiitn

0 ~described inFig. 9 The value for the edge delaminition
I3 -2 1). Gi I is only a firs trough estimation. because the subsequent

2 T ifchangec of the dclamrnatiirn front friioric intermCfatC to the
11) t ). iG 1) ) other was omitteid. see [ig 7

I he test tesulls; slfine a scattei band, which separates the
Indices which appear twice in a product will be sommeil frozen damage state FI)S fioma the growing dlamage stare
from I ... 3 The sirluiirn of the chraracteristic equatiiin GDS I he most accurate measiirenment% and modeling

A` -- Ii -.2 + 1. A = (0 were achieved for la~cr cracking in 111-layers In Fig 19
1 2 16) the generated values, mark circles close to 1 t jherlin. 1 hey

dcfincs the niean values A, for tile splrted~ ERR s and are acconmpanieid by, dii for the embeiluleu delamination.
wvhere the crack front angle is cliise to f 45^ or *4S^ Dlir

(,- 's) - Ik which refer ti nmore itclincrl angles orf the ilelalmiiatiiin
(17) front, are concentratedl at the lower Prh-line Apparenitl.

I I = I ~the widlth ouf tire scatter barrit is inut a raiiilin sarrale.



but depends at least on the angles between the la)ser 8. References
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7. Concltusions

For multiple cracked t ;l-la~ers embedded in Nl D-lami-
nates formulas for stiffness reduction inere (developedl For
service loading the redtuction is rather small anti infltiences
barely the delamnination process (in contradiction to inter-
face damnage. which inflicts the delamination growths sig-
nificantly) liecaitse oif the still significant reslidual stiff.
tresses imore comptex darnrge patterns %kcrc prevented like

jumps oif the delarmiation to atjicenit rinici faces

In order to asoiii itelaminitions spread user sescral inter-
faces, NID-larrinatcs were stackedt by QD.layers
([ t 2]-angteplics) solely these laminaies arc crinsitter.
ably more damage tolerant than ttiise stackeil by
kil-layers only

I lie ERR is not a manteiril constait antI therefore instif.
fit ent to dcsiribe the track growth In older to generate
umore comples crack conditions an ERR-tensor was inito-

(lured. 'I lie tenisor deflutes not on'y the common ER R anil
its subdivisriin for different modtes bilt also two more
invarianit, describing ERR s of hngighe oidet A first pro-
p"iia was niatle to take into .](Count rthe testae at the
stirface (if la)cis audjacenrt to the detlinin.Mtori
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I SUMMARY

Examples of delammation development in crRP impact comparison purposes laminates with only HTA7 and only
damaged specimens and structural pans under tensile and HM45 fibers having the same lay-up were fabricated by
compressive faugue loading investigated with help of the Dormer and also tested
ultrasonic in-situ (USIS) method are presented The evaluation Specimens of dimensions 170 mm by 50 mm were cut from
of the US-rear echo shows the manifold ways of delamination the 2mm panels after impact damage and were fitted with
development depending on materials used. configuration of GFRP tabs. The barely visible impact damage (BVID) was
specimens, as well as loading conditions introduced in a drop weight test facility with the following

parameters hemisphercal steel impactor with a diameter of 10
2 INTRODUCTION mm.a mass of 300 g and a drop height of I m The plates were

clamped between two steel plates with a hole of 20 mm
The investigation of the capability of composites to tolerate diameter
reasonable level of damage or defects that may be encountered
during manufacture or in service is a very important topic that The materials used for the blade stiffened panels were T3001
can influence the crteria for predicting the performance of a Code 69 unidire,.tional tape prepreg. and A002 I Code 69.
composite structural par. Esen with impacts that show little fabric prepreg, both graphite epoxy 180 *C cure systems The
indication of damage at the surface, the matrix and fibre panels were curce. after the one-shot method deseloped in our
damage in the interior of the laminate can be significant Institute IIJ The specimens 120 mm by 85 mm. 2mm thick
Delamination, matrix cracking and fiber breakage are three with 20 mm blade stiffeners, 44 mm apart. were cut from big
damage modes that may be present in composite structures panels using a diamond saw and the loading surfaces were
Delamination is of primary concern, because it may reduce ground flat and parallel to assure an uniform axial compressive
significantl) the strength and stiffness of the material and load introduction. The configuration of the tested specimens
consequently reduce the load-bearing capability of the are shown in Fig I
structure
Thus, in the investigation of delamination development in 3 _MgaW.9
composites under fatigue loading it is very important to try. on
one side to localize the nuclei of the damage and on the other The fatigue tests were pertformed on a Schenk servo-controlled
side to identify the nature of the occunng failure hydraulic test machine, load-controlled with sinusoidal axial
The best way to monitore the damage development is with loading at a frequency of 5 Hz The load level was chosen in
NDI-methods like ultrasonic (US) and X-ray such a way that an evident damage propagation was noticeable

with the help of US-scanning
In this paper some phenomenological aspects of Oelamination The blade stiffened panels tested under compression fatigue
are presented The aim of the ongoing research is to correlate (R=10) were simply supported at the loaded ends. and the
experimentally the US inspection with damage development lateral edges were unsupported.
and degree of degradation in CFRP flat specimens and small An extensometer from Schenk with a gage length of 10mm
stringer stiffened structures. was used to measure the strain at the specimens All tests

were done at room temperature and humidity.

3. .XPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE gg.J•tJ] gTw~ n 0u€

The materials used in this investigation were HTA7 and HM45 During fatigue loading the ultrasonic-in situ (USIS) method
carbon fibres in a Narmco 5245 resin for the flat specimens developed in our institute 121 was used to evaluate the degree
The laminate lay-up consisted of 47% 0' layers. 47% +45' of damage progression USIS allows the US inspection of
layers and 6% 90" layers, with a total of 17 layers The hybrid specimens without removing them from the loading frame
laminates had the ±45" layers from HM45 material For avoiding, firstly, the problem encountered with small
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misalignments of the specimens which can cause a change in Subsequent local US in-situ investigations with the US-probe
the direction of damage progression by clamping the specimen placed near the impact damage during fatigue loading of the
again after each US-inspection, and secondly the immersion specimens confirm the damage development observed
in a water tank. a procedure which can lead to previously Fig 8 depicts the curves obtained after the least
misinterpretation of US measurements 131 The iltrasonic square method of the US-RE-amplitude measurements done
equipment used was a Krautkrnmer KB6000. a sclfmade continuously over a period ot 10000 cycles HT specimens
scanning mechanism and an IBM PC for data management show the least decrease of the RE-amplitude. meaning less
The results of the US pulse echo measurement are the standard deterioration than in case of HM and hybrid laminates

C-scan and the H-scan H-scan. which shows the isohypsi.
lines connecting areas of equal rear-wall echo (RE) amplitide. Confirmation of the observed US-behaviour of the different
offers the possibility to quantify the damage development in laninates demonstrates the X-ray picture of the penetrant
the specimen enhaced specimens in Fig 9 HT laminates don't show any big
To monitor the damage development penetrant- enhanced X- change after a tensile fatigue loading of 10000 cycles In HNI
ray radiography (Seifen-isovolt 60) was also used laminates a partial delammation of the outer 0* la)ers and the

beginning of the edge delamination is visible The hybrid
4IEST RESULTS AND DISCV.LSI.ON specimen exhibits clearly the edge delaminations and an

enlargement of the delamination in the 0' layer near the impact
4.1LI~merDelopn atU ,gLoa region

Fig 2 shows USIS H-scan pictures of a HTA7 specimen after The damage development in small blade stiffened panels made
different number of tensile fatigue cycles The grey ;cale out of UD layers alter different number of compressi•e fatigue
shows the degree of degradation of the laminate. i e white loading cycles is shown in the H-scan picture in Fig 10 a.
color no degradation. black color delamination The change of Li / U I over the number of c)ycles. again for the
The quantification of the damage development in the different sections. is shown in rig 10 b Section 1I shows the
specimens is possible by means of calculating the US-RE- steepest decrease in Ut / UI against the moderate decrease in
mean value U, for a specimen secuon related to the mean value sections I and II There is almost no slope change in the load-

U, of the virgin specimen, or the RE-mean value of the strain curve E measured at location RM of the panels
scanned section at the beginning of the test Fig. I I a shows the H-scan pictures of the panel made out of
The behaviour of U, / U for the 3 sections. see Fig I. under fabric layers after different number of compressive load
fatigue loading can be seen in Fig 3 Comparing the damage cycles The investigated fabric panel shows a difference in Ui I
progression in the first 2000 cycles we see that in section I it LI in sections I and Ill at the beginning of the tests. see Fig
is larger than in section II. where the BVID damage was I I b This difference can be atubuted to small irregularites in
introduced The degradation of the laminate in section III the conjunction between stiffener and panel Section I
started at a manufactureing defect, near the load introduction degradates more than section III due to a premature buckling
region, in direction to the free edge and impact delammation of the stiffeners The highest degradation and delamination
After 25900 cycles the delammation of the impact damage development occurs in section II
(section I) propagated to the one free edge and begun to grow The slope change in the load-strain curve measured in the
in direction of the other free edge mainly in the 90'-layer The location RM depicts a noticiable change between the .ast two
degradation in sections I and Ill have reached almost the same measurements This can be attributed to stability effects which
level, being the growth steeper in section III are influenced by the delammation propagation
ror comparison purpose the change of slope of the load-strain
curve E, measured with the extensometer in section II related 5_C._L .' I N
to the initial El is also shown
Same investigations made with the HM laminates show a The delammation development in HT. HM and hybrid
different delamination propagation Here is primarily the 0* laminates with B'vlD impact damage under tensile fatigue
layer delamination which grows in the first 21000 fatigue loading depends on the used fibres In all specimens a gradual
cycles, see Fig 4. combined with the beginning of degradation of the laminates before delammation enlargement
delamination ne.r the load introduction regions After 30000 was observed The evaluation of different sections of the
cycles sections I and Ill of the specimen are almost completely specimens show that not only the impact damage but also
delaminated The behaviour of Ui / UI can be seen in Fig 5 fabrication defects as well as the load introduction regions play
The BVID damaged region. i e section II shows less an important role in the delammation development in
degradation than sections I and III laminates
The behaviour of the load-strain curve Et / El measured again Small structural blade stiffened panels under compression
in section II is similar to the case of the HT- laminate, a fatigue loading show different behaviour depending on the
gradual degradation material used A pronounced degradation of the laminate was
Fig 6 shows that the behaviour of the hybrid laminate is concentrated in the impact damaged section of the pant s
different to the preceding laminates Here, it can be clearly There is an essential difference in degradation development in
seen that the beginning of the primarily delammation initiates laminates upon their loading condition. Under tensile fatigue
in the ±45" layers The Uit / UI development over fatigue loading the laminates degrade gradually over the whole
cycles reveals again a steeper degradation of the laminate in the specimen Under compression fatigue toading the degradation
sections I and Ill. as shown in Fig. 7 of the specimens is more pronounced in specific regions. e g
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impacted damaged area, and they can influence the stability
behaviour of the structure.
The quantification of US-RE opens a possibility for the
prediction of degradation in composite laminates
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Fig 9 Penetrant enhanced (Znl,) X-ray pictures of impact
damaged specimens after 10000 load cycles (from left
HI. HM and hybrid)
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1. ABSTRACT Aluminium specimens are manufcturated following the
B 557 M ASTM standard for rectangular tension test

A method, based on the finite element technique, is specimens. Adhesive is tested in accordance to the
proposed in order to study the behaviour of an adhesive ASTM D 638 M. The tensile stress/strain curve is
single lap joint, together with stochastic material recorded on an Instron bench coupled to a data
properties, taking into account the uncertainties of acquisition system, and the Young's modulus, Poisson's
design parameters. The technique is applicable to linear ratio and strength are determined for each specimen. The
and non linear problems, with more or less complicated tests are performed for different specimens.
structures. The needs are experimental determination of
the components properties and numerical tools. When performing experimental tests, there are different

sources of uncertainties on results values. They can be
2. INTRODUCTION classified in uncertainties due to meawurement errors, and

uncertaintic.- due to the inherent variability of the
When modeling structures in which the variability could material propertiLs. The latter can not be reduced, but
be rather large, it is usually ,1dvantageous to use the former have to be reduced by performing more
probabilistic models rather thar deterministic models, experiments and by improvement of the selected
An ideal random process model will capture the essential experimental tuchniques.
features of a complex random phenomenon with a
minimum of parameters, which have to be The first aspect in the development of statistical
experimentally accessible and physically meaningful. analysis is to choose a probability dis:ribution to
Whether or not formal treatment of uncertainty is represent the parameters of the physical system, that fits
warranted depends, among others things, on the quality the sample data and that could be used in prediction and
and quantity of information data, the importance of the design. The choice is often difficult, depending on
problem and the resources at hand. operator judgment and prior experience. So, how to

choose a model ? Ill
The problems involving structural analysis under non
deterministic loads and uncertain material properties are There are two possible ways:
nowadays solved using safety coefficients. Recently
developed methods, such as risk analysis and stochastic by understanding the nature of the underlying
finite element methods (SFEM) can be used to estimate phenomenon under investigation and using then a
uncertainties of design parameters. In the SFEM, each statistical model that follows the same principles,
material parameter is characterized by a statistical verifying it with the available data.
distribution, whereas in classical FEM, the approach is
deterministic : a unique, defined value is used as design by selecting a model from a empirical distribution.
parameter. Coupled to Monte-Carlo simulation, SFEM sometimes, due to the complexity of the system or
allows to study the statistical distribution of the state lack of understanding, a statistical model is selected
vanable under investigation, for its ability to fit the given set of data rather then

from its relationship to the phenomenon under
3. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS study. Those models give no insight into the

mechanism behind the data, they simply serve as a
As explained before, the technique applied here relies on means to summarize the data.
experimental determination of components of the
structure. the necessary parameters for the finite element In a first instance - and especially for problems
model are determined by extensive experimental testing, stemming from the second type of approach - classical

statistical distributions are used to fit the data: Normal,
Experimental tests are performed on the materials Log-Normal, Weibull and Extieme-values distributions.
involved in the structure of the adhesively bonded joint. Once the model has been chosen, its parameters have to
In this case, the adherend is alummium, and the adhesive be estimated from the data The data are considered as a
is a modified epoxy adhesive film. The tests are random sample from an infinite population described by
performed following the ASTM standards and yield the the probability distribution we selected. Because of the
data needed as input for the finite element model, that is, randomness of the data, the e.stimate of the parameters
the elastic and ultimate properties of materials. are random as well. General methods of parameter

estimation do exist, the most common ones being the



following, the maximum likelihood method, the method The geometry of the model is based on real values
of moments and probability plotting. Finally, a obtained from test specimens. A two-dimensional model
statistical test should be performed to determine whether with plane strain conditions is assumed, elements are
the chosen distnbution provides an adequate fit to the linear or quadratic, the applied boundary conditions arc
data. Among the available methods, the correlation choosen to represent the real test conditions as close as
coefficient and the Kolmogorov-Smimov test are used. possible (see Figure 1.). The materials are supposed to

behave linearly or non linearly, depending on the
The results obtained by the probability plotting method complexity of the model.
are summarized in the tables I and 2 for respectively the
alummiumm and the adhesive. 5. MICROSCOPICAL MODEL

For the aluminium, the Wetbull distribution is the one A finite element model of a restricted zone of the single
between the choosen distributions, that best fits the data lap is developed, we are interested in the interface
for strength and Young's modulus, whereas the region, so that the mod-I zooms on adherend, adhesive
Poisson's ratio follows a Log-normal or a Normal and interface (see Figure 2.). The aim is to reduce
distribution, computing time, and to construct a representative

volume element of the interfacial region. Different
For the adhesive, the Log-normal distribution is the one stages are developed:
between the choosen distributions, that best fits tOe data
for strength, Young's moduluo, and Poisson's ratio. zoom on the entire width of the bonded region;

Some experiments arc performed on bonded structures, zoom on a local region at the end of the bonded
in order to obtain experimental values to be compared surface, where the stresses are of paramount
with the numerical results and to check the validity of influence on the joint behaviour.
the procedure.

From the stress and strain patterns in the macroscopical
4. MACROSCOPICAL MODEL model, the boundary conditions on the microscopical

model can be determined by imposing forces (Neumann
The structure is modeled by means of the finite element cond.uons) or displaLements (Dirichlet condmonsi.
method, to determine a approximation of the state
variables of interest, usually stresses and strains. In a Neumann conditions.
first instance, the model tests are performed with
deterministic parameter values, to check the validity of In this approach, the forces to be applied at the boundary
the approximation geometry and boundary conditions as nodes of the microscopical model are calculated by the
close as possible to the reality, element mesh fine classical formula of finite element method [2].
enough to ensure acceptable accuracy

IF]e f -[BICT ICI I10), dV- -JIB) CT Io'°e dV + JIN e T
The second step consists in introducing stochastic = V e d e

ye ye ye
parameters values. If the structure is complex, it is lI dV + iNIT p
possible to apply the "zooming" technique to study only f J IC T S
the most critical part of tle structure before applying the Se
stochastic treatment, in order to reduce computing time. with initial strain [e0 l and initial stress [o00], volume

As a simple example, a three point bending test is forces [f] and surface forces [p] applied to element e,
studied. stomhastic parameters are directly introduced in INIc is the interpolation function matrix (shape
the full model. For the single lap, the "zooming" functions) for the displacement in element e (Jul.) in
technique is applied, as the joint is submitted to a function of nodal displacement (Iq1e).
complex stress state, ant this refined model will be
referred to as the microscopical model. In the case we arc interested in. Iple is the force vector

applied by neighbouring elements on the boundaries of
For the three-point bending beam, we assume piadie the microscopical model element. It is possible to
strain condttions, quadratic elements, the material used determine those forn.es knowing the shape funtons and
is aluminium Material properties are considered the interpolation functions for the element, the
deterministic in a first stage, stochastic treatment is constitutive stress/strain relationships and the nodal
applied in a second instance, on the same model displacements The integral to be evaluated can be
geometry The state variable is the displacement of the c.xpressed in the natural coordinaics, aad numerically
mid point on the lower surface of the beam. calculated using Gamss-Lcgendre quadrature.

A rinite element model of the adhesive single lap joint To reduce cornnuting time required for evaluating this
is built up We assume deterministic value for the integral to determine the boundary conditions on the
material properties, th:,t is, the mean vzlues of the stresses, it is also possible to apply Dinrihlet boundary
experimental results are utsed as model input, for the Londitons, that is by imposing the d(ispi,,.cnients
adherend as well as for the adhesive
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Dirichlet conditions. For the single-lap, wc are interested in the stresses
distribution on the comer of the joint.

In this case, we just take over the displacements at the
nodes, determined by the macroscopical model. When 7. INTERPHASE EFFECTS
refining the mesh, additional nodes appear on the
boundary, v,hose displacements have to be calculated by The difference between the numerical and experimental
interpolation from the original nodes. In this case, only results for the single lap strength can be attributed to
the interpolation functions of the element have to be interphase effects. It is well known that the contact in a
known, and the only mathematical operation to be joint does not arise through a straight interface, instead,
performed is an evaluation of polynoms at given points, the surface treatment, needed for bonding structures,

affects the properties of the material at the surfa,.e. A
6. PROBABILISTIC ASPECTS surface layer appears, which has a different composiuion

and morphology than the bulk material. The bonding
When the finite element deterministic model has been process itself creates an intermediate layer between
set up, the stochastical aspects of materials properties adherend and adhesive, with other properties than the
are introduced in the model It can be performed on the bulk material properties. As this layer has a non zero
macroscopical model or the microscopical model if the thickness, it will be referred to as the interphase. The
zooming technique is applied, bonding phenomenon arises from mechanical and

chemical effects on this layer.
The properties are supposed to follow a given statistical
distribution, and not to have a defined value. Given the The practical consequence is that the interphase can not
distribution functions for the material properties, that is, be simply described, depending on the materials under
their type and values of parameters, a random generator investigation, the surface treatment applied, the
program using inversion or transformation technique is conditions for the bonding process,..... It is quite
used to generate deviates from those distributions.The difficult, even impossible to characterize the interphase
random values of the stochastic properties are then layer in a bonded structure (mechanical properties,
assigned to the elements of the microscopical model, thickness, morphology,...) as it is in general
With the FEM, state variables are calculated for this experimentally unaccessible, and hypothesis have to be
configuration of material properties. made to modelize it. Numerical simulation taking the

presence of the interphase into account can only rely on
The Monte Carlo simulation consists now in assigning information obtained on free treated surfaces.
other random values to each element, determine the state
variable and repeat the procedure in order to obtain In a first instance, the interphase is introduced into the
sufficient data to build up the statistical distribution of microscopical model as a layer of uniform thickness,
the state variable [3]. whose value is approximated by experimental

measurements on oxydes layers of aluminium.
The procedure is illustrated by the flow chart in Figure Typically, the thickness of such oxydes layers is of the
3. order of 0.5 mm to 5 mm, depending on the surface

treatment. As the mechanical properties cannot be
In the example of the three-point bending test, the measured directly, they are assumed, in a first instance,
results are the following (as the results are c btained to vary linearly on the thiLkness of the interphase
through calculation one takes more significait digits between the properties of the two bonded materials.
into consideration than would be the case with e.g. Again, deterministic and probabilistic Lnite element
experimental results): technique are used to study the state variable of the

microscopical model.
Deterministic case:

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER
E-mod 72.087 GPa DEVELOPMENTS
Poisson's ratio- 0.3282

It has been shown that material properties can be
Displacement of the mid-point. 4.1240 E-4 mm modeled with statistical distributions as Weibull.

Normal or Log-normal distributions. Those
Probabilistc case: experimentally validated statistical distributions are used

by means of a random number generator acting on them,
E-mod Wcibull distribution with average 72 087 GPa as input for finite element models By repeating the
and parameters il = 58 8986 and i.V = 72.7797 calculation process, this procedure allows the

determination of the statistical distribution of the state
Poisson's ratio Normal distribution with average variable in a more or less tomplex problem. As an
0 3282 and parameters it = 0 3282 and a = 0 0032 application, this procedure allows us to study the

influence of the interphase on stresses in bonded joints
Displacement Normal distribui ,. with average In this case, simulation is necessary to compensate the
4.1271E-4 mm (100 simulations) and parameters it = lack of information of available data
4.1271E-4 and a = 0.0311 E-4
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Figure 1. Macroscopical model of the single lap joint

Figure 2 Microscopical model of the single lap joint
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INPUT 1:

Statistical distribution for each
component variable

f
Seeta random value from each

of these distributions

Repeat

Calclateseveral
Calculate the value of state

INPUT 2: variable for a system composed of
Relationship between component components with the values

variables and state variable obtained in the previous step
(F.E.M.) t

OUTrPUT:

Summarize and plot resulting
values of state variable.

This provides an approximation
of the distribution of state

variable.

Figure 3. Flow chart of the applied procedure

TABLE 1
Statistical treatment for Aluminium data.

Property: strength Young's modulus Poisson's ratio
Distribution:

Normal (corr. = 0.978) (corr. = 0.900) (corr. = 0.891)
I9 481.9202 72.1426 0.3282
a 1.2329 1 5564 0.0032

Log-normal (corr. = 0.978) (corr. = 0.920) (corr. = 0.893)
1' 6.1778 4.2765 -1.1143
T 0.0026 0 0204 0.0097

2-p. Weibull (corr. = 0.983) (corr. = 0.962) (corr. = 0.783)
T 48!." 58.8986 119.7088
o 482.. 4 72.7797 0.3296

Extremc-value(sm.) (corr. = 0.983) (corr. = 0.942) (corr. = 0.780)
'1 1.0003 1.2160 0.0028
I. 482.4371 72.7829 0.3296
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TABLE 2
Statistical treatment for Adhesive data.

Propertf: strength Young's modulus Poisson's ratio
Distribution:

Normal (corr. = 0.965) (corr. = 0.983) (corr. = 0.889)
S48 0022 2.5083 03905
o 0.5755 0.1352 0.0125

Log-normal (corr. = 0.966) (corr. = 0.985) (corr. = 0.893)
1. 3.8712 0.9187 -0.9405
a 0.0120 0.0537 0.0319

2-p. Weibull (corr. = 0.905) (corr. = 0.950) (conr. = 0.839)
TI 99.0449 22.3893 41.7007
C 48.2470 2 5636 0.3934

Extreme-value(sm.) (corr. = 0.903) (corr. = 0.942) (corr. = 0.834)
71 0.4863 0.1129 0.0094
9.t 48.2493 2 5657 0.3935
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MODE II DAMAGE DEVELOPMENT IN CARBON FIBRE
REINFOR( ED PLASTICS

by

MJ. Hiley and P.T. Curtis
DRA. RAE Farnborough

I lant% GU146TI)
United Kingdom

SUMMARY suitable for mode II testing, interest has focused on the End
Notched Flexure (ENF) test, demonstrated by Russell andA study of the mode 11 interlammar fracture toughness of Street (ref4), as a convenient method for the determination

unidirectional carbon fibre reinforced plastics has been of static values of Gil.. Additionally the test may be easily
made using the End Notched Flexure (ENF) test A range of adapted to study crack growth in fatigue (refs 5. 6) Figure
fibre reinforced thermosetting prepreg systems including a I shows a schematic diagram of this simple test, which is
bismaleimide and four epoxy materials have been based upon the growth of an artificial delamination located
investigated, plus the thermopilastic PEEK A comparisonbnvestweenathemateraedplus the thermoplPEEK parstton b at the mid-plane of one end of a three point bend flexuralbetween the materials showed the thermoplatic to be seie
significantly tougher than any of the thermosetting systems. specimen
The two phase epoxy system 914 and the BMI V390 had the The work outlined in this paper describes the evaluation of
lowest toughness, with values of only 20% of those of the mode II fracture energies of a variety of carbon fibre resin
APC2 PEEK. The potential link between mode I1 fracture systems using the ENF test Two forms of data reduction.
toughness and delamination growth and impact damage that of beam theory and that of compliance calibration, have
tolerance has been assessed been examined and a comparison made between the two

methods The assessment of crack growth rates under fatigueMeasurements of delammation growth in mode It fatigue, loading has also been made for three of the materials
for three of the materials, have also been made Potential studied An analysis of the failed surfaces under the SEM is
links with the materials susceptibility to the growth of also reported
delaminations and iore generally impact damage during
fatigue loading have also been considered.

EXPERIMENTAL PRLOCED E

INTRODUCfION Specimen manufacture and materials
Six different carbon fibre reinforced matrx materials were

The formation of delammations within Carbon Fibre studied including five thermosets, XAS/914, T800/5245,
Reinforced Plastics (CFRP), particularly those induced by T400/6376, T300N390, T800/924 and one thermoplastic
impacts, have imposed a limitation on the application of system AS4IPEEK. Twenty-four ply unidirectional
laminated CFRP structures Delammations substantially larminates 3mm thick were moulded from preimpregnated
reduce the bending stiffness of laminates wiih the result that sheets with mid-plane teflon inserts 0 05mm thick, except
buckling, under compressive loading, may occur at strains she PEEK pane fo on inserts 0 .05r m thickwell below that of an equivalent undamaged laminate A for the PEEK panels for which kapton inserts 0.06mm thiack

wellbelw tat f a eqivalnt ndaage lainae A were used Panels for fatigue specimens were moulded usingneed to have to take into account such defects has resulted in e0remm thick inserts Thermosetting laminates were cured
a conservative approach to design, with the effect that the 0.Oan tclave, Therding to nte werefcuredpotnt~t ezgt svigs ffeedby hes mteralshae in an autoclave, according to the manufacturers
potential weight savings offered by these materials have not recommended cure cycle, and post cured as neccessaryyet been fully realised. Processing of the thermoplastic material was completed

First generation CFRP systems were manufactured pnmarily using a hot press at 380°C, and cooled at a rate of 4°C/mm
with the aim of achieving high stiffness using epoxy resins through the critical temperature range 380°C to 200°C
with high cross link densities. However, these resins were Although this cooling rate was below the manufacturers
quite brttle in nature and offered little resistance to recommended minimum cooling rate of I0°C/min, previous
delammation Tougher thermosets and themoplastics such work on similarly cooled material suggested that the
as PEEK have since superseded these early materials, and morphology and degreu of crystalnity would be within
with their development there has been a need for a better normal limits (ref7) The quality of all laminates was
understanding of delammation growth phenomena assessed using an ultrasonic C-scanning techmique prior to

In an attempt to assess the initiation and propagation being cut into specimens, approximnately 150mm long by
behaviour of delammations, a variety of testing techniques 25mm wide. All panels were of very good quality with the
have evolved. Most have been concerned with the exception of the T800/924 material, which although
determination of quantitative fracture parameters such as considered suitable for testing, was noticeable inferior when
fracture toughness and critical stram energy release rate Gc compared against the other panels (this was a problem with
Commonly, in composite structures, delaminations are fabrication at RAE and not due to any material deficiency)
subjected to mixed mode loading, incorporating Once prepared, the edges of the specimens were painted
combinations of mode I (opening or peel) and mode I1 white using a thin solution of typewriter correction fluid, to
(sliding or forward shear). Test methods to evaluate assist with visual crack length determination They were
toughness have been developed for both the pure modes and then stored in a dessicator to prevent any uptake in moisture.
mixed mode situations (refs 1, 2, 3) In developing methods Specimens that were exposed to the environment for any

period of time were dried in vacuum oven at 60°C and the
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moisture content monitored until their was no further %eight
loss. Compliance calibration

For static data reduction purposes, a compliance calibration
Precracking was carned out for eadit material bein6 investigated. With

Prior to ENF testing, it was necessary to precrack all the exception of the T300N390 and T800/924 materials,
specimens from the moulded inserts in order to produce a which were calibrated directly front the insert, prc.,racked
sharp crack front Crack growth directly from the starter specimens were placed in the three-point bend fixture with
film requires the propagation of the crack through the resin the same span length L used for all previous tests Each
pocket at the end of the insert, and can give rise to elevated specimen was loaded at a variety of imnreasing crack
values ofGIIc (ref.8) lengths, a, by sliding the specimen along in the fixture

Loadings were performed at several points along the beam,
Two types of precrack were considered, that of mode I over the range a = 0 to a = L A limit of 50% of Pc. the
(opening) or that of mode I1 (shear) Mode I had the critical load for delamination onset, was imposed since it
advantage that the radically different fracture surface was important not to extend the length of the delamination
produced by peel failure facilitated easy identification of the For each new crack length a load versus displacement plot
forward shear surface produced in subsequent mode 11 was obtained, enabling the change in compliance C, with
testing Mode Ii precracking had the advantage ofproducing crack length a, to be assessed Ideally compliance
deforinmion at the crack tip closely reflecting that of the calibrations should have been performed on every specimen
loading conditions to be used during the ENF testing, and is tested statically Iloweve., owing to the time consuming
similar to that commonly found around impact sites For thepurpsesof heseexprimnts t ws dcide tousethe nature of the pro~cedure, tests were undertaken on only two
purposes of these experoments it was decided to use 'he specimens ofeach type, and the results averagedlatter method.

It has been shown that delamiation growth during the ENF
test can be either stable or unstable, depending on the ratio STATIC TEST DATA ANALYSIS
of the initial delamination length a, to the half span length L, Two methods of data reduction were applied to the results
and that for the condition a/L>O 7 crack growth is stable
(ref9) Precracking was performed under stable conditions, calibration
using the three point bend fixture shown in figure 2. by
controlled loading of the specimen until the crack had grown Beamn Theory
to the centre position Loading was performed in position For an ENF specimen loaded in three point bending, a
control at a rate of 1mm/mm using a servohydraulic test condition of almost pure shear exists at the delamination
machine The tip of the crack was monitored visually using front The strain energy release rate for this condition can be
a travelling microscope, and the final position of the crack defined in terms of the Griffith-lrmin relationship
front marked on both sides of the specimen when crack
growth had ceased. Since it was important to know the exact G 2 x . (I)
location of the crack tip before proceeding to the static and 2w da

fatigue tests, some of the specimens were examined by C-
scan to confirm the accuracy of the visual insrection This where P = load. w = width. C = compliance = S/P. =

was particularly useful for specimens having curved crack displacement and a = crack length

fronts All specimen edges were sealed with a waterproof From the relationship aboe, Russell and Street4 have
adhesive tape prior to C.scanning to prevent the ingress of derived a closed form e uation for compliance C and strain
water. As an additional precaution specimens wmere dried energy release rate GilBT, based on linear beam theory.
overnight in a vacuum oven prior to final testing Compliance can be 0t.fincd as

C - 2j.3 L 3
.a 3  

(2)
Static ENF testing 8E 1wh

3

Once precracked, specimens were repositioned in the three
point bend apparatus with the central roller located to give where L = halfspan length, FI I= axial modulus a:,d 2h =

the required initial delamiation length. In contrast to the laminate thickness.
precracking procedure, an a/L ratio of 0 5 (where a ý
17 5mm and L = 35mm) giving unstable crack growth was Substituting equation (2) into equation (1) gives the

used for this part of the experiment. Unstable crack growth expression
was utilised since it produces a much more visible and well BT 9a

2
1

2
C (3)

defined point of delamination onset on the GlIc 2 -- 2 (3)

load/displacement plot l.oading was again performed in

position control at a rate of Imm/mm. and the centre point where P ý cr:htcal load for dclammation onset
displacement measured using a linear variable differential c

transducer (Ivdt), thus eliminating the necessity to have to
allk.w for machine compliance F'igures 3 and 4 show typical Compliance calibration
load versus disriacement plots for epoxy and thermoplastic Compltance albra tion
materials respectively, from which Pc, the critical load for malteative apl'roach to data reduction is that ofdelaminaton onset, and the compliance C. were determined compliance calibration By measuring the comphiance with a
Fvespeiens onset eandcth comateiance, were deste rined a small load insufficient to cause any crack extension, an
Five specimens of each material were tested and a mean experimental curve of normalised compliance CICo, where
value of Gnc evaluated u g the data obtained Co is the compliance of a beam with no crack, versus
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Fig 1 Schematic Diagram of ENF Specimen Fig 2 Three Point Bend Apparatus
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normalised crack length cubed (a/L3), is constructed. A displacements insufficient to cause static growth of the
straight line fitted to the data yields' crack. Tests were conducted at a frequency of 5Hz using an

= A + B(a/L)
3  (4) R-ratio of 0.1. The maximum load (P), and displacement (d),

were recorded against the corresponding number of cycles
Co N, by using a computer as a data logger

Two methods for determining the fatigue crack length were
where B is the gradient and A the y-intercept, which under utilised during the experiment The simplest involved briefly
true beam theory would have values of 1.5 and I pausing the test, and visually monitoring of the crack front
respectively. An expression for Gflc is obtained by from both sides of the specimen using a travelling
differentiation of C in equation (4) with respect to a, and microscope. The second method utihsed the compliance
multiplication with Pc2/2w to give calibration data obtained earlier. Using the load versus

C =AC + BC,.( displacement data recorded on the computer, corrected for
A 0  machine compliance, the actual compliance of the specimen

after a known number of cycles was determined From the
d = Dp " compliance calibration data obtained for each specimen

da L
3  prior to fatigue testing, the crack length after a specified

number of cycles could be determined from equation (4).

G =P2 x M The choice of method used was made according to the tune
2w da period over which the test was expected to run. Where tests

could be completed in a day, they were monitored visually,

tCC= P2 , (5) but if expected to rin overnight, when visual observations
NOc= could not be made, the compliance method was used When

both methods were used simultaneously, good agreement
was found to exist between measurements In the worst case,

Fatigue Tests only a discrepancy of 7% was identified between the two
In contrast to the static ENF tests, an lvdt was not used methods.
during the fatigue tests, displacement was measured directly
from the the hydraulic ram movement As a result of this
change seve.-_ modifications were made to the experimental FATIGUE DATA ANALYSIS
arrangement. Before commencing the fatigue tests the half
span width L of the three point bend apparatus was increased From the crack length versus cyl.les data obtained for each
from 70mm to 100mm This was done to allow slightly specimen, it is possible to describe the fatigue behaviour of
larger deflections for a given load, improving the a composite under mode I1 loading using the well known
signal/noise ratio of the ram measured displacement Pans equation.

Since no static load versus displacement data was available da = A(AOll)B
for the three point bend apparatus in the new wider dN
configuration, static GIIc tests were undertaken, as described
previously, on three specimens of each material The values where A and B are constants dependent on the material,
obtained, along with the critical displacements for da/dN is the crack propagation rate per cycle and AGll the
del.mination onset, were useful for setting up the cyclic strain energy release rate
subsequent fatigue tests. Values of Glic determined using
the new configuration were found to be within 10% of the The crack propagation rate per cycle da/dN was determined

values obtained using the shorter half span width In the by plotting the crack length a as a function of cycles, as

present study only the materials XASI9l4, T800/924 and shown in figure 5 A polynomial curve was fitted to the data
AS4/PEEK were examined in fatigue and the equation differentiated in order to find da/dN after a

specified number of cycles In some cases polynomial

Prior to undertaking the fatigue tests a compliance functions as high as the order of six were required to get a
calibration was performed on each specimen This data satisfactory fit to the data
would be used later for crack length determination during
cycling. A relationship between the displacement measured e strain energy release rate AG11 corresponding to each

using the lvdt, and the displacement measured by the increase in crack length was calculated by differentiating

hydraulic ram was a.so obtained, so that data could be equation (2) and rearrangement of equation (I), to give

corrected for machine compliance

Precracked specimens were placed in the three point bend A(I;, = a
2

(ao
2  

(6)
apparatus with the initial delammation front positioned mid. 16El iw

2
h

3

way between the outer and centre loading rollers (a=25mm).
The restraining fixture shown in figure 2 was adjusted so where AP is the load amplitude Since AP is related to the
that it just touched the undelaminated end of the specimen displacement A6 by AP Al/C, Equation (6) can be
A restraining fixture was added to the ENF apparatus during rewratten AS by AP -and E t as

fatigue in order to prevent sideways movement of the rewritten in tems of 8 and Cas

specimen Sideways movement arises due to assymctnc AGll = 9a
2

[A]
2  

(7)
bending of the beam caused by one end of the specimen 2w(21. 3

i3a
3

)C
being delaminated Specimens of each material were
fatigued under position control at a variety of fixed
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Fig 5 Crack Propogation Rate v. Cycles for XAS/914 - Polynomial fit to Experimental Values

Fig.6 T800/5245 resin fillet at end of insert Fig.7 AS4/PEEK resin fillet at end of insert
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It can be seen from equation (
7) that for constant amplitude crack growth, as expected This latter point would suggest

cycling, AGII increases initially with crack length a, but at that the observed unstable behaviour was in some way

longer crack lengths the (2L
3

+3a
3
) term becomes dominant, attributable to the presence of the insert, in particular the

resulting in a reduction ofAG11 past a maximum at a = 0 7L resin pocket round at its end Figs 6 and 7 show

Thus for many values of AG, two measurements of da/dN, micrographs, taken using a scanning electron microscope, of

eitherside of the maxima can be obtained, inserts found in the T800/5245 and AS4/PEEK material.
Both show clearly the presence of a resin rich layer
extending approximately 0.2 min into the specimens. The

RESULTS presence of such resin pockets serve to blunt the crack tip,
effectively enhancing the initial toughness of the system

Compliance calibration The energy required to propagate a crack through the resin
From the load versus displacement plots obtained, pocket is substantially higher than that required to drive a
compliance values C for successive increments in crack sharp crack tip through the bulk composite material under
length, were determined for each specimen tested Values of stable conditions When the energy is sufficient for crack
C were normalised by dividing by Co. the compliance of the propagation from the insert, the extra energy is released by
beam with no crack, and the resulting C/Co value plotted the rapid propagation of the crack front in an unstable
against (a/L)

3 
The intercept on the y axis, A, and slope, B, manner Since the size of the resin pocket is related to the

were then evaluated by applying a least squares fit to the thickness of the insert, the only means of m mising this
data. Since only two specimens for each material were problem is to use as thin an insert as is available.
tested, averaged values of the coefficients A and B. were Precracking in the fatigue specinens would appear to
used in the final calculation of GileCC support this argument, since stable precrack growth was

observed from the thinner 001mm inserts

Static ENF tests An additional effect of precracking on the GIIe values
The results of the static ENF tests, inclung the values of obtaied is also illustrated by the data in Tables I and 2 For
GIITBT and GocCC are summansed in tables v & 2 An the 914, 5245 and V390 materials, toughness values were

additonal value of load, that ofsPL, has been incorporated determined from specimens precracked in both tension and
into the table for the AS4/PEEK material As can be seen shear Although in each case only two specimens were tested
from figure 4, this material exhibited a marked degree of from a mode I precrack, all tested in this manner yielded a
non-mineanty during the latter portion of its lower value of Gllc than equivalent laminates precracked in

",ad'displacement plot. Since specimens showed an shear Muie tests are required, however, before any definite

associated increase in compliance in this region, critical conclusions can be drawn

values of strain energy release rate would not seem to reflec.t Both methods of data reduction were found to be suitable for
accurately the true energy changes occurring during the test the purpose of comparing materials for their relative
A value of GIINL was therefore evaluated by substitution of toughness Beam theory was the most convenient, however,
pNL into equation (5), to yield a strain energy release rate at primarily because of its simplicity and the short time
which the onset of subcntical .rack growth is thought to required to perform each test Where toughness va,ues are
occur required specifically for calculation, a more detailed

approach to data reduction is possibly required (ref.7).

Fatigue ENF Tests A comparison of the GiI, values obtained using the two data

Using the crack growth data obtained from the three reduction schemes showed the compliance calibration

spec:mens of each material tested, log-log plots of da/dN procedure to yield consistently lower values than those
extracted by beam theory The extent of this difference is

evaersus Figuwres md, to16shew conra nts Aor and X attributable to a certain degree to the size of the coefficients

evaluated Figures 14 to 16 show graphs for the XAS/914p A and B, which in turn are related to the accuracy to which
T800/924 and AS4/PiEK respectively the compliance calibration was performed Initial attempts at

compliance calibration rev ,ed the procedure to be very
sensitive to errors in crack length determination This was

DISCUSSION complicated ,,hen the crack front was found to be curved It

Before examining the results of the static ENF tests. it is has been described how compliance calibration in the early

important to consider first th- precra~king procedure stages of the programme was performed on precracked

employed, since results suggested that the method adopted specimens, and at a later stage directly from the insert The

may have had a significant effect on the magnitude of the latter offered several advantages, firstly the end of the insert
Guc values obtained, was straight and easily visible, and thus reduced the error in

crack length determination, and secondly the compliance
In all instances where a shear precrack front the insert V,a5 chalbration graph tibtained could be used after precracking in
required, it has been stated that the geomnetry of the I NI' order to reposition the specinien to the desired initial crack
system was arranged so is to promuoe stable, controlled, length required flr tatlc. I NI testing [lbe spetimen should
cra.k growth to the centre roller, an all ratio greater thai be lightly loaded seseral tines in different positions until
0 7 being used to establish this condition (eld 6t It V~as the .oinipliapce obtained Lorresponded to the crack length
interesting, therefire, to find that for a significant number of required fhis uas particularly useful wherc visual and C.
specimens, the observed crack growlh was unstable in sc.jn exaiination suggested the precrack front vas curved.
nature, even when all. ratios in excess of 0 9 ',cre used
[ests performed on prec.racked specimens yielded stable
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Whichever method of data reduction is used for comparison, was found to be more rapid in the tougher systems This was
it can be seen that the XAS/914 material exhibited the used as a means of explaining the poorer fatigue behaviour

lowest value of toughness of the thermosetting systems, and observed in many toughened composites (rcf 12) The

the T400/6376 the highest The thermoplastic AS4;'PEEK reason for this may be that, in the current work, cracks have
material was considerably tougher than any of the been grown in an interlaminar manner whereas the past

thermosetting systems, with a Glic value approximately four work considered splits along the fibres, in an tntralaminar
times that of the toughest thermoset Consistency between fashion Current work at DRA Farnborough is addressing
individual sets of results was good, with standard deviations this anomaly.
for all of the epoxy systems being less that 10% Fractographic exanination of the shear fatigued specimens

Figs 8 to 12 show scanning electron mitrographs of the was not as useful as the exanination of the static fractures,
sheared fracture surfaces of the five thermosetting s)stems owing to the signific.ant fretting that had occured between
In all of the micrographs shown, characteristic S shaped adjacent surfaces. Several interesting features were,
Lusps common to this mode of fracture can be seen kref IIj however. observed These int.luded the identification of
Rhese fractures develop initially in the matrix as 45o tensile occasional stnations. oriented perpendicular to the fibre
cracks. As the surfaces move relative to each other, adjacent direction, within the matrix of all three materials tested
cracks coalesce, due to the constraining effect of the Figures 17 and 18 show micrographs of striations in the
surrounding fibru, The cusp features produced are useful AS4,PEEK and XAS 914 materials respectively Close
since they indicate the direction in which shear has occurred examination of the striation features failed to identif) the
In all af the pictures shown, the mating surface has moved mechanism by which they form. or to establish a
in a right to left direction It was interesting to note that, for relationship between their spacing and the 4c.yclic load to
the single phase thermosets, materials could be which they were subjected Extensive rolling of the matrix
approximately ranked for toughness, purely by examination debris had occurred gi'ing rise to an abundance of mini-
of the fracture surfaces The F300N390 showed a sharply matrix rollers (figs 19. 20) The size of these features
defined brittle type fracture, which reflects the high cross appeared to vary according to the distance front the
link density and high glass transition temperature of this delamination front In close proximity to the crack tip the
material. The failure surfaces of the r800/5245. f800,'924 rollers .-re only small, away from the crack tip the rollers
and 1400,'0376 materials showed increasingly more duc.tile appeared to increase in si/e It ma., be possible that these
behaviour, whith possibly accounts for their additional roller features may actually secve to reduce the frictional
energy absorbing c.apability The XAS,'914 matenal, shown forces between the surfaces, once they have formed
in Fig 8, is complhcated by the presence of a second phase [he work described in this report has enab ' -liable values
and not easily compared with the fracture morphology of the
single phase materials Fig 13 illustrates the sheared fracture for the mode II toughness to be determined for a range of

surface found in the AS4/PEEK thermoplastic Significant composite materials In these laminated materials the
susceptibility to the initiation and growth of delaninationsductile drawing of the matrx into fibrils has occurred, might be expected to be related to the mode II toughness In

compared with the thermosets Clearly this presents a

mechanistm by which the high toughness and non-linear impact, delaminations form mainly undet Inc action of shear
behavisu bth materialhmaye explaiugned, andaccounts to stresses and in subsequent loading undoubtedly grow due tobehaviour of this material may be explained, and acons theatoofsmlrsreesTu h tg oeac

some extent for the 23% difference observed between the the action of similar streaeds Thus the damage tolerance
critcal nd nn-lnearvalus ofGilmight be expected to be related to the materials mode 11

critical and nr'.-hnear values of Gii toughness To some extent this is true, with the tougher

Lxammation of the fatigue data showed the crack growth thermosetting materials .ertainly showing greater resistance

rate for all spetimens to be quite stable, even though the to impact and improved residual properties compared to

geometry of the system was unstable for the static condition i tandard materials Ilowv er. the initiation and growih of
I igures 14 to 16 show graphs of the dacdN versus AG11 data. delanisnations is more complicated than the simple scenanro

for the XAS,'914, T800/924 and AS4/P•IPEK, respectively descrnbed above Undoubtedly mode I toughness will also

All three materials gave a good linear relation to the Paris influence damage initiation and growth In addition.

crack growth law described by equation (7) Although the thermoplastic materials exhibit behaviour very different

results presented in these graphs clearly show delamination from that of thermosetling materials, with different damage

growth, it must be noted that several specimens tested at low, modes being observed Thus a %ery large value of toughness

values of AGl gave no apparent growth, even after a million does not necessarily c.onfer very good delammation

cycles Ther clearly exists a threshold value of A(i11 below resistance, although the thermioplastic materials generally do

which growth does not occur The presence of this threshold ,how improvements over the therimosetting systenms. but not

appears to be slightly visible in figure 16 for the PII-'lK in relation to their toughneses Clearly other factors are

material, where the data shows a small deviation from important. including the fibre type and the fibre/matnx

linearity at low values of AGII The general effect of interface Certainly further work is required to help explain

increasing static toughness GlIe on the fatigue restlts, the relationship between damage tolerance and delamiation

appeared to be to shift the whole of the crack growth data to resIstance, and easily measurable materials properties

the right This was in turn associated with a corresponding
reduction in crack growth rate little difference was
observed between the gradients obtained for the different CONCLUSION

materials Mie l.NI test has been shown to, be a useful tool for the

Mie observation of redu.ed crack growth rates with c.haracterisatton of itiode II tooshness in carbon fibre

increasing matrix toughness conficts Lwith previouns work at reinforced plastics C(oniphantc cahbratuon yielded slightly

liRA Faruborough. in which shear split growth in fatigue lower valuea of ;le thin those from beam theory', howevcer
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the difference is insignificant %khen testing is being
undertaken for nmaterials comparison purposes only Where ACKNOWi EDGEMEFNTS
values for accurate calculatton are needed, a more rigorous
ipproach to data reduct~on .s probably required. Prevracking lhe authors sould like ito acktiiledge the finantial support
procedure- in particular the mode used, had a noticeable fronm the UK Ministry of Defentc. specific~ally DDOR3.
effect on the Glc values obtained In the present stIudN it l)DOR7. DI)0R8. DDOR5. 1) Air Frig tRAFt. CSA(MOI))
was found that precracking in mode II gave rise to higher and the DTI Air Division The jutnor% v~ould also like ito
toughness values than precracking in nmode I In the thank Mr J1 Coleman fkur manufacturing the miaterials used in
nianufacturing of specimens it is recommended that an this sork
insert as thin as is available is used to avoid difficulties ssith
tht shear precracking procedure

Ofthe live fibre reinforced therriosets tested. X.AS.'914 and TABLE 1 - SUMMARY OF ENF TEST RESULTS
Of0V9 Ar on ohvetelws aus(fGe ShearPrecrack

and T400,'6376 the highest Fractography suggested that part Maeia Gtir. S D Gil, S 13 Fibre

of the energ) absorbing capability' of the tough thermtosets Beam 0- C.-nn-tn. 0- Vf%.

may have been attributable to the increased duaility ______ TheoIN _____Cair-

observed in the matrix Fxtra energy %%as apparently XAS 914 491 401I 416 34 61
expended mn defornting the tough matrices, in addition it, TW00/390 521 45 509 44 64 5
breaking bonids to fornt new surface Plastic flo% exhibited - 800,'5245 552 19 541 19 634
by the PEEK matrix appeared to account significan~ly for 7 85c 924 582 154 549 SI 608
the high toughness found in APC2 T400/6)76 65 6 602 33 61 8

The relevance of Glc vith respect to design seems niost AS4/PEEK 1857 401 624

significant wkhen considering low energy impact damage.
where the loading is essentially shear dominated It niay AS4,PEEK 248 32 2406 300 624

therefore be possible is relate impact damage levels to the PE

strain energy release rate of a known system In the case of
compression after impact. hoicever. peeling is probably also TA8LE 2 - SUMMARY OF ENF TEST RESULTS
significant, requiring a mixed mode approach to impact . Tensdle Precrack
-"image gro%%ih predictions Material Gil, S D off, S D Fibre

Beam O ý Vf`%
In fatigue loading, the tougher materials exhibited SlOvkfr Theory
mode 2 detamination crack growth raies than the standard XAS/914_ 391 38 3332 1 2 61
XAS,'914 ntate-iat The sensitivity to fatigue, reflected in1 th11 [01 54V52 5 52 1 64
slopes of the dadN v (Ill (uves. %~as similar for the three -T300NIV390 419 20 409 20 64 5
nmaterials tested Curren,. 4cork is considering crack growth --

thresholds from impact damage and will be related to this
work in a future publication

7. P T Curtis An investigation of the miechanical
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BARELY VISIBLE DAMAGE THRESHOLD IN A BMI

Edvins Demuts and Raghbir S. Sandhu
Wright Laboratory, Flight Dynamics

Directorate, WL/FIBEC
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,

Ohio 45433 USA

SUMMARY I INTRODUCTION

This paper presents the test plan, The potential benefits to be derived
equipment and procedures employed and from the application of advanced
results obtained in an experimental composites to airframes coupled with the
investigation of IM7/5260 graphite demand for safety has driven composites
bismaleimide's resistance to low researchers to develop technology
velocity impact. The two velocities necessary for reliable exploitation of
used were approximately 15 ft/sec for the material. A logical approach has
the four groups of thicker and approxi- been to provide a degree of static
mately 10 ft/sec for the group of the strength, stiffness, durability, or
thinnest specimens. 'he planform fatigue life, and damage tolerance to
dimensions of the specimens were 7" x the structure. These qualities comprise
10". The effect of two different layups structural integrity. Since fiber-
10/80/10 and 40/50/10 (percent of reinforced matrix composites have quite
00/±450/900 plies) on impact resistance different mechanical behavior and
was investigated. There were five properties than metals, the structural
thicknesses for the 10/80/10 layup 9, integrity requirements for composites
26, 48, 74, 96 plies and four thickness- are expected to be different and must be
es for specimens of the 40/50/10 layup - developed specifically for such
9, 27, 49, 73 plies. Four replicates materials.
were used for each combination of layup
and thickness. Specimens were impacted One of the peculiar characteristics to
by a free-falling steel impactor of most mitrix materials used in composites
il diameter and with a hemispherical is their relatively brittle nature. Due
end. During impact, specimens were to it, it is possible to impact a
sandwiched between a I1' thick steel composite laminate without leaving a
bottom plate and a 0.25" thick aluminum mark or other easily visible evidence of
plate, clamped by four corner bolts, an impact on the impact surface while
Both plates had a central 5" x 5" causing considerable interior damage.
opening whose center was aligned with Aircraft designers and operators are
those of the specimen and the impactor. concerned about this interior damage
The impactor, upon rebound, was caught because, as found in a USAF damage
thus avoiding subsequent impact. The tolerance program, an impact at the
resulting dent depths were measured with barely visible threshold level, where
a dial gage and an ultrasonic througi the impact evidence )ust barely starts
transmission method determined the to show, may cause interior damage such
damaged area extent. All testing was as to reduce the original undamaged
performed at room temperature. Speci- strength as much as 60%. Damage above
mens were not moisture precenditioned. this level, although more severe, cannot

escape noticing. Examination and
Results indicate that the post impact appropriate corrective action would
dent depths and damaged areas of the follow. Using the structure containing
material investigated (IM7/5260 Gr/BMI) the undetected damage may lead to a
are strong functions of the laminate catastrophic failure. To avoid such
thickness. The effect of layup on both failure, the design attempts to account
the dent depth and the damaged area is for such barely visible damage (BVD) by
not uniformly consistent and, therefore, using an initial damage assumption
a definite conclusion cannot be made at (IDA). IDA is arbitrary, even wi-en
this time. However, valid comparisons specified, but tends to be conservative.
of three material systems, AS4/3501-6, The US Air Force, for example, currently
IM6/CYCOM 3100 aad IM7/5260, hzving the requires the designer to account for an
same layup (10/%0/10) reveal that both initial damage that has been caused by
the dent depths and the darage'j areas of either an tmpact resulting in 0.1 inch
IM7/5260 are smeller than those of the deep dent or a 100 ft-lb impact,
other two materials except for IM6/CYCOX whichever is less. Either damage is
3100 laminates thinner than 60 plies caused by a 1" diameter hemispherical-
whose dent depths are smaller than those end steel impactor traveling at
of IM7/5260. It can be concluded that, 16 ft/sec just before striking the
based on dent depths and damaged areas, target. This requirement implicitly
the toughened bismaleimide (IM7/5260) is defines the BVD as that due to 0.1 inch
more impact resistant than the graphite deep dent. It governs the design of the
epoxy (AS4/3501-6). relatively thin laminates. As the
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laminate thickness increases beyond a basic mechanical property specimens were
certain value (approximately 0.25 inch 1" x 10" for 900 tension and shear,
in AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep), the impact energy 3/4" x lo" for 00 tension and 3/4" x 5"
to cause 0.1 inch deep dent may exceed for 00 and 90' compression. All basic
100 ft-lb. Whenever this is the case, mechanical property test specimens were
the damage caused by a 100 ft-lb impact tabbed. The impact specimen size was
replaces the damage resulting from a 7" x 10". Each of the six replicates of
0.1 inch deep dent as the IDA in the basic mechanical property specimens
designing the primary components of an was instrumented with two rosettes - one
USAF airframe. In case of laminates on each side of the specimen. The
thinner than 0.1 inch, to avoid number of replicates used in the impact
penetration and the type of damage tests was four and the specimens were
related more to high velocity impact, it not instrumented. Neither the basic
has been suggested to use indentations mechanical property nor the impact
equal to the laminate thickness (Ref 2). specimens were moisture preconditioned
From the foregoing, it should be evident but they were allowed to absorb ambient
why BVD is critical in the design of moisture. All testing took place at
composite structures, room temperature.

2 OBJECTIVE An impact of predetermined magnitude was
inflicted to each of the impact test

The main objective of the examination specimens by a free-falling steel
presented in this paper is to impactor of 1" diameter and a
experimentally determine the damage hemispherical end. The intended
extent in moisture nonpreconditioned impactor velocity )ust before striking
IM7/5260 graphite bismalelmide when the specimen was 16 ft/sec. The speci-
subjected to low velocity impact in mens, during impact, were sandwiched
accordance with the current US Air Force between two metal plates having a
requirements and the suggestion outlined central 5" square opening whose center
above in the INTRODUCTION. A secondary was aligned with those of the specimen
objective is to make valid pre- and post and the impactor. The plates supporting
impact property comparisons of the the specimen were rigidly supported in
current IM7/5260 with IM6/CYCOM3100 the vertical direction. During its
graphite bismaleimide and AS4/3501-6 rebound from the plate, the impactor was
graphite epoxy. caught to prevent its falling back and

impacting the specimen the second time.
3 APPROACH The raw data from the basic mechanical

properties tests were acquired through
The rationale for selecting IM7/t)260 the use of the VAX Data Acquisition
graphite bismaleimide for this System. Among the data recorded in the
investigation was to verify its report- impact tests were the velocity and
edly improved toughness as compared to kinetic energy of the impactor. The
earlier BMI systems and the popular histor- of load and energy absorbed by
AS4/3501-6 graphite epoxy. The two the specimen was automatically presented
different layups of 10/80/10 and in a graphical form by the computer
40/50/10 (percent of 0 , ±45" and 900) hooked up to the impact device. Dent
and the five different thicknesses for depth due to the impact was measured
each layup (nominally 9, 26, 48, 74 and with a dial gage and the impact damaged
96 plies) were used to determine the area was depicted by an ultiasonic
effect, if any, of these two parameters through-transmission technique.
on the impact resistance of the IM7/5260
Gr/BMI. The 10/80/10 layup due to its 4 DISCUSSION OF._REBSULS
relatively large percentage of ±450
plies (80%) and hence greater 00 strain During the cure of the 96-ply panel of
to failure capability was to represent 40/50/10 layup, faulty equipment caused
the "soft" end of the layup hardness or the loss of the whole panel. Hence
damage tolerance spectrum. The 40/50/10 there are no data points associated with
layup, being "harder", hence less damage this panel's thickness and layup. It
tolerant than the 10/80/10 layup, was to was determined that the average volume
represent a point in the layup hardness fraction of fibers for all panels was
spectrum where in comparison to the 62%. The basic mechanical properties of
"software" some 0" stiffness and IM7/5260 graphite bismaleimide along
strength had been regained at the w~th thore of im6/CYCOM 3100 Gr/BMI and
sacrifice of some damage tolerance. For AS4/3501-6 Gr/Ep obtained by the authors
the purpose of characterizing the of this paper in similar tests (Pef 3),
material through the determination of are presented in Table 1. IM7/5260 is
basic mechanical properties, 16-ply superior in all ultimate strengths by an
thick unidirectional panels for tensile average of 29% in the matrix dominated
and compressive properties and 8-ply strengths (Ff , F,,", F--") and about 14%
thick ±45' panels for shear properties in fiber dominated tensile strength
were prepared. All panels were cured in (F,,). Also, the -fiber dominated
an autoclave according to the tensile modulus Ei' and ultimate
manufacturer's specifications. After strain cf, are superior to those of the
curing, the panels were ultrasonically two other material systems. It should
inspected for manufacturing flaws. be emphasized that the thicker laminates
Those panels passing the inspection were (48 to 96 plies) were impacted with a
cut into specimens with a 1/8" thick 8" 100 ft-lb kinetic energy while the
diameter diamond saw. Sizes of the impact of the thinner laminates (9 to 27
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plies) was governed by dent depths. of IM6/CYCOM 3100 and AS4/3501-6 when
Kinetic energy for the 26 and 27-ply subjected to a 100 ft-lb impact energy,
laminates was such as to produce a except for indentation depths of
0.1 inch deep dent, and the target dent IM6/CYCOM3100 Gr/BMI laminates thinner
depth for the 9-ply specimens was the than approximately 60 plies. In this
thickness of the specimen (0.0468"). exceptional case, the indentation depths
A:though the planned velocity of the of IM6/CYCOM 3100 are the smallest among
impactor for all impacts was lb ft/sec the three materiai systems under
translating into a 3.98 foot height comparison.
(h = V'/2g) between the tip of the
impactor and top of the specimen, the 5- CONCLUSIONS
maximum
available height was only 3.55 ft. Experimental evidence of IM7/5260
Therefore, the velocities for all except graphite bismaleimide supports the
the 9-ply specimens were slightly lower conclusion that both the time to develop
than 'he required 16 ft/sec and they maximum load and the normalized dent per
varied between 14.77 ft/sec and thickness of laminate are decreasing
15.13 ft/sec. In the case of the 9-ply functions of the laminate thickness
specimens, to achieve the desired dent while the maximum load felt by the
depths of 0.0468" with impactor's specimen and the energy absorbed by the
velocity at about 15 ft/sec (max specimen at peak load are increasing
available), the weight of the impactor functions of the laminate thickness.
would have to be lower than the minimum Also, the impact damaged area of the
weight practically possible. This 10/80/10 layup is an increasing function
condition compelled to lower the height of laminate thickness. The same would
between the impactor and the specimen be true for the 40/50/10 layup if it
resulting in 9.90 and 9.34 ft/sec were not for a dubious data point,
velocities and thus in a technical currently under scrutiny. The 10/80/10
violation of the 16 ft/sec iopactor layup of IM7/5260 prodices significantly
velocity requirement. The actual smaller dent depths and impact caused
impactor velocities for each of the damage areas than the sare layup of
specimen groups are shown in Table 2. IM6/CYCOM 3100 and AS4/3501-6, except
The dent depths and damaged areas for IM6/CYCOM 3100, 60 plies and
resulting from the impact tests are thinner, whose indentation depths due to
given in Table 2 and are shown 100 ft-lb impact are the smallest of the
graphically in Figures 1 and 2. As three material systems being compared.
expected, the impactor indentations are
greater in the thinner specirens under
the same impact energy. Except for the
49-ply specimens of layup #2 (,0/50/10), 6 REFERENCES
the data indicate that damaged areas
tend to increase with increasing 1. NASA Reference Fublication 1092,
thicknesses. It is suspected that the 1982.
recorded value of the 49-ply damaged
area is due to some, until now 2. Demuts, E., Sandhu, R. S. and
undetermined, mistake. Hopefully, Maddux, G.E., "Barely Visible Damage
investigation of the reasons for this Threshold in Graphite Epoxy,"
odd data point will conr!rm the Proceedings of the Eighth International
suspicion of mistake and will establish Conference on Composite Materials, July
a clear trend for the damaged areas of 3181, SAMPE, Vol 4, pp 32-N-i to 32-N-
layup #2. Examination of the "Time of 1.
Maximum Load" values in Table 2 clearly
confirms the expected trend of such time 3. Demuts, E., Sandhu, R. S. and
with respect to the laminate thic<ness. Daniels, J. A., "Post Impact Compressive
One way to look at this phenomenon is Strength in Composites," presented at
the following: as the laminate grows the 9th DOD/NASA/FAA Conference on
thinner, the reduced bending stiffness Fibrous Composites in Structural Design,
allows greater elastic deflections or November 1991.
greater elastic strain energy stored in
the laminate until the maximum elastic
deflection is reached and consequently
the full impact load is felt by the
specimen. Also, the "Maximum Load"
values of Table 2, being greater for the
thicker laminates, fall among the
expected trends. The possession of
impact data of three material systems
(IM7/5260, IM6/CYCOM 3100 and AS4/3501-
6) with the Limc layup (10/80/10) and
identical impdct infliction, i.e. same
shape, size and support/fixture of
specimen and same impactor (Ref 2 and
3), permitted valid "apple-to-apple"
comparisons. Such comparisons of
indentation depths and damaged areas are
graphically shown in Figures 3 and 4.
obviously, XM7/5260 indentation depths
and damaged areas are smaller than those
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Table 1
Basic Mechanical Properties at Room Temperature

1M7/5260 IMiCYCOM 3100 AS413.01-6
Gr/BMI Gr/BMI Gr/Ep

Elastic Modulus along the fibers in tension Ell 24 00 rost 22 20 msi 22 00 nist

Elastic Modulus along the fibers in compression Etc 20 20 msi 20 70 mst 20 ?0 r'i,
Elastic Modulus transverse to the fibers tension E2t I 45 msi 1 54 insi 1 48 mis

Elastic Modulus transverse to the fibers in compression E2c I 59 msi 1 50 msi 1 55 msi

Elastic Modulus in shear G12 0 82 msi 0 85 mist 0 33 m:i
Major Poisson's ratio in tension 912 0 297 0 313 0 277

Major Poisson's ratio in compression g112c 0 355 0 379 0 " 2

Ulumate strength along the fibers m tension FIt
t  

332 00 ksi 280 00 ksi 2893 ksi

Ultumate strain along the fibers tension Eti % 1 40 1 18 I 30
Ulumate stnength along the fibers in comtpession FIcu 165.10 kst 209 00 ksi 188 10 ksi
Uluimate strain along te fibers in compression ecI % 088 I 15 1 05

Ulttmate strength transverse to the fibers in tension F2
1
u 10 86 ksi 7 36 ksi 8.57 ksi

Ultimate stra transverse to the fibers tsension E2 % 0.78 055 057

Ultimate strength transverse to the fibers in compression F2ca 37 70 ksi 33.00 ksi 34 20 ksi

Ultumate strain transverse to the fibers in compression Ec2 % A 224 2 21

Ulurtate t-plane shear stRength F12u 17 00 ksi 10 60 ksi 14 50 ksi

UTltiate in-plane shear srai 'Y12u % A 2.40 1440

1. Test environment roaso temperature ambient relative humidit) (TRA)

2. Specimen moisture, ambient, not moisture preconditioned

3. Tension standard test

4. Compression- Rolfes fixture

5 Shear ±450 specimen tested in tension
Notes.

A Ultimate strains not available due to limits imposed on dau recorder

Table 2 Low. velocity impact results
Time at Energy absorbed

-......... . by specimen
No Layup Kinetic Vel,..lty Ma, No Maximum ............. . l)r- dep'r, d[a..ragc D .,a:.zd Inmpact
of energy load load load 'MA a: no load x'..i- ocst, ,cpdV go.sz'C"
ples (ft lb) (ft/$cc) (misc) (msec) (1b) 'ft It) (ft Sb)) liri • art, ian 'zkttes,

96 1 10350 1478 074 3154 12.69 1032 *6 7 0 (K),2" 12 ,
96 2 ... . .. . ........... ... . . . . .

74 1 10382 1480 1 08 31') 9406 1042 Ol 1 0!175 "12 A 65
73 2 10394 1481 123 373 l,.583 'IN 5 99 7 00115) 65c4 1 3 A

48 1 10285 14 77 1 28 688 6.752 iW 0 961 0 0s725 4 42 15, A
49 2 102 P' 14 77 1 28 670 6.797 i03 2 940 0 04825 !12" 1(. 22

26 I 53 .4 15 11 1 84 845 2.43.-, 53 1 930 00027s5 I0 . i"2 IB
27 2 59 9h 15 13 1 65 8 .'Y 2.566 6C 6 606 0 10650 4 02 _6 1.Q It

9 I 1265 990 235 813 694 120 120 ('4S'75 S 95 527t,
9 2 11 26 934 288 876 916 1 -4 1 0 05675 2 rA4., IS

1. Values shown are the average of four
2 Matenal IM7/5260 Graphae/Bismalcutndc
3 Layup. # I (10/80110)
4 Layup. #2(40/50/10)
5. Environment room temperature and anbtrst relatve humidsso
6 Specimen moist|ure ambient. not mOisture precnoditioned

A. 100ft.lb
B. Depth of indentaton
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THE INFLUENCE OF PARTICLE/MATRIX DEBONDING ON THE STRESS-STRAIN
BEHAVIOR OF PARTICULATE COMPOSITES

E.E. Gdousto
School of Engineering

Democritus University of Thrace
GR-671 00 Xanthi, Greece

ABSTRACT The objective of the present work is to present a
mathematical model for the explanation of the

A mathematical model to predict the nonlinear stress- nonlinear response of some particulate composite. The
strain behavior of particulate composites is proposed. model is particularly suitable for modeling the nonlinear
The model consists of a rigid circular or square response of concrete. It has been observed that for
inclusion embedded in a metrix across part of its concrete subjected to uniaxial compression and for
boundary, while the remaining part forms an interfacial applied stresses up to about 30 percent of the ultimate
crack. The stress field in the composite plate is stress (re) the stress-strain response is linear For higher
determined by using the theory of complex potentials in stresses nonlinearity starts co appear and a portion of
conjunction with the conformal mapping technique. The the elastic strain energy is consumed for increasing
local stress field in the vicinity of the crack tip is of bond failure. As the stress is incredsed above 70
mixed-mode and it is governed by the values of the percent f, mortar cracks start to propagate and the
opening-mode and sliding-mode stress intensity factors, deviation from nonlinearity of the stress-strain diagram
Initiation of debonding along the inclusion/matrix becomes more pronounced For a description of the
interface and growth of the interfacial crack is studied damage mechanism of concrete refer to reference [I]
by using the maximum circumferential stress criterion Testa and Stubbs [21 proposed a model that considers
It is shown that the nonlinear behavior of the stress- the effect of bond failure for the explanation of the
strain diagram of particulate composites can be nonlinear stress-strain diagram of concrete . It consists
explained by studying the stable growth of the of a circular rigid inclusion modeling the aggregate with
interfacial crack along the inclusion boundary. two symmetrical interface cracks in a plate modeling the

mortar. Propagation of the interface cracks is

1. INTRODUCTION considered around the inclusion up to the point of
branching into the mortar The nonlinear stress-strain

Particulate composite materials consist of one or more response results from bond failure and depends on
particles of metallic or nonmetallic material embedded various parameters including the strength of bond and
in a matrix of another material. A common example of mortar and the size of the inclusion Along the same
a particulate composite made of a nonmetallic particle lines, Piva and Viola (3) considered a rigid elliptical
system in a nonmetallic matrix is concrete. It consists of inclus;on partially bonded to the matrix For further
a mixture of cement paste, sand particles and details on the mechanical modeling of concrete refer to
aggregates and sets and hardens uppon addition 3f references [41 and [51.
water. It can be considered as a two-phase composite in In the present paper a model consistng of a circular or
which the aggregates are embedded into the mortar issquare rigid inclusion partially bonded to a matrix isconsisting of cement gel and sand particles. Mortar is csidered f or stud y o onlea b avr of
regarded as a homogeneous and isotropic continuum considered for the study of the nonlinear behavior of

funcionng s te mtri biningtheaggegaes. the stress-strain diagram of concrete under biaxial
functioning as the matrix binding the aggregates, loading. In Section 2 the stress and displacement fields

Nonlinear response between load and displacement of for the case of a square inclusion are determined using
some particulate composites made of linear elastic the theory of complex potentials. The problem of the
constituents is a consequence of material damage by circular inclusion was not considered here as it was
internal cracking In concrete, for example, microcracks analyzed in reference 121 In Section 3 the local stress
are usually present even before loading at regions of field in the neighborhood of the end of the interfacial
high material porosity near the interface between the crack along the inclusion/matrix bour.dary was analyzed
coarse aggregate and the mortar. They are caused by Furthermore, linear fracture mechanics was used to
shrinking of the mortar during drying out of the study the growth of the crack along the interface or
concrete. Cracks are also present in the mortar matrix, into the matrix. In Section 4 the proposed model was
Under an applied load both types of cracks start to described and Castigliano theorem was used to
increase and new cracks are formed. The interface determine strains The results of the present work are
cracks extend inside thr. mortar and are connected with presented and discussed in Section 5.
the matrix crackW Aggregates act as crack arrestors.
The process of crack growth is intimately related to the
phenomenolocigal properties and the mechanical failure 2. A RIGID SQUARE INCLUSION PARTIALLY
of concrete. BONDED TO AN ELASTIC MATRIX

A typical element of the particulate composite is
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represented in Figure 1 by a square elastic solid of unit Furthermore, the following notation has been

thickness and inplane dimensions 2dx2d containing a introduced
rigid curvilinear inclusion with length parameter R. It F(7) = i (3)
was taken R=1, so that d is indicative of the volume

fract~on .-f inclusion The inmlusion is perfectly bonded The boundary conaitinns of the problem may be stated

to the matrm except from a part of its bounidary follows
forming an interfacial crack symmetrically located with o ,, o - 0 0, a AS (4a)

regard to the x-axis. The element is subjected to an
uniform biaxial stress system N and T along the axes y D - 0, o eAD (4b)

and x at infinity. Let p and v denote the modulus of
rigidity and Poisson's ratio of the matrix which together The definition of the function W(Q from the L region

with the inclusion occupy the z-plane. The inclusion outside the unit circle r in the t-plane is now extended

boundary A is described in a clockwise sense so that to the region R inside the circle r by the equation

the matrix is on the left when moving on A in the - - 1

positive direction. Consider now the conformal mapping m () Wm() -m()= W(-)

of the z-plane on the f-plane by tie equation m I 1-- m(Q W()(5
Z m (;) - R• + 1 (1) e'

' •~ ~ 1" 1 1I

,p(* + _m (.O)W(-•), fR

which transforms the inclusion boundary on the unit From equation (4) we obtain

circle r( I,; I = 1) of the t,-plane. The end pointst, d r- 1 1
= rexp(-ip) and t2 = rexp(ip) of the interfacial crack -n" (,)W(r,) = - .m ( O)W

are mapped on the points oa = exp(-ip) and 02 = ()Wl(6)
exp(ip) of the circle r. Denote by AD the bonded part 2 i" , L

of the inclusion and As the interfacial crack which arc 7 m ( W
maoped on the parts rD and IS of r It is easily seen
from equation (1) that the matrix in the z-plaie is Introducing this value of W(;) into equation (2a) we

mapped on the region L exterioi of the circle r in the obtain
f,.plane. For b-0 the inclusion is a circle, while for
b=i/6 the inclusion is a square with rounded-off 2Zm '(O(ogg o ioi)= f,m '(OW (r

corners.Due to the mathematical difficulties for the - I m - )W(.)I
solution of the problem of Figure 1 the case of an
infinite plate is considered. * [ (- 7m) (1)W()

Equation (1) defines a system of orthogonal curvilinear ___

coordinates in the z-plane. The stress components -[mM() -m(l) ý''W'(f)
a~oITio and oý, in the system (ý,s) and the displacem-
ent D=u+iv in the system xy can be expressed in terms

of the two complex potentials W() and W(;) by the wlich expresses the complex stress oag+iog. in terms

following equations of W(rQ defined in the region L and its analytical

2 (og + i0 o) = W(O + W(T) continuation into R

O W(0 ) Equation (3) may now be expressed as

m f)(2a) L R (8a)7m m(0) W2• W6 (o) - W6 (a) = 0 o E rs

KWo (o) + W6 (o) 0 o- -D (Sb)

2( - o) = W() + W(;) where it has been put

- Wm( O W(•) (2b) W0 ( ) = m'(O)W(O) (9)
•m - (f,

- i'm"n W (f,) and WL(o) and WR(o) are the limiting values of W(;)
-m "(f, as ;, tend to a from L and R respectively.

Equations (8) constitute a Hilbert problem whose

4 pD W -- W( i solution is 161
_ - W (2c) WO() = X(f)R(f,) (10)

+ I(Ow" (Q) + m' (ow) (T)1i, where

where Kc=3-4v or ic=(3-v)/(l+v) for plane strain or
generalized plane stress conditions respectively
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-o - 2)- (na) Dg - cos -+ 2).sinp (17a)

D3 - .[(I + 4)?) - (3-4),
2

)cos2p + 8).sin2p] (17b)R(,) =A, t. + AO + A-,4" (Ulb) 4

÷A-,2"2 - A.-3t-3 - A-4 "4 For a detailed analysis of the stress field in an infinite
elastic solid containing a rigid square inclusion with

T - 0.5 + A, I - (In %)/2t (llc) rounded-off comers refer to reference [7].

Function X(Q is holomorphic in the ;-plane cut along
arc FD on which it satisfies equation 3. LOCAL SMRESS DISTRIUTION AND CRACK

cXXL(o) -XR (o) (12) GROWTH

Only that branch of the function X(0) for which A Cartesian coordinate system t2xlyj centered at the
tip t2 of the interfacial crack with the xl-axis tangent to

lim [XM()] = I the inclusion boundary at t 2 is introduced (Figure 2).
Let point P in the vicinity of t2 be described by t - (I

will be used in the sequel. exp(-a)(o< < 1, 0<a<n). The complex poter- .. i W can
then be put in the form

For the determination of the coefficients Aj (j-1,0,-I,- R (o 2 )
2,-3,-4) the condition that the complex potentials W(Q W(t) 0(F) (18)
and W(O should be holomorphic in the entire plane l(o0 2)!(0 2 -a, )ht
including the point at infinity is introduced. At infinity
they take the form where
W() - NeT + I (13a) h 02 (19)

2 0[ R
2

e I Im'(o 2 )l

W()We ow define the complex stress intensity factor by
R2--+ "K -I K , -K 1 - i =v hlim[ VrW(t)j (20)

71112 R'et--0

From equations (13) it is obtained Equation (18) renders

A1 - R(N+T) (14a) K1 . n - AsinrP +Bcos.) (21a)

A0 = -(cosp + 2Xsinp)A 1  (14b)

For the remaining coefficients AI it is obtained K2 ' I (Acos. + Bs.,2) (21b)

do 0 0 0 A-.4 r3bAj quantities A and B are deli'- the following
di d o 0 0 A - 0 (15) equations A 0

d2 d o do -b A-.2 1 bAjD-[)+R(N-T) A [ReI om )(22a)

d3 d2 d1 do A-, t +Im[m'(o 2 )l]m(R(° 2 )]lm '(02 )r32

where B - [Re[m(o 2 )jIm[R(o2 )] (22b)-Imjm" (a2) ]Re[R(o2) ]]lm '(02)0-/2

do - exp),l(n - 0+)] (16a)

d, - d0(cosp - 21sinp) (16b) In the above relations Re and Im express the real and
the imaginary part of the complex quantity, respectively.

dd[(3 -4U')cc42 -8.sin2p +(1 +4)0)] (16c) From equations (2), (18) and (21) the local stress field

in the neighborhood of the crack tip is obtained as

d3 - -2[(15-36)2)cos3p - X(46 - 8)2)sin3p (16d) 'o9 = [K, co,!(I + sin--sinŽ)• )
(4 -s 2n 2 2 (23a)

+ (1 + 4). 2
X9cosp - 6) sinp)] - K 2 sin. cos2 cosL"2 2 2

and
From equations (23) the polar stress components

oOc pp and upo can easily be obtained
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' ' 2 2 2 (23b) 2(

+ K2 si2 (2 + cos.c .c ._.) where

2c K so i n ! ! (-c )) ( 1 *- 9 b2 - 3 b c o s 4 p ) 
1 / 2 d p ( 2 9 a )

L 2 2 2 (23c)-
2 2 2 -. W -20

a 3aF

For monotonically increasing applied stresses N and T

growth of the interfacial crack takes place either along In the above equation it was put K v i K1 / 4 (j - 1,2)
the interface or into the matrix. The crack growth
condition is expressed as follows and =jj - oi1. 0/N (ij - k,nl).

VS oo.(0) - Kb (24)

S. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
for growth along the interface, and For the determination of the critical applied stress for

i--oa.,(ap) - Km , oaa > 0 (25) crack initiation the case of an inclusion completely
bonded to the matrix is considered. Crack initiates
when the maximum radial stress along the inclusion

for growth into the matrix. boundary becomes equal to the bond strength Nb. The
In equations (24) and (25) Kb and Km are the critical radial stress becomes maximum for both cases of
stress intensity factors associated with crack growth circular and square inclusion at the point of the
along the interface or into the matrix. They arc inclusion boundary along the x-axis Figure 3 presents
material constants. an is the angle that defines the the variation of the normalized critical compressive
direction along which the stress o, becomes maximum.
Equations (24) and (25) are used for the determination stress N cr.0 m Noro,/Nb for crack initiation versus the
of the critical applied stresses N and T for crack growth biaxiality coefficient s (T - s N) for the cases of circular
along the interface or into the matrix. (dotted line) and square (continuous line) inclusion.

Note that the initiation stress is always larger for the
square than for the circular inclusion.

4. DET7ERMINAION OF STRA&INS When a crack has already initiated the critical stress for

Strain e corresponding to applied stresses N and f crack growth along the interface is determined from
(T-s N) is determined according to Castigliano's equation (24). Figure 4 presents the variation of the
theorem as normalized critical stress for crack growth along the

e -a U (26) interface Ncr = Ncr V' / Kb versus half crack angle A
aN for the cases of the circular (a) and square (b)

where U is the strain energy per unit volume of the inclusions. The various curves of the figure correspond
to different values of the biaxiality coefficient s. TheU e U0 + Uc (27a) stress N is always considered as compressive. Note that
Ncr decreases as s also decreases. N. becomes infinite

at P-0 and some other value of A depending on s and
I2 ,[.

%[ +. 2 takes a minimum value at a critical half crack angle Pc
U 0  2E 0 between the above two values. This means that a

2E (27b) decreasing applied stress is needed to grow the crack

o2, 1 from P-0 to P-=P, that is crack growth up to the+ -n - o ov .0dV' critical angle Ac is unstable. Beyond Pc crack growth is
2j7 Q stable , that is higher stresses are required to increase

the crack.

U0  ' -v2 Nt2  -2 + I )ldt 2 1 (27c) The critical stress for crack growth into the matrix is
4d2E determined from equation (25). The variation of

Nd-cr -NcrVW/KKb versus angle P for various values
Idt2 1 - R ( 1 92 - 3b cos4p)

112
dp (27d) of the critical stress intensity factor Km for a circular

inclusion is shown in shown in figure 5. Figure 5a refers

where U0 is the strain energy calculated from the to uniaxial compression (s-.0), while figure 5b refers to

uncracked specimen and Uc is the strain energy due to biaxial loading with s--0.5. Observe that Nor decreases
the presence of the interfacial crack. with P and increases as fracture toughness of matrix K.

increases. In the same figure the variation of Nor
From equations (26) and (27) it is obtained versus P for crack growth along the interface is also

shown by dotted line. The point of intersection of the
solid and dotted lines denotes a value of angle P at
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Fig. 3 Variation of normalized critical compressive stress N cr0 a Ne,0/ Nb for crack initiation versus
biaxiality coefficient s for a circular (dotted line) and a square (continuous line) inclusion.
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Fig. 4 Variation of normalized critical stressN'cr Nci/'" / Kb for crack growth along the interface versus
half crack angle P for (a)a circular and (b) a square inclusion. Biaxiality coefficient takes the
values s-O,-0.1.-O.2,-0.3,-0.4 and -0.5.
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Fig. 5 Variation of normalized critical stress Ncr Ncr/I Kb for crack growte, into the matrix versus half
crack angle P for a circular inclusion under (a) uniaxial compression and (b) biaxial loading with s--
0.5. The critical stress intensity factor Km for crack growth into the matrix takes the values Km - Kb,
=2 Kb, =3 Kb, =4Kb and =5Kb. The critical stress for crack growth along the interface is shown by
dotted line.
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Fig. 6 Variation of normalized critical stress = N 0rR" / Kb for crack growth into the matrix versus half
crack angle p for a square inclusion under (a) uniaxial compression and (b) biaxial loading with s = -
0.5. The critical stress intensity factor Km for crack growth into the matrix takes the values Km=Kb,
- 2 Kb, - 3 Kb, - 4 Kb and -SKb. The critical stress for crack growth along the interface is shown by
dotted line.
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Fig. 7 Stress-strain response for a circular inclusion under (a) uniaxial compression and (b) biaxial loading
with s=-0.5. d takes the values 1.05 and 1.25.
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Fig. 8 Stress-strain response for a square inclusion under (a) uniaxial compression and (b) biaxial loading
with s--0.5. d takes the values 1.05 and 1.25.
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stres,-strain response of particulate composites with
particular relevance to concrete was proposed. The
model consists of a rigid circular or square inclusion
partially bonded to a matrix and considers the
propagation of the interfacial crack along the inclusion
boundary The boundary value problem in the
composite plate was reduced to a Hilbert problem by
using the theory of complex potentials in combination
with the conformal mapping technique. The local stress
field in the vicinity of the tip of the interfacial crack
was expressed by the values of the opening-mode and
sliding-mode stress intensity factors. The results of
stress analysis were combined with the maximum
circumferential stress criterion to study the growth of
the crack. Strains were determined using Castigliano's
theorem and results of stress analysis. The results of the
study were presented in figures 7 and 8 and establish
the dependence of observed nonlinearity of particulate
composites on second-phase volume ratio and shape and
other relevant mechanical parameters.
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IDENTIFICATION OF DELAMINATION BY EIGENFREQUENCY DEGRADATION. AN INVERSE PRODLEM.
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SUMMARY. for a delaminated cantilever arc given and compared to the ones
The free vibrations of a delamanated composite beam is investi- produced for a simply supported beam. Concluaions and hints on
petd.Theeffectofintplydelam inatiosonatheeigenfequemacs design are finally given.
of the b-.,.:ms is evahumtx! both anallytically and numerically us the
general cae of an asymmetric laminate with a delamination of 2. FREE VIBRATION 41 4 DELAMINATED BEAM:
arbitrary size and location. Coupling between longitudinal and ANALYTICAL FO._,tvuuATION.
b motion is consideril, whch affects the natural frequen. The analys is bbased on Euler beam theory. Consider the lami.
ces of the delaminated beam significantly. In genrl the delami- nated beam of Figure I with unit width, thickness tand lengthL.
nation causes the even numbered vibration mode to degrade. e.g.
to decrease, faster than the odd ones. An inversion method to
determine position and size of the delamination is proposed, based
on the degradation of the first two natural freq "ie-s. -- - -.......---------------

1. INTRODUCTION.
Delaminations in composite laminates, originating from a variety L
of reasons [11, have a detrimental effect on their structural per- L
formance an~can be critical with vibrating laminated structures r _ .
The stiffness reduction thus produced causes the natural frequen-
dies of the structure to decrease, while, since stres distribution in nz w
a vibrating structure is non-uniform and different for each mode, Figure 1: Geometry of the beam.
any localized damage, depending on its particular location and
size, would affect each mode differently. Adelamination oflength 12 is located at a distance h from the upper

surface and is extendod parallel to the beam axis. The beam can
The influence of internal damage on modal parameters is import- be divided into four segments as shown in the free body diagram
ant, both as a direct and as an invercs problem The shiftingof the of Figure 2, each one characterized by an extensional stiffntess A..
cigenfrequencies has been used to identify internal damage due to an cxtcnsional/bendimg stiffness B,. a bending stiffness D, and a
various reasons, such as impact loading and matrix cracks [2,3] mass density per unit length m,. When the beam is distorted from
and in combination with the decrease of storage modulus and the
increase of internal damping, to determine mechanical damage,
such as sawcuts and local crashing [4,5].

Comparioicsi of natural frequencies of the integral structure, ana - t.A3
lytically evaluated and/or experimentrlly confirmed, to those 1{T-J.
measured at certain life stages of a stnicture, offers a possibility to
detect the development of damage and to identify its size and 16 1-.i t'.-.i
location. Results for a simply supported laminated beam have been
recently reported [6.The respectivemodel allows for independent
extensional and bendingstiffoneses and includes the contact effect
(no friction) between delaminated free surfaces. Figure 2: Dynamic delamination mL. .

In the present work, both symmetric and asymmetnic vibration the undcflcctcd position, sclf-equilibrating axial forces P,() in
modest ofa delaminated composite beam were investigated, while segments 2 and 3 develop. The governing differential equation for
an inverion technique is proposed for the identificat:on ofdclami- each segment is.
nation position and size. At this first stage it was assumed that the
delamination was located on the middle surface of the beam and A, u.s - B, w,.,_ -0 (1)
that material damping remained unchanged. In fact, it was at-
tempted to determine an 'equivalent' delamination located on the D, w,_ - B, u,_. - m.W w, (2)
middle surface ofthe beatm, causing the same frequency shifts as
the real defects existing in the structure. This inversion procedure The differeni.al equations (1) and (2) form a coupled system. By
is in the sequence applied on a cantilever, e.g. a more flexible diffecrnitating cquation (1) and substituting into equation (2), one
structural element as compared to the simply supported beam, obtains.
permittingthus higberigenfrequcncyshifting.Thecantileveralso
secures uniqueness of inversion, as it exhibits no symmetrical W2
vibration modes. w of, 0 (3)

In the sequence, the general case of an asymmetric composite AD
beam with an interply delamination is studied both analytically
and numerically, and the effect of the particular location of the Using the dcfinitions:
delamination (with respect to kngth and thickness of the beam)
and its size, oased on the first four iiatural frequencies is analyzed. B ,
Results are given for a symmetric beam as well, taken as a special k,- ,,- U - D. - (4)
case of the general problem, by which extcnsional/beoding stiff. -- ,nessB5 vanishes. equation (3) yields:
Furthermore, the inversion technique for the identification of
location and sizeofthe delamination, using the shiftngo"the first w,.,,- - kw,-0 (5)
two natural frequencies and based on the above assumptions, is
presented along with the respective numerical procedure Rtsults which has a general .soutwin given by:
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w#(x) - cosh(k.x)Ca + s3nh(k.X)C,2 P4 - 0 (29)
+ cosh(k.x)CjK + sinh(krx)C, iz-..4 (6)

By using the definitions of equivalent bending moment and of
where cosh, sinh, cos and sin, are the hyperbolic and circular tranusvcis and axial force:
trigonometric functions respectively. By ,ubstituting equation (6)
into equation (1) and by solving the resulting nonhomogenous d~w, du,
equation, the following complete solution is obtained: A DTxy + Br---

B, .• (w,
u,(x) - B. + B.ix + i' sinh(x;)Ci + t4 cosh(kr)Cz V. - - d7 (30)

B. Bd u _aw
- -,sinh(r.x),, cosh(kAx)C., a-1,..,4 (7) P,-A- B

Equations (6) and (7) possess twenty four unknownconstants One the boundary conditions lead toa liear set oftwenty two tomo-
can ignore rigid body motion with no loss of generality, and weouneationd ith twenty two unknowns. In ordeo to usegeneous equationswthtettwunows nrdrt e
Bl0 - B.0 - 0. The boundary conditions for a simply supported dimensionless parameters, let m, r, L, D be mass per unit length,
beam are: thickness, length and bending stiffness of the undelaminated beam

For x=0 respectively. By defining:

wi-0 (8) Di-D 4 -D, mi-m4-m. h+H-t
D, 2 D 3 -- 2 -

Mi- 0 (9) D D"/ -' m;
- j -M3  h .H

A -0 (10) All 1 (31)

For x=li "L, 1 • 2? Ay
A', 2  - 1W 27 1 -Tf

WI- W2 (11) 72--12 -I - s +

t-W3(12) L' s LT.s L
wtw3(1) x 4 R, M. mWL4

S-- a, - =,x- - (32)
dwi dw2  L" iX D"dw, d M (13) 2' D

(13 dxand substituting into the boundary condiio-s, an equivalent ho-

dwt d" mogcncous set of the twenty two equations results. Tei first three
(14) and the last of the boindary conditions yield

Cn - Ca3 - Bii - B- 0 The final betof homogeneous equations
Is next given in matrix form:

(15) IQIT) IV, I - 1[1 (33)

Mt -Mz+Ms+Ps --2 -+ P -+ (16) where [Q,.1 contains the coefficients of the eighteen unknowns,
S2 

2  
components of the vector (Vj).

8 (1 h 1 dW ( For a non tifvial solution of the set, the determinant of the laiter
Sui + - " (17) must vanih. When for two values of I the determinant changes

sign, a solution Iles within the respective interval. The exact
"s -U H •) d, (18N/ solution is obtained by a bisection method.

Figure 3 shows the degradation of the first cigenfreqjcncy for a
P2 + P3 - 0 (19) (90/0)tOT composile beam against delamination length for &a0.5

and for different distanccs of the delarination from the neutral
axis of the beam. As this distance increases, the degradation

For x=lt 1412 mcrcascs too. These results are in good agreement with the rele-

M- W4 (20) vant result% by Wang ct al. (7].

Figure 4 presents the degadatton of the first eigenfrequency
W3- W4 (21) plotted agai..st the driammation position along the x-axis, foi

d_ dwr dx " -,•--(22) ,o

dw3  dw4 (23)

V2 + V3 -V/4 (24)
0000 1=OaO2

M4 -MsZ+M3+P3 -" - (25) 4 400o =03

t dw4 ( (2)' ", )

12 -U3 - (26)or,st mod.. (90/0),.. s-O 5For xffL to 0o

W4 - 0 (27) ODrme".o0tesz aeto--,t..iton length'

M4-0 (28) Figure 3: First frequency mode for vauiou heirlt of delwrn-
nation h versus As length72
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72O.25 and forvaioiadistancs from the neutralaxis.Asthclatter vibrating modes is different. Furthermore, the diagram 8 is sym-
decreases, the degradation of the natural frequwncy tncreases and metric with respect to the middle point of the beam (s=0.5) and
this effet is more pronounced if the delamination is located closer
to the neutral Axis of the leam.

As it is evident from these two figures, the position ofidelamination
"s does not affect the eigenfrcquencies as drastically as its length.

w Woo
Figurca 5 and 6 are analogous to the previous ones, but for a

- 6
10000

CL0oo 9 Mu o ol e 4.. ~ 9000 5 *s.. MOde

/,eAl'c\\$N pýSqon of delOmOrnaMO

960 S-05 (90/0)-ý -. 0 5
t li= l 0.ensONCO$$ elomnlqton Ienq•h 7'1

070D-noacssoc'to
Fi-02S• JAAP •=o 3 Figure 7: The first four modes for a (90/0)ior versus delami-

9 o 9 nation length7l when it extends on the neutral beam axis." " IIJL 6 0 5

F,,st wode. (90/o),, . 7,o 25 this proves that the delammation with conrtant length 7 
has the

000 040 0 0 o " same effect on the cigenfrcquencie. if located for example at s=0.2
D~me$,ooles50po0,I00 of de'or tt I or s=0.8.

Figure4: Firstfrequency modefor various heights ofdelami- 3. FINITE ELEMENT APPROACH.
nation h1 versus its position s. Consider a laminated composite beam situated Just above the x-y

plane [8-101 (Fig. 9). The in-planc and transverse displacements
symmetric stacking sequence (0/902/0)ior The eigcnfrequency (shear deformation is also considered) are
for a symmctc laminate is not as sensitive towards dclamination
as the asymmetnc one, since the degradation is probably less due
to the absence of coupling.
Figures 7 and 8 shcw the degradation of natural frequencies for ,
the first four modes of a (90/0)ioT laminate as a function of leng'h
and position of a delamination located on the midplarn of the I oo .
beam. Obviously the influence of the dclamination on the various • I

S .0LLL- Vole

600 Q..000. 6=0 I~ ants, F-0 2 rrc.,c.. -'o--
Z -.ttwI -03000 F=O 4 \

400 R- F. F.05 Figure 8 The first four modes for a (90/0),orversus delami-Snation position s when it extends on the neutral beam axis.
0 ,i 0 ode. (0/90010),,0 Or ,' 5

0 n(xz) - Wýx) (35)
where iogs) is the axial dis•placement of points in the plane and

Figure 5: First frequency mode for various heights of delami-

nation Ti versus its length 72.

'00 co

9900 -

9. 00o Fi 0 ure 9 Beam finite element with nodes offset to the bottom

S97000s5sic.'3
..ooo.o 9O, 2 V (x) isthe rotation about the y-axis Thetransvcrscdisplaccmnits

9 Goo q* =0 . w(x) arc assumed to be constant throughout the thickness of the
z tL.t" ;=0 5 lamina.,:. The strains can be dcrived as

0 Fist -o,!e. (0/90,/0).. .-,-0 2u

0o0 020 040 05od 00 '00
De n onle S 00oton of deiomolW u (36)

Figume 6: First frequency mode for various heights 7i versus The force and moment resultants arc defined as
delamination position s
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h results of the analytical and the numerical model for the first two
[NM,Q-f [ot. l. os] dz (37) vibrating modes of a (90/0)tarsimply supported symmetric com-

posite beam are presented in f'igures 10 and II. Differences
Assumingnobending-twLsttmSandextension-twistingcoupling in between these two diagrams arc due to the additional shear cor-
the laminate and a state of plane strain parallel to the x-z plane, the rections terms tn the finite element analysis
stress-strain relations for a layer are of the form:

10000o=- a•- i•,t= 3=- • -•'s•=(38) - .

The force and moment resultant: arc given by the relation:

IN AI i 0 A 'C 8000
M- BtD== 0 k0 (39)[ o 0 [ I

Q 0 OAss r

where the stiffness coefficients of the laminate arc defined as o00o - Mode I FEM solution
0 - Mode I ono;yticao solution

A0
(All, Bit. flit, Ass i1, zZ~i, z'UII.AQss~dz (40) Z Ovirmens-onless Position of delomnnoton

4000 S 05 (90/0),C, E=05
000 0•20 040 Ob-"o 05010

In the above equations e - ip., is the beam curvature and the shear ome~s'on~ess deloo notron length It
correction factor k may he assumed equal to 5/6. The above
relations refer to a laminate lying above the x.y plane. For a Figure 10. Comparison of analytical and numerical results
laminate below the x-y plane, the lower and upper limits of for the first mode of a simply supported beam (

9
0/0)ior.

integration in equations (37) through (40) are from -h to 0.

The differential equations of motion for a beam bending problem 'WW
in terms of force and momrnt resultants arc given as follows: Mo, 2 FEY s•,,or,

-. ,- lTIi ,

B li~i 2

M_-_Qt,- ou + 1o (41) g
ax

where NI, Qt and Mi are the resultant axial and shear forces and
MI the resultant bending moment respectively. Also It, 12.13 arc Z De,'s'Oress Ps lionr ofe,',',
defined:O 5 (90/0) ;0

000 OO 02 , 05 0A Oner.$ onless Ceeion'noi~on lenq*h I,

11i-fpdz, 1 I-fp z d
o o (42) Figure 11' Comparison of analytical and numerical rasults for

the second mode of a simply supported beam (90/O)or.
I p4. INVERSION OF THE PROBLEM.
0 Thi scction aims at the identification of the delamination position

Substituting the appropriate relations in equations (41) and ap- and size using the cigcnfrcqucncy degradation. It is a typical
plying the Raylcigh-Ritz method to the final equations, the finite Inverseproblem and as suth is non-linear and intrinsically ill-
element equations assume the form: posed. On the other hand, observing the respective figures of the

simrmly supported delaminated beam, it is obvious that another
[Ku][Ki] [is) [[Mt] [io][Mi] r~ 1[01 reason to lo~se the uniqueness of solution of the inverse problem is( [K"] (K12 ] -[1 [MI ] [Mn] --0 43) the symmetry of these diagrams, due to the way that the vibratingK21 W 0 ( beam is suppofred.IsYm. [KssI J sym. [Mss] w

S11 IV L 0 To overcome this difficulty and to increase the accuracy of the
The elements of the mass and stiffness matrices are given analyti- inversion, a cantilever beam is considered. This is a more flexible
cally in the Appendix. structure than the simply supported beam and powseses lower

cigenfrequcncics, while its vibrating modes arc asymmetnc "he
The element used for the FEM analysis has seven degrees of geometry of he.,siructure is given in Figure 12.
freedom and its shape functions arc given in the Appendix. It is
interesting to note that ifone combines stiffness and mass matrices The formulation is identical as for itesimply supported beam with
of the top and bottom element, the corresponding matrices of a the ncessary modific.ations of the boundary conditions. In Figure
conventional beam element with nodes at midplane is recovered. 13 the first four normalized cigenfrequencies of a delammated

composite beam with stacking sequence (90,± 45.0)2s arc given,
By using this type of approach, the laminated composite beam is with a mtdplanc delimination centred at s=0.5, as a functonof its
assumed toconsistoftwo laycrsof bamclemcnts linked together dimensionless length 7z while Figure 14 shows the sitrpty st,p-
by common nodes in the undelaminated region. No friction be- ported beam. It is worth noticing that the degradation of the first
twecn the upper and the lower sublaminates exists. In the dclami- mode is higher for the cantilever beam.
nated region the relative nod.s of the upper and lower layers were
linked by means of rod elements transmiting only compression Figure 15 shows the first four normalized cigcnfrequcnctes of the
between the double nodes only, to simulate the contact forces previous beam with a dclamination lengthiz=0 25 asa function of
developing in the delaminated area. A comparison between the the dimensionless delamination positon s. In Figure 16 the corre-
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(90 * 45 0).
a~j 7 000 \yJ~pK \&I eo

Z.W ld1

Figure 12: Geometry of the cantilever beam. M od IZi 600 qg, Mode 2
z AL" ode 3

tOMt) Modt 4

10000000 020 310 060 080 1 00,0n'ev==es p05i'•" of$ o-n0 ,

ft 600.

zFigre 16: The first four modes for a simly supported
Ij (,± 

4
5,0)2s beam versus delamination position s when it

extends on the neutral axis.
3 $0Z0 Mode I nation position and size. It is assumed that the .¢.cnfrmquency

* it Mde 2mesrdi
mde. 3 shifting measured is due to one delamination only and no other

R t000 Mode 4 sources contutbute to the shifts measured, therefore, the proposed
Pos..on of d0'tn S.o S technique can determine an *equivalent" delamination producing
10o . 45 0). the same degradation of the natural frequcencies as other possibly

000o M R , 10 exitingimperfections.Sneno n,,, 0 o010 o .n0'0-e~ Wa'sz .1-1'-,to •,^gth T;
The proposed algorithm is based on the solution of the direct

Figure 13: The first four modes for a cantilever problem, where the eigenfrcqucncy degradation depends on the
(90,' 

4 5
,0)2s beam v3rsus delamination length 72 when it delammation position and size as well as on the geometrical and

extends on the neutral axis. physical characteristics of the beam. In the inversion step, again.
the physical and geometrical characteristics of the beam are
known, as well as the degradation of the czgcnfrequencics of the

.oo00 first two or three modes which can he measured.

9000 Accordingly, a non linear algebraic set thus formed is solved by a
typical Newton-Raphson technique, for which initial values forthe
unknown delamination position and size are required. Theae

= evalues can be obtained from nomographs for a homogeneous and
. mode I isotropic beam with identical geometrical characteristics of the

•000 ooo Mode beam considered. Such diagrams are presented in Figures 17
Mode 3 through 22 for the first, second and third vibrating modes.

600 Mode Itisobviousthat forsmalldelaminations(shorter than 10%of the
P.'qn of 3$o-boo0 total lengthof the beam). nosa'tsfactory accuracy can be obtained,S-0 5 (90 . 4$•. :)).SM-Oy Su3pottd * oto as the initial values of dclamination characteristics do not vary

2o 0 0•60 o8 within this region. On the contrary, this method converges fast and
dn.s O.ssdooW,010 95

10000
Figure 14: The first four modes for a simply supported
(90,t 4 5 ,0)2s beam versus delamination length 72 when it i
extends on the neutral axis. " 0 S s 0

sponding hliagram for thc simply supported beam is presented. k _ s=0 25
Comparing these two diagrams it is evident that the curves for the U _ s = 2
cantileverbeam are asymmetric due to its asymmetric vihratirng .. ±.oo s0 3
modes. s:O 35
Going back to the invcrse problem, a symmetric cantilever beam - 00 .- _. s,_0 4

is considered and the shifting of two distinct cigenfrequenctes i e 7o o ... s=0 45

used to develop an algorithm for the identification of the delamli . s 5
F,-St ,"ode 1o0 clomped-tree homo0eneous bNom

000o 0 0 020 o0o 060 ojO .
OCehns-onless deleo0notOn lenqth

40 Do Figure 17: First mode for clamped-free homogenous beam
0. forvarious positions of delamination (s.0.05 through .0.5).

•80 00 Normo'hZeo delo-bn0bl length T,.=0 251 0 90 * 45 O)n with remarkable accuracy for initial values not too close to the

IQoped-Ote beco solution for delamination length over 15% of the total length of
S7000 the beam.

q0 O.nLO Mode I Normally any couple of cigenfrequcncies may be used for the
o60)o Mode 2 solution of the inverse problem, but the first two eigenfrcquencics,±..- Mode 4 are recommended, since their experimental determination can be

obtained with good accuracy. A schematic presentation of the total
005 02 00 ' 6 0 0o0i 'To procedure followed forthe inversionoftheproblem isgiven in the

Omensntess posWn of detonrn~ot~on z following:
Figure 15: The first four modes for a cantilever
(90, 

4
5,0)2s beam versus delamination position s when it

extends on the neutral axis.
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n~oo '0000

$003 119 506
J.000 s-6

um .04 :L.065
IjuyS '0 9000 *taX 3_075

1100 UL 5: 07 ...s-0 85

000 t7000=O

3 0 9 56000

0 20 046 060 050 02o no 0k 0 0 8
D-m s do~.l. Oi-..O, lengin 0, 0-.o-n,.oio, Ot;n.noto, 1,4 .

=Figr 1:RFrst mode for clanmped-free homogeneous beam Figure 22 Third mode for clamped-free homogeneous
fovai~ous positions of delamination (s.0.55 througn beam for various positions of delamination (9-0.55 through

8.0. 95). s-0.95).

Moo a. Fxperimental determination of the first two eigcnifrequcnicies.

b. Charts of frequency shifting for a homogeneous beam.

so ticc. Initial values.? u qSv:O C5

UWM d Start Newton.Rapshon procedure.

woo ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a --0tO0 00 O0044

S.C, tý rntft Dom e. Determination of inverse Jacobian matrix.
OW 3" c~ '53 ý- f. Multiplication of J-t witl arx[t 2 T

Figure 19- Second mode for damped-free homgenous g. Solution.'
beam for various positions of delamnination (s-0 05 through rFi
8-0.5). X,{m) - X,(M- 1) -r, I Vt m _ Iteration

10000h. Results.

-09000 For example, ifsa degradation of 13% for the first mode and 36%
for thescond mode arersessured fora symmetric cantilever beam

C 5520-9 S-
0 55 with stacking sequence (90,T 45.0)2s, then by usingFigurca 17 and6000 Oalp soOS vausfbdlmntopsto r6tte

So. =0 65 19. initial vausotccamto oiinand size rotid
ULU±5 s=o 7 as s=0.35 and 12=-0.58. Using the above algorithm, results for

700 t'oo QPsO0 75 s=O.29and72=0O 61 arceobtained. Thc solution ofthe corresponding
S:O8 direct problem for this beam by introducing of course the same

600 -s=0 85 cienrlecdgaato leads to delamination characteristics
... 0~=9'.S0a 206 remarkably good accuracy achieved with three

0001StCOro MOde fo, clomoed-ftee horrogerooovst iterations only.
0000 00 G 0 6

Oýa0 00 00 0 00 A neceb.,ary remark concerning the figures 20, 21 and 22 is that
O~neo'ses dl~mO~o lngh , the intersection of the curves in the relative diagrams is due to

Figure 20: Second mode for damped-free homogeneous numerical errors. The respective physical problem, as described
beam for various positions of delamination (s-0.55 through by the equations (1) and (2) is well posed and excibits unique

".95). solution.

'0000~~S 1WfM=CONCLUSIONS
00000 sWO 05 It was shown, both analytically and numerically, that delamina.

-0900 SQ0 I5 lions developing in a laminated composite beam, either symmetric
5.55. s=0 2 or asymetrie, undergoing flexural vibrations, may cause consider-
*.±±5 s=0 25 able degridation, tec. decreA-se of its natural frequencies, depend.

-- o 35Ing on the delamination location and size. In fact, with increasing
s=g del~imination length, increaded degradationof the natural frequen.
s- 45 cics appears. On the other hand, if the delarmiation is located in
5-05 areais where the mode shape displays high curvature, degradation

Z ~is very low, while in the vicinity of areas with high shear force the
4 6000degradation assumes maximum values. Finally the degradation

- -- Increases with increasing distance of the delamination from the
Tdod ocomd-0eeOm~,fl~ibo neutril axis.

50000 hl nd f, -tehmoee"bo
000 ~0 00 00 010 '00 Both the analytical and numerical formulations proposed are

dnnooi~ elarnoot~oo length con%idertog asymmetric, non balanced laminates, containing ben-

Fure 21: Third mode for clamped-free homgeneous ding/extenlsional stiffness coupling terms B.. Results for symme.
beamfor various positions of delamination (s-0.05 through trie latminates have been produced as a particular case of the
"8..5).
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general problem. By comparison of analytical and numerical Appendix
results, it is evident that the numerical model yields higher fre-
quency degradation due to the presence of additional shear terms The stiffness matrix is.

Finally an inverse method to idenrtify an existing dclamination, JA,2L dbased on the solution of the direct problem, is proposed The -P -ON. N
methodevizluaies tlscharaceristicsofan equivalentdelaxninaiion -f [axi ax
located at the neutral axis of the beam, although the real damage x
may he different. By correlating this method with experimental x
values of internal damping ofastructure may provide a powerful Aý' _f NB . Oý--Vid 1, k,','- 0
tool for the deirmination of the remraini'ig life of a damaged LI ax ax'~
composite stucture. -2 1
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SUMMARY bonded to a skin laminate
This paper presents the results of an experimental In the specimens the following parameters were
study on the effects of several design parameters varied, skin and stiffener laminate properties and
on the strength of a skin-stiffener interface, the stiffener flange width. The specimens were
Desing parameters which are considered are skin and tested in three different uays.
stiffener laminate properties and the .idth of the
bond layer. Test specimens consisting of a blade 1) Lateral tension tests.
type stiffener secondarily bonded to skin laminate 2) Four - Point bending tests.
were fabricated. The specimens were tested by 3) Pull Off tests.
lateral tension tests, four-point bending tests and
pull off tests. Calculationr were made with the The test results are compared to each other, and
numerical program BONDST. TI.e test results are with results obtained from the computer program
compared with each other and with the calculated BONDST. This program models a skin - stiffener
results. Conclusions are drawn and design combination into a two dimensional model The
guidelines are provided, program can determine (with numerical methods) the

peel stress and the transverse shearing stress in
LIST OF SYMBOLS the bond layer

The purpose of this investigation is to give a
EA•I : Inplane stiffness of the skin designer a database from which he can choose an

laminate optimal skin-stiffener combination for a given
Dsk1. Bending stiffness of the skin loading case.

laminate.
t~k. Thickness of the skin laminate. 2. TEST PROGRAMME
EAstt~f : Inplane stiffness of the stiffener

laminate. 2 1 Test specimens
D.tiffooI Bending -.tiffness of the stiffener The test specimens consisted of a blade-type

laminate, stiffener secondarily bonded to a skin laminate
- Thickness of the stiffener flange. (see Fig. 1). The dimensions of the specimens were

tb•.d : Thickness of the stiffener blade. 250 * 50 mm.
Ec :Modulus of the bond layer.
C. : Shear modulus of thp bond layer
te :Thickness of the bond layer.
L Width of t.e stiffener flange.
H Height of the stiffener
t Ply thickness.
4. - Longitudinal modulus.
E, : Lateral modulus.
C" . Shear modulus o 2

"2-21 : P,)isson's ratio.
r Lateral tension force.
H Bending moment. 250
P Pull off load.
Sk Skin configuration
St Stiffener configuration. Fog I Dimensa' offetestspecknensandthedefatownsoftheaxi

1. INTRODUCTION
Stiffened skin panels of composite materials can be The test specimens were made of Fibredux 6376/T400H
configured either as integral cocured concepts, with the following properties:
where the stiffener attachements Intermingle with
the skin plies, or as separate, often precured skin 1) Ply thickness. t - 0 181 mm
and stiffeners which are connected by a discreet 2) E, - 137000 HPa (tension)
bond layer In the latter case failure of a 3) E, - 124000 HPa (compression).
stiffenend panel may well be governed by the 4) Ey - 9500 MPa (tension).
strength of the skin-stiffener interface 5) K. - 9000 HPa (compression).
When designing a stiffened panel one can choose 6) G, - 5100 MPa
several design parameters which determine the 7) w12 - 0.3.
strength and stiffness of that panel (Refs. 1 to
6). The strength of the skin- stiffener interface. 2.2 Design parameters considered
however, is influenced by the chosen design 7n a skin-stiffener comibination the following
parameters and the loading conditions, design parameters can be distinguised (see Fig 2)
In this paper the results of a test programme are
presented. The tests were carried out on specimens 1) The inplane stiffness of the skin EA,,,,
which consist cf a blade type stiffener secondarily 2) The bending stiffness of the skin Dt.,
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3) The thickness of the skin: tkln, flange.thickness of the stiffener blade and width
4) The inplane stiffness of the stiffener, of the stiffener flange (see Fig. 2). The thickness

EKtiffenk. of the blade of a stiffener was varied by adding a
5) The bending stiffness of the stiffener: 'core laminate' in the blade (see F.g. 3).

D
0
.iff.•.e'

6) The thickness of the stiffener flange: t:,.-
7) The thickness of the stiffener blade tbl.d..
8) The modulus of the bond layer: Ec. Stiffe.n 1.
9) The shear modulus of the bond layer: Gc. Stiffener lia.nat. 1o.45.0.-5.0.90o.o.-45.0.o.0)
10) The thickness of the bond layer- t,. Th0•ck... of the fl.e 1 081 -

Thickness of ihn blade 3 S82 se11) The width of the stiffener flange L Width of the blade 44 0 m
12) The height of the stiffener: H.

Stlffen-o lb
St'.ffeer IM~nate. 10,45.0.-45.0.90.0.-45.0.45.01

To limit the number of design parameters the Core laft (O,
stiffeners were bonded to the skin laminates with Thickness of the flno 1 991 ass
the same adhesive while the thickness of the bond Thickness of thb blade 4 87 se

008dth of lbe blode 99 005-
layer was equal for all the specimens and all the

stiffeners had the same height. S3ifhll9. 10511!,. 1i091. ~lt 10.95.0. -45.0. g000.. 45,0* 85,01
With the afore mentioned design parameters, c.I* sa0,.tt [.-95.0.95.01.

different skin laminates and stiffener laminates Thick.... of th, flange 1 851 ,
can be defined. With these skin and stiffener Thick.... of the blade 5 792 a
laminates different skin-stiffener combinations can Width of the bladb 5 81 -
be made Stiffener 2.

Stiff.ner lanl..t, 10 0.45.0.-45.0.90.0.'45.0,85.0.0)

2.3 Skin laminates selected Thicknbss of thbl fadei, 4 356 -
?hlcknbso. .0 17 bled.* 705

ito this investigation the following skin laminates Width of the blade. 50 0 a
were defined which differed from each other by $ttffener b
laminate structure and thickness. St ff..r lei.nate 10.0.*5 0 -45 0.90.0.-45.0.45.0.01

i Cor. 1 .te 1t0.-45.0.45.01*
Thickess of the flase. 2 353 -

Sk.'inst -45 45-54.4.45Thikness of the blade 6 $16as

Skin L0,.t 1-.45.-45 '5.-95 95.45-95 95 -1 Width of the blade 51 01 a
Skin thickness I 61

Stiffenbi 3bSki. lb Stiffener laminate 10.45.--5.45 0.-45.0,90 0.-45.0.45.

Skin Laminate -450,45,0.-45.45 0.45 0 -457 -. 5 15 01
Skin Thick.... I 1 $I Thickness of the flange 2 715 a

kTiiokna2 of the blade 5 43 -
Uin Is idth of the blade 44 0 M

Skin LasinatO 1-95.0.-45.-0 5.0-95.45.-45.4 .-45.41S.

L •ki.1 Thicknes III2 

Stl~ffan*•

SsSk t fen r laminate 10,45- 545 , -4 09.,- .,5

Sin Lasinatt (45,0.-45.0.45,0,-45.,045 0 0,-45.,0 Thick.... of the flange 2 715

"-45.0.15,0.-15 0.5) Thick.... of the blade 5 43 5
kSki. ThictX.i. 3 62 W.d.t a the bd1.. 51 0 OO

2.4 Stiffeners selected 2.5 Specimen configurations tested
For this investigation the following stiffeners With the different skin and stiffener types
were defined, which differed from each other by mentioned above the following skin-stiffener
laminate structure, thickness of the stifferor combinations were made (Sk means skin, St means

stiffener):

t
wkl. Sill, U01 2. S1277

"• • ~~Stlb ",,

HI
.$ti

EA,•. .. D. .59

EA,,, skins. an tifneswrefbrctd eertLL

Fig 2 Design parameters in a skin -tiffener combination 3. FABRICATION OF THE TEST SPECIMENS

The skins and stiffeners were fabricated seperately

'core*tamatetoincrase the ctkness and cured in an autoclave at a temperature of 177
of the blade of"the sno..r 'C and a pressure of 7 bar

The stiffeners were fabricated on steel molds The
molds were build up from two form blocks and a caul
plate (see Fig. 4). The stiffeners were fabricated
from two angle shaped laminates which were
laminated on the two form blocks. The two form
blocks were then assembled and a filler made of 0*Sprepreg was placed. Two rubber strips were
positioned along the flanges of the stiffeners and

the caul plate was positioned. The rubber stripsFig 3 Increasingthethicknessofthestffener bladebyaddinga 'core prevented the matrix to flow into the vacuum bag
laminate during the cure in the autoclave and at the same
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fille aul pate [

/

/.crack wopagatonin the bond layer or
time allow the caul plate to provide the necessary in the top layers of the skin lamnale

pressure on the stiffener laminate After curing
the stiffeners were milled to the desired Fig 6 Failureinaspecmendurngthelateraltensiontests
dimensions.
The stiffeners and skin laminates were then bonded following stress -izjations
together with the adhesive FM 300 K. a rodified
epoxy film adhesive The thickness of the bord fil. 1) Shear stress caused by a lateral tension force
was 0 2 mim The skin stiffener combinations were
then cut into test specimens (see Fig 1) The skin is loaded in tension. The stiffener will

be loaded by shear of the bond layer The shear
4. TESTING OF THE SPECIMENS stresses will be maximum at the edge of the

stiffener flange (see Fig 7) These maximum shear
4.1 Introduction stresses will increase with increasing stiffness
Three different tests were performed ratio of stiffener flange and skin
1) Lateral tension tests (see Fig 5)
2) Four-Point bending tests (see Fig 8)
3) Pull off tests (see Flg II) centedine

of silffonse flange

The strength of the different skin-stiffener .... .. .....

combinations was determined by loading the in
specimens to failure For each skin-stiffener ayr.
combination nine specimens were made Each skin- -A load F
stiffener combination could be tested three times
for each load case. to establish the scatter

Of skin lanrale

4.2 1 Lateral tension tests a) Unloaded concbon b) Loadedcondron
In the lateral tension test the load is applied to
the skin laminate (see Fig. 5) The tests were
performed with a with a velocity of Imm/sin During Fg 7 ShearstressescasedyatensdeloceF
the tests the applied load and the displacement of
the grips of the bench were measured 2) Peel stresses caused by out of plane bending

The esentric position of the srifftner causes
secondary bending while loading the skin laminate
in tension This .ending causes negative
(compressive) peel stress' in the bond layer.

3) Shear stresses ca.,ed by a mismatch between the
Poisson's ratios of the skin and stiffener
laminates

laF•I • The skin and stiffener laminates can have different
IoadF Poisson's ratios Because of these different

Poi soy 's ratios different transverse strairs occur

Fig 5 Loadingconditionduringthelateraltension test in the skin and stiffener laminates The bond layer
has to bridge these different strains ut ich causes
shear stresses in the bond layer The influence of
these shear stresses on the strength of the skin-

All the test specimens showed the following failure stiffener interface will increase as the ratio
behaviour Because of the exentricity caused by the between the Poisson's ratios of the skin and
stiffener the specimens show an increasing stiffener laminates increases.
curvature as the 'oad increases At a certain load
level a crack starts to grow at the end of the 4 2 2 Lateral tension test results
stiffener flange This crack initiates in the In the following table the test results of the
fillet and then propagates in the bond layer or in lateral tension tests can be seen During the tests
the top layers of the skin laminate (see Fig 6) the applied load increased while the crack
The crack propagates while the applied load still propagated. iHosever. the specimens .ere considcred
increases. At a certain load level the stress in to be failed when the crack propagated from the
the skin laminate reaches the failure stress of the fillet into the bond layer or into the top layers
skin laminate and the specimen fails of the skin laminate Therefore in the table the
Failure initiation (when the crack pro, dates in load is the tensile load at which the crack
the bond layer or in the top layers of the skin propagates into the bond layer or into the top
laminate) of the specimens may be caused by the layers of the skin laminate
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n 21.ki.1 Width of 022.kln, Lo.l FF i FR2Sidý.tiff '21.tttt fl-9, D22.tiff (W•

Wis~tia 0.52 5 07 00 0 1.00 11

Skl.tlb 0 52 5 0? 44 095 1 48 12 0

0l0t2a 0 As .22 .0 0 1 16 I
a163t•b 1 08 40 52 51 81 1 16 10 7 F/2 Fr2

skibstI. 0 71 1 72 0 0 1 00 15 7

SkIb5t1b 0 71 I 72 ,* Og- 1 08 175

Slb52a2 00 0 2 1 0

lkIbStLb 0.06 2 1 51 61 000 , 5. 109

55255tl 1 04 S 07 44 0 11 9 25 0

S3ti 1 04 5 07 .101 11 0 23 3 Fig 8 Locadons ol the appbed forces during the four-poAn bending test

012.5a3 0 76 3 17 0 0 3 5 21 3

5020S513 0 7? 3 17 50 0 3 5 s 2 . layer or in the top layers of the skin laminate As

the crack propagates the specimens still are able

2$ 1 to carry more load while the stiffness of the
_Stl. 1 33 1 3 4 0 7 - specimens decreases At a certain load level the

50,2b0t51 1 33 i 32 45 62 7 9 20 0 stiffenet is separated from the skin laminate and

S20. 00 97 0 - ) 11 0 z , 31 0 the applied bending moment drops to a lower level

502b0t1b 0 90 0 05 50 0 2 , 31 7 Failure of the specimens may be caused by the

-following stress situations:
From these test results the following conclusions
can be drawn 1) Feel stresses caused by the bending moment.

The width of the stiffener flange has no influence Bending of the specimen introduces peel stesses in
on the strength of a specimen (compare Sk2aSt3a the bond layer which will be maximum at tie edge of
with Sk2aSt3b and Sk2bStla with Sk2bStlb) the stiffener flange (see Fig 9a) (Ref 2)

The peel stresses can be reduced by increasing the

The ratio between the bending stiffness of the skin ratio between the bending stiffness ol the skin
and the bending stiffness of the stiffener flange laminate and the bending stiffness of the flange of
and the mismatch between the Poisson's ratio. of the stiffener A flexible stiffener will attract
ths skin and stiffener laminates have hardly any less load and therefore the peel strrsses will be
influence on the strength (see for instance reduced (see Fig. 9b).
Sk2aStla and Sk2aSt3a)

Specimens with skin laminates Sklb and Sk2b can
carry more load than their count parts with skin
laminates Skla and Sk2a The reason for this is M M
that the specimens with skin laminates Sklb and
Sk2b have a larger skin-stiffener stiffness ratio
than their counter parts with skin laminates Skla
and Sk2a.
The thickness of the blade of the stiffener has no
noticible influence on the strength of the a) Hogh peel stresses at the b) Reduced peel stresses at the
specimens (compare Sk2bStla with Sk2bStlc) edge of the slffener flange edge of the stiffener flange

It can be concluded that for this loading case the Fog 9 Peelslressescdusedbyabending momentM
skin laminate should have a larger inplane

stiffness (F2A) than the stiffener laminate

4.3.1 Four-Point Bending tests 2) Shear stresses caused by the bending moment
A four point bending test set up was used to load
the specimens with a constant bending moment over Bending of the skin and stiffener flange will
the width of the skin-stiffener interface The introduce shear in the bond layer This shear
dimensions of the test set up can be seen in figure stress will. again, be maximum at the edge of the
no.8. The tests were performed with a velocity of I stiffener flange (Ref 2)
mm/min. During the tests the applied load and the
displacements of the grips were measured 3) Stresses caused by an anticlastic curvature of

the skin laminate
The specimens all showet a simular failure
behaviour. when the skin laminate is loaded in pure bending
When the applied moment Imireases the specimens the longitudinal curvature in the x2-x, plane is

show an increasing curvature At a certain load positive whereas the transverse curvature in the

level a crack initiates in the fillet of the bond x1 - x5 plane is negative (see Fig I0) As a result
layer As the bending moment increases the crack the top surface of the skin laminate becomes saddle
propagates. In the specimens with a skin laminate shaped. This will lead to stresses (peel and shear
thickness of 1.81 um the cracks propagate in the stresses) in the bond layer. This anticlastic
bond layer. In the specimens with a skin thickness curvature was only visible in the specimens with a
of 3.62 ua the crrcks propagate either in the bond skin laminate thickness of 3.62 mm.
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MM

I I

Spuslolfload P

Fg 10 Anticlastic curvature of a beam in pure bending
Fig 11 Pul/offtests

4.3.2 Four-Point bending test results
In the following table the test results of the four mm/mmn. During the tests the applied load and the
point bending tests can be seen The bending displacement of the stiffener blade were measured.
moments in this table are the bending moments when For these tests different failure modes .ould be
a crack propagated from the fillet into the bond distinguised These failure modes were
layer or into the top layers of the skin laminate,
since the specimens were considered then to be a) Failure in specimens with a skin laminate
failed. thickness of 1.81 mis

1ki I 0. oidth f ~Failure in these specimens starts with a crack in
E2Atij/ D22sOtiff / 1f. i c. 01nt the fillet of the bond layer. This small crack does

not lead to a load drop When the applied load
SklStl 0 52 i 48 44 0 5635 reaches a critical value the crack in the fillet

SkI.Stib 0 3z i 4e 44 005 5597 expands and starts to grow in the bond layer or in

Skl1StZo 0 40 o 549i the top layers of the skin laminate This leads to
a load drop and the stiffener is pulled off

2l1.5t2b 0 40 1 is 51 a1 5248

b) Failure ir specimens with a skin laminate
thickness of 3.62 mm.

MIbMtl. 0 01 1 57 44 0 5041

5St155 0 71 05 s *. 095 0690 Failure starts with a crack in the fillet of the
bond layer. As in the 1.81 mm specimens this small

2 0 crack does not lead to a load drop t'hen the
lbStib 0 tO 0 04 5i1 ai *00 applied load reaches a critical value a crdck

starts in the skin laminate under the edge of the
stiffener flange (see Fig. 12) or a crack starts in

502.2o1. 1 04 ii 1 44 0 3070 the interface between the filler and the blade of

Sk2.Stlc I 04 11 90 *5 81 27025 the stiffener (see Fig 13) The load drops and the
stiffener is pulled off

&12.t3. 0 76 3 5S '4 0 25015

Sk2USMb 0 7t 3 50 56 0 25971

WW2bI.le 1 33 0 90 4 0 28079
$ s Z nS t l c 2 7 71. . 5 $ I ! . . . .e n e S n~s a n f g e 1 o 1 •

5.233. I0 o"7 2 '6 42 0 2376b

St2b5t3b 0 97 2 36 56 0 25204 ski laminate \ 1 1

From these test result., the followirg conclusions Z

can be drawn.
The width of the stiffener flange has hardly any
influence on the strength of the specimens (compare cack
St2bSt3a with St2bSt3b and Sk2aSt3a with Sk2aSt3b)

The strength of the specimens is pre-dominantly Fig 12 Cracksmntheskinflaminateundertheedgeofthestiffenerflange
determined by the bending stiffnesses of the skin
and stiffener laminates. When the ratio between the
D2.i and D2.

0
fl._40,e Increases the strength of the

specimen increases (compare Sk2aStla with Sk2aSt3a
and Sk2bStla with Sk2bSt3a). crack

It can be concluded that for this loading case the

skin laminate should have a larger bending skin lamiunate
stiffness (D22) than the laminate in the flange of
the stiffener _ _ _'__ _ _ ...

4.4.1 Pull-off tests
In the third test series the specimens were tested
by pulling off the stiffeners (see Fig. 11) The Fig. 13 Clacksintheinterfacebetweentheftgerandthebladeofthe
pull off tests were executed with a velocity of 4 stiffener
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Failure of the specimens may be caused by the
following stress conditions: E2A*kln I D261 ikn t Width of "t-ii-

E2ASti ff 122.ti ff fl..n'. L

1) Shear stresses caused by a bending moment
SklStla 0 52 1 48 44 0 %X55

Because a transverse load is applied to the skin OhioGtlb 0 52 1 46 11 095 975
laminate a bending moment is built up in the skin
and stiffener laminates. This bending moment causes skl&t 41

shear stresses in the bond layer. Skl&St2b 0 48 1 16 1 8! $38

2) Peel stresses caused by the applied transverse
force. SklbStle 0 71 1 07 40 5 1368

SkIbStIb 0 71 1 0? 66 0c5 1213
The transverse force will result in a bending of
the skin and stiffener At the locations were the skabSt 0 66 0 86 50 0 685
transverce force and its reactions are applied, SklbSt2b 0 66 0 86 51 81 858
peek peel stresses will occur because of a mismatch
in vertical displacements between the stiffener
flange and the skin laminate. Peek peel stresses Sk2Os.t. 1 0 11 90 4,1 0 2875
will therefore occur under the stiftener blade and
at the edge of the stiffener flange (Ref 2)
The peel stresses at the edge of the stiffener Sk2St3. 5 76 3 50 46 0 3112
flange can be reduced by increasing the ratio Si2.StLb 0 76 3 so 56 0 2033
between the bending stiffness of the skin laminate
and the stiffener laminate (see Fig 14)
The influence of the peel stresses under the t8t51 1 53 7 40 6 0 3030
stiffener blade increases as the pee: stresses at
the edge of the stiffener flange are limited As st5s5lc 1 353 7 90 85 81 3825

mentioned above the peel stresses at the edge of St2bSt3. 0 87 2 36 86 0 3566
the stiffener flange reduce when the ratio bet.een 8 2 • 56 0 2753
the bending stiffness of the skin and stitfeler st2St3b 0 9 2

flange increases This may explane the occurance of
cracks near the filler of the specimens with a skin
laminate thickness of 3 62 mm.

5. ANALYSIS OF THE TEST RESULTS WITH BONDST

5.1 Introduction
The test results have been further analysed with
the program BONDST. With this program the stress
distribution in a specimen can be calculated in a

Ssimplified way. It is investigated whether it is
possible to establish a failure criterion based on
the stresses calculated with BONDST

a) High peel stresses at the b) Reduced peel stresses at the
edge of the stiffener flange edge of the stiffener flange 5.2 The program BONDST

In the program BONDST the skin stiffener
Fig 14 Reducing the peel stresses at the edge of the stdfener flange by combination is simplified to a two dimensional

increasing the ratio between the bending stffness of the skin model with unit length that represents the skin.
andstiffenerflange the stiffener flange and a discrete bond layer

(Ref 6) A cross section of the model is presented
in figure 15. The stiffener blade is neglected,
except that its influence is imposed through the
clamped boundary conditions at one end of the

4.4.2 Pull off rest results model. The model can be loaded at the other end by
In the following table the test results of the pull inplane forces and bending moments (see Fig 16)
off tests can be seen In this table the transverse
forze is the maximum force reached during the
tests.

The pull off tests showed a large amount of
scatter. However, two important conclusions can be
made. I I
When the wildth of the stiffener flange in~creases skin~ .

the strength of the specimens decrease (compare
Sk2aSt3a with Sk2aSt3b and Sk2bSt3a with Sk2bSt3b).

When the ratio between the bending stiffnesses of
the skin laminate and the stiffener flangeM
increases, the strength of the specimens increase
(compare for example SklaStla with Sk2aStla). ]1107na-

It can be concluded that for this loading condition
the skin laminate should have a larger bending
stiffness (D22) than the flange of the stiffener
The width of the stiffener flange should be
limited. Fig 15 Cross sectnon of the model
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P1 - - 11 -

M Z, 11 0l 1681DS 18.1 (51-

ig 1) t' W, ul F3  51.il(..b) 05 660 181 119 27 8 91 8

P2 -- e 2 Wtlsa b) 0 '6 44 F 1 61 16 5 23 3 92 2

Skla.t2(ab) 0 63 50 0 1 51 11 6 26 4 $7 5

16l102t . b) 0 86 50 0 1 81 16 6 16 1 80 0

Fig 16 Thedsplacements. theloadsandtheboundaryconditions k2&t1(..c) 5 57 44 0 3 62 21 2 91 1 114 3

SkZbit1(s.. 0 73 4"0 3 62 289 90 100 0

The skin and stiffener flange are represented by
beams with extensional and bending stiffness The 162t3. 0 57 4, 0 3 62 26 3 5$ 2 130 0
bond layer has transverse shearing stiffness and
extensional stiffness The extensional stiffness of Sk2bSt3. 0 73 0. 0 3 62 31 0 61 1 123 0

the bond layer is taken into acount in the z.
direction only The kinematics of the model are
illustrated in figure 17. The program can calculate -0 57 56 3 62 2 2• 5 -• 126 6

the deformations in the %-direction and the z- Sk2023b 0 73 56 0 3 62 31 7 65 3 125 5
direction of the skin and stiffener blade, the
axial stresses in the skin and stiffener blade and
the shear and peel stresses in the bond layer. The
model is based on several assumptions, which impose StresselithebondlrCausedbyalateralforceFl.11,60ON
limitations on its use. For instance, the shear 100
stress in the bond layer at the free end is not 1O [ossla
zero. Also, the skin .nd stiffener flange are skla$W !a Sheasrtres I
modelled as beams, with infinite transverse shear
stiffness The transverse shear modulu. G., of these 80
constituents, however, if made of layered composite
material is ofthe same order of magnitude as the
transverse shear modulus of the bond layer Due to
the limitations listed here the results obtained
with the model might have at most a qualitative Stress
significance. (MPa)

The purpose of the calculations is to derive a 40 -
failure criterion for a discreet skin-stiffener
combination under different loading conditions. To
achieve this the failure loads which were measured
during the tests were used as input for the 20
calculations These calculations may ]ead to a
design stress level at which a skin stiffener 7
interface will fale 0 --...

bond layer ~ kaF '. 2 5 10 15 - -mm) 25

-- ' ", -- '-- -, - , ', ', Fig 18 Typcal peel and shear stress distrbutions in the bond layer

S ," causedby a lateral force F,

stiffenerflange- the stiffener which causes secondary bending when
the skin is loaded in tension This bending causes

F;g 17 The kinematics of the model compressive peel stresses in the bond layer BONDST
cannot calculate this secondary bending moment, and
therefore cannot calculate the resulting peel
stresses.

5.3 Lateral tension test results vs. calculated 5.4 Four-Point test results vs calculated stress
stress levels levels
Figure 18 shows a typical peel and shear stress Figure 19 shows a typical shear and peel stress
distribution in the bond layer caused by a iateral distribution in the bond layer caused by a constant
force Haximum peel and shenr stresses occur at the bending moment. The figure shows that a bending
edge of the stiffener flange. In the following moment leads to peel stresses at the edge of the
table the calculated stresses in the bond layer are stiffener flcnge The positive peel stresses are
presented. In the table FWoeoST represents the followed by negative peel stresses to provide the
failure load which was measured during the lateral necessary vertical equilibriu• Ln the bond layer
tension tests The calculations showed that at a certain distance

The calculations show that large differences occur from the edge of the stiffener flange, the skin and
in the calculated maximum stress levels between the stiffener flange show the same vertical
specimens with a skin thickness of 1.81 mm and 3 62 deformations and therefore no peel stresses occur
mm. This may be caused by the eccentric position of in the bond layer.
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Strsess inthebndlayercausedbyabeadagmomentFM1 .5.424Nmt .5.5 Pull-Off tests vs. calculated stress levels

120 -__ Calculations with BOND0 T showed different stress

We distributions in the bond layer depending on the
[a st2ar a bending stiffness ratio of the skin and stiffener

100. .. flange.

s Figure 20 shows the peel and shear stresses in the

bond layer caused by a transverse load, in a

specimen with a small rarie of the bending
stiffness of the skin and st!"ener flange High

Stress peel stresses occur at the edg, of the stiffener
(MPa) flange and under the stiffener blade Because of

40 • the large stiffness of the stiffener flange the

Stresses r. the bond layer caused by a transverse fotrc PI * 833 N

01 skla st
"*20__4_ P16 Sr tress

5
4 0  

0 15 20 1 Stress
1 2

(MPa) 10
Fig. 19 Typicalpeel and shear stress distnbutions in the bondlayer

caused by a bending moment M, 3 -2

A negative bending moment leads to negative shear 4
stresses at the edge of the stiffener flange The
maximum shear stress level keeps below the maximum 2
peel stress level. After the peak the shear stress
drops to zero. 0a

In the following table the calculated stresses in .201

the bond layer are presented. In the table 
M
bss 5 10 15 20 25

represents the failure bending moment which was x (mm)
measured during the four point bending tests

-- Fig 20 Peel and shear stresses caused by a transverse force P, for a

I o22sk n• , I .h 1 specimen with a sma• ratio between the bending stiffness of the
-22stifr L skin and stiffener flange(-) (-a) -)} UIa(PS)

Sks•.Stlr .b) i - 40 I 3$1 56 1 109 2 66 2

50bStl(a~b) 1 07 o I t1 .$69 I13 & 73 9

Stresses m the bond layer caused by a transveosa forme Pi 3 220 N

SX4t21..b) i 16 5o 0 5 $1 5,2* 107 7 63 1 s0-

tlbltt5d,b) 0 A8 50 0 1 $1 1753 110 8 70 8 skPa• al•sks stO1 Shar siress

- 40
Sk2.tlt(.,c) 11 90 4* 5 3 62 2$891 171 1209 5

Ski rStl(a, ) 1 7 g *0 3 62 2t12 131 1 14 43

W40.3& 3 "' '* 0 3 62 2501
3  

15$ 0 105 0 Stress

Z9so3 2 36 s * 0 3 62 25971 2oo 0 o (MPa)

- 20

U22.36 3 50 56 0 3 62 •3767 150 0 as 0

553b 2 36 !6 0 3 62 25204 95 5 142 1 10.

The calculations show that the specimens with a
skin thickness of 1.81 m all reach nearly the same
maximum stress level (a peel stress of 110 HPa and 0
a shear stress of 70 MPa).
Specimens with a skin thickness of 3.62 mm show
large differences in the calculate maximum stress _10

levels. This may be caused by the stresses 0 5 10 t5 20 25
introduced by the anti elastic curvature of the x(mm)
skin laminate, which B0RDST cannot calculate Again
the specimens with a skin thickness of 3 62 mm Fig 21 Peel and shear stresses caused by a transverse force PF for a
reach higher stress levels than the specimens with specimen with a large ratbo between the bending stifness of the
a skin thickness of 1.81 tm. stun andstdffenerflange
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peel stresses at the edge of the stiffener flange 6. CONCLUSIONS
are larger than the peel stresses under the
stiffener blade. A study of the influence of several design
The transverse force causes a linealr increasing parameters on the strength of a skin-stiffener
bending moment, hhich results in a shear stress combination was conducted Test specimens which
which is nearly constant over the complete width of ýonsisted of a blade-type stiffener secondarily
the stiffener flange, bonded to a skin laminate %ere fabricated These

specimens were tested for three different loaoing
Figure 21 shows the peel and shear stresses when conditions. latf-al tension tests, four-point
the ratio of the bending stiffness of the skin and bending tests and pull of tests
stiffener flange is large. The flexible stiffener The tests showed that failure mainly oc-urs at the
flange will attract less load and therefore the edge of the stiffener flange due to peak stresses
peak peel stresses are reduced at the edge of the at that location The tests provided the following
stiffener flange This causes higher peel stresses design guides:
under the stiffener blade than at the edge of the
stiffener flange. 1) The lateral inplane stiffness of the skin
The lineair increasing bending moment again causes laminate should be larger than the lateral
a nearly constant shear stress distribution inplane stiffness of the stiffener flange

2) The skin laminate should have a larger lateral
In the following table the calculated stresses in bending stiffness than the stiffener flange
the bond layer are presented In the table P3%DsT 3) The width of the stiffener flange should be
represents the maximum load which was measured limited.
during the pull off tests The peel stress at A - 0
represents the peel stress under the stiffener Calculations made with BONDST showed that no
blade. The peel stress at x - L/2 represents the failure criterium for the strength of a skin-
peel stress at the edge of the stiffener stiffener interface could be found
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1. SUMMARY proved the ability of defect identification with much lower
The paper reports recent developments in the field of the error rates compared with the statistical expexted when no
interpretation of the form of the reflected wave during prior information is available. Thus providing a non-binary
ultrasonic scanning of laminated plates Defect analysis in result by high level expertise of the signal.
laminated plates can be achieved by installing a threshold At first, the tune domain signal (A-scan) is digitized and
value on the amplitude of the reflected ultrasonic wave If this stored. Based on this data, numerical algorithms return
threshold value has not been achieved, one considers that a frequency, autocorrelation, crosscorrelation, convolution and
defect is causing scatter and the location is registered as such. deconvolution domain data. In order to reduce the number of
This is the most elementary form of measuring technique, data without loosing any useful information, descriptors are
although it does not provide more detailed information about defined and calculated in each domain (i e. number of peaks
the depth location of the defect Nevertheless, it already above a certain level, peak amplitudes, peak position, peak
provides some information, although rather "binary" On the area, inter-peak distance and many others)
used USIP 12 equipment (Krautkramer) a depth-measurement Identification of defects is done by classifying the signal
module was added allowing to establish the location of wave under investigation in one of the predefined categories
scatter through the thickness of the laminated structure. (classes) to distinguish. Before classification is possible, the
Recently, it has been suggested that the form of the reflected system has to be "learned" by a given set of signals of which
wave could yield some additional information on the types of the class is known a prion. Depending on these classes, only a
defects. In particular, the frequency content of the reflected small number of descriptors will be sensitive, meaning that
wave could be analysed and be compared for different sorts of the variability of a descriptor must be minimal in its own class
defects, thus allowing for a more accurate diagnostic of the compared with its variability between classes. This is known
defect and its significance Advanced signal processing and as being the Wilk's lambda criterion Choosing the most
pattern recognition techniques are therefore applied Two sensitive descriptors defines the features which are going to be
Carbon/Epoxy laminated plates with several embedded defects used for further classification.
have been manufactured and tested Representative results Classification of unknown signals in comparison with the
will be given. known signals based on these features can be done by

different classification schemes. The ones used in this
2. INTRODUCTION application are the k-nearest neighbour classifier, the modified

nearest neighbour classifier, the potential function classifier,
2.1 General Introduction the linear classifier and the F-machine.
One of the methods most widely used in non-destructive Practical results will show classification success on laminated
testing of materials is the ultrasonic method (ref. [1], (2]). carbon epoxy specimens with embedded foreign bodies like
However, in many applications the result is treated as a binary aluminum and teflon as defects. Dis"usston will be made on
value (good or bad) regardless of the enormeous amount of different values of this success rate using different features
information contained in an ultrasonic A-scan. A small and different classification schemes.
number of users can go beyond this binary threshold by
identifying the defect basing thenmselves on years of practical 2.2 Pattern Recognition
experience. As it is mentioned in ref. (3], the use of advanced Pattern recognition and classification is a numerical technique
data acquisition boards, depth measurement module and which can be applied to quite different domains of
computer software, result into colored C-scan plots as well as applications A few examples of these are tabilated in table I.
three-dimensional plots. Therefore the capabilities of the Standard commercial packages like ICEPAK (Tektrend) (ref.
ultrasonic method is extended by identifying completely the (4]) and PARECO (Nestor Inc.) (ref. [5], [6] and [7]) provide
defects location, general numerical algorithm roatmes which can be used in
However, no information is available about the nature of the this variety of domains. However, because of the fact that this
defects making the decision for their criticality very difficult, principle is now being applied to ultrasonic investigation and
Advanced signal processing and pattern recognition examined in more depth in this area, the basic principles of
techniques are therefore applied on the ultrasonic signals and
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this technique are integrated in a newly developed program "subdividing" the descriptor space for optimum performance,
called SPPR (rcf. [8]) which stands for Signal Processing and meaning a minimum classification error rate Clustering
Pattern Recognition at the Free University of Brussels. analysis is an unsupervised method (no class information) of

classification
Domain Examples
Engineering Non-Destructive Testing 3. SIGNAL PREPROCESSING

Quality Control 3.1 General Information
PrGeopsics C Seismi exploration The ultrasonic signals are generated and received by the USIP

12 (ref [91) ultrasonic device manufactured by Krautkramer
Military Communications security This pulser-receiver is a device which can readily operate

Radar and Sonar interpretation transducers in broad-band in a range of I to 20 MHz and in
Medical Electroencephalogram narrow-band in the range of 0.5 to 15 MHlz A depth

interpretation measurement module DTMI2 is also installed which has a
Electrocardiogram interpretation resolution of I nsec or 0 01 mm. The data processing and
Diagnosis storage is done on a Hewlett-Packard Vectra 80386SX 16

Scientific MHz personal computer equipped with an analog to digital
Investigations convertor board Sonotek STR 825 with a performance of 100
Table 1. Examples of Pattern Recognition Applications MSamples per second.

Pattern recognition, which is a branch of artificial intelligence, 3.2 The Time Domain Signal
is used for interpretation and diagnosis It simulates advanced A subprogram of SPPR, called SCOPE displays 16384 data
human functions and interfaces man and machine to combine points for the total time domain signal (fig 1) As most of the
their best capabilities It also automates the routine time domain signal is zero, it is sufficient to extract portions
interpretation carried out by human analysts and therefore of 4096 points and send those to file. Each tune domain signal
captures human expertise and experience in machine form can then be considered as three files consisting of I) the
In general, pattern classification routines can be quite intiatmg pulse or base pulse, 2) the plate reflected
different depending on the amount of information which is information (fig 2, 3 and 4) and 3) the glass-plate echo or
known a priori from the phenomena under investigation For backall echo ii w~se-echo mode For convenience, these are
instance the Bayes decision theory is based on the assumption tabulated in table 2
that the decision problem is posed in probabilistic terms and Figures one to four present representative tune domain
that all of the probabilistic values are known Mathematical signals Figure I shows part of the entire signal of 16384
derivations of this theory applied on multivariate normal points but the plate reflected information and the glass-plate
densities are extensively described in literature If some of the echo are well defined. Figures 2, 3 and 4 shows respectively
probabilistic values are unknown, this theory is extended to the test plate echo of non defected area, of an area with
parameter estimation based on supervised learning which embedded teflon and of an area with embedded aluminum
means that the system is "taught" by a number of signals of
which the class is a priori known. However, most of the time Tune Domain sinal
and especially in the domain of non-destructive testing, little I The base pulse (mntling pulse)
or no probabilistic information is known a priori Supervised 2 The base puls (itati pulse)
learning can then still be applied and this technique is called 3 The backwall echo (glass plate echo)the nonparam etric technique. For the tun e being, this T ab l e nt Tune p oa in e iho l

technique is primarily described in this paper and is applied to Table 2 Different Time Domain signals
the ultrasonic investigation of laminated composite plates Conversions to the following domains can be done on either of
Future developments will be made in the domain of these tune domain signals.
unsupervised learning and clustering analysis which means
that the classifiers are self-learning without prior probabilistic 3.3 The Frequency domain
or class information of the signals under investigation It is T
clear that this is the supreme solution, if possible, but can The term freque domain deo s a mathemat
nevertheless only be realized when a great number of signals the power domain signal. Time domain signals are now
are available which most of the time is not the case. deIn practice, the different stages in the classification scheme dscribed by their spectral components The transformation in
In praie, rohly sdifferent rtages ignaltprercl essifica eme 2 the software package SPPR is based on the Fast Fourier
can be roughly subdivided into I) signal preprocessing 2) Transform (FFT) algorithm. The FFT of N points needs
descriptor generation 3) feature definition 4) clustering O(NlogN) operations and is much faster compared to the
analysis and 5) signal classification Signal preprocessing or
involves both the signal acquisition anS the conversion of this ordinary Discrete Fourier Transform winch needs O(N2)
data to different domains of interest like for instance the time operations. The rcsult ofthe FFT is a complex number having

domain, the frequency domain (amplitude and phase), the a real and imaginary part which is immediately converted to a

deconvolution domain and others Descriptor generation is magnitude (root of the sum of the squared parts) and a phase
concerned about data reduction by extracting only what is (arc tan of imaginary over real part) component in providing a

beleived to be vital information in the different domains more physical understandable background for the result.

Feature definition is done by withholding those descriptors Frequency transformations of different tune domain signals
which are highly sensitive to a change of class (classes corresponding to different defects, have shown substantial

defined by the user) Signal classification can be seen as differences in spectrum with a high level of repeatability.
Figures 4, 5 and 6 shows the result respectively of the FFT
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applied to the signals presented in figures 2, 3 and 4. line and l10/., 20%, ... up until 90% of maximum
Information extracted out of the frequency domain is therefore signal amplitude, ten descriptors are computed. These
thought to be very useful in classifymg different defects, descriptors represent a measure for the "activity level"

in the signal, considering the time domain.

3.4 The Correlation Domain 4.2.3 The peak shape descriptors
A time domain signal will sometimes consist of repetitive For each peak encountered in the signal in each
basic signal pans. This gives the impression that this basic domain, the following number of descriptors are
signal irart interacts with the medium under investigation. If beleived to describe this peak sufficiently: peak
the tir.c domain signal is compared with this basic part at amplitude, peak position, peak area, peak rise time,
various tune positions, perhaps the locations of maximum peak fall time, peak full width and peak half width
correspondence can be found and thub a more pronounced The re.xsonig is done in the tune domain The
unage of the medium can be obtained This process is known amplitude of a peak enables us to gauge the intensity
as correiation and one speaks of autocorrelation when this of a physical process There is no better example then
computato. is performed with the total signal itself. A the basic functional pnciple of A-scan and/or C-scan to
correlation of two tune domain signals can be calculated in judge an occurrence by the signal amplitude. The peak
the frequency domain as the multiplication 3f the position retumns information on the physical location of
corresponding frequency values for the first and the complex disturbances (ref. [13)). The area of a peak gives a
conjugate values for the second. Figures 8 and 9 presents measure for the energy content of this peak. This item
respectively the cross-correlation ofthe signal shown in figure is particularly useful in the frequency domain. The
2 (undefected area) and figure 4 (embedded aluminum area) other peak descriptors describe the shape of the peak
Finally, figure 10 shows the result of autocorrelation of figure related to the kind of defect encountered These peak
3 (embedded teflon area). shape descriptors are calculated for the five highest

peaks in each domain, thus disregarding the
3.5 The Convolution and Dcconvolution Domain background noise.
The reasoning applied in section 2.4 on the correlation domain 4.2.4 Inter peak distances
provides the same basic idea applied in the convolution The distance from first to second, from first to third
transform. It is now computed in the frequency domain as the and from second to third highest peak are also
multiplication of both the complex frequency component of computed They provide information on the signal
the ongmal tune domain signals The effect ofconvolution is propagation time and delays within a given medium.
to smear out the original time function s(t) in time according As an example, consider the techmque to locate the
to the recipe provided by the response function r(t), for both depth of a defeLt in a specimen by measuring the "time
continuous and discrete case. When knowing a convolution of flight".
result and knowing a given time function s(t), the problem is 4 2.5 Partial areas and total area
to find the response function r(t). This is known to be the The domain under observation is equally subdivided
deconvolution process. The algorithm is used on ultrasonic into eight segments. The area covered by the signal is
signals, they are deconvoluted with the originating base pulse computed in each segment as well as the total area.
from the transducer to obtain a more pronounced description This information gives a global measurement of energy
ofnie medium under investigation, together with a rough indication of energy spread in

the domain.
4. DESCRIPTOR GENERATION
4.1 Introduction Descriptor Interpretation

Mean value estimates the value around which
Assuming that the time domain consists of 4096 points as well central clustering can occur
as the other domains, for instance the frequency, the Variance characterizes the spread of values
autocorrelation and the deconvolution domain Then a total around the mean value
number of 16384 numbers describes the original signal It is Standard known as the square root of variance
easily understood that much of this data is redundant. A deviation gives no new information
transformation of this data to a set of other data (descriptors) Skewness a mcasure for asymmetry of the
is made to reduce considerable the amount of data without distribution alongside the mean value
losing any information. The following descriptors are defined, Kurtosis represents the amount of "peakness" or
used and beleived to provide no loss of information. "flatness" of a distribution
Descriptor extraction can be performed in each domain Table 3. Statistical descriptors
defined above.

4.2 The Descriptors 4.3 Domain dependant descriptors

4.2.1 Statistical descriptors In SPPR the descriptors computation is automated for each
4,Severstal wellos tatistical pdomain, discussed in paragraph 2, separately Not all of theSeveral well known statistical parameters are also used decitraecluaednechomnbcusteyontas adesnptr. he flloingareprovided in the descriptors are calculated in each domain because they do not
as a desciptor. The following are p. provide any valuable information or are very sensitive to

4.2.2 The pamber ofpeaks above threshold background noise. The six domains available are the time4.2. Th numer f paks bov ; tresolddomain, the squared time domain, the frequency domain, the
The threshold will be expressed as the per cent value autocorrelation domain, the cross-correlatiun domain and the
of the maximum signal amplitude. The base line is acorrelation domain, the ro s tion domain an
defined as having the minimum signal amplitude deconvolution domain. For the first four domains an
value. By counting the number of peaks above the base automatic calculation of the descriptors is possible, providing
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143 descriptors. This means that the original 16384 number remaining classifiers base their decision on generalized
are reduced to 143, a data reduction by a factor of 114. discriminating functions. In the case of a linear classifier it

can be proven that the generalized discriminating function is
S. FEATURES DEFINITION nothing more than a weighted distance. A very different

classifier, to be studied in future work, is based on the
A pattern vector containing more then ten descriptors is in estimation of the probability distnbution function and is called
practice not of much use because the dimensionality of the the Bayes classifier (further reading in ref. [I15] and [16J).
feature spa&e is such that the amount of computation is to
high. Practical experience has proven also that the 6.2 Classifier Design
classification error rate most of the time increases when the By applying pattern recognition techniques, an effort is being
dimensionality goes beyond a certain level. Thus, out of the made to pass some of the human intelligence to the compute.
descriptors defined before, one extracts a certain number of Like a well known face in a crowd is easily recognized by a
features which are going to be used in the classification human, so will a computer easily recognize an input pattern if
process, these are called the features However, there are no it is supplied with previously known patterns. 11'ose patterns
general rules concerning the choice between descriptors, will be used to design, or teach, the classifier. -4t this point, a
Human intelligence, experience and knowledge about the distinction has to be made between two general classifier
specific application will be of the utmost importance in this design methodologies: a) supervised learning and b)
choice which will also determine the success of classification unsupervised learning. In the first, the training samples used
(ref. [14] and [15]). to design a classifier are labelled to show their category
Some aid can be given by calculating the discriminating membership. In the latter, unlabeled samples are used. In the
power of each descnptor separately. This is done by present case, supervised learning is studied Thus, a well
comparing the variability of a descriptor within it's class w'ith defined training sample set is a prerequisite to proceed in
the variability between classes. Furthermore, since two classification. Before proceeding in the classifier design,
descriptors can hold the same information, they also have the questions like how big must the training set be, which are the
same variability in and between classes The choice of using representative points for edch class and how can they be
both of these descriptors would not increase the success rate identified need a clear answer Two general methods can be
of the classifier. Therefore, the discrimatmg power of sets of applied, a) The store all method and b) Clusterng analysis In
descnptors must also be examined A method of doing so is the first method, all the available data is used to design the
based on using the Wilk's Lambda. It consists of maximizing classifier, In the second one, the central points of each class is
the between-class spread relative to the within-class spread determined and used for classifier design Until now, the store
The values of lambda are in the range [0,1]. The lower the all method is investigated. During the classifier design
values of lambda, the higher the discriminating ability of the process, the training points may be relocated in feature space
descriptor subset. This technique does not change the value o; in order to reinforce or to weaken a particular event and
the features. Other techniques to define features are based on change the decision surface. The term locates will denote
reducing an original d-dimensional descriptor space ino a (c- these representative points whose initial values are the entire
1)-dimensional feature space (c being the number of classes) training set (store all method) or are the clusters (clustenng
by use of the Fisher's linear discrimnmant The tmanformat'on is analysis) which do not remain unchanged during the design
done by multiplying the descriptor vectors with a matrix W of process In other words, the training set, or a pat of it, is
which the elements of W are chosen as to produce a feature substituted by the locates During the learning process, the
space with maximum discriminating power. locates are modified whilst the initial training set remains

unchanged. The locates will be denoted by BI, B2, ... and will
6. CLASSIFIERS be allocated to the classes in the following way: BI, B2, .. ,

6.1 Introduction B(nl) for class 1, B(nl+l), B(nl+2), .. , B(n2) for class 2,

In some casses, different classes can be separated by a set of B(n2+l), B(n2+2).... B(n3) for class 3, etc.

hyperplanes in the feature space. The classification can then 6.3 The Linear Classifier
be performed by a linear classifier Unfortunately, not all of T
the classification problems are linear. At tibs point the choice The decision surface of a linear classifier is a hyerilane in
of features is critical since for a given set of features the the feature space The discriiant function is aliear
problem may not be linearly separable while for another set of combination of the components of the pattern vector X and is

features it may well be. Several classification theories have wrinen as follows:

been derived, which may produce different decision surfaces. g(X)=W
T

X+ (I)
In this paper, five classifiers are discussed, detailed in table 4.

Classifier where W is the so called weight vector and Wo is the threshold
weight. A two-category linear classifier unplements the

I The K-Nearest Neighbour Classifier (K-NNC) following decision rule "Decide w, if g(X) > 0 and decide w2
2 The Modified K-Nearest Neighbour Classifier if g(X) < 0". If g(X) = 0, the pattern vector can be assigned to
3 The Potential Function Classifier either class. The equation g(X) - 0 defines the decision
4 The Linear Classifier surface that separates points assigned to w, from points
5 The F-Machine Classifier assigned to w2.

Table 4. Classifiers used in the present study In order to be able to classify the unknown patterns, then the

classifier has to be taught first. For instance, the weight values
In the first three classifiers, decision is made based on direct have to be calculated using the available training data. The
distance measurements in the feature space The two discrimination function is rewritten in the form:
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preprocessor which generates new descriptors by transforming
g(X) - a

T 
Y (5) the original set to a new se: by a non-linear transformation.

This non-linear transformation can be quadratic, cubic or even
where Y - [i x, ... X. ]" = [ I X IT higher order. The decision surface generated by the classifier
and a ,[ W , w -.2 . IT = [ WO W IT (6) is then no more linear in the original descriptor space. A

bypersurface is constructed.
Then a sample Y, which is labelled w, is classified correctly if The F-Machine is more complicated than the linear classifier
aTY 1 > 0 and misclassified if &TY1 < 0. In the latter case, it is and does not offer any advantage if the classes are linearly
observed that Y, is classified correctly if 9T(-Y) > 0. Thus, by separable. The mare advantage lies in the fact that non-linear
replacing all the samples labelled w2 by their negatives, the decision surfaces and/or hypersurfaces can be generated using
labels can be disregarded and a weight vector can be this classifier. Thus a non-linear problem is solved by a linear
constructed satisfying aTY, > 0 for all the samples. The algorithm in higher dimensionality feature space.
approach to follow in order to find a solution to the set of
linear inequalities aTY1 > 0 will be to define a criterion 6.5 The Distances
function J(a) which is minmitzed if "a" is a solution vector. As previously noted, certain classifiers base their decision on
Starting with some arbitrarely chosen weight vector al, the distance measurements Three different types of distance
gradient vector grad(J(a•)) is computed. The next value a2 is measurements were programmed and evaluated, listed in table
obtained by moving some distance from a, along the negative 5. The sum and the maximum are taken over each ordinate i in
of this gradient. In general a., 1 = a% - rk J(at). The selection of the feature space ofq dimensionality.
J(a)=sum(-aOY) leads to the correction learning rule:

Distance Type Formulation
at.,= ax + r. sum(Y) (7) Euclidean distance sqrt(sum(B. - X.)

City Block distance sum(B, - X)
where the summation is made over all of the misclassified Square distance I max(B, - X)
samples. It has been proven that the above procedure always Table 5. Different types of distance measurements
converges if a linear solution exists. A modification to the
above algotirhm is to consider the samples in a sequence and 6.6 The k-Nearest Neighbour Classifier (k-NNC)
modify the weight vector whenever it misclassifies a sample Let X1, X. .. , X. be a set of N labelled samples, and let
The above equation becomes then: a.,1 = a% + Y, where Y is be the samp'e nearest to the unknown sample X. Then the
the misclassified sample There are several ways to generhlize nearest neighbour rule for classilfyg X is to assign it the
the above described theory for the multicategory case For label associated with Xm. Let Do denote the distance of the
instance, onw might reduce the problem from c classes to c-I unicnown pattern vector X from the j-locate of the i-class

two-class problems, where the i-th problem is solved by a Then the decision of the NNC is given by. X belongs to w, if
linear discriminant function that separates points assigned to min(D,,) < min(D,,) for all the i different from k. The
w from those not assigned to w,. A more extravagant previously described NNC classifier is a special case of the k-
approach would be to use c(c-l)/2 linear discriminant NNC. The k-NNC classifLes the unknown pattern vector X by
functions, one for every pair ofclasses Another approach is to assigning it to the label most frequently occurring among the
define c linear discrimmant functions: k nearest samples. In other words, the basic nearest neighbour

classifier is applied k times and the decision is made by
g(X)=W, X +W, i =I .. c examining the k nearest neighbours and take a vote. The

gl(Y) = aT, Y i = I .. c (8) decision surface produced by the NNC and the k-NNC is a

combination ofhyperplanes
and assign X, to w, if g,(X) > gi(X) for all j not equal to i. This
expression can also be written in the form (g,(X) - gS(X)) > 0 6.7 The Modified Nearest Classifier
showing the correspondence with the two-category case The By adding weights to the NNC, the modified NNC is
boundary between the classes i and j is defined by the established. Let WI, W2, ... denote the weights which are
equation g&(X) = gj(X). Finally, the error correction learning allocated to the classes in the following way (the same as the
procedure for the two categories case can be generalized for locates): W, ...., W,~ for class !, WN111, ... , Ws, for class 2,
the multicategory case. The multicategory error correction WN2., ..... W., for class 3, etc. Let D• represent the distance
rule is the following: assume that the pattern vector X is a of the unknown pattern vector X from the j-th locate of the i-
member of class i and it has incorrectly been assigned to class class. Then the decision of the NNC is given by: X belongs to
j due to the proximity of weight Wi. Then the weights are w if min(W Do) < min(WD,1 ) for all the i different from k.
modified as follows: The learning process of the modified NNC will be discussed

together with the learning process of the potential function
W) - W, - X and W=W,1 +X (9) classifier PFC.

while all the other weights remain unchanged. More 6.8 The Potential Function Classifier (PFC)
explanations about this algorithm and the convergence proof Let P(D) be defined as a monotonically decreasing function of
can be found in the references. D (e.g. P(D) = IlV). The the decision rule of the potential

function classifier is given by: X belongs to w, if
6.4 The F-Machlne max(W1P(DO)) > max(WP0C51 )) for all the i different from k.
The F-Machine is based on the same principles and is In the above described decision rule the same terminology is
designed in the same way as the linear classifier. It can be used as in the modified NNC.
viewed as a combination of a linear classifier and a descriptor
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Sensitivity calculations, based on Wilk's Lambda, were also
6.9 Learning In a multi-category NNC or PFC performed. Then a select;on of features and classifier was
Learning can roughly be subdivided in Error Correction made and the classification error rate was calculated. This
Learning and Reinforcement Learning (ref. [16]). Both practi.al error rate was then compared with the theoretical one
principles can also be applied at the same time. which is obtained when classifying the signals at random

a) Error Correction Learning: Assume that the pattern without prior information. This is the upper limit for the
vector X is a member of class I (Teacher's label T-I), classification error rate.
but that ist has incorrectly been attributed to class 3
(classifier decision M=3) due to the proximity of 8. RESULTS
locate Bi and weight W. Let B1 be that locate in class I Results are supplied on seperate pages inserted at the back of
which is the closest (measured in terms of weighted this paper.
distance) to X. The the locates and weights are
modified as follows: 9. DISCUSSION

Comparison of the tune domain signals (fig. 2, 3 and 4) with
Bj = B, -k (Bk -X) and B, = B, + k (B, - X) the corresponding frequency domain (fig. S. 6 and 7) as well

Wj =W- ! and Wi = W1 + 1 (10) as with cross-correlation results (fig 8 and 9) indicates that in
the time domain representation the presence of the defect is

where k and I are the interaction parameters which more easily to identify and to explain physically On the other
control the magnitude of locate movement and the hand frequency and cross-correlation domain representaton
increments of weights respectively. All other locates seem more usefL. for the interpretation of the nature of the
and weights remain unchanged. defect. Further research on information presented in domains

b) Reinforcement Learning: Assume that X was correctly different from the tune domain is necessary.
assigned to class 3 by the proximity of B. This locate In table 6, already a vast number of classification cases are
and its corresponding weight are then modified as reported. The Wilk's Lambda, the classification method and
follows" the classification error rate are reported as well As it can be

derived from this table, the error rate in most cases ranges
Bb = B5 - k, (Ba - X) between 17 and 27% In the cases that classification returns a

W1 = Wb -I, (11) high error rate (except the cases where the potential function
classifier was used), this was due to the presence of one defect

where k, and I, are the interaction parameters which which is difficult to classify, i e plastic (PLP) It appeared to
control the magnitude of locate movement and the be very difficult to distinguish the defect signals obtaL
increment of weights respectively, from polyamide (PIM) and paper (PAP) Tgis even occurs

While using both techniques of learning, growing and pruning when the Lambda value is low.
scores can be calculated These are techniques which remove The potential function classifier always returns a higher error
or add locates in the classifier design stage. This is not yet rate compared with the theoretical one when classifying the
applied in the SPPR package, so the entire set taining set is signals at random A possible explanation is that instability
always used in the design process. occurs in the case of a distance coming to close to zero In that

case, although the potential function teaches infinity, a finite
7. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE value is substituted for practical reasons A solution is to
Two Carbon Epoxy 16 layers laminated plates have been remove the locates which causes this problem. In any case, it
prepared and several kinds of defects were embedded in both very well dem.nstrates a peculiar effect demanding further
plates. The plates were manufactured from Ciba-Geigy investigation.
T300/914 prepreg while the defects used were polyester, Comparing lines 1, 2 and 4 from table 6 shows that the I-
paper, polyimide, alumunum, vacuum bag, copper, NNC, the 3-NNC and the M-NNC produce exactly the same
siliconrubber, polypropyleen, peclply, teflon and glass fiber error rate (27%) the same error rate resulted from the
The defects were located at different depths. The defects classification problems menttoned in lines 5 and 6 as well as
embedded in the first plate are shown in fig 1I, while quite from the problems in lines 23, 24 and 25 It shows that the
similar although not identical are the defect positions in the results seem to be mdependant from the classifier selection
second plate. C-scan plots of the first plate are given in fig. 13 Actually, it indicates that the discriminating power of a
(plate defect echo). A focused shock-wave probe of 10 MHz classifier is at first determined by the quality of the feature set
and a near field length of IS mm was used. By the use of the which has been given Other reasons contributing to the above
depth measurement module, a three-dimensional graph can be described phenomenon i% that first all these classifiers are
produced as it is shown in fig. 14. As it can be found from the different versions of the basic dstance classification method
aforementioned figures, one may describe only the shape and and second the training and the test set are quite small in
the depth of the defects and not their nature, numbers. Better results are to be expected when the number of
The purpose of Pattern Recognition applied on Ultrasonic the training samples increases.
Data is to analyse further the C-scan images Thus for each To conclude, by considering that the feature set was
embedded defect (the location previously found by C-scan), arbitrarely chosen (so not the best possible), and considering
16 A-scan shots were taken at different locations (some of that the training set was not optimized (the store all method
them already presented in fig I to 4). The shots taken from was used), the results can be viewed as encouraging for
one plate were used to teach the classifier, the shots taken further investigation.
from the other plate were used for classification. For each of
the shots, descriptors were calculated in four domains (time,
square time, frequency and autocorrelation domain).
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Browsing over the results, one can conclude that in all cases Prentice Hall Inc.
the classification error rate is much lower then the one
obtained when classifying at random. Therefcze, pattern (11] D E. Newland, "An introduction to random vibrations
recognition techniques applied on ultrasomc data has proven and spectral analysis", Longman Press.
to have great potential, especially when the choice of features
and classifier can be refined in future after continuous (12] W H. Press, B.P. Flannery, S.A. Teukolsky, W T.
research. Vetterling, "Numerical Recipes in C", Cambridge
Pattern recognition techniques couples with expert systems University Press 1989.
and applied on ultrasonic A-scan signals as well as on other
non-destructive testing methods, acoustic emisssion or (13] TE. Preuss, G. Clark, "Use ofTime of flight C-scanning
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8. RESULTS part a

Nr. Classes Features Lambda Classifier Error Rate Enor rate
Theory [%] Practice %

1 0,1.2 8,12.15,18.19.69,74.77.98 00077 I-NNC 67 27
2 0,1.2 8,12.15, 18, 19,69.74,77,98 0.0077 3-NNC 67 27
3 0,1.2 8,12.15.18,19,69,74,77,98 0.0077 PFC 67 86
4 0, 1.2 8, 12,15, 18, 19,69,74,77.98 0.0077 M-NNC 67 27
5 1,2,3 8,12,15.18, 19,69,74.77,98 0.0190 ."NNC 67 17
6 1,2,3 8,12,15.18,19.69.74.77,98 00190 M-NNC 67 17
7 2,3,4 8.12. 15,18. 19.69, 74,77.98 00909 I-NNC 67 46
8 1,2,3,4 8.12,15,18, 19,69,74,77,98 00151 I-NNC 75 46
9 0,1.2.3 8.12. 15. 18. 19,69,74,77.98 00065 I.NNC 75 25
10 0, 1,2,3 8. 12.15, 18, 19,69.74.77.98 0.0066 M-NNC 75 25
11 0,1,2,3.4 8,12,15.18.19.69,74,77,98 00053 I-NNC 80 42
12 0,1,2,.,4 8.12.15,18.19,69,74,77.98 00906 PFC 80 100
13 5.6 13,27.31.69.73,77,80,96.116 0.3710 -1NNC 50 50
14 5,6 58,71.74,77,80,81,83.98, 117 0.2550 I-NNC 50 19
15 5,6 5,12.27,71.77,80,81.83,117 01124 I-N'NC 50 20
16 5.6.7 6. 12. 15, 18, 27. 39,43.71.80 0.0682 I-NNC 67 41
17 5,6.7 6,12.15,18.27,39,43,71.80 0.0682 Lin Class 67 52
18 5,6,7 6,12. 15, 18, 27, 39.43.71.80 00682 M-N'NC 67 39
19 5,7 6,12.15.18,27,39,43.71.80 0.3319 I-NC 50
20 5.7 12,15.18,22,25,70,98,99.100 0.2762 I-NNC 50 63
21 8,9 5. 12. 15, 18,25,70.98,99, 100 0.1294 I-NNC 50 26
22 7,8.9 5. 12,15,18.25,70,98.99, 100 00619 I-NNC 67 39
23 6,8,9 5.12.15,18.25.70.98.99.100 00607 I.NNC 67 54
24 6,8,9 5.12,15.18.25,70.98.99,100 0.0607 Lin Class 67 54
25 6,8,9 5. 12,15.18.25, 70, 98, 99.100 00607 PFC 67 81
26 7,8,9 5,12.15. 18, 25. 70,98, 100 00247 1 -NNC 67 30
27 8, 10, 11 6. II. 14. 17, 27, 39,43, 56.74 0.3210 NNC 67 27
28 8,10.11 6,11.34. 17.27,39.43,56.74 0.3210 M-Il/NC 67 27
29 8.10.,I! 6,11.14.17.27.39,43.56.74 0.3210 Lin Class 67 27
30 12.13 1,4.5.6.26.27,28,29,33 0.0149 I-NNC 50 6
31 12,13 4. 5.6.7, 26.27,28. 31, 35 00000 I-NNC 50 25
32 12,13 1.4, 5.6.26.27,28.29, 33 00149 Lin Class 50 6
33 12,13 1.4, 5.6, 26, 27.28. 29, 33 00149 PFC 50 50
34 5,12.14 6, 27, 28.29, 69,71, 89, 90.91 00000 I-NNC 67 13
35 S,12,14 6,27.28,29,69,71,89,90.91 0.0000 M-?4NC 67 13
36 S, 12,14 6,27,28,29,69,71,89.90.91 0.0000 PFC 67 63
37 5,12,14.15 6.27.28.29.69.71,89,90.91 00000 1-NNC 75 17
38 5,12. 3 3.14 6,27.28,29,69,71,89.90,91 0 0000 1-NNC 75 38
39 9,14,15 6,27,28.29,69.71,89,90,91 0.0000 I-NNC 75 8
40 13,15,16 6,27.28,29.69,71,89,90,91 0.0000 I-NNC 75 38
41 5,6 27,28.29,69,71.89,90.91,98 0.1140 I-INC 50 31
42 5,6,7 27.28,29,69,71,89,90,91.98 00831 1-NNC 67 59
43 8,9 4,27.28,29,69,71,89,90.91 0.0640 I.NNC 50 25
44 8,9.11 4,27,28,29,69,71,89.90,91 0.0469 I-NNC 67 50
45 9,12,15 9.10.22,26.27,28.40.42.43 00893 i-NNC 67 17
46 12,13 3,4.8.9.17.19.23,33.39 00422 I-NNC 50 31
47 12,13 3.4.8.9.17,19,23,33, 39 00422 !.NNC s0 17
48 5,6 11,14. 17,32,34,36,45,108, I 19 0 1369 I-NNC so 38
49 5,6 11, 14.17.34.36 0.1543 1-NNC 50 50
50 5.7 11,14,17,23,24.80, 119,125, 128 0 1033 I-NNC 50 0

Table 6a Results of Classification

Classes: 0: Copper CU, I* Saiconrubber SIL 2: Polypropyleen PPR. 3- Peclply PEP. 4- Platic PLP, 5, Paper PAP. 6. Polyester PES, 7.
Polyirnide PIM. 8: Aluminiurm AL 9. Vacuumbag VAP. 10- Teflon TEF, 1I: No defect CAP, 12 Teflon Coated Glaisfiber
TCG. 13: GlassfiberGLA. 14 Teflon d-0.22mm TE2,15: Teflon d-0.0: 5mm TEl, 16: Paper Prepreg PAG

Features: Numbering is taken as sbowo in Appendix A.
Classifier. k-NNC k.aearest neighbour classifier

M-NNC modified nearest neighbour clatsifier
PFC potential function Classifier
Lin Class linear classifier
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8. RESULTS part b

Nr. Classes Features La.mbda ClassufIer Error Rate Error rate
Theory I%1 Practice MM

SI 6.8 2, 3.11. 14, 17,23.24,9S, 96 0.0000 I.NNC 50 0
52 6.8 2, 3. 11.14.17,23,24,95,96 0.0000 PFC 50 100
53 6,9 1,11.14,17,23,63,120,126,133 0.0479 I.NNC 50 6
54 6.9 I, 11, 14.17.23.63, 120. 126, 133 0.0479 PFC 50 31
55 5, 8 1. 2, 3,18.22,23.43,95, 96 0.0000 I-NNC 50 0
56 5,7 i1,14,17,22.23,47,76 77,80 01211 i-NNC 50 31
57 5.7 11, 14, 17,22.23,47,7(,77,80 0.1211 M.NNC 50 37
58 5.8 1, 2. 3, 18,22, 23,43,95,96 00000 PFC 50 63
59 5,9 11,14,16,33,39,45,64,117,132 0.1112 I-NNC 50 31
60 5,9 16,33,45,64,14.11,39,132,117 0.1113 PFC so 50
61 7,8 3,2,43, 18, 1,26.27,16.95 0.0000 I-NNC 50 6
62 7,8 3,2,43,18, i,26,27,16,95 00000 PFC 50 63
63 7,9 125,119.16,24,15,108, 33, 101, 80 0.0218 PFC so 69
65 7,9 125,119,16, 24.15, 108, 33, 101, 80 0.0218 I-NNC so 13
66 8,9 1,2,95,96.45,24,27.26, 15 0.0084 I-NNC 50 13
67 8.9 1,2,95.96.45,24,27,26. 15 00084 PFC 50 69
69 5,6,7 11,14,23, 17,80, 119.125,24,128 0.1883 I.NNC 67 25
70 5,6,7 11,14,23,17,80,119,125,24,128 0.1883 PFC 67 67
71 5,6.8 3.17,23,11,14.96,95,43.2 0.1634 I-NNC 67 17
72 5,6,8 3.17.23,11, 14, 96, 95,43,2 01634 PFC 67 100
73 5,6,9 1I, 14,23, 17.45, 16,33,63. 108 00286 I-NNC 67 13
74 5.6,9 11, 14,23, 17, 45,16,33,63, 108 00286 PFC 67 84
75 6,7,8 3.23,11,17,14,24.43,1.96 00000 I-NNC 67 8
76 6.7,8 3,23,11,17,14,24,43, 1. 96 00000 PFC 67 96
77 6.7.9 11.14,23, 17. 119.125,24,1,108 00000 I-NNC 67 29
78 6,7,9 1I, 14,23,17. 119.125,24,1,108 00000 PFC 67 83
79 6,8.9 23,1,11,14, 17.96,95,3,45 00018 I-NNC 67 25
80 6,8.9 23,1,1l,14,17,96,95,3.45 00018 PFC 67 96
81 5,7,8 3,43,18,2,96,1.95,23,11 00000 I-NNC 67 29
82 5.7,8 3,43,18,2,96,1,95,23,11 00000 PFC 67 75
83 5,7.9 16.22.44,18,26,92,27,11,14 01288 I-NNC 67 46
84 5,7,9 16.22,44,18.26,92,27.11,14 01288 PFC 67 58
85 5,8,9 1,2,95.96,45,24,27,15,26 00117 1-NNC 67 46
86 5,8,9 1,2,95,96,45,24,27,15,26 0.0117 PFC 67 83
87 7,8,9 1, 2, 24,3,95,96.43,27,26 0 0099 I-NNC 67 29
88 7,8,9 1, 2, 24, 3.95.96,43, 27,26 00099 PFC 67 75
89 5,6,7 3.11, 23,14. 17, 96. 43,95, 24 00000 I-NNC 67 8
90 5,6,7.8 3, 11,23. 14, 17,96,43,95, 24 00000 M-NNC 75 13
91 5,6,7,9 11, 14,23, 17, 119,125,16,33.80 0.0043 1-NNC 75 29
92 5,6,7,9 1I. 14,23,17.119,125, 16,33.80 0.0043 M-NNC 75 29
93 6,7,8,9 23, I!, 14,17. I, 3,24.95, 96 00019 I-NNC 75 54
94 6,7,8,9 23, 11,14,17,1,3,24,95, 96 0.0019 M-NNC 75 54
95 5,7,8.9 3,1,2.96,95.16,43,24.22 00636 I-NNC 75 33
96 5.7,8,9 3. 1, 2, 96, 95, 16, 43, 24, 22 00636 M-NNC 75 33
97 5,6.8,9 1I, 14,23, 17,3, 1,96,95.2 0.0000 I-NNC 75 42
98 5,6,8.9 II, 14,23,17,3,1,96,95.2 00000 M-NNC 75 42
99 5,6.7,8,9 11, 14,23,17,3,1,96,95,24 00030 i-NNC 80 50

1I
00  5,6,7,8 11, 14,23, 17,31,96.953,24 00030 M-NNC 80 50

Table 6b. Results of Classification

Classes 0. Copper CU, I: Silnconibber SIL, 2: Polypropyleen [PR, 3. Peelply PEP, 4: Plastic PLP, 5 Paper PAP, 6- Polyester PES, 7:
Polyrnude PIM. 8: Alurintumrn Al, 9: Vacuumbag VAP, 10. Teflon TEF, I: No defect CAR, 12: Teflon Coaled Glasifiber
TCG, 13: Glassfiber GLA, 14: Teflon d-0.22nmm TE2, 15: Teflon d-O 035ram TEl, 16: Paper Prepreg PAG

Features: Numbering is taken as shown in Appendil A.
Classifier k-NNC k-nearest neighbour classifier

M.NNC modified nearest neighbour classifier
PFC potential function classifier
Lin Class linear classifier
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Appendix A: Numbering of Descriptors (Automatic generation n 4 domains)

TD - Time Domain : MD - Square Time Domain ; FR- Frequency Domain; AC - Autocorretlation Domain

Features Numbering TD MD FR AC
# ofpeaks above signal base line I 64 107
N of peaks above 10% maximum peak amlitude 2 65 108
# ofpeaks above 20% maximum peak amplitude 3 66 109
# ofpeaks above 30% maximum peak arplitude 4 67 110
# ofpeaks above 40% maximum peak amplitude 5 68 111
# ofpeaks above 50% maximum peak amplitude 6 69 112
# of peaks above 60% maximum peak amplitude 7 70 113
0 of peaks above 70% maximum peak amplitude 8 71 114
0 of peaks above 80% maximum peak amplitude 9 72 115
N of peaks above 90% maximum peak amplitude 10 73 116
1 at greatest peak amplitude 11 74 117
I st greatest peak position 12 75 118
Ist greatest peak area 13 76 119
2nd greatest peak amplitude 14 77 120
2nd greatest peak position 15 78 121
2nd greatest peak area 16 79 122
3rd greatest peak amplitude 17 80 123
3rd greatest peak position 18 81 124
3rd greatest peak area 19 82 125
4th greatest peak amplitude 20 83 126
4th greatest peak position 21 84 127
4th greatest peak area 22 85 128
5th greatest peak amplitude 23 86 129
5th greatest peak position 24 87 130
Sib greatest peak area 25 88 131
Inter peak distance I st and 2nd peak 26 89 132
Inter peak distance I st and 3rd peak 27 90 133
Inter peak distance 2nd and 3rd peak 28 91 134
Mean value 29 92
Variance 30 93
Standard deviation 31 94
Average deviation 32 95
Skewness 33 96
K.riosia 34 97
1st greatest peak rise time 35
Ist greatest peak fall time 36
I st greatest peak full width 37
i,' greatest peak half width 38
2nd greatest peak rise time 39
2nd greatest peak fall time 40
2nd greatest peak full width 41
2nd greatest peak halfwidth 42

3rd greatest peak rise time 43
3rd greatest peak fall time 44

3rd greatest peak full width 45
3rd greatest peak half width 46
4th greatest peak rise time 47
4th greatest peak fall time 48
4th greatest peak full width 49
4th greatest peak half width so
5th greatest peak rise time 5I
Sib greatest peak fall time 52
5th greatest peak full width 53
5th greatest peak halfvwidth 54
Total area 55 98 135
Partial area of band I 56 99 136
Partial area of band 2 57 100 137
Partial area ofband 3 58 101 138
Partial area of band 4 59 102 139
Partial area ofband 5 60 103 140
Partial area ofband 6 61 104 141
Partial area of band 7 62 105 142
Partial area of band 8 63 106 143
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promising results. The method consists in capturing reflections of
Abstract externallygenerated ultrasonic low frequencywaves fromexisting
Darnge detection in aircraft structures in-situ is unportant, es- defects. The reflected waves are detected by a network of AE
pecially with not visible defects in composite components for a sensors and defect location is performed by rmeasuring differences
variety of reasons. In the present paper a new technique based on in arrival times at the nodes of the network.
the Acousto-Ultrasenic (AU) concept is introduced. but instead of
extracting information from the externally generated pulsed wave, Results from representative aircraft composite compoents were
as with At. the characteristics of waves reflected from defects are correlated with ultrasonic C-scan recordings to veriy the validity
measued. In this way it was possible to identify and locate of the method and are encouraging.
defected areas in honeycomb panels and thermoplastic carbon
fibre laminates The results were correlated wivi ultrasonic C. 2. Materia'l and Experimental Procedure
scans,andsatisfactoryagreement wasobtained.Tm rpresentispart The present experimental study was mainly concerned with the
of a major project aiming at the development of fast inspection assessment t f the capability of the AUL technique in detecting
method for aircraft components during routine maintenance debonding in adhesively bonded structures and delaminations in
cycles. CFRP panels. To this end, a helicopter panel assembly made of

Al-alloy 2024-T4 skins and honeycomb Al-Al 5052 core adhe-
1. Introduction sively bonded in a sandwich construction was tested. Besides,
Damage detection in aircraft structures under in-situ conditions panes madeofcarbon reinforced thermoplastic (PEEK) lamiates
and within the limitations of hangar facilities is of great importance were produced in a heating press at a moulding cycle of 370PC and
and the relevant NDI techniques certainly play a decisive role. 10 bars for 7 min. The stacking sequence was [45/90/

4
5/012s and

artificial defects were induced by inserting tefon film tabs at the
In recent yeans adhesives were increasingly used both in structural 2nd, 8th and 15th layer interfaces. The helicopter panel assembly
as well as in nonstructural appli;ations. Easily applicable, reliable was damaged in flight with debonding developed between Al spin
and fast non-destructive inspection is most weme with adhe- and core. The major debonded area was approximately 12 cm.
sively bonded joints. e.g. helicopter honeycomb structures and
helicopter rotor blades. furthermore, the effect of environmental In the first place panels were C-scanned to evaluate structural
conditions or of service-indumed damage on the performance of integnty and assess the validity of AUL results In Figs I and 2
bonded joints during service life, such as impact, requires addi- images taken from through-transmission inspection of a typical
tional reassurance of bond quality. Consequently, there is a need sandwich panel and CFRP laminate respectively are shown These
for NDE techniques capable of characterizing the structural per- plots clearly reveal the exact location and magnitude of defects
formance of bonded joints reliably both a tear brication and enabling thus calibration of hardware settings for the AUL tech-
during service life. nique on unflawed areas.

Debonding and delamination damage was observed in honeycomb
panels (skins) on several occasions after a number of flights as a
result of vibrations and complex srxess states.

By the standard coin tapping test debonding can be detected. I

however, the results strongly depend on inspector's experience to
perceis. acoustic differences by the ear. Besides, by means of
portable pulse-echo ultrasonics unbonds can be detected, but the
efficiency of the method on weakbonds is questionable. Although
ultrasonic C-Scan may produce reliable results, the application of
the method has considerable limitations, since the aircraft compo-
nents concerned must be disassembled.

Foranin-situinspection.AcousticEmission (AE)techniqueshave Fig.1 C-Scan representation of HIP sandwich panel by
also limitations since load application isnecessary. while Acousto- means of through-transmission ultrasonic inspection
Ultrasonics (AU). introduced by Vary (1]. is A relatively new
technique under development. Recent studies 2-4], however.
have demonstrated that AU methods can be used to prvide
qantittv fonsinfleehnclrfra ofCL

joints by correlating the AU stress wave propagation charc-.
teristics and joint strength.

From the practical point of view, the AU method offers some
advantages. The technique requires access to one side of the
structure only and is potentially suitable for use on existing struc-
tures where two-side accessability and the structure must not be
disassembled [5).

InthepresentpaperanAUlocation(AUL)technique.isproposed, F2 C-Scan representation of Carbon/Peek [45/90/-
tese on various aircraft composite components, either carbon 10]2s laminate by means of through-transmission ultra-
fibre reinforced laminates (CFRP) or honeycomb panels and gave sonic inspection.
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Measurements werecarned outby meansorLOCAN- and SPAR- The set of the three R15 sensors was moved in parallel to itself by
TAN-AT AE systems of Physical Acoustics Corporation (PAC), steps of 10 mm to scan the area. Reflected waves from the defect
Princeton USA using 150 kHz resonance transducers, type PAC regions were received by the two AE sensors and simFle linear
RI5 and 40 dB gain preamplifierss, type PAC 1220A. System location calculations were performed based on the arrival time
threshold level was 30 dB. Externally generated waves were difference between the two receiving sensors, see Fig. 5.
rlsed into the test specimens by means of RIS sensors using

ilt-in pulsers of the respective AE system at a repetition rate of
I Hz. pulse width Igs aaid rise time < 100 ns.

Initially, application of an AU technique was attempted - hot by a I
performing frequency anslysis of the reflected wave after having
travelled through the medium. By scanning the whole surface of 1 =:t
the specimen with a set of two transducers, a pulser-receiver pair a=It, mat
separated by a constant distance of60m m. it was hoped that a 3D
plot of certain descriptors of the burst waves detected by the AE "gN i II1* VAI
sensor would reveal defect areas. Although some encouraging
results were initially produced, it was eventually decided to aban- a
don the technique, mainly due to the lack of repeatability in the [ VE
measured descriptors values, probably a result of different coup-

ling conditions. i ow s WlmiW
11: tj-t 1

The only parameter of the detected wave not senously affected by
the coupling efficiency between probes and ,pecimens was the Fig.5 : Linear location principle.
travelling time between pulser and receiver. Then the idea for the
new technique AUL was conceived in a straightforward manner.
It was decided to perform the classical AE location, by measuring 3. Results and Discusslon
arnval tunes at the different sensors of a network. However. Typical results of the AUL method applied as above are given in
instead of considering the externally generated wave, the ones Figs. 6 and 7 According to this new technique the stress wave
occurring from reflections due to defect boundaries were recorded generated by the pulser is reflected on the defect boundaries and
and damage location was obtained, the absolute time values at the moment that the reflected waves

are received by the AE sensors are used to locate the defects. Fig.
6 illustrates the results obtained from the helicopter panel and Fig.blt pjw na 7 thoseofthecarbon/PEEK laminate.Forcorrelauonpurposesthe
AUL graphs were superimposed on ultrasonic C-scans of the same
scale. In these figures the two receiving AE transducers were
denoted by triangles while the solid circles indicate the predicted
defect location. The C-scan background of Fig. 6 is a magnifica-
iuon of the defect area of Fig. I to match the dimensions of the

w a location plot. As confirmed from Figs. 6 and 7. the AUL results
are in satisfactory agreement with those of the C-scans proving

= Y how promising the present method is

Fig 3: Schematic diagram of the Acousto-Uhrasonic Loca-
,,on (AUL) set-up.

The AUL experimental set-up used is illustrated in Fig. 3 and
measurements were performed as follows: Two AE transducers
were used, 185 nun apant for the sandwich panel and 140 mm for
the CFRP laminate and the pulser was placed halfway this dis-
tance. The latter was selected by measuring wave attenuation.
Such a typical attenuation curve for the helicopter sandwich panel
of Fig. I is shown in Fig. 4.

7000

Woos Fig.6 : AU-Location results for the honeycomb panel supar-
imposed on C-Scan graph.

sad ich lw•'l as . sse oe 400 DO
0stance from puiser (mm)

Fig.4 -Wave attenuation characteristic curve for a HIP Fig.7 -AU-Location results for the Carbon/Peelt laminate
sandwich pancd assy. superimposed on C-Scan graph.



luithei specion oft the results reveals that the AUL technique
dk-et Ls tlc most cnrtical points of the defect. This obstervation is RF.FERENCF.S
.iko sup;%vited by the fact that for the artificial defect of Fig. 7, the 1. A. Vary, The Acousto-Ultrasionic Approach. in Acou~sto-Ultr,.
location jx~nts are vertically ordeired, while for the the real de- sonics. ad. J.C.Duke. Jr.. Plenum Publishing Corp.. 1988.

Nnigin the honeycomib panel, Fig. 6. the locates ame quite 2. A. Vary. Acousto-Ultrasosnic Characterization of Fibre Rein.
randomly distributed. However, the bond quality arotnd the criti- forced Conmposites, M-aterialsfivatuation 40(6). 650-662.(1982).
:al poiinis is. at least fill present, beyond the limits of the method. 3. A. F. Vargax, Acoustic Emission Evaluation of Adhesive

C'urrently, further investigation is performed, aiming at die deter- Bonded Joints on Helicopter Rotor Blades, Physical Acoustics
itninattonlof defect dimensions. Corp.. TR !03-54/1983. Lawrenceville. N.J. USA.

4. J. R. Mitchell. Multi-Parameter, Multi-Frequency Acoiusto-
Mie strain aivanitage of the AUL, technique over conventional Ultrasonics foriktactin lmpactDam4e in Composites, Physicalu!trasonjc C scan inspection is the increased scanning speed of Acoustics Corp..TR 101-2A-/197 La wrnmil& .. UA

!argeaireas. Furthermore, this new NDI method isapplicable in-situ 5. A. Fahr, S. Tanary. Non Destructive Evaluation of Adhesively
!,inng maintcenance, thanks to the flexibility of the portable AE Bonded Jousts. in Impact of Emerging NIDE-NDI Methods on
instrumentation. By using expandable AE systems supporting a Aircraft Design, Manufacture and Mainenwsce. ACARD-CP-
la',,e nutinber of monitoring channels, such as SPARTAN-AT of 462,.1989.
P'AC, it is possible to evaluate the structural integrity of a large
a .ircraft panel right away.

4. Concluslons
*A iew experitmental techtnique is introduced for the detection and

location of .kefective. i e. debonded ortlelarninated, areas in honey.
,omht panels. and cotmposite laminates. The method is based on the
Alt t onceit. e.g. on the analysis of acoustic emission signals
~iniulated by ultrasonic waves externally generated by a pulsed
Our,:ean itd travelling through the mnaterialI. Despite similarity with

:onventional AU techniques, the present method aims primarily
at flaw detection and location rather than the investigation of the
integrated effect of material dlamage on the ultrasonic signal
, hiarcteriitics (I 1 Furthermiore, in the approach so far outlined.
Llie ultrasonic pulsed wave is used to generate reflections from the
h.,undlaries of the de-fective areas, and location is perfortned by
mnea-suing differences of wave arrival times in a network of
;iicioclcctnc receivers. Since the method is dealing with the
Lli3aaCtttiStiCS (if reflected waves rather than of the externally
generated ultrasonic wave, careful calibration of the AE hardware
setup, as well as %elective pocsitioning of the pulser and the detecting
transducers are necessary.

Rcsult-i frrut the hioneycomb panels and artificially defected carty-
,njTljIfK laminates tested are satisfactory and in agreement with

Ultrasoinic ('-scan images. Once the proper calibration of the
hmrdware was successful, the technitqtts proved its. reliability and
(epcitaldiilily.

NdtUrally, several features need further investigation, as for
* etamrple the cffect of the pulser position in-bertween the two

receivers (in the exact dleterminatioin (if the defect Position, when
pe!rformming linear location. Furthermore, the effecto(f the coupling
hLtwern probes and test specinien on the accuracy of the renults
miust be- also be investigatedl.since dluring the present work, it was
provedl that it has a strong influene on the reflected~ wave decscrip-
tons.

In tonclusion it cian be stated that the results (if the present
experimental procedure are encouraging and the methoid cal. be
further dlevelopied into a reliable, fast NDF tec hniqtie for in-situ
integrity %ssessnienit of aerospace comnpoinents.
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ABSTRACT Most composite structures are made of
laminates with plies of different

The mechanism of delamination in tapered orientations. Free edge stresses are a
unidirectional specimens with dropped major cause of delamination in such
plies is discussed. Results from six sets configurations. Edge effects make the
of static tests with different numbers of study of the effect of taper much more
dropped and continuous plies are difficult and also tend to cause much
presented. Specimens with 2 dropped/4 greater scatter in test results. However
-ontinuous, 2 dropped/8 continuous and 6 these effects are not present in
dropped/4 continuous plies were tested in unidirectional composites. Glass
tension, and specimens with 2 dropped/16 fibre-epoxy is a good material with which
continuous, 2 dropped/32 continuous and 4 to study delamination because it is
dropped/32 continuous plies were tested in possible to detect the initiation and
compression. In all cases failure propagation of delamination visually.
occurred by delamination into the thick
section both above and below the dropped Delamination in composites has been
plies. Results are ccmpa:ed with extensively investigated, but there is not
predictions from a simple formula based on yet a concensus on a reliable method to
the strain energy relea3e rýte associated predict accurately its occurrence. A
with the terminating plies, with the number of authors have investigated the
tracture energy determined from tension problem of delamination in tapered
tests on a unidirectional specimen with laminates and attempted to predict failure
cut central plies. Good correlation was based on maximum stresses [1,2], averaged
found, and this approach is recommended as stresses [3] and strain energy release
a design method for p'-edicting rates [4]. However these studies have all
delamination in tapered sections. concerned quite complex laminates with

multiple dropped plies which present
1. INTRODUCTION difficulties in both test and analysis.

Delamination is a major cause of failure In the present study a more fundamental
in composite structures and so accurate aptroach has been adopted by concentrating
prediction of the onset of delamination sol.ly on unidirectional specimens with
and understanding the fundamental simplfs symmetric tapered sections. A
controlling mechanisms are of considerable design method based on an equation derived
importance. A tapered section involving from a strain energy release rate analysis
the progressive dropping of plies is one is presented, and correlation between
of the structural configurations which is predictions and experimental results for
prone to delamination. Tapered sectio-s both static tension and compression is
are very commonly used to achieve changes performed.
in thickness. A typical example is a
helicopter rotor blade, where increased 2. EXPERIMENTAL
thickness is ..ecessary near the root.
Rotor blades are often made predominantly 2.1 Tension Tests
from unidirectional composites since the
loading is mainly in the spnwise Three series of tension tests were carried
direction. Glass fibre-epoxy is a out on tapered unidirectional glass
frequently used material because of its fibre-epoxy specimens with dropped plies.
good strength and damage tolerance. The The material was Ciba Geigy pre-preg with
study of delaminat on in tapered E glass fibres in a 913 epoxy matrix. The
unidirectional glass fibre-epoxy is configurdtions tested were all symmetric,
therefore directly relevant to the design with 2 dropped/8 continuous, 2 dropped/4
of composite rotor blades. It also continuous and 6 dropped/4 continuous
provides a very simple configuration with plies. Plies were dropped in pairs. The
which to investigate some of the 6 dropped plies were in three groups, with
fundamental mechanisms controlling a spacing of 2 mm between the forward Dair
delamination in taperod sections. and the other two pairs. Each specimen

had a taper at both ends so that the
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gripped ends were both the full thickness. was quite close to the propagation stress.
This was done to avoid failures at the In all cases the two ends delaminated
tabs. The tapered panels were made in a separately, and the values given are those
press-clave between flat plates. The for the first delamination.
thickness between the plates was kept
constant by positioning fill-in plies on 2.2 Compression Tests
the outside of the release cloth in the
thin section, as shown in Fig. 1. Three series of compression tests were

carried out on specimens of the same
porous material with 2 dropped/16 continuous, 2

toptoobng hml-,npies releasecloth dropped/32 continuous and 4 dropped/32

/ / ,• I continuous plies. Much thicker specimens
were required than those tested in tension
in order to avoid buckling failures.

- Panels were made up using the same ply
z fill-in technique as before, but with only
-------------------- a single taper. Specimens 10 mm wide were

cut and tabbed as before. The gauge
' bottom • length was 20 mm fcr the specimens with 32

tooling non-porous continuous plies. A reduced length of 15
rtelase ctoth mm was used for the specimens with only 16

FIG I MANUFACTURING METHOD FOR TAPERED continuous plies. The end of the

SPECIMENS terminated plies was positioned in the
centre of the gauge length. Specimens
were tested in an IITRI fixture in an

Specimens 200 x 10 mm with a gaug,. length Instron machine under displacement control
of 100 mm and 50 mm aluminium alloy tabs with a crosshead rate of 0.5 mm/min.
were tested under displacement control at
a rate of 0.5 mm/mmn. The length of the For the specimens with 4 dropped/32
thin section in the middle was 27 mm. continuous plies, a small amount of
Load % rsus displacement plots were delamination occurred stably and then
produceu using a chart recorder. Back propagated rapidly to the tabs. The
lighting was used in order to detect onset specimens then started to bulge outwards,
of delamination, and at this point a small amount of

delamination also occurred into the thin
All the specimens behaved very similarly. end of the specimen, at the mid-plane.
The lines at the ends of the dropped plies With a small further increase in the load,
became much more vis3ble at relatively low catastrophic compressive failure occurred
loads, indicating fracture of the matrix in the centre of the specimen, at the
ahead of the dropped plies. Delamination drop.
started immediately above and below the
end of the dropped plies, and spread For the 2 dropped/16 continuous ply
stably over a small area before rapidly specimens, a small amount of stable
propagating to the tab. In all cases the delamination into the thick section was
location of the delamination corresponded also seen, but then catastrophic failure
closely to the interface between occurred. It is thought that the failure
continuous and discontinuous plies. No sequence was similar to the thicker
significant fibre failure was visible, specimens, but occurred more iapidly
For the specimens with six dropped plies, because of the much lower buckling stress.
the delamination initiated at the forward
pair and followed the interface with the The 2 dropped/32 continuous ply specimens
continuous plies, behaved similarly. Two specimens

delaminated back to the tabs before final
The specimens with 2 dropped plies failure, and two failed catastrophically
generally delaminated stably across most before significant delamination occurred.
of the width of the specimen over a length
of several millimetres. The specimens In all cases the main delamination was
with 6 dropped plies were much more accompanied by a large drop in load, and
unstable, with no delamination past the the stress at which this occurred was
start of the outer dropped plies before taken as the failure stress. Results are
rapid propagation occurred. In none of shown in Table 2. As before, stresses are
the tests was there any delamination into based on actual widths and nominal
the thin section. thicknesses of the thick section.

The results are summarised in Table 1.
Stresses have been calculated on the basis
of the actual average widths but nominal 3. FACTORS AFFECTING FAILURE
thicknesses using a ply thickness of 0.127
mm and the number of plies in the thick Three factors may be important in
section. This was done in order to avoid influencing failure in tapered sections,
discrepancies due to different thicknesses and these have all been investigated.
which are normally caused predominantly by Firstly there is the stress concentration
variations in the amount of resin. The associated with the terminating plies.
nominal ply thickness corresponds to a Secondly there are interlaminar shear and
volume fraction of 60%. The stresses are normal stresses induced by the tapered
those at which total delamination to the geometry. Finally there is the effect of
tab occurred, which could be clearly the curved fibres adjacent to the ply
identified by a drop in the load. The drop.
stress at onset of delamination was more
difficult to determine objectively, but
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The effect of the stress concentration was found to be necessary to ensure
caused by the ply drop has been failure in the tapered section. Panels
investigated using straight specimens with 4.4 mm thick were waisted down to 1 mm
the central plies cut across the full with a radius of 32 mm and to 2 mm with a
width [5]. This produces a similar stress radius of 64 mm using a diamond wheel.
concentration effect as for specimens with This gave two tapered sections of length
dropped plies, but without the geometric approximately 10 and 12 mm respectively on
effects of the taper. When tested in each specimen. For these specimens
tension, these specimens delaminated in a without a macroscopic singularity it was
very similar manner to the dropped ply found that a stress based failure
specimens. The resin between the ends of criterion worked satisfactorily. The
the cut plies fractured very early on. interlaminar shear stress was found to be
Later, delamination initiated above and the most important component, although
below the terminating plies on both sides there was a significant interaction with
of the cut. After a small amount of stresses in the fibre direction. The
delamination at increasing load, the effect of this interaction could be
specimens delaminated to the ends at accounted for using the Tsai-Wu failure
approximately constant load. The criterion. Testing of scaled specimens
delamination stresses were lower than for indicated no significant effect of size on
dropped ply specimens with the same number strength.
of continuous and discontinuous plies, and
the propagation was generally more stable. The effect of fibre curvature was
In some cases it was possible to unload investigated by means of specimens with an
the specimens during propagation, measure inclusion in the middle (5]. This
the delaminated area and then reload them. produced a change in thickness analogous
These differences are believed to be due to that caused by dropped plies, but
to the effect of through thickness without the stress concentration due to
compressive stresses nduced in the taper the terminating plies. Tension specimens
of the dropped ply tension specimens, were fabricated with eight unidirectional
which inhibit the initiation of composite plies, and two extra "plies" of
delamination. However, once the thin nylon fili" in the middle over half
delamination has spread away from the the length. A similar manufacturing
drop, the through thickness stresses are technique was used as for the dropped ply
greatly reduced, and so the delamination specimens, with nylon film in-fills on the
propagates rapidly. This explains why in outside of the release cloth. The
all cases the propagation of delamination thickness of the film was similar to the
for the dropped ply specimens occurred composite ply thickness.
unstably.

These specimens all failed due to fibre
Tests on scaled specimens indicated a breakage in the tab region. Linear
significant sizp effect, with the elastic finite element analysis showed
delamination stress decreasing with that there were interlaminar tensile
increasing specimen size. This shows that stresses of up to 128 MPa present at the
a simple stress analysis cannot be used to start of the thin section at the failure
predict failure since the stress load. Despite these high stresses there
distributions in scaled specimens are was no indication of any delamination
identical, spreading from the nylon film into the

thin section of the composite.
Another problem is that linear elastic
analysis of these specimens with the resin The angle of the plies in the tapered
between the ends of the cut plies already region was estimated from photos to be
fractured produces a singularity at the between about 6 and 7 degrees on either
cut. There are two approaches to this side of the centreline. No fibre damage
problem. One is to use the stress at a was observed in this region despite the
point or averaged over a distance away significant curvature of the plies.
from the cut, and the other is to use a
fracture mechanics approach. Both these Compressin specimens with an inclusion at
methods have been investigated [6]. it the middle were also fabricated. In this
has been found that with the point and case 32 continuous composite plies were
average stress criteria the distance used, with two layers of film adhesive in
parameters are not material constants, but the middle. This prodLced a taper angle
vary ignificantly with specimen geometry. of about 3 to 4 degrees. Even with this
Use of a strain energy release rate amount of misalignment and ply curvature
approach gave better results, although it these specimens all failed at the tabs
was found that the fracture energy is also with no damage visible in the tapered
not strictly a constant. For an increase section.
in thickness of a factor of 8, the
apparent fracture energy increased by 69% From this work it was concluded that the
16,7]. Although this is an important critical parameter affecting delamination
effect, over a limited range of size it in tapered unidirectional composites is
should still be possible to make useful the strain energy release rate due to the
engineering predictions. terminating plies. The tapered specimens

with inclusions did not delaminate despite
The effect of interlaminar stresses due to high stresses being present locally. In
the tapered geometry but without the this case it appears that the strain
terminated plies was investigated by means energy release rate was not sufficient to
of tension specimens waisted through the drive the delamination. Neither did
thickness (8,. These were made by premature failure occur as a result of
machining straight specimens with a fibre curvature in the tapered region.
diamond wheel. Relatively severe waistirg The machined tapered specimens did
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delaminate, but a large thickness change Rearranging (1) gives the delamination
and relatively small radius were required stress as:
to produce failure. In cases where
terminating plies are present, the effect = 44EG,(h-t)/ht (2)
of the stress concentration is likely to
be much more significant than the effect The value of the fracture energy G, was
of overall interlaminar stresses, determined from cut ply tension

delamination tests. Specimens with 2 cut
4. PREDICTION OF DELAMINATION and 8 continuous plies were used. As

discussed earlier, the fracture energy was
Based on the previous work a method has found to increase with increasing number
been proposed to predict delamination of cf plies. Five of the tapered specimens
tapered sections. This method is now had plies dropped in pairs, and one had a
described and then applied to both the block of 4 plies dropped together. A
tension and compression tests presented specimen with 2 cut plies was therefore
earlier. considered to be the most appropriate for

deducing the fracture energy. The average
Fig. 2 shows the geometry of delamination delamination propagation stress for 6
in a specimen with cut plies. Consider specimens was 773 MPa, with a coefficient
the extension of an existing delamination of variation of 2.2%. Using the nominal
of length a by an amount Sa. The effect ply thickness of .127 mm, and Young's
of the propagation is to unload a volume modulus of 43.9 GPa, equation (1) gives a
6abt, and increase the stress in a volume value of G. of 1.08 N/mm.
Sab(h-t) from a to ah/(h-t), where b is
the specimen width, h the total thickness, Using this value of G_, and equation (2),
t the thickness of terminated plies and a the delamination stresses for all six
the stress based on the total thickness, cases of dropped ply specimens can be
This gives the following expression for predicted. For the cese with 6 dropped
the strain energy release rate: plies it was assumed that delamination was

controlled by the forward pair of dropped
G = 02ht (1) plies. For this case the delamination

4E(h-t) stress based on the thin section stress
was actually the same as for the 2

Where E is the fibre direction Young's dropped/4 continuous ply case. Predicted
modulus. The effect of the local stress delamination stresses based on the thick
field around the crack tip does not affect section are compared with the average
the strain energy release rate since this experimental results in Table 3.
stress field simply move- along the
specimen. S. DISCUSSION

The experimental results are very
consistent, with low values of coefficient
of variation. These therefore provide a

h good basis for assessing the accuracy of"the predictions. The results show that
the delamination strength decreases with
the number of dropped plies. There is
also a trend of increasing strength with
increasing number of continuous plies,
both in tension and compression.
The correlation between predicted and

FIG2 GEOMETRY OF CUT PLYDELAMINATION measured delamination stresses is good.
with results being within about 6% in all

The same equation also applies to the but cne of the six cases. The worst
dropped ply specimens after they have correlation is for the 2 dropped /8
delaminated some distance. In both cases continuous ply specimens, where the
the initial energy release rate is predicted strength is about 20% less than
different from that given by (1), and this measured. These specimens had the same
can be calculated by finite element number of plies as the cut ply specimens
analysis. For the cut ply case G was from which the fracture energy value was
found to be initially slightly higher, deduced. The reason for the higher
whilst for the dropped ply case it was strength than predicted is believed to be
lower (5]. However it has been found that due to the beneficial effect of through
use of this simple equation actually gives thickness compressive stresses generated
better correlation with test results than by the tapered geometry.
using initial values of energy release
rate calculated by linear elastic finite At first sight the prediction for this
element analysis. The reason for this is case might be regarded as being over
thought to be because a plastic zone conservative. However, if any initial
arises at the end of the terminating delamination is present in the region of
plies, modifying the initial energy the drop, for example due to impact damage
release rate (9]. or manufacturing defects, then the point

from which delamination propagation would
The finite element analysis also coafirmed start may be beyond the zone of
that for both the cut ply and dropped ply compressive normal stress. It may
tension tests, the delamination is a pure therefore be over optimistic to rely on
mode II failure, the presence of these beneficial stresses

when predicting strength. The proposed
method is therefore still considered to be
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a good basis for design, the specimen manufacturing method to
provide a gap between the ends of the cut

The prediction for the 2 dropped/4 plies in order to prevent them butting up
continuous ply tension specimens is less under compression.
conservative. In this case there are only
half as many continuous plies, and so the Preliminary work on specimens with dropped
magnitude of through thickness compressive ±45* plies suggests that it should be
stresses is reduced, possible to extend the proposed method to

cater for situations where the material is
For the 6 dropped/4 continuous ply case not purely unidirectional.
the measured strength is slightly lower
than predicted. As stated earlier, the Fatigue tests have also been carried out
strength is controlled by the forward pair which indicate that a similar approach can
of dropped plies, and so this specimen is be used for the design of tapered sections
initially equivalent to the 2 dropped/4 subject to fatigue loading. In this case
continuous ply case. The reason that it it is the delamination propagation rate as
is relatively weaker is again thought to a function of strain energy release rate
be due to the effect of through thickness which can be used as the basis of
compression. In this case the compressive predicting life.
forces induced by the taper are reacted on
the next pairs of dropped plies, and so 6. CONCLUSIONS
there is not the same effect of
compression induced across the plies where The critical parameter affecting
delamination initiates, delamination in tapered unidirectional

composites with dropped plies is the
For the compression tests, the strain energy release rate associated with
applicability of the proposed method is the terminating plies. Through thickness
less clear. In this case no cracks were normal stresses are also important,
observed immediately at the end of the inhibiting delamination when they are
droppel plies as occurred in tension, and compressive, but decreasing strength when
as was assumed in deriving the energy they are tensile.
release rate equation (1). However, the
presence of a resin pocket in front of the A method has been presented for predicting
dropped plies is believed to have a the strength of tapered sections based on
similar effect to a crack, since the a simple equation for the strain energy
stiffness and yield strength of the resin release rate and a value of fracture
are both low, and so use of this equation energy measured from a unidirectional
may still be justified, specimen with the central plies cut across

the full width. This method has been
A further problem in the comprfjsion tests applied to three sets of tapered tension
is that through thickness tensile stresses specimens and three sets of compression
arise at the ply drop. It is therefore no specimens. In five of the six cases the
longer a pure mode II delamination but predictions are within about 6% of
mixed mode I and II. measured delamination strengths, and in

the sixth case the prediction is
Despite these problems, the correlation conservative by about 20%.
between predicted and measured
delamination stresses in compression is This approach is recommended as a design
very good. This may be partly fortuitous, method, although some caution is required
A trend of increasing fracture energy with in applying it to compression loading due
thickness has been observed (73. On this to possible adverse effects of through
basis the compression specimens would be thickness tensile stresses. Further
expected to be stronger than predicted investigation of this effect is being
since the thickness is greater than that undertaken. The proposed approach looks
of the cut ply specimens used to measure promising as the basis for a general
the fracture energy. On the other hand design methodology for predicting static
due to the mixed mode nature of the and fatigue strength of tapered
failure under compression these specimens composites.
would be expected to be weaker than
predicted since the mode I fracture energy
is less than the mode II value. For the
unidirectional glass fibre-epoxy specimens Acknowledgements
tested here, these two effects appear to
be cancelling each other out, and so close The author would like to acknowledge the
predictions are obtained, support of Westland Helicopters and the

U.!. Science and Engineering Research
However, this may not always be the case. Council for this work under grant
For example, preliminary work on carbon GR/G19572. The experimental work was
fibre-epoxy has suggested that this carried out by Mr. Michael Jones.
material may be more susceptible to the
effect of through thickness tensile
stresses, and so predictions based on the
proposed approach may be unconservative.
More investigation of this effect is
required. A possible way around it could
be to measure a value of fracture energy
from cut ply specimens in compression as
well as in tension, and use the
appropriate value depending on the type of
loading. This would require a change in
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No. dropped plies 2 2 6

No. continuous plies 4 8 4

Delamination 721 968 406
Stress (MPa) 751 953 403752 970 413

Thick Section 724 976 410

Average Stress (MPa) 737 967 408

Thick Section

C.V. (%) 2.3 1.0 1.1

Average Stress (MPa) 1106 1209 1020
Thin Section

Table 1: Experimental Results for Dropped Ply Specimens in Tension

No. dropped plies 2 2 4

No. continuous plies 16 32 32

Delamination 775 920 549
762 862 572Stress (MPa) 732 875 581

Thick Section 801 892 560
Average Stress (MPa) 767 887 565

Thick Section

C.V. (%) 3.7 2.8 2.5

Average Stress (MPa) 863 942 636
Thin Section

Table 2: Experimental Results for Dropped Ply Specimens in compression

No. dropped plies 2 2 6 2 2 4

No. continuous plies 4 8 4 16 32 32

"Tension or compression T T T C C C

Measured delamination 737 967 408 767 887 565
Stress (MPa)

Predicted delamination 706 773 424 815 838 576
Stress (MPa)

Difference (%) -4.2 -20.1 +3.9 +6.3 -5.5 +1.9

Table 3: Correlation of Predicted and Measured Delamination Stresses
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Introducion ment of repairability since the original matenal tension strength
One of the basic properties of carbon fibre reinforced pla- can hardly be restored whatever repair method is under consi-

stic laminates is to react on impacts with a matrix failure deration.
mainly in the 'rterfaces of the plies In principle multiple de- The allowable compression strain is therefore the design
lamintions occur between the plies extending over a certain value which must ensure the required level of Damage Toleran-
area. cc against low velocity impacts and which must cover the

These impact damages have two detrimental effects First strength critical influences as well.
they create a significant compression strength reduction and Since the understanding of the compression after impact
second it cannot be expected that all of them are visible The behaviour has not yet settled, a comprehensive test programme
second effect is enlarged by the application of the modem was conducted investigating coupons and ply drop off speci-
toughened resin systems and leads to the conclusion that un- mens the prepreg system Narmco 5245C/T800. The test results
known strength reducing damages may be present in the data base was evaluated and used for the derivation of the himi-
structure which therefore did not cause any maintenance or ting strain allowables in compresion This procedure is a signi-
repair action ficant step within the Damage Tolerance qualification route as

To overcome this problem and to provide the complete detailed in Fig. 2

structural integrity, Damage Tolerance requirements were de-
fined against low velocity impacts. These have been determi-
ned investigating the scenarios, which the aircraft will expe- COMPRESSION AFTER IMPACT TEST PROCEDURES
rience during its service life (see ýig I) Impact energy A well-known test procedure for ,ompression after impact
levels have been determined and specified for dedicated (CAI) is the so-called "Boeing Test". This test set-up requires
structural regions I e the outer surface of the aircraft is sepa- specimens with the dimensions of 100 x 150 mm and a thic-
rated into various regions and to these are assigned certain kness of about 4 mm. The test fixture was not designed for the
impact energy levels. For reference test purposes the shape of test of larger specimen sizes and a scahl.g up of the specimen
the impactor was specified to be 1 inch hemispherical and dimensions is not possible due to buckling reasons. Regarding
such do not nsk to create visible damages due to sharpness the worst case damage sizes, which have to be assumed in A/C

For the A/C manufacturer these Damage Tolerance requt- structures, the restriction of a specimen width of 100 mm can-
rements let arise the problem how to make sure that the struc- not be accepted Varying the damage sizes while keeping the
ture achieves the specified level. The most common approach specimen width constant, an influence from of specimen width
to solve this problem is to introduce the Damage Tolerance to damage size tW/D) .annot be excluded and not demonstrated
aspect into the sizing cnitena during structural layout. i e the as well. Doubts ansed if the "Boeing Test" set-up is feasible to
method to determine the required thicknesses and lay-ups create a sausfactoring knowledge about "compression after iri

A simple and practicable criteria is the limitation of the pact" effects which is sufficient to take it as a basis for tie der

fibre strains in the laminate These may be loaded up to cer- vaion of Design Allowables These doubts could not be clii-
tain stran values in tension and in compression. Providing fi- nated and it was decided to develop another test set-up whichtabsraies i n tenlion and inicomion. Pr', + -4 90)anyloviding con- allows to test a sider range of specimen dimensions Especially
bres in all 4 directions (0°. + 450 .-450, 900) any loading con-

dition is controlled comprehensively. Applying this sizing a flexibility in the thickness and the ,sidth dimensions wa' seen

criteria the establishment of Design Ilowables is reduced to to be of great interest.

the derivation of two limiting strain allowables It is the nature of compression tests that the load introduc-

Since an impact does not reduce the tension strength to a tion and the aeoi-buckling acres i req tre spe cal attention and

considerable extend the limiting tension strain cannot be ba- efforts Additionally the effort increases with the spcimen di-

sed on an "after impact" criteria More severe is the require- mensions since higher loads are involved and only little tnisa-
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lignement create easily large bending moments. * Three thicknesses have been tested: t = 4, 6 and 8 mm

The test set-up was designed for the following specimen
geometry:

Length (constant) 1 = 300 mm TEST RESULTS CONCLUSIONS
Max Width w = 250mm The evaluation of the test results allowed some basic conc-

*i :icknessns t 4 - 8 mm lusions which are valid for the investigated material Nanrco

Fig. 3 details the assembly drawing. The main features 5245CMT800.
are the upper and lower load introduction devices providing a 1. There is no significant difference in residual strength bet-
constant load distribution of the specimen by a moment-free ween RT/AR and h/w tests.
load transfer through the upper and lower bearing bolt. These
two bearing bolts have cenmc guides to ensure the lateral 2. The ratio of specimen width to delamination diameter has

centicity. The centric installation of the upper and lower devi- no influence in the range of W/D = 2 up to 8.

ces is of essential importance and can be easily guaranteed, 3. The damage threshold is dependent on the thickness. With

adjusting the alignement of the lower to the upper bearing increasing thickness the damage threshold ,, rising to hig-
block by using one of the bolts. The specimen itself is lateral- her impact energies. But once the damage threshold is ex-

ly clamped by two stiff angles in order to prevent brushing-up ceeded the orcuring damage is comparably larger in thick

of the load introauictton frontal areas, laminates

The manufacturing tolerances for the parts were relatively 4. The residual strength after impact is dependent an the lani-

tight to guarantee the centric installation of the specimen nate thickness. Considering the damage size effoct thick la-

Fig. 4 details the drawing for the anti-buckling device. minates are less susceptible to impact damages than thin

Two thick Aluminium plates assembled with steel masks to ones

carry 18 pillows are clamping the specimen in between with a 5. Small damages being generated with impact energies at or
defined f'orce This is adjustable by cup springs under disks below the damage threshold do not affect the original lam-
The anti.buckling guide restricts the minimum specimen nate strength.
width to 100 mm which represents the width dimension of the
"BoeingTest" 6. In Ply Drop Off regions the occuring impact damages are

considerably larger in comparison to plain laminates.

7 The characteristic of residual strain versus damage size
TESTING from Ply Drop Offs correspond well to the results of the

The new test set-up was applied to investigate plain cou- plain coupons.

pons and Ply Drop Offs mainly keeping the ratio of width to Fig. 5 is providing an overview of the characteristics which
damage size constant, i.e. W/D = 4. This required a special have been discovered.
procedure for specimen pr-paration From fracture toughness measurements with the

I Manufacturing of a base plate from which the specimen 5245C/T800 material and a comparison to values from untoug-
will be cut off (E g. I = 2 m and w = 300 mm) hened resin systems a certain performance in compression after

2 Application of the impacts. impact strength was expected. The test programme did not con-
firm these expectations This may indicate that fracture tough-

3 Determination of the impact dariage ýires by Ultrasonic ness is not a reliable parameter to correlate with the Damage

Inspection Tolerance performance of a material.

4. Cut out the specimens with the required widthes (W/D
41) from the base plate.

5 Static test at RT or elevated temperature LIMITING STRAIN ALLOWABLES IN COMPRESSION

During an initial test phase of the "wide specimen test The experience with the compression after impact tests in-
set-up" intensive checks on instrumented damaged and unda- dicated that the ratio of width to delamination size is of no in-
maged specimen have been undertaken to collect experience fluence but the thickness dependency should not be neglected

and to settle the test procedure This exercise approved that during the establishment of the limiting strain allowable in

reproducable compression after impact values are generated compression Test Data for very thin laminates have been taken
but naturally, the method is not applicable, to measure the un- into account from -WC sandwich data tested in CAl Such a data

damaged strength file could be assembled covering laninate thicknesses starting

The aim of the test program was to identify important pa- at 0.75 mm and ending up with 8 mm

rumeters which are of interest for the derivation of Design Combining the Damage Tolerance requirements of the figh-
Allowables ter aircraft structure with the allocated structural thicknesses

"* Different delamination sizes have been created applying and the B-basis CA. test values, the limiting strain allowables

different impact energies. The support conditions during given in Fig 6 have been derived ObvisousLy the overall level

impact have been a 200 x 200 mm frame and the expe- of the allowable compressiol strain is rather small and the que-

rience has shown that 3 impact energy levels, 15 1, 30 J stion is allowed whether the-. values are too pressimistic In

and 60 J. are sufficient to find out the residual strength this context the correlation betveen coupon tests and real struc-

(strain) versus damage size characteristic. tures is often questional. This objection can be rejected based

"on test results from 4-point bending boxes which allowed to

i The width to damage sire characteristic was investigated compare coupons with a structural feature. These boxes failedin the range from W/D = 2 up to W/D = 8
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consistently through the impact damages at strain levels
which fit into the coupon data.

In a wider range another confirmation of the derived De-
sign Allowables can be seen in tne qualification tests for the
fighter aircraft structure.

Representative full scale structural boxes with CFC skins
arm impacted according to the referring requirement and after-
wards in Fadue cycled The impacts were throughout the test
monitored for damage growth control and up to now no im-
plications have been experienced. This remains valid as well
for the final residual strength tests.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

A test set-up has been developed for CAI tests allowing
coupon sizes from 300 x 100 up to 300 x 250 mm and thic-
knesses from 4 to 8 mm. The test set-up approved to measure
the residual compression strength after impict in accordance
with other test methods e.g. the "Boeing Test" and 4-point
bending boxes The test set-up is applicable for the investiga-
tion of all relevant test parameters and provides in addition to
current test procedures the possibility to vary the geometric
dimensions, width and thickness, in a wide comfortable ran-
ge. This performance emphasizes its application for data col-
lection and subsequent Design Allowables derivation.

The experience with the Damage Tolerance aspects du-
ring the development of a flighter aircraft demonstrates that it
is possible to introduce and consider impact requirements in
the structural design phase
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Low Enerey Imnpact Risks of a Figihter Aircraft

I Hail (horizontal and vertical component)

fl Runway stones

bA Dropio Ii~Jt weighit tools
Retoelng-oy gravity

U Installation and maintenance of the ejection seat

' I Assembly and disassembly of the pre-cooler or the fin

I., Working platforms

9 Installation and dismount of external stores

FIG. I IMPACT RISKS OF FIGHTER AIRCRAFT

Required Damage Tolerance of Composite Components

( rcteristics
,,f wse Material

in CAI Structural Aspects

ign Allowables _

Qualification Tests of I
Structural Components QualificationlCertification
with Impacts in Fatigue Stress eport
+ Residual StrengthI

Qualification of the Damage Tolerance Aspect

FIG. 2 CFC DAMAGE TOLERANCE QUALIFICATION
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FIG. 3 WIDE SPECIMEN TEST SET-UP
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Repairing Delaminations with Low Viscosity Epoxy Resins

A.J. Russell and C.P. Bowers'

Defence Research Establishment Pacific
F.M.O. Victoria, B.C., Canada

VOS 1BO

1. SUMMARY by using blind fasteners to "clamp-up" impact damage
Although resin injection is the procedure most often induced delammations it is possible to fully restore the
specified for repairing delaminations, field experience design ultimate compression strength [1]. However, in
as well as numerous experimental investigations have regions of high interlaminar shear stress or in bonded
shown it to be unreliable and in many cases ineffective, structures which experience design straii.s in excess of
This paper identifies some of thc *easons for this and 4000 micro-strain it is unlikely that this approach would
then goes on to describe the successful development of be satisfactory. Under these conditions, resin injection
an epoxy resin specially formulated for delamination would appear to be the most promising method for
repair. The ability of this resin to fully restore the out of- repairing delaminations in as far as it produces no
plane properties of delaminated carbon/epoxy significant stress concentration, results in a negligible
laminates is demonstrated and some of the more increase in weight and has the potential to illy restore
practical aspects of repairing delaminatwins both on all of the interlaminar properties. Unfortunately, most
and off aircraft are discussed. reported attempts to develop and qualify resin injection

repairs have been unsuccessful [1-31. These findings
2. INTRODUCTION are supported by our own experience with resin
The Achilles' heel of most laminated organic matrix injection repairs of delaminations on the CF-18, which
composite materials currently utilized in advanced is that the qualified adhesive and procedure specified in
fighter aircraft and I elicopters is their poor the structural repair manual seldom wo, k satisfactorily.
interlaminar properties. 2,) . during assembly and in- This paper reviews the results of a research program
service this weakness can lead to the formation of aim aproving our abilty o repar progadelaminations from a number of different causes aimed at improving our ability to repair delaminations
inluding h role a drllngufastener ofdiffenst cali in the carbon/epoxy structure of the CF-18 aircraft Theincluding hole drilling, fastener installation, pry origins and nature of these delaminations is discusseddamage, impact damage, free edge stresses and and tests camed out to quantify and model the flow of
lightning strikes. While considerable research and resin into soue typical delaminations are described.
development activity has been directed towards The rheological, thermal and mechanical properties of
characterizing the interlammar fracture and fatigue a speolly formulate d mechanecaroperied
properties of these materials and ta assessing the a specially form omd epoxy resin are characterizedstructural significance of delamlnations, much les and its ability to completely infiltrate and rebond

s um ess delaminatiois is evaluated. Tests to determine to what
effort has gone into developing effective repairprocedures. Most of the repair options that have been extent it is possible to restore the compression strength,
considered involve one of the following: damage tolerance and the ability of the laminate tosupport high interlaminar shear stresses are described.
(i) removal of the delaminated material and Finally, some specific delamination repair procedures

insta:ation of a patch; for use both on-aircraft and in an autoclave are

(ii) stabilization of the delaminrted plies with suggested and the influence of contaminants entering
mechanical fasteners; or the delaminations prior to repmr investigated. A moredetailed description of some of this work can be found

(iii) injection of an adhesive into the delaminations. in references 4-7.

The suitability of each of these procedures depends on 3. CF-18 SERVICE EXPERIENCE
the loading conditions, the thickness of the part and the Generally speaking, the carbon/epoxy composite
nature of the material. lkor example, impact damag' oflightweight honeycomb sandwich structure, will structure on the CF-18 has proven to be relatively
normallyht requirt thoeyremoval the s kructure, winl damage resistant. Most of the damage requiring repairnormally require the removal of the delaminated skin has been caused by mishandling or by foreign objectmaterial to gain access to the damaged core. O5 b ed damage either in flight or on take-off and landing andother hand, for laminates thicker than 5 ram, bonded has been limited by and large to the lightweight
scarf patches become excessiveiy large and the use of has be nliit y large to the light
bolted patches may be limited by weight restrictions honeycomb sandwich structure found on the flightand airflow p~rturbation considerations Under thes conl.rol surfaces and numerous doors and access
circumstances, option (c) and (ion) are clearly covers. See Figuie 1 The monolithic carbon/epoxypreferable. For monolithic carbon/epoxy structure structure, which is mostly between 5 and 15 mm inconteraining Foterhmonithc hasbeen/demonstractured t thickness and limited to the wing skins and verticalcontaining fastener holes it has been demonstrated that stabilizer, has a higher impact energy threshold and is

DAS Eng, NDHQ, Ottawa, ONT, Canada.
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4. RESIN INFILTRATION TESTS
Figure 3 shows the geometry used to modal the flow of
resin into a delamnination. The resin enters the
delamination under pressure P1 through a hole of
radius R, and is assumed to flow radially outwards
within the delamination cavity of opening h For a resin

j • R•ESIN FRONT

CARRtONEPOXY AND ALUMINJM
HONEYCOMB SANDWICH

- MONOLITHIC CARSONUPOXY

Figure 1 Usage of carbon/er xy on the CF-1.8.

also less likely to show visible signs of damage. Since
no routine non-destructive examinations are carried
out, the existence and distribution of delaminations is
largely unknown. However, some of the trailing edge
wing panels were partially inspected ultrasonically in
1989 following the discovery of a manufacturing I
related problem associated with the mechanical
attachment of the skins to the underlying substructure. /R1 A R2
An unexpected sensitivity to fit-up tolerances at rib/spar P2  2
joints, as shown in Figure 2, had produced P1
delaminations adjac3nt to fastener holes in some
trailing edge panels. Out of approximately 30 fastener Figure 3. Resan flow model geometry.

Delamination Skin of viscosity il the time taken to reach a radius R is given
by [4 1:

3TI[ R2 (2 ln(RGRi1 -1) + l1 I (1)

:,:: .:: :. " .:. .. (Pi-P 2 )h 2

where P2 is the pressure ahead of the resin front In
Spar :order to verify the applicability of this model to real

delaminations, and to determine typical values for h, a
senes of infiltration tests were carried out. The holed

. ... -. .... plate shear (HPS) test specimen shoan in Figure 4
. .•. :•" "" "•"""reproduces the fastener hole and shear loading of the fit-

-- .". ' ." up problem described above while maintaining the
concentric geometry of the resin flow model.

Figure 2. Localized bending and delamination caused
by poor fit-up.

holes that were inspected on each trailing edge panel on Load Cell
15 different aircraft an average of one delamination per
aircraft was found. In most instances the delaminations Ball Bearin Clamp
were less than 25 mm in diameter, although in some
cases the manual inspections indicated delaminated
areas as large as 50 x 80mm. Based on recent C-
scanning of some of the delaminations, it has been
concluded that inspections with hand held transducers
tend to over-estimate the size and degree of
connectivity of the delaminations. In addition to the
type (f delaminations described above it is also likely
that wing-sKin delamnations resulting from impact
damage could occur from time to time, although as Ram Test Panel
mentioned before this has not been a problem to date. It with hole
was therefore the goal of this program to develop resin
injection repairs for both fit-up and impact induced
delaminations. " , 4 H oled plate shear test loadingai rangem.nt.
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Delaminations are created by applying a load to the agreement with the model was quite good, with values
fastener hole while supporting the specimen on a ring of h ranging from 1 to 10 im The fitted values of h will
of the desired diameter. Initial tests were carried out on be referred to as heif since they represent the effective
the same material and stacking sequence as the CF-18 delamination opening for resin flow and appear to be
trailing edge panels (48 plies of Hercules' AS4/3501-6 somewhat lower than the actual openings observed
carbon/epoxy comprising 8% Os, 84% ±45s and 8% Os). microscopically on polished cross sections (see figure
In later tests the thickness was varied but the ply 16 for example). As might be anticipated, there was
orientation percentages were kept the same. considerable scatter in the heft values from quadrant to
Resin infiltration was corred out in an ultrasoic C- quadrant and from one specimen to another.Rscan tankflthatin th crriesn font poiton couldc C- Nevertheless, the results showed a strong dependencescan tank so that the resin front position could be of heff on both delamination size and laminate thicknessdetermined as a function of time. A low viscosity epoxy as shown i Figures 7 and 8. While it is evident that the
resin without curing agent was forced into the fastener
hole under pressure after pre-evacuating the 5
delaminations. Details as to how this was accomplished
are given in Reference 4. Figure 5 shows one set of C-
scan images recorded during the infiltration of a 48 ply
specimen containing 76 mm diameter delaminations. 0

0 7 0 . 70. 3-

0

130, 19.. 25. 0

0 20 40 60 80 100
Delamination Diameter (mrm)

Figure 7. Effect of delamination size on delamination

1 37(Y-- 4 -opermg.

0
0 0

___________ ___________ 87,MM-lo

Figure 5. A series of C-scan images showing resin _ 'S\infiltration as a functon of time (minutes). 0-

Te resin front position in each of the 4 quadrants of the 2
delaminated area was measu-ed from each image and 0
plotted as a fi-nction of time. Equaton I was then least 0
squares fitted to each data set using h as the fitting ' 0
parameter. Figure 6 shows the data fits corresponding
to the images shown in Figure 5. In most cases the

35 448pm 354pm 0 '
301 9"0 " 4 0 2 4 6 B 10•'25.~~ .- .6oo*- . .4 .m ..-.-

25 . -' . -- Figure"."Effect Laminale Thicknes3 (mm)
u5 pre 7. Effect of laminate thickness on

0 ,, ...- " delamination opening

higher h ff values correspond to greater thru-thickness
Edg 10 -compliances, no increase in hff was observed as theS•Edge of hote injection pressure was raised. It is hypothesised thiat the5ri4860cP delaminations open momentarily following the

0 ....-.......... ... . I .... I nitiation of delamination groth and that fracture
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 debris linits the extent to which the) subsequently close

Trne (min) up. The thinner I IPS specimens and those supported
on the larger diaiieter clamps are less re.straiied from

Figure 6. Resin front position versus time opening and therefore end up with larger values of hIT
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From the flow model and the measured values of hrit line. Latency of cure, as determined by differential
is possible to predict the amount of resin flow required scanning calorimetry, was the key parameter in
to successfully repair some typical delaminations. First, selecting a curing agent. Other factors which
however, it is necessary to recognize that the resin influenced the resin formulation were surface wetting
viscosity is a function of both time and temperature. By charactenstics, and the ability to withstand a post-cure
modif)ing Equation 1, the total flow potential of the at 177°C , which might anse if the same component
resin from the time of mixing to the time of cure can be required a full autoclave repair at some later date.
compared with the flow requirement to completely fill The delamination repair rgoxy that was ultimately
an area of radius R2: developed will be referred to in this paper simply as the

DREp resin. Unless otherwise stated, the cure cycle3t used consisted of a 0.5 0
C/min ramp to 140'C followed1dt _> X Ri (2 InR2/R1) -1) + R1 1 (2) by a 2 hour hold and a cool-down cycle which lasted a

(PI-P2) hff minimum of 45 minutes This gave a glass transition
temperature of close to 1400C which dropped to 120'C

Table I gives the value of the quantity on the rght hand upon saturation with moisture Cure temperatures

side of Equation 2 for some representative delammation down to 110°C also gave satisfactory results but with
lower Tgs At higher temperatures, the T, followed the

Table I Resin flow requirements for some typical cure temperature up to 160'C with little improvement
repair conditions. Laminate thickness = 6mm. beyond this point.

Delamination Size Itesia Flow Ilequiremeni (Pal) 5.2 Flow Properties
_________ion Size Resin Flow ___________n1 Figure 9 shows the reciprocal viscosity of the DREp

resin as a function of time for four different infiltration
Diameter h eff 350 kPa 700 kPa cycks At 25°C the initial viscosity was 650 centi-Poise

(amm) (pt m) on- aircraft autoclave
repair repair with :'

Vacuum.~

30 04 526S0 26340 / D s @2 5 1C.

50 1.4 14400 7200 - I Po -C,

237�0 ~ Daesl 3 ',"s4o -C
75 39 4740 2370 /la- ,

sizes and injection parameters These data reveal that • I
small delaminatians provide greater flow resistance to 05-
resin infiltration than larger delamiations and indicate
that a viable delamination repair resin should have a
flow potential of the order of 50,000 Pa I In
comparison, the epoxy adhesive currently specified for c ¶o0 CCC 300 400 500
delamination repair on the F-18 was found to have a
flow potential of only 800 Pa-

1 
and because of the short Time (mrn)

pot life not all of this is realized in practice. Although Figure 9. Plots of 1 siscos-ty %ersus time for four
other commercially available epoxy adhesives ha6ing different iifiltration'cunng cycles.
superior flow properties %%ere identified none of these (cP, increasing to 1725 cP after 6 hours On heating
approached the desired 50,000 Pa I Consequently. the i n t
development of ares•n s)stem designed specifically for reshly mixed resin at 1 lC/mn the ',ico-lty fell toaminimum of 60 cP after 1 hour and then increasedrepinng delamiaions was undertaken in house rapidly as the resin cured The areas under the curves

.RESIN DEVELOPMENT in Figure 9 repiesent the total floA potential as definedby the left hand side of Equation 2. These areas, which

5.1 Adhesive Formulation are plotted as a function of time in Figure 10 are
In addition to the aforementioned flow requirement, all relatively unaffected by the heating rate. WhTat is
adhesive for repairing del.imnnations nii.t alo possess important to note, ho%'. 'r, is that for repair
a number of other properties These mdLiie the .dilit) p.'.edares whei e the resin is injecte.d ati lo or ,,mbierit
to ,ffecti el, relxnd the delamimate-d surfa.e t.,gethvr vin1peratoUre and then tuii d %%ithlut farther ipplica•iton
and lan adequate resistance to the moiisture and of pre-ure only , fiictlio of the total fluow potential is
tUmperature regimes encountered by the Lomponent ealized In soume. 'es this may be as little a.i500%.
being repaired as well as a cure temperature that is 5.3 Mechanical Properties
compatible wath on-aircraft repair Thus, while Tests were carried oit to ieasire the interlaninar
viscosity is clearly an important consideration it should sh er prrtes of de asude plhe interfaces
not be the over-riding factor in formulating a rexsin shreoned it e of resin.p inidrfaeti

system. For-example, a low viscosity hi-functional rebonded wcth the I)REp resin. ofA1hreconai
epoxy was chosen rather than a lower viscosity monu- laminates, containing 2t1 plies of AS i'3501-6
functional epoxy because of the low glass transition in-rbs on the mid-plane were fabdlricated a ind cut into 20
temperature, T., and poor mechanical properties m.nxr.5 mm end-ne fere fri Fe spcimens
resulting from the latter's inability to cross link im x 130 mam en d notched fexure i ENF. specimens
Likewise, very low viscosity amines were avoided as 01 1)elanmination were gron in ofheir froi the eods
curing agents because their high volatility can cause of tie The tolwtnn20am %e thend-, f th
them to boil off" dunng cure, producing a p)oroiu, bond htpecniens Th(- delaniein, ticimn Ai-re than ,cened-,hghitly, filled w ithi i-sii dlun pid i-bit and rureid fior 2
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3 the controls under all conditions tested. However, there
xlO were more mid-plane failures in the rebonded

specimens particularly at elevated temperatures and
6 u after moisture conditioning. The mode 11 interlaminar

fracture toughness. Gilo as measured by the ENF test,
S9 Dwell 3 hrs@40-C.r was found to be 40 to 50% higher in the rebonded

- 0• Ramp 1 lcam / specimens than in the controls. See Table 2. While
. .s4 0  Table 2. Mode II interlaminar fracture toughness.

30- Ramp 1 i*C/mim otoTemperature GI C tlue

2 20 0 lcValues
ccC) (Jim2) (Jim2)

20 940,1011,904,927 630

0 100 200 300 400 5e. 100 785,740, 758 5W0
"Time (min)

some of this increase can probably be attributed to the
Figure 10. Flow ofthe DREp resin as a function of greater toughness of the DREp resin compared to the

time for four different infiltrationicuring composite matrix, part of it undoubtedly originates
cycles, from the greater thickness of the interlaminar matrix

hours at 140°C. The middle 75 mm of some of the layer present in the rebonded specimens and the
rebonded specmens were cut upminto short beam shear beneficial effect that this has on GI¢ [91 Figure 13
specimens whi ee others were used fbr mode s I compares the interlaminar fatigue crack growth rates
intecamnar fracture and fatigue tests. The results of under shear loading Jf rebonded specimens with those

of the controls While no change is apparent at low
the short beam shear tests, plotted in Figures 11 and 12 values of AGI the greater fatigue resistance at higher
indicate that the rebonded strength was close to that of values is consistent with the observed improvement in

-a 120' Postcured for 2 hours Gil,

100' 10

2 80 05"Z 10"2 /I

; 60 :

) 40 E 10.3
E

T 20 0 Rebonded with DREp c" 
4

6 AS4/3501-6 Controls -

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 ' -5
Temperature (

0
C) -• 10 . Rebonded with DREp

Figure 11. Short beam shear strength - dry. 0o 10- AS4/3501-6 controls

_ 1201 10 100 1000

Z •AGil (J/m)2S 10072 orWmrB~
SW Figure 13. Interlaminar fatigue crack growth rate.

280 6. REPAIR OF tIPS SPECIMENS
Cl) As well as providing information pertaining to resin
B 60 flow, the HPS specimens proved to be suitable for

I Saturated evaluating resin infiltration procedures and also as a
S 40 mechanical test for assessing the repairability of

E delaminations in regions of high interlaminar shear
(TS stress.
0Dr 20 0 Rebo•nded with DREp20 16.1 Resin Infiltration
0AS4/3501 Controls Resin injection repairs to delammated holed plate shear
= 0 .' ........................ .. 1''specimens were carried out in a two stage process as
U) 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 shown in Figure 14. First, the plate was placed in a

Temperature (0 C ) transparent plastic box, the air evacuated and DREp
Figure 12 . Short beam shear strength - wet resin injected into the fastener hole. Next the specimen
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VACUUM

(a)__________

BEFORE REPAIR AFTER REPAIR

(a) EVACUATION AND RESIN INJECTION

J VACUUMAl,0

(b) PRESSURE INFILTRATION AND CURE (b)

Figure 14. Repair procedure for HPS specimens. Rgure 15. Ultrasonic C-scan images taken before and

was transferred to a steel box which was then placed after repair

between the platens of a hot press. Initially the whole of
the interior of the box was pressurized (125-500 kPa) as
the temperature was raised buL success with thsis
procedure was inconsistent. By pressurizing t;
fastener hole while the specimen was immerse( in
water it was discoveied that there was a leakage ),.,h
from the delaminations out to the specimen ed i- n
some of the specimens. Not only did this result in a loss
of vacuum but it allowed air to enter the delaminations
and stop the flow ofresm. This problem waseh.ainated
by either sealing the edges of the specimen or b)
maintaining the vacuum throughout the cure cycle . ,

using an arrangement such as that shown in Figure . , .
14b. When this latter procedure was adopted, resin
wetted areas could often be observed on the edges of Figure 16. Section through a rebonded delamination
the specimens following repair A metallographic
examination of these areas revealed that the resin had 15 I I 1
leaked out via matrix cracks running transversely
through the six 451 plies located at the mid-plane of the
laminate.

The extent of resin infiltration was determined by
ultrasonic nspection and by metallographic techniques. 10
F`igure 15 shows amplitude C-scan images of a well ,

repaired (a, and a poorly repaired (b) UPS specimen Z,•
taken before and after repmr. The success of the DREp 'o
resin in filling all of the crevices and surface features on

the fracture surface as well as the presence or absence -j

of any bondline porosity was ascertained by sectioning 5

some of the repaired plates, sanding and polishing the
cut edges and examining them at high magnification
with an optical microscope. In general, any plates
which appeared from the ultrasonic C-scan to have
been successfully repaired, exhibited void-i'"ee
bondhine- with no evidence of poor surface wetting. A 0 01 0 2 0 3 0.4
section tarough a well repaired delamination showing Displicement (mm)
the ,ypical "hackle" features characteristic of mode 11
interlammar fracture can be seen in Fgure 16 Figure . Example c a load-displacement cur.e for a

6.2 Post-Repair Failure Loads holed plae shear test.

The mechanical effectiveness of the repairs was f.ilure .ind the in.iximuma lad was foaund to lxc quite
investigated by re-loading the UIPS specimens and reproducible from sli-cliown to speuimen. Preliminary
comparing the post-repair failure loads with the initial tests revealed that a was rivcessir. to iepour the intial
damage loads. The load-displacer-ent curves, an hole dinlling damage pnrir totht, first l•ahding in der to
example of which is shown in Figure were linear to obtain a vhlid comparison 151 Figure 18 shows that at



Initial Loading *After Repair 50
164a

14 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

12 -i. IOJ10 20 J 30J 40J 55J

10 t. S Figure 20 . I preqentati% P C-scan liviages of thle CAI
specimens for each imnpact energy

S8or limited to longitudinal splitting of the outer lily
0 '1 However, at 40 and 35 joules damage %%as cleaily

S6 rvisible oaith up to iS plies protruding be,,nd the,.back
surface dir ectly beineathi the point-of-inipaict. For each~ 4 5 .. ,54 ~impact energy, 2 specimens N ere loaded in

LL Z' . compression as dainaged ahile 2 %kcre fist repaired
2 4 13 3 oth the DREp lesin. The repair procedure %aas

14 3 9 14 11I3 2 141 essentially the samie as that descrited for the lIPS

0 .~ specinmens e\cept that the resin Naus forced into the
0 25 50 75 delamiination-, either thi ough the back surface damnage

or via 3 or 4 smiall (<1 mminu) holes drilled into theDelamination Diameter (mm) laminate. The test results, plotted in Figure 2 1, indicate
Figure 18 . Restoration of IIPS failure load ns a that almost all of the compression strength can be

function of delamination size, restored for impact e nergies below 30J and that even
when back surface damage is present, acceptable

ambient temperature all of the post-repair failure loads failure strains can still be attained
were within 10% of the initial values The loading
compliances were also restored but these were found, in o After Impact o After Repair + End FaI.,re
general, to be a less sensinve measure of the quality of 60 _r---- -
the repair At elevated temperatures, Figure 19 , the
effectiveness of the repairs gradually decreases IF 0 3 -12
reflecting the lower T9 of the DREp resin compared to a-50
that of the matrix. 8 to 0

.......... ,400>

030
~~50 1300-.

=~~-0. -6

i08- 9)
ii E ~100 2~

0 .

o040 10 20 30 40 s0 60
Imrpact Energy (J)

S02- Figure 21 . Restoration of coiipression after inmpact
M strength

0'
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 7.2 Restoration of D~amager Tolerance

Temnporatise (-C) A second set oif CAI te,.ts %%ere run in order to determine
how effective the injection repairs wcre in restoring the

Figure 19 Effect of tenmpeiature on the restoratloir ability of the laminate to sustain further impact
of the lIPS specimen failure loads (damage As before, 4 platies %%cre impacted at each of

five energies, hoacver, only one Naas tested as
daumaged, two were repaired and thieii ieiiiipacted

7. IMATDAAEREARwth the sanle etiergy as before and one was impacted a
IMPAC DAMAE REPIR *econd tinie without repair Ultrasonic C-.cains talen

7.1 Restoration of Compression Strength after eadi inip.ict rivevilvd. Figure 22, thai the sizes of
A series of tests were carried out to assess the the di lainnatioiis pruiihiicd n thei repiiied plates %%ere
effectiveness of resin injection repairs at res toring thi -ignificantly sni,illvr than in the a, fabricated
c( -npression strength after impact iCAIl Quasi- ~pcncs Thiý ns ding ýai;supiipoi ttri by the
isotropic laminates of AS4/350 1-6 carbon/epoxy. 40 (mpirt -io te.t data, Figiirr 21. a hich i idi caite that
plies thick, a crc machined into 100 miii x 1 30 mini C.\l the CA\I dcc ngtli %%ere Kri,,ite r in the 1 epao red
spec.iina'. Lo~wvelocit) impai),ctsofi~if pi oS itately, 10, '.iccitnen" spart) i ii ii ti '.e inmpacte d at tile h ighier
20, 3U,. 40 and 55 jokile'. produced a range of inipin t cmt rgies McohIg ceanIi:nf some
debuiaiiiitiiins sies as shown in Figure 20 Att the three of the inmpactedl J1,.ii, klo I k a, k ii (101it thii bo 11)(dl Iti

lower energies back-viii famce daiiagc %i.i ciihuer abs;eit th ick ness %a .s giit Cvr in the plates inia p.iv ,d ait the,
higher ciiertnecs
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E After Repair 0 No Repair The test results are shown in Figure 24. The specimens

60 .......... .... that had been immersed in JP-4 regained most of their
S• initial load bearing capacity, indicating that little or no
E residue remained afer drying. None of the hydraulic

l40. 3DRIEO ONLY FLUSHED OUT. THEN DRIED~.40 t4-3 0 12 ....... ............. .... ... ....

l 30 i2

2 6

S10 20 30 40 50 60

Area After Initial Impact (cm 
2

) 2

Figure 22. Change in delamination size following
second impact. P-4 OETERGENT SEAWATER ULTRAGEL HYDRAULC FLUID

Figure 24. Effect of prior contamination on HPS post-

300 1 1 1 1 1 repair failure loads.

250 6 fluid contaminated specimens was properly repaired,S 250 the C-scans indicating that only the region closest to the
E 5 fastener hole had been rebonded. Since this suggested
o 200 that not all of the H-537 had evaporated prior to repair
o 4 E an additional test was run using an extended dryingc 150 c time of 2 days. This specimen did produce a defect-free
2 3 'o C-scan but the failure load was still only 80% of the
a 100 0 initial value. One further attempt to remove all traces
C. M ImpactlRepair/Imoact 2 2 of hydraulic fluid was made by flushing JP-4 throughE
E 50 + After initial impact .2 the delaminations of two more specimens, in through

[3 After second impact 1 U. the fastener hole and out via 4 small holes drilled

around the periphery. This procedure was successful

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 in restoring approximately 90% of the original strength,
Fgure 24. C-scan images with no defect indicationsImpact Energy (J) were obtained for all three of the water based fluids but

Figure 23. Compression strength after impact of the mean failure loads were all low, between 9.1 and 9.6
repaired CAI specimens. kN. In view of the residues left behind when these

fluids evaporate as well as the similarities in both the

8. CONTAMINATION EFFECTS failure loads and loading compliances tits reasonable to

Unlike most other repair situations involving adhesive assume that these loads represent the maximum

bonding, the inaccessibility of the delammation fracture attanable by purely mechanical interloclkng without

surfaces precludes the use of any normal type of any effective adhesion. An attempt was made at

surface preparation prior to resin injection, removing seawater by flushing distilled water through
the delarmnations in the same manner as was done with

Consequently, the possiblity of one or more of the JP-4 for the hydraulic fluid contaminated specimens
numerous contaminants, commonly encountered The 2 specimens repaired in this manner had failure
around aircraft, entering into the delaminations pnor to loads close to the l3kN of the uncontaminated control
repair isof concern. Although, no attempt was made to
determine the likelihood of contaminant ingress, some bpecimens indicating that most of the seawater hadeen removed.
tests were carried out to investigate what effect some
typical aircraft fluids might have on the repair strength 9 REPAIR PROCEDURES
if they were present inside the delaminations. Five
glass beakers, each containing three delaminated HPS 9.1 Autoclave repairs
specimens were placed in turn in an evacuated Any components that can be readily removed from the
chamber and filled with one of the following aircraft, can in principle be repaired in an autoclave in a
contaminants, JP-4 jet fuel, H-537 hydraulic fluid, similar manner to the test specimens. Figure 25
detergent, seawater and "Ultragel" (an ultrasonic illustrates one way that this could be done in practice.
couplant). After the specimens were completely Another option would be to limit heating to the repair
covered, the vacuum was vented allowing atmospheric area alone by means of a heating blanket and to use the
pressure to gradually force the contaminants into the autoclave solely for the application of pressure.
delaminations over a period of 2 months. Upon 9.2 On-Aircraft repairs
removal, the specimens were dried for 4 hours at 121°C, For fixed components such as the wing skins of the CF-
repaired as described in section 6.1 and finally re- 18 where removal is both time consuming and
loaded to failure. Ultrasonic C-scans were taken toconfirm that the delaminations had been completely expensive it is preferable to repair delaminations and
infiltrated by the contaminants and also to inspect the impact damage on the aircraft. However, with access

limited to only one side of each skin, it is no longerrepairs possible to assume that a vacuum can be maintained
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Vacuum 10. CONCLUDING REMARKSL3211.,sealant This investigation has clearly demonstrated that when
complete infiltration is achieved, resin injection repairs

F ,can fully restore the structural integrity of delaminated

(1) EVACUATE DELAMINATION carbon/epoxy components. Our findings reveal that
small delammations and particularly those in thick

Resin ') Vacuum laminates are more difficult to infiltrate and have to% :r
urn than optimum bondline thicknesses Fortunately, th.se

types of delaminations are much less likely to le'.,l to
compression failures and in many instances m iy r, ,t

F need to be repaired at all. Our results also indicate tha,
(2) INJECT RESIN repaired delaminations can sustain tCie same

Pressure Vacuum interlaminar shear loadings as the ongiral laminate
This should make it possible to extend~ delamination

Vacuum bag repair zones to include locations adjacent to splice
VaI gplates, ply diop-offs or other sources of interlaminar

shear stresses.
" Based on our experience, ultrasonic C scanning, in

which the amplitude of any reflections originating from
between the front and back surfaces is recorded, should
provide an acceptable means of verifying the quality of

(3) MAINFILTRATIoNVACUUM AND CuPRESSREIN AUTOCLAvERING a repair Time-of-flight C-scans ate useful fordetermining delamination depths prior to repair but areFigure 25. Autoclave delamination repair procedilre, of limited value in assessing the degree of resin

ahead of the advancing resin front. Consequently, it infiltration For critical repairs where it is suspected
would seem likely that pockets of air would be trapped that contaminants are present it way also be necessary
within the delaninations both as porosity in the to flush a suitable solvent through the delaminations

bondline as well as m the form of larger unwetted areas. and carry out a chemical analysis of the effluent.

In order to investigate this further 3 HPS specimens From a mechanistic viewpoint, it may appear
were repaired without vacuum by a flow-through somewhat surprising that some of the out-of-plane
procedure in which the resin was forced in through the mechanical properties improve following repair since
fastener hole and air allowed to escape via 4 equi- the original chemicaly cross-linked ply interfaces have
spaced holes drilled into the periphery of the been replaced with bonded interfaces relying on
delamiations. A "resin dan" was taped over each hole adhesion and mechanical interlocking for strength.
to prevent excess loss of resin and to reduce the Evidently, any l..s in strength is more than
pressure gradient within the delaminatin cavity, compensated for by the reduction in interlaminar
Rather surprisingly these repairs were just as stresses which re' .itis from the increased separation of
successful as those carried out using a vacuum, there the plies and by the improvement in mode II
being no C-scan indications, no bondline porosity and interlammar fracture toughness. This is particularly
similar post-repair failure loads 161. true as the bondline thickness increases ie. in the larger
One possible arrangement for carrying out this type of diameter HPS specimens and in the CAI specimenson-aircraft flow-through repair is shown in Figure 26. impacted at the higher energies. In a sense, injectionrepairs can be regarded as being analogous to

RES•IN INinterleaved composites where the addition of a layer of
HEATINGSLANKET VACUUM toughened epoxy between the plies has been proven to

AJROUT substantially improve the damage toletance 1101.
This investigation into the repairability of
delaminatiors by resin injection was carn ed out in
response to a specific requirement, i e. the need to be
able to repair CF-I 8 wing skin delammations caused by
either fit-up stresses or by impact damage Thu% while
much of this work may be applicable to other material
systems and loading conditions, different
circumstances may make it necessary to address other
concerns. For example, not only would delaminations

Figure 26. Arrangement for on-aircraft delamination grown under predominantly mode I conditions have
repair. smoother fracture surfaces but the effectiveness of

mechanical interlocking at supporting opening stresses
Hlere. the vacuum, which is used only to clamp the is likely to be considerably less than in shear Under
injection point and heating blanket to the skin, is isolated these conditions, repair validation tests dominated by
from the venL holes. Injection pressures in excess of 350 opening mode stresses would be more appropriate
kPa (50 psi) have been consistently achieved with a Also, in instances where delaminations have a tendency
prototype device of this sort. The major limitation to to recur, such as at a free edge, it would be pi eferable if
repai'-ing delaminations in this manner is the presence the resistance to delamination could be substantiall)
of sufficient back-surface damage that thi resin leaks improved rather than merely restored While this could
througr, the laminate rather than entering the probably be achieved by adding a rubber toughening
delaimmiations additive to the adhesive, the benefits of this would have

to be weighed against the loss it, resin flow. On the
other hand, for delaminations that are only a few plies
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NUMERICAL DETERMINATION OF THE RESIDUAL STRENGTH
OF BATTLE DAMAGED COMPOSITE PLATES

T. Schneider, J. Maws, M. Rother
Dormer Luftfaut GmbH

P.O Box 13 03
7990 Friednchshafen I

Germany

SUMMARY problems for static or dynamic loading, e g ref. [4] and [5].
High energy impact damage by projectiles is a permanent
thread to all aircraft or helicopters in combat situations Be- The aim of the current study was to seo. whether LEFM meth-
sides we actual damage extent, caused by the inciden.t and its ods in combination with a finite element analysis can predict
effect on airworthiness, the question of the residual strength of the onset of delamination growth and subsequently the resi-
the damaged structure arises Based on the expenmental find- dual strength of composite plates, which had been subjected to
ings on the damage extent in shot-affected APC2/AS4 compo- high energy impact loads by projectiles
site plates, a theoretical prediction of the residual compressive
suength is given in terms of strength, stability and fracture 2. HIGH-ENERGY IMPACT APPLICATION
mechanics principles. These predictions am compared with 2.1. Specimen definition
test results from four specimens, which have been cut out Geometrv and lay up
from the onginal plates It will be shown, that the delaminasions. For the impact tests. 240 x 240 mm plates from unidirectional
caused by the high energy impact, trggered the final compressi- APC2/AS4 prepreg had been manufactured They consisted of
ve failure of the specimens with the start of an unstable deta- 34 layers, each 0 124 mm thick, giving a total plate thickness
mination growth and that this event can be correctly predicted of 4 2 mm The stacking sequence was identical for all APC2/
by a numerical analysis, if local out-of-plane deformations are AS4 plates,
taken into account (-451+ 45/-1+45/.+451 -45/-451I5/OI-45/+45.-45/+45//,ý)

1. INTRODUCTION AMaterial properties
One of the limiting factors for the application of Continuous Stiffness and strength properties for unidirectional APC2/AS4
Fibre Reinforced Plastics (CFRP) it primary aircraft structures prepreg (room temperature, moisture content as received) are
is the incertainty, felt by de-.elopment engineers and operator listed in table 1.
staff, with respect to evolution and growth of damages within
structural components Even if the damage event is obvious, as
it is the case with high energy impact damage (HElD), the full UD-Properttes APC2/AS4

extent of structural damage is still unknown and must be deter- RT/as received

mined with non-destructive testing (NDT) equipment Another
question, which arises after the occurence of damage, is the E.a 109 8 GPa
capability of the remaining structure to carry loads Ey 10 1 GPa

Current state-of-the-art for dealing with these problems is the 1- 101 GPa

experimental venfication Large aircraft components are pre- G.,= Gr 3 7 GPa

damaged by impact loads, artificial delamitations or other Gyz I 3 GPa

supposed manufacturing defects and subsequently submitted %y = 1). 03
to static or dynamic loads until final failure occurs or a pre- U, 042
defined number of cycles has been reached without further 

0
,..T 2050 MPa

damage growth (for examples, see ref [I)) This procedure is 1200 Ml'
very costly and time-consuming, especially, if other environ-
mental conditions than room temperatur. and normal moits- OyyT 87 MPa

ture content must be reproduced Therefc-e, considerable ef- ryyC 230 MlPa
forts are made by aircraft manufacturers as well as research "1y 185 M Pa
institutes to provide analytical or numerical procedures for the
prediction of the structural behaviour of damaged CFRP com- T Tension C Compression
ponents.

Table 1. Material properties
The application of Linear-Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM)
principles seems to be a promising way to deal with delaminati-
on problems. Sun and Manoharan [2,3] pointed out, that the
total energy release rate G is constant during delamination 2 2. High energy Impact application

growth, although its components Gi and G1 do not converge to The four platt.s, which have been used in this study, had been

definite values as the assumed crack extension Aa becomes part of an extensive test program to investigate the damage

very small. Numerous other investigators ;eported successful extent in various structural concepts after high energy iipact

applications of the energy release rate criterion to delamination [6] Two plates had been used as the forward and rear wall in a
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Fig 1 Plate S-19672R after bign-entergy impact appitcation
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I ~tile listtte sIntervaltbetween tic te titssiort of [tite stltasolste sigtnal

V II iartd ithe arrival of the ecti reflected by the delnirtitntion thfits

tritle itrerval cart be dt'ectly related to the po~sition ift le dela-
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A mtajor disadvanitage if this miethiod ts. that onily thte delantitsa-
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150mmn corded If additiontal delartinariatois occir below this first darti-
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Fig 2 Plate geometry for residual strength tpl ctiattili
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3. NUMERICAL INVESTIGATIONS F2 = '4X+J/(2412 al (X+X)) (3b)
3.1. Calculation of Energy Release Rates
The main point of interest of this study was the prediction of F3 = 1/2 

4
(ass/a) (x+4Z2-.X)/a•u (3c)

the residual strength of battle damaged plates and its compan- and
son with experimental results. Three different failure modes x = (2al2+a66)/2ai, (4)
had to be considered. A2 = a22 / all (5)
1 in-plane compression failure

C global plate buckling wi-ere a, is the compliance matrix of the layers above and be-
n delaminatton growth with or without local buckling of sub- low the delamination plane and u% v', w' the deformations

laminates with respect to the local coordinate system, as defined in fig.
5.

While the first two criteria represent standard problems, which
can be solved with nearly all commercially Available finite

element programs, the latter involves the application of frac- 3V
ture iiechanics pruICIPlAý in conjunction with a three-dimen-
sional linear-elastic finite element analysis For this purpose, a -

post-processor for Dormer's finite element code COSA-

DEMEL called SAM3D has been developed [7]. Based on the
virtual crack extension method, as it has been described by
Parks [81 and liellen [9], this processor calculates local energy
release rates along the crack front of an embedded crack or a
surface flaw in three-dimensional structures D l

Delamnr1ration iIp tine

Fig 5- Definition of the local coordinate system at the

delamination front

3.2. Finite Element Models
For the numerical strength prediction two different finite ele-
ment models were created The strength prediction according

to the classical laminate theory (CLT) was performed with a
Mode I Mode I1 Mode III two-dimensional model with only one element in the laminate

thickness direction, fig 6 Due to symmetry conditions, only
one quarter of the plate was modelled Laminate properties for

Fig 4: Definition of fracture modes the given lay-up are listed in table 2. The single ply analysis is

Due to ;he orthotropic material properties, delamnations be-
tween plies with diffe,-nt fiber orientations generally produce

a mixed mode problem, where all three modes of fracture (fig
4) are present at the tip of the delammation As the critical en-
ergy release rate of composite materials is different for mode I,
II and III, it is necessary to split the total energy release rate
(31.1,1 calculated by the virtual crack extension method, into
the contributions of each single mode

Gt,= G, + Gu+Gi (+)

Similar to the virtual crack closure method by Rybicki and
Kanninen [10], the relative displacements of the nodal point,
A and B on the crack surfaces next to the crack tip (fig 5) art
used to estimate the contributions of the single modes Gh. GH
and Got to the total energy release rate For orthotropic
materials, the relations between the enurgy release i ares and
the near-tip crack surface dsplacement; u'.v' and w' read
[11,12]:

0- - Fi Aw'2 (2a) X

Gn - F2 Au'
2  

(2b)

Gwt - F 3 Av'" (2c) .A
with

F1 = "/x+X/(2'J2 "Iaiia22 (x+)-)) (3a)
Fig. 6: Twn dimensional finite element model
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Fig 7 Three-dimensional finite elemtnt model with mesh iehinement around the delamination front



done on the element level, with ply stresses and margins of conditions along the assumed symmetry planes" on the ply
safety for matrix and fibre failure as output The delaminations level A comparison of the laminate displacements along x = 0
are not taken into account in this analysis and y = 0 betweens the two- and the three-dimensional model
The determination of energy release rates along the delamina- nevertheless resealed a good correlation and therefore the in-
tion tip requires C e calculation of the three-dinmensional stress fluence .f this local errors on the remaining model was judged
and strain state in the vicinity of the crack front For this pur- to be mnltor
pose, the two-dimensional model, as depicted in fig 6, was
extended in the z-direction Additionally, a considerable, mesh The full 3D model consisted of 1782 brick elements, each
refine. ient was necessary in the layers above and below the with 26 nodes. 2o4 wedge-shaped elements with 18 nodes and
suspected delamination plane, fig 7 a total of 16248 nodes with 45107 degrees of freedom The

circular delamination was modelled between tihe 16th and I7th

Laminate l-roperntes for (24ri016)-La,.r-p ply of lte anate (see 35 1

APC2IAS4 3.3. Strength Prediction by CLT
E 35 aAs expected the linear-elastic 2D-analysis gave tite highest

-. 25780 MPa stresses and strains at tie penetration hole edge at x=O First
G9ply failure is predicted to occur in the 0"-phes at a total loadG 21198 M1'a F = 56,3 kN by matrix cracking. followed by a compressive

'ov0 611 fibte failure of the saute plies at F = 68.1 kN This is considered

to be the ullimate laminate suength

Table 2: Laminate properties 3.4. Determination of the Theoretical Buckling Load

COSA-DEMEL currently offers no buckling analysis solution
Due to limitations in available computer storage space., the Therefore the special pt.,pose program COSA-FEST (13] %as
three-dimensional riodel had to be restricted to one quarter of used to prod i tlie overall buckling load for tire plates As this
the plate and to one half of tire laminate thickness Although program uses spec.dl plate elements % ith a quintic displacement
this is correct on the laminate level (symmetric and balanced function, a relative coarse mesh was siufficietit for this analy-

lay-up, delaminatior s not considered), it leads to incorrect sis The delantination was assumed to he in the rind-plane of

P • 137 KN

F.. oba / Pm ESSUh E

Fi:g. 8. Global buckling mode shape
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the laminate, creating two sub-laminates with identical thick- this locations are dropped, the analysis will give useful results
ness Fig 8 shows the undeformed mesh together with the for the rest of the structure
shape of the first buckling mode Instability is predicted for a
total load of F = 137 kN This is far beyond the strength limit Non-dimensionalized total energy release rates Gt1 i/Grf are
from CLT and therefore global buckling could be excluded compared for the -45/+45- and -45/0- interface in fig 10, with

3.5. Fracture Mechanics Calculations Gilr = E: E. t (6)
3.5 I. Energy Release Ratesfor In Plane loading
The calculation of energy release rates requires the knowledge where E, is the laminate modulus in x-direction, t the total
of the delamination position within the laminae lay-up NDT laminate thickness and r, given by
results from D-scan-measurements revealed a delamination
depth ofapproximately 2 I mm. with a resolution of about 3 or e. = cr•/E. = FJ(b t E,) (7)
4 phes

(b = laminate width)
As ply-angle vanations of 90" between neighbouring layers For both interfaces, the highest energy release rate is found
are known to produce high interlaminar stresses, the most between 80"! 0 l100" with nearly identical peak values The
probable location for the delamination plare was between the shape of the G-distribution in this range had to be approximated
16th and 17th layer of the laminate. i e the -45- and +45"-phes due to the inaccuracy of the G-calculations at the assumed
In order to verify this assumption, a second analysis run was symmetry line For e <40" and 0 >140' the energy release rate
performed, in which the onentations of the 15th and 16th plies is negligiblc The contributions of the inuv, idual crack modes
were exchanged, but the position of the delamination remained to the total energy release rate is shown in figs II and 12 for
between the 16th and 17th ply With this minor deviation from the +45/-45- and -45/0-interface
the given stacking sequence, G-values for a -45/0-interface
delamination could be calculated without any modelling effort According to LEFM principles, delamination growth in a

structure will occur, if
Although the finite element model was restncted to one quar-
ter of the plate. energy release rates are given for 0'! 0 < 180'. G = G, (8)
This was achieved by simply exchanging the orientations of
the ±45"-plies in the model and rerunning the analysis, fig 9. % here G, is the critical energy release rate or fracture toughness
Again. the compatibility conditions at 0=0" and 0---90 on the of the matenal If the toughness is not identical for all crack
ply level can not be met by this model, but if the G-values at modes, as it is the case with CFRP. critical energy release rates

for each single mode G1, Gns arid Grit must be determined
The general failure criterion then reads

- 45 Ply ,',(Gs/Gt,)' + (GaWGit,) + (0sGHJm~) = 1 (9)

Investigations by Johnson and Mangalgiri ( 14) have shown.
that for several resin systems in = n = I provides the best fit to

/ -/ ,/:, •./'// experimental data (Mode III was not considered in this mixed
// / /~ Imode problem) and therefore was selected for this study

,", •/, / / Several authors reported critical energy release rates Gi1 and
Gts, for APC2/AS4. usually determined with the double canti-
lever beam (DCB) and the end notched flexure (ENF) speci.i,45 py men forModelandIfrespe..ively These valuesaregivenin
table 3

Values for Gsi, have not been found in the published literature
due to the current lack of a specimen type. which produces

Reference Gk (N/mm] Gil, (N/mm]

Kim, Dharan 115] 1.34 1.77
-45'.ply .4-4'-ply Pre). Davies[16) 1,46 1.11 - 1.86"'

Gillespie. Carlsson 1171 1.75
t I I t 1lHashemietal [18] 1160 1,65

Russell. Street [ 19) 1.33 1.76

') R•It •fe;l'OII. -,ii d•c'renled l&l titer d-U. I im Wfeimipci-n types

Fig. 9: Fibre directions relalive to penetralion hole edge
in the -45/+45-interface Table 3. Critical energy release rates for APC2/AS4
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Fig. 10: Total energy release rates for the -45/+45- and -45/0-interfaces
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Fig 11: Energy release rates for individual fracture modes for the -45/+45-interface
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Fig. 12: Energy release rates for individual fracture modes for the -45/0-interfece

pure Mode II1 conditions along the delaminstion tip 120] As The results of the G-analysis for this case are given in fig 14
an approximation. GIu = GIsk and p = I have been used for 0 5 0 : 90" Compared to G-values for pure in-plane loads
throughout this study the total non-drimenstonalized energy release rate is now two

orders of magnitude higher with mode I as the dominating
From eq (9) the cntical load for delamination growth mitt- contrnbution.
tion can be calculaod by insenmig Gi-, Gi- and OGe-values for Compared to the cntical energy release rates, the ratio of G, to
0 = 90" from figs II and 12 in the mixed-mode failure criterion CGk is now larger than I and therefore it can be concluded.
As crtical material properties, the values determuied by that, if any substantial out-of-plane deformation takes places
Russell and Street (see tab 3) have been used Maximum (either from local buckling or any other local damage event),
compressive loids for the onset of delamnation growth are delamination growth would occur. However, a cntical load

can not be given for this case, as the relation between z-defor-
F 1= 654 kN for the +451-45-interface mations and load level can only be established by a post-
Fo, = 662 kN for the -45/0-interface buckling analysis, which couldn't be performed within this

work.
Both critical load levels are much higher than the strength and
stability limit of the plates and therefore delamination growth 4. EXPERIMENTAL STRENGTH EVALUATION
onset under pure in-plane loads could be excluded 4.1. Test setup

The residual strength tests were performed in a standard com-
pression-after-impact (CAD testing device 'ree edges of the

3.) 2 Inergv Release Rates for Local Out of Plane plates have been simply supported, fig. 15 The compression
Deformattoas load was applied uniformly along the upper plate edge with a

Although the buckling analysis gave no indication of instability constant rate of 2mm/mm
related failure, the posstblity of local out-of-plane deformations At predefined load levels or after the occurance of audible
in the high-loaded area at 0 = 90" have also been considered damage propagation the tests were interrupted and the speci-
For this purpose a prescribed z-deformation of the outer sub- mens were removed from the testing device in order to etab-
laminate perpendicular to the plate along the y-axis has been
applied. It must be emphasized, that this procedure does not Z., w
represent a real post-buckling analysis, but only can give qual-
itative hints of the structural behaviour in the presence of out- Wmas
of-plane deformations W _.. ..._..
For this analysis, the nodal points of the sub-laminate along .. _- _
y=0 from the tip of the delamination to the edge of the pene-
tratton hole have been deflected according to[ a

w = w-. (I - (r/a2 ))' (10)

with w, r and a as defined in fig 13 and w., = I mm Fig 13 Prescribed out-of-plane deformation at x=0
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Fig. 14: Energy release rates for simulated out-of-plane deformation of the outer sub-laminate

Fig. 15: Specimen fixture for residual compressive strength evaluation



lish the damage extent by D-scanntng This procedure was - ..... .
repeated until final fracture occured. PlateNo. Failure load [kNI

4 experimental 2D.FE-Analysis4.2. Test results -

The final fracture loads of all four plates are listed in table 4.
Two of them (No S-19672V and S-19679V) failed without S-19672V 996

any detectible delamination growth before final fracture For S-19672R 81.3 68 1
the others (No S-19672R and S-19679R) delamination growth S-19679V 1070 I
perpendicular to the loading direction prior to total failure was S-19679R 92 0
determined. The D-scans of these specimens are depicted in -m
figs 17 and I8 at three different damage states (before the test.
after delammation growth and after final fracture)

The delammation growth occured at load levels of 81,3 kN
(S-19672R) and 92,0 kN (S-19679R), together with a sudden After the visual inspection, sections of one of the plates, taken
drop of the compression load to 70 and 83.3 kN, respectively 5 mm away from the edges. were examined by microscope.
When the specimens were reloaded after NDT, final fracture fig 2 1. They illustrate once more the different appearances of
took place at 72 kN (S-19672R) and 89,5 kN (S-19679R) For both failure mechanisms.
both plates, the load at delamiation growth onset was there-
fore defined as the compressive strength and compared to the From these findings the following failure sequensce may be de-
theoretical predictions, fig. 16 ducted First fibre failure took place at 0 = 90" on one or both

sides of the penetration hole, accompanied by local out-of-plane
4.3. Fractography deformations of the broken plies These deformations, together
Visible inspection of the plates after the test showed two dif- with the load redistibution. led to a sharp rise of the mode I
ferent failure mechanisms The first one is a typical compressive energy release rate and subsequently to an unstable growth of
failure with laminate splitting and crushing, fig. 19. Only mi- the delammation across the plate width This event was imme-
nor delaminations are found around this fracture zone (see also diately followed by the compression failure of the sub-laminates
fig 17).
In the other case a delamination can be found across the plate S. CONCLUSIONS
width, accompagmed by a compressive failure of the sub- The aim of the study was the numerical determination of the
laminates at the opposite ends of the delammation along the residual strength of battle damaged composite plates and the
edge of the plate, fig 20 experimental validation of these predictior; Three different

Compressive Load [kN]
250'

_,CLI laminate Strength (without damage)
...... .. .. . _. ........ ...... ... ... .. .

200

150

100 
plate strength (2D-Finite Element Anaiys;,s)

................ ...........-.--.. .. . ....... .

501
o .._ __...__...

S-19672V S-19672R S-1967o0 S-19679R

Fig. 16: Comparison of theoretical and experime pressive strength after HElD
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a) test start

Delamination

depth in [%]
,, of laminate

S"• thickness

b) after delamination
growth

I.-

c) after final
failure

4 Side view see fig 19

Fig 17: D-scan pictures of delamination growth and final fracture of plate no. S-19672R



a) test start

Delamination

-• depth in [%)

f -of laminate

b) after delamination
growth -A

c) after final
failure

Side view see fig 20

Fig 18 D-scan pictures of delamination growth and final fracture of plate no S-19679R
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Fig. 19. Side view of plate no S-19672R after fracture

Fia. 20 Side view of plate no S-19679R after fracture

types of failure were examined, i e strength failure according plane deformation of the sub-lammates occur In the latter

to CLT. gle'.al buckling and delamination growth onset From case, a detailed post-buckling analysis is necessary in order to

these calculations and the comparison with the test results, the predict load level and locatioit of delamitiation growth onset

following conclusions can be drawn
"1 The strength predictions accoiding to CLT are conservative
(between 19 and 57%)
-11 he compressive strength reduction f the battle damaged 6. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
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Effect of impacts on CFRP Structures,
Results of a Comprehensive Test Program for Practical Use

I Kr6ber
Deutsche Airbus Gm"H

P.O. Box 107845
D-2800 Bremen 1. Germany

SUMMARY as in the case in question The same applies to stress risers re-
An expenmental investigation was performed to establish the suiting from holes and penings in structures, but to a lesser
influence of impacts on the medium-tough CFRP material degree /1 - 5/.
Ciba 6376/HTA. The results of this program enable a design.
er to dimension CFRP components. The compressive strain Important influence factors for the degradation of a compo-
dunng impact wasdetermined as a function ofimpact and tim- nent as a result ofimpact are the matenal as such, the ratio of
pact energy Slight increases of this compiressive strain above mass to speed of the impactor, the laminate thickness and -
a certain threshould resulted in catastrophic failure. Further- very important - the laminate lay-up.
more the influence of the thickness on residual strength and All the test specimens described in this paper were manufac-
visible damage thrishold is given It was foand, that the allow- tured from unidirectional tapes of Ciba 6376/ HTA.
able strain limit not only depends on the impact energy but
also on the laminate lay-up, especially the proportion of Ifnot other mentioned the impactswere produced with an air
0(-plies Drop weight impicts show lower C-Scan damage gun system. This system is a development of the test depart-
areas compared with air gun impacts However, the residual ment of Deutsche Airbus
strain is the same in both cases As opposed to coupons.
stringer stiffened panels result in a scale-up effect of 15% 2. INFLUENCE OF THE T IATERIAL
concerning the allowable strain limit However, this effect The toughness of the resin plays the most important role
might change for different geometries where the material is concerned, although the type of fiber

and its diameter as well as the fiber-matnx adhesion are also
I. INTRODUCTION significant Fig. I shows the residual strength after an impact
Fiber .omposite structures are beingused toan increasingex- with the standardized Boeing Impact Test versus the fracture
tent in modern aircraft The most important group ofmateri- toughness T' e impact tests were carried out at the central
als used for this purpose being carbon fiber-reinforced epoxy laboratory cf MBB The test will not be described in detail
resins (CFRP) This paper deals only with this material group furthcr here since the graph merely serves to classify the ma-

terials
In order to demonstrate adequate airworthiness, all possible
loads and failure critena of a component have to be consid-
ered. Contrary to metals, an important load type for CFRP is .
the damage resulting from mechamn l impacts Impacts can 3001
occur in service (on the ground or in flight), during mainte- '
nance and even in the production line (shop floor impacts)
Whereas, in the first case, the component may already be un- _ 200D
der load dunng the impact this does not apply in the latter two t5
eases. 1

C
The measure for the intensityofan impact is theenergyofthe • 0 medium tough
impactor Naturally, the shape and consistency of the impac- Q

Etor also play a role since the damage caused by sharp hard ob- 0 S0 0
jects willdiffer from that caused by round soft ones Thelatter 100 200 300 400 S00
fact was not the object of the tests described here since, with
only some exceptions, a steel ball with a diameter of 20 mm Gle (J/m2 )
was used as impactor for the tests Figure 1 Fraclu'e ioiglness ofniatenals

From a certain energy onwards, impacts Lause a stcep reduc- Thrce material groups are evi lent, these can be referred toas
tionmstrengthoftheCFRPlaminatc, morcstronglysointhe brittle, medium-tough and tough The first group includes
case of compression than in the case of tension. Consequent- the already L.assic systems such as 913C/T300, F550/T300 as
ly, related tests are performed mi-nly with compressive loads, well as some newer materials The medium-tough materials
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are currently being used for newer projects at Deutsche Air- It is remarkable that nune of the specimens which were intact
bus since they offer the best compromise between impact re- showed any visible damage on the front side, not even at 66 J
sistance, the other important matenal charactensties and, last and preload.
but not least, the price. Moreover, a point to note is that tough
systems often reveal weakness under compressive loads tn a
moist hot condition and/or an intolerable reduction in the 1.2- did not fall on Impact

softening temperature after moisture absorption [ resld strain after Impact

3. FAILURE THRESHOLD AS A FUNCTION OF PRE- • 0.8.
STRAIN AND ENERGY

STRAI ANDENERY .7catastrophic failure
A test series were carned out to find the pre-strain under threshold

which a specimen fails abruptly as a result ofan impact with a
givenenergy. Those tests were already done in 1978 forbrittle 0.
materials Ill. 0EU

The specimens with the dimensions 250 x 110 x 525 mm 0 1 failed at load slllicatioAt

(lengthwidth, thickness)consisted of42plieswith a laminate 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

lay-up of28 6% 0 plies, 57% ± 45o plies and 14.3% 900 plies Impact energy (J)
(28 6/57/14.3) and a stacking of (+ 450,.-45,90,45.0,+ 45)6
The load was applied by means of a pressure on the upper Figure 3 Residual strait after impact with pre-sramin

specimen surface. All edges were simply supported during the After the impact, some of the specimens were fatigue tested
test.. in a compression-compression constant amplitude test (R =

10) with a maximum compression strain of 0 31% Despite
Thetestswerecarnedout bytnalanderrorfor a constant en- this very high load with compare to the failure curve, three
ergy level. The specimens under different compressive pre- specimens reached 106 load cycles Their residual strength is
strains either withstood the impact or failed By repetition of alsodistinetly above the failure threshold (except for the men-
the series for other energies, a ";me of catastrophic failure" tioned failure in the area of the load application in one case)
was obtained for the pre-strain as a function of the impact en- Only 10540 oad cycles were reached at 50 J impact which is
err', hardly surprising since the maximum strain in the fatigue test

is higher than that of the failure threshold at this point of the
Fig 2 shows the results of such a test series It is evident that a curve At 32 J. these two strains are identical so that the re-
component can be subjected to a compressive strain of 03% lated specimen reached 275634 load cycles This specimen
and 0 25% at an impact energy of 32 l and 50 J. respectively had a strain of 0 18% during the impact The greater damage

as a result of the pre-strain has had an effect here sirce the
specimen without pre-stram reached 106 load cycles under

1.2. A.. did not fall on Impact- otherwise identical conditions (Fig 4)
f did not fai on mpact

• failed on impact 12._ _

A- d n = did not fail on Impact
0.8 catastrophcfailure N =resid strain after cycling

threshold N = No of cycles
A 0.8- AN=10o

0 4- catastrophic failure
.7 threshold

A ~ 04

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 A Nz27534

Impact energy IJ) 0 A N=O A Nli # N-10540

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
Figure2 Effect of energy and pre-strami on catasirpcmetc

fadure Impact energy (J)

As expected, residual strength tests with the speciniens which figure 4 Residual strait after inpact with pre-stram and

had not failed indicated failure strains above the failure cycliig

threshold This therefore confirmed that components under This test series permits the following conclusions
load are more strongly damaged by impacts than components In civil aircrafL design, the limit load is defincd to be this load,
which are not under load In three cases, the damage due to that occurswith a probability of 10". The coincidence of limit

an impact of less than 11 J was so small that the rupture did load with a 50 J iipact reduces this probability considerably.
not occur in the damaged cross-section at the center ,if the Hence it is sufficient to combine a 50 J impact with the so-
specimen but near the load application point (Fig. 3) called "Get Home Loads"
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4. INFLUENCE OF THICKNESS Adent of 9 mm diameter produced in fully plastic matenal by

It is clear that the thickness has a decisive influence on the a 20 mm ball would cause a dent depth of 1 1 mm However, in

sensitivityofalaminatetoimpacts Ina further testseries, tne reality the dent depth is considerably lower There are two

thickness of the specimens was therefore systematically var- possible explanations for this-

ted whilst retaining the same dimensions as in the foregoing The material springs back elastically after the ball impact;
section. however, the surface discolorations produced on the larger di-

Laminate lay-up (+ 45.0. -45. 90, -45. 0, + 45) n amcter due to micro-cracks remain,
or

where n = 2. 3. 4. 6 the cracks propdgate like a bow wave to a diameter larger
than that of the dent.

Fig 5 shows the residual strength as a function of the thick- Fig 6 ..hows an attempt to find the visible damage threshold.
ness after subjecting the specimens to 32 J and 48 ' re,:pec- giving the impact energy as a function of the specimen thick-
lively ness The lines drawn show the visible damage threshold for

the case in question with some scatter

L. 250- I *~~~42 J _ _ _ _

S20)-1
r VA

15-/Energy t

P> * 32J0 100- 48 4
0. / h,23J 0 A
E A Ao /

bukln line V = visible damage C 0
- buckling line P penetration 2

S o4 . . . , .______=__. ___, ___,

1 2 3 4 5 6 A

thickness (mm)1 2 3 4 5 6
nominal thickness (ram)

Figure5 Influence of thi.kness on residual compressive

strength after unpact Figure 6 Visible damnage thireshold as fiviction of energy and

The strength increases initally and then reaches a constart thickness

maximum value The quc-_ion ofwhether this would still ap- However. an important fact to be borne in minG in connec-
ply to even thicker specimens would have to be the subject of tion with the general problem of visible damage thresholds is
;ui -her investigations that an object with edges and comers will produce dents at far
A point to note when Pssessing these results is that the residu- lower energies than the 20 mm ball considered here Further-
al strength of the t,an specimens is above their buckling more, the hardness of the impactor also plays a role. The ef-
stress However, buckling cannot be tht. cause of the failure feet ofhailstone will differ from that ofastone or rubberpart
since it would then have tooacurat the samestress level. irrr-
spective of the intensity of the impact, which is not the case 6. INFLUENCE OF LAMINATE LAY-UP

From the theory ofelasticity, it follows that the stress increase
5. VISIBLE DAMAGE THtRESiIOLD due to holes or cracks depends in orthotropic materials on

I he visible damase thresh-ld is important for dcmonstration their elastic constants /6, 7/ rhe higher the modulus of elas-
of adequat. safety. lictly in load direction compared !- that transverse to it. the

higher is the stress intensity factor/8/
Yet, damage visibility is initially subje.tive. depending on the
pointofview For example. English literature refers to visible It As therefore all the more surpr,sn,g that tnis aspect has

and barely visible damnge (VID, BVID). a definition which is hardly been given considerdtion in litcrrture and discussions

not satisfactory In the tests described here, the following ob- on the extent of allowable strains for CFRP components

iective definition was therefore cho,cn for the v,,'hility of a which are endangered by impacts

damage on the front side. Toclarify this situation, a test series wtas conducted with ldmi-

visible damage. fibc- delammation and/or natcs of the following lay-ups

fiber cracks visible x% i' / (90-x)% t 45" / I11% 90W
dent diametir > 9 mm

where x = 10. 30. 501. 70
great damage: fiber delammation and/or

fiber cracks visible In addition to ,hat the quzsi-is.itropic laminate 25/50,'25 vas
dlent diameter > 15 mm used for comparison as this is mostil referred to in the litera-

ture
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The specimen dimensions were 250 x 110 x 5 mm Now. the reader might object that the specimens here are very
narrow and that the behavior may be very different in real

6.1 Impacts With Air Guni components However, the scale-up effect is not very big as
pointed out below.

Fig 7 confirms the above expectations very impressively. It
shows the normalized residual compressive strength versus
the impact energy. 'I he theoretical strength of the laminates Although the allowable strain decreases with increasing

is taken as reference The test results ofthe undamaged refer- 0
0
-ply share, these laminates nevertheless bear higher loads

ence specimens with 10, 25 and 30% 0n-plies show good due to their higher stiffness (Fig 9)

agreement with the theoretical values However, the test val.
ues for the 01 dominant laminates 50/40/10 and 70/20/10 were
clearly below the theoretical values. This relates to the diffi- •
culty of introducing the required high specific loads properly • 400.
into the laminate. A 16 J

The reciprocal value of the curves shown in Fig 7 is the stress ti,

intensity factor This has to be considered for dimensioning 2 300. .0 o

for CFRP compon, ts which are endangered by impact -so

200

C,1lOO

-0 100- least sqaure fit
0 1 8a0,., ,0,. lost,

0 8- 0 25 150O125
1 4_• , ,,,o i,.st

-A = 30/60/ 10ID
S+ oOa S i o to1;00 1 2C 30 40 50 60 70 80

S06- * = 70 20 0
2! % 00 of laminates I x% / 190-xl% 1 10%
CL

0 04-
Figure 9 Residual coniprmesve strength after ini,,at

l lest 6.2 Damage Due To Open Hole
leasi square fit

0 ......... 4t) 6. 0- Although not directly related to the subject but very useful for
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 compar'son. Fig 10and Il-analogoustoFig.7and8-show

impact energy (J) reduced laminate damage as a result of unloaded open holes
compared with impacts The specimens with a central hole

Figure 7 St rength iductioni due to inipact had the same dimensions as the impact specimens Naturally,
the dependence of the stress intensity factor on the laminate

It is convenient to take the strain ba a design criterion for tay-up %-s again confirmed

CFRP components Fig 8 shows the strain reached versus the
0

5-ply share of the laminates for the three different energies To obtain uniform conditions, the test results have been con-

used It is evident that strins between 0 3% and 0 5% can be vcrtcd to the infinite plate using the correction function in ac-

us,"d as a design limit at an impact of 50 J. depending on the cordance lvith /9. 10/ However, this practically only affects

00
-ply share of the laminates in question the 25 nim hole with 6%

1 2. 7i i=L0 /0/t0i
W 0 8- = ;2S / so / 2st

"• "A .3 ÷ S/60 / 0tO>•~~~3 08- 1.. 0,•=0/10
06- +4 so 14 J '"

ID 0 8. 0/01

C
0 6' P

C . z

o 0.4. ~
o so 2 1 't

l- tes snttete" ;eas' fit .il- least sqluare fi

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 "9 80 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 .,0
% 00 of laminates ( x% / (90-x)% I 10% I Hole diameter (mm)

Figure 8 Residual compressive strami after impact Figure It0 5trenglt reduction due to open hate
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1 2- damage sizesbut also higher loads were reached with the drop
weight compared to the air gun system

C

6.4 Stringer Stiffened Panels
0.8- The technology program f.'- a planned CFRP wing at

> hot. Deutsche Airbus also includes tests on stnger stiffened pan-
Scis Although a description of the part!> is not the subject of

". this paper, an attempt will nonetheless be made to quantify
0 12 the mentioned scale-up effect between small specimens (cou-

02 "02~m puns) and a real stnucture

"The panels consisted of a plane skin measunng 1500 x 650 x

01 1-1 sou-I4 25min and the laminates 29/58/12 and 50/40/10 Adhesive0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 film was used to bond five identical pre-fabncated T-stnng-
% 00 of laminates (x% / (90-x)% /10% ) ersontothcskinoveritsentire lcngthwithapitchof140mm.

The stnngcrs had a flange of 70 x 1.875 mm and a web of 52x
Figure 11 Residual compreitsive strain due to open hole 7 875 mm made from 52/38/10 laminate. The buckling length

was limited to 700 mm by two ribs which were attached by
6.3 Impacts With Drop Weight bonding The ribs were milled out at the positions of the
One specimcn each per laminate type was subjected loan im- stnnger webs Supports at the ribs hold the panel against lat-
pact of 32 J and 48 J with a drop weight. The specimens were eral displacement
held in the same fixture, turned by 900. as in the comparable
testswiththeairgunsystem Theimpactorhadamassof408 Fig 13 shows the known strain curves plotted versus the
kgandasemi-sphencaltipof2flmmdiametersothatitcorrc- 0

0
-ply share for the 50 J impact and the 25 mm hole. The

sponded to the ball of identical diameter used in the other graph also shows the strains reached in some of the panel
tests Fig 12 documents that there is practically no verifiable tests The values are related to the overall C G of the skin/
difference in the strength behavior, irrespective of the impact stringer cross-section
method used

08.
iiai etiemironis1 0.7 ope, ne.25. m=.,uoo ~ ~ ~ ~ Wio W10] • • 0: O~Ohl 25 rM,

C: 08 o LE igh4t e 06-
V 0.5

S32J (437m/s, 08m 0,
06- 8J. (546m s I 'P' 04.S 0 3

0 flat 0:03 is
0 E s0 J .,Ih a., gu.n

0.4- 0 02 stifen0d panS
0 urnnotched, undamaged

00 2 01 50/60J skn' mpact

"".05�5*= 50. s itn mp / mesh

cc 0 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

10/80/10 30/60/10 70120/10 % 00 of laminates ( x% / (90-x)% / 10% )

25/50/25 50/40/10
Figure 13.Reridual compressive strain after impact. compari-son of stiffened panels withi coupons

Figure 12.Reidual compressive strain after impact. compari-

son of drop weight with air gun impacts The panel tests have again confirmed the dependence of.he
achievable strain level on the 0

0
-ply share of the laminate.

The result was surprising since the drop weight-induced C- However, this does not infer a reduction ii, the failure load
Scrin damage was smaller Depending on the laminate, the since all panels showed a failure load of 1400 kN at 50 J in-
damage only reached approx. 75 -92% at 32J and 55 - 62 % at pact
48 T of the values reached with the air gun system

The strain curve of the coupons with 25 mm hole agrees sur-
"lihts conducted with large stringer stiffened panels produced prisingly well with the strains reached in the panel tests, thus
the same result Conversely, this therefore means that the providing a good means of comparison for consideration of
damage size of a component does not necessarily permit con- the effect of a 50 J impact
clusions as to the residual strength Obviously the intensity of
the damage and not the size of itts responsible for the rup- Panels with damage other than skin impact damage reached
ture higher strains and thus also higher failure loads. This in-

creased strain level was also observed at the panels with 50 J
Nevertheless. further irvestlitions will have to be conducted skin impact which, for reassons of lightning protection. had
into this since in another related test seriCs not only smllcr been provided with an adtlition,.; metallic mesh (cxtcrior)and
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a layer of glass fabric(interior). each 0 1 mm thick. These ldy- Nevertheless. the trend for design will be in favour of a panel
ers of fabric seem to dampen the impact, thereby decreasing with damage-tolerant skin (small prcdortion of 0

5
-plies) and

the intensity of the damage. stiffer stnngers with mainly 0°'-plies because pnmarly the
skin is endangered by impact.

The plotted values for the undamaged panels show that a 50 J
impact causes a strength reduction of approx. 23%. REFERENCES
An investigation of the scale-up effect between coupons and /1/ Starnes, I H; Rhodes. M D., Williams. J.G., "The Effect

stiffened panels shows, that there isa 15% increase of residual of Impact Damage and Circular Holes on the Compres-
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same results This therefore indicates that the intensity of a
damage does not depend on its size By contrast, in another /8/ Garbo. S P and Ogonowski. J M ,"Strength prediction of
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The most imJortant conclusion to be drawn from these tests
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July 1982
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1;thiscffect is taken intoaccount then a 0 42%strain for com-
pressive loadscan be used for CFRPstructures having30% of
00

-plies. This value decreases linearly to 0 35% ifthere is 50%
of 0o-plies

This reuuction of the allowable strain with the increasing
amount of 0

0
-plies does not nccessanly imply heavier compo-

ncnts since the weight depends on the product of strain and
modulus of elasticity. Lamin mates having a high proportion of
0

5
-plics are just as good as those with a smaller amount of

such plies.
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MODE I INTERLAMINAR FRACTURE OF A CONTINUOUS ECR GLASS FIBRE-POLYAMIDE I2-COMPOSITE AS A
FUNCTION OF THERMAL TREATMENT
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G.C. *Papa-nolaou

K. Friedrch *
Mechanical Engicenng Department, University of Patras

261 10 Patras, Greece
+ Institute for Composite Materials Ltd.

University of Kaiserslautern
6750 Kaiserslautern, Germany

SIMMARY included in the middle of the laminate during the moulding
The intcrlammar fracture behavior of a composite made of con- operation, in order to obtain a starter crack
"tnuous environmental corrosion ,esistant glass fibres (ECR-GF)
In Polyamide 12 (PA12) matnx has been investigated On special Three different thermal cydes were adopted during the manufac-
interest was how different thermal cycles during the production of turing of the laminates, Fig 1. Material subjectud to the first type
the laminates affect the semicrystalline nature ofthis thermoplastic of treatment was heated within 15 mm from room temperature
composite material, and thus the mode I - interlaminar fracture (RT? up to 220 0C, under 0 3MPa of pressure, and then held at
toughness. 220 C under 1.6MPa of pressure for 5 mi. For specimens made

under the second type of thermal cycle. heating took place from
I INTRODUCTION RT to 220'C within 10 mm under 0.3MPa of pressure, then for 10
Failure of compositc materials may often occur as a rcsultol local mm at 22OC under I IMPi of pressurc,. nd at the end for 5 mm
defects. Interlaminarscparationordclamnation is one ol the most at 220°C under 1.6MPa of pressure During the third type of heat
important and life limiting failure mahamnsms in composite struc- treatment, specimens wer. heated first from RT to 2206C under
tures. These kinds of defects may develop during the manufactur- 0 16MPa of pressure within 5 mm, then held at 220"C under
ing process due to insufficient consoldation or non optimum 1.6MPa of pressure for 15 mi. After each heat treatment spe-
curing cycles, or from the cxistance of foreign particles It may cimens were cooled down from 220°C to RT with a woolhng rate
also result from three dimensional interlaminar stresses, which of 4rC/min
develop at free edges or discotinutmues (Ref. 1) After manufacturingofthe lamnaties,some of the specimens from
In order to a, hicvc higher values of interlaminar fracture tough- each thermal cycle were annealed by heating from room tempera-
nes the u ofcomposite materials with thermoplastic matrices s ture, RT, to 150C and held at this temperature for 5 hours. The
possible (Rcf. 2) On the other hand it is well recognized that the cooling rate in the annealing cycle was the same as in the manu-
microstructurc, such as crystallinity and morphology, of semicry- facturing process, i e. 4'C/mm.
stalltne thermoplastic composites highly depends on the process-
ing conditions employed during the manufacturing of laminates 3 MICROSCOPY AND CALORIMETRY
Taking into account that large parts processing requires heavy Specimens were cut by usingofadiamont wheel in dimensions of
tools with high thermal inertia, the effects of cooling rate on 150mm long by 20mm wide By using of reflected light micro-
crystallinity, morphology and mechanical properties are of in- scopy tchnique, after polishing cros, section of the specimens,
creasing interest in research (Ref, 3-5). the fiber arrangement within the volume of the specimens was

investigated
In order to study these effects with respect to the relation between
intcrlaminar fracture toughness and thermal history, Enviromen- The interlaminar fracture surfaces of the tested specimens were
tal Corrosion Resistant (ECR) Glass Fibres (GF) in a Polyamide studied by using a Jcol seanning electron microscope (JEM-5400
12 (PAl2) matrix system was selected for the present investiga- SEM) All specimens were coated with a thin layer of gold in a
aton. Different morphologies in the matrix can be achieved by sputtering chamber.
controlling the thermal treatment dunng the procwsing of the
laminates. Measurements of the degree of crystallinity in the unidirectional

laminates were performed with the technology of differential
2 MATERIALS AND PREPARATIONS scanning calorimetry A Du Pont DSC system, model 910, was
The material used in this study was an ECR-GF/PAI 2 tape, 30mm used for all the experiments with a heating rate of l0

0
C/min The

in width and 0.55mm in thickness, supplied by Baycomp Co, weight of the samples, which were cut from the laminates plates
Canada. Lamnatr.s were manufactured within a steel mold and 'he previously subjected to the different thermal and annealing cycles,
use of a heat press Prior to manufacturing it was found out by was about 10 milligrams The calculation of the degree of crystal-
using a DSC testing device that the melting temperature of the linity. Xc. was made from the following equation
tape material was about 175dC Each laminate contained six layers
of ECR GF/PA12. and the final thickness of the plates,; was 3 4 AH
mm. A thin steel foil, 30ttm thick, coated with release agent, was X - A HXI - WI) (I)

where Atif is the heat of fusion of fully crystalline PA 12, taken as
20t. I am% 210/g, Wt is the weight fraction of fibers in the sample (equal 'o

0.64 for the present case) and AH is the heat of fusion of the
15- samples as determined for the differently heat treated larmninte

plates The results of the degree of crystallinity for each thermal

Streatment of ECR-GF/PAI 2 are listed in Table I.

-- 1o4 INTERLAMINAR FRACTURE TESTS AND DATA RE-
DUCTION METHODS
The mm.: commonly used test for interlaminar fracture toughness

0o in model . Fig 2, is the Double Cantilever Beam (DCB) test (Ref.
6). The %.pecimcr.,. after the different thermal treatments, were
loaded continuously at room temperature (22°C), with a crosshead
6,speed of 1mm/mm Crack length a, load P. and crack opening

0 20 40 60 8o diplaemcnt 1. were measured every 5mm durinecrack propaga-
TIME Imini tion To avoid error'. due to large dtsplaements the ratio of crack

opening dtplacmcnt to crack length, 6/a, was kept below 0 4:
Figure 1' Thermal cycles thus the ovcrcttmation of Gi( was kept lcss than 5% (Rcf 7-8).
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6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The DSC thcrmographs ,howed that the meltingtemperature Tm,
remains constant, independent of the processing history. However,
in all cases, melting curves psses.sed a double endothermic peak.
less or more pronouncedl, which was attributed to variations of thc
crystalline form and size.

It is clear from the results tabulated in Table I that, when the
crystallized sample undergo a further heat treatment such as
annealing, a post-crystallization process occurs and a higher de-
grec of crystallinity is observed (Fig. 3). Experimental results
show that the fracture parameters are very sensitive to the different
thermal treatments. More precisesly GItCPROP)decreases with the
annealing treatment while the opposite effect is observed with
GIQtNrl, (Fig. 4). In order to explain the above behavior it is

Figure 2. Mode-I DCB test specimen important to note that except from thedegre ofcrystallity, other
important parameters can exist which affect the fracture process

In this paper three different data reduction methods have been as well. e.g. the size ofcrystallitcs created in the matrix material,
ised. The beam theory (BI), the corrected beam theory (CBT), the spherulttic morphology and weak boundaries between the

and the expernmental compliance method (ECM) spherulites. As the latter factors have not been characterized so far
The simple beam theory expression for Gi of a perfectly built-in in this study, a detailed description about the effects ofthe different
DCB specimen is as follows: thermal treatments on these parameters can not be presented at the

moment.

G, c36 (2)

In practise the above expression understimates the compliance as z
the beam is not perfectly built-in. A means of correction for this
effect is to treat the beam as containing a slightly longer crack 40
(a+A). A may he found experimentally as the deviation from the
origin, by plotting the cube root of the compliance C. where -
C-6/P, as a function of crack length a. Gic is then given by: C -s -

3P_.(3_.CYCLE
Gic (a + A) (3) o , - - -1111

ir
An alte21ative approach is to plot the compliance C, versus crack a
length a. on a log-log plot. T"h slope of this plot. n. can then be W , P:EPREG NOT ANN25ALF)
used to give GIC as follows: TAPE ANNEALW Ih 1D0t

C - M (4) Figure 3: Degree of crystallinity versus thermal treatment

from which follows-
30

Gi,¢- nrpbo (5) 2O26a 7-]"TiOM
5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 20TI rU : e

The experimental results from mode I interlammar fracture tests Gc •
are listed below in Table 1. Each value is the average of three or [kJimI
four test specimens. The initiation values of fracture toughness t a
Gtc(1Nrr) were taken when startnm the test from the end of the foil.
Propagation values oftoughness, GicPRoP), are an average of data as 0L
taken from longer crack lengths and have been corrected for large

displacements wherever this was necessary oa M I V v1
THERMAL TREATMENT

TABLE I
Thermal treatment of Degrecof Initiation Propagation Figure 4: G$cversus thermal treatment

ECR GF/PAI2 crystalhinity GCc GIc
Xf, (] W[m'] [kJ/m5 ]

Prepreg tape 30 .. Nevertheless thecombinationofthe above mentioned parameters,
which all depend in the processing history, is responsible for theFirst Thermal Cycle Not 35 0.39 1.86 finally observed fracture behavior of the composite. In our case asAnnealed
the degree of crystallinity increases, an enhanced rcesstance to the

First Thermal Cycle 38 0.50 1.25 initiationprocessofcrackpropagationisobserved, duetothe high
Annealed 5h at 150 C strength of crystallites and hence a greater 0C(qNrT) is obtained
Second Thermal Cycle 34 0.17 1.51 As the crack propagates, specimenswithhigherdegreeofcrystal-
Not Annealed linityshow a decrease in Gtc<pItop) due to the enhanced brittleness
Second Thermal CF1€ 37 0.40 I.I1 of the crystallized material.
Annealed 5h at I50 C 7 OBSERVATIONS DURING TESTING AND MICRO-Third Thermal Cycle 37 0.29 2.12 SCOPY INVESTIGATIONS
Not Annealed The non-anncakd specimens resulted in a quasi stable crack
Third Thermal Crie 42 0.45 1.29 growth behavior with the occurance of a smooth stick-slip crack
Annealed 5h at 150 C -- - growth A big amount of fibers bridged the crack tip up to 20-30

mm and an extensive formation of crack branching and jumping
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tookplace Inthe case of the annealed specimens, a small amount From reflected light microscopy it was observed that the best
of fibers bridged the crack tip up to only 10mm behind it, also the fiber/matrix arrangement in the volume of the laminate plates, was
formation of crack branching and jumping was less pronounced, achieved during the third thermal cycle because the molten ma-
while crack propagation was more stable than in the former case terial was subjtedd to the highest pressure level for a longer time,
(Fig. 5). compared to the other two thermal cycles. The worst fiber/matnx

arrangement wasobserved in the second thermal cycle, with layers
of matrix rich areas, while after the first thermal cycle a non

Fiber Bridging Main Crack uniform fibers distribution with the occurance of adesa .:tl. h-gh
or low fibers arrangement was visible (Fig. 6)

Micrographs of the fracture surfaces arc given in Fig 7 Crack
propagation direction, is always from the lower left corner to the
upper right corner of the pictures. It is obvious that bonding
between fibers and matrix was not so good for both annealed and
non-annealed specimens. In the case ol annealed specimens a
higher brittleness of the matrix appeared on the fractured surfaces,

Fiber Bra..aJg Side Cracks Crack Jumping due to the higher degree ofcrystallinity.

Figure 5: Observed failure mechanisms

Not annealed

First thermal cycle

Annealed

Figure 7' Micrographs of fracture surfaces

8 CONCLUSIONS
The effects of thermal treatment on the mode I interlammar
fracture toughness of ECR GF/PA 12 were demonstrated The used
material as subjected to different thermal cyAles by changing
pre.surc ktvel and time duration in each step of pressurc Longer
time under higher premsure result. in higher propagation values of
interlaminar fracture toughncs.s, GIC4'PROP1 due to better consoli-
dation and fiber/matrix arrangement.

Second thermal cycle Subcquent annealing of spectmens from all thermal cycle.s re-
,ulted in an increase in the degree of crystallinity This effect
caus.ed higher values ot initiation interlaminar fracture toughness.
GicitNm). due to the higher strength of crystalline matrix, but
%mailer values of propagation interlammar fracture toughness,
hecaused of the enhanced brittlen=%, of the poIst-irystallhLed ma-
terial

In conlusion manuoacturing prOcC.s. and thermal treatment of
compoSitCs with a ,emi-crystallne thcrmoplamtic matrix such as
PA12. play a very important role in their interlammar fracture
toughness, therefore they are very important ifone want.,, toobtain
optimum %tructure- properties., relationships
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RECORDER'S REPORT OF FINAL ROUND-TABLE DISCUSSION

by

Steven L. Donaldson, USAF Materials Directorate,
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio USA

Christof Kindervater, German Aerospace Research Establishment,
DLR, Stuttgart, Germany

The final round-table discussion provided an open forum details which can strongly effect such things as
where invited panel members gave their comments on crack stability.
several topics related to the delamination and debonding of
composites. In addition, all audience participants were Different finite element codes can produce very
solicited for their comments, different results. Two well-used codes run on the

same model gave results which varied by 300%.
The following subjects were proposed by the session
chairman as topics for discussion: c. To what level of detail should we model the

dam-g?
1. State of analysis of debonding and delamination
2. State of detection Delamination analysis now seems s.ccessful, but
3. State of repair methods only for specific structural details (e.g., stiffener to
4. Innovative designs to minimize debonding skin attachment). Industry feels they don't have the
5. Environmental effects resources to go into this level of detail for the
6. Suggestions for follow-up activities entire structure. Each problem requires a new
7. Other topics model.

The following is a brief summary of tt'e discussion: It was felt by some that FEM packages and
computing power are now becoming simple

1. Current State of Analysis of Debonding and enough to use and cheap enough that industry can
Deaination and must go into modeling at the detail level.

a. The question still remains, are we selecting the d Other comments:
correct damage to model? c The scale-up of analytical models and coupon

"Models to predict damage geometry from design results to full-size structures is still largely
requirements (e.g., impact energy) are becoming unsuccessful. We will always ultimately have to
more available. However, this step is still mostly run large-scale tests. However, up-front analytical
empircal. We impact a part, examine the damage, design studies will help designers get control of the
then model a simplification of that utimage in the many variables involved and lead to a more
structure. optimized design.

" The laminate geometry and damage type modeled in In aircraft design, a factor of 1.5 is used for
the literature are often unrealistic, ultimate, plus there is a B-basis factor (a factor

used to account for the statistical variation in
b. Can we model the damage correctly? material strength), as well as a reserve factor. We

are utilizing typically less than 65% of the
" Methods (mostly finite element modeling, FEM) ultimate strength of a composite. The effects of

to model single delaminations are successful and delamination/debonding appear at 70-80% of
well developed, ultimate. Therefore, it may appear that

delamination is not a problem in aircraft structures.
" Real parts may have many cracks which interact. Anything that might be a problem would be

There are no generalized methods to account for confirmed by tests. Service experience has shown,
this at the structural level. What price do we pay however, some delaminations in actual flight
for simplification to a single crack? structures.

* Simple models (like strain to failure) are tembly * More work needs to be done to answer practical

inadequate. They do not account for specific design problems, such as:
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"* Blocking Plies - Detection of contamination in adhesive joints
"* Ply Drop-offs - Detection of internal delaminations which are
"* Free Edge Effects shadowed by others
"* Bolted Joints - Improved NDT techniques for bonded joints

- Detection of damage from a "stand-off" distance
"It is not clear how to account for delamination
growth. Due to the high growth exponents in, for
example, da/dN vs AG data, should we design to 3. Current State of Repair Methods
threshold values of toughness?

a. Repair methods for epoxy matrix composites seem
e. Suggestions for follow-up activities: to be well in-hand. If damage can be detected, it

can most likely be repaired

" A strong consensus was that a group should be

formed to study design criteria for damage b. Repair of thermoplastics may not be as easy as
tolerance. The group would summarize currently first thought (the thinking was that to repair
available analytical methods and design criteria delaminations just re-heat and re-press), because in
used. They would ultimately make actual structures we won't be able to support the
recommendations and propose standards for design. back surface. In addition, resin injected may not
The group may wish to use a round-robin bond to crack surfaces.
approach. We cannot attain, nor do we require
perfect criteria, but any guidelines in this direction c. Suggestions for follow-up activities:
would be very useful to industry.

- General discussion of optimal repair methods
" A discussion of failure criteria for composites is including design for repairability.

necessary. This includes those used for the basic
material, as well as bolted/bonded joints, cut-outs,
and other details 4. Innovative Desuims to Minimize Debondinm

"* 3-D failure criteria must be established, a. Must consider during initial design phase.

"* A discussion of scaleabilhty is necessary. How b. Cannot use simple rules with these complex
large do specimens need to be to get data realistic materials. The challenge is to have sophisticated
for use in structural designs? analysis tools in quick, easy-to-use form for

deai.gne.rn.
" We need to discuss the real fligat service experience

with composites. What are the real problems c. Toughened resins are now in common use.
encountered thus fr?.

d. Advanced 3D design concepts, such as weaving and
" We need benchmarks so that analytical results can braiding, hold promise. Complex manufacturing

be compared. The current UK effort could serve as and high costs must be addressed.
a starting point for FEM comparisons.

5. Environmental Effects
2. Current State of Detection of Delamination and
Dbndmg a. At what level should we run our tests to make

predictions about the effects of environment on
a. In general, most were impressed with the progress structural performance? Most of the data exists,

made to detect delammation and debonding. yet still needs to be synthesized correctly.

b. Standards for "barely visible impact damage" do not b. Composites are seeing more space applications.
exist. BVID depends on material, lighting, dent UV, atomic oxygen, and vacuum exposure degrade
depth, paint, damage location (T-tail vs landing the material. The method currently used to avoid
gear door), etc. An arbitrary single-valued standard this degradation is to apply protective coatings.
is not appropriate. The long-term need is for resistant materials,

especially resin systems, which do not require
c. Optical fibers for real-time damage detection (for coatings.

health monitoring systems) show much promise.
Note that the discussion of follow-up activities (item 6)

d. Some areas still have needs: has been included under the subject headings. Finally, no
"other topics" (item 7) were discussed.

"* Detection of matrix degradation
* Detection of interphase degradation
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